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PREFACE 
This paper is concerned with three dominant themes: 
these are conflict , the progress of the social change process 
over time ,
' 
and.deviance.· The s tudy has for its purpose the 
determination of whether the change in attitudes toward a 
particular deviant stereotype on the microlevel may be an 
indicator of a change in cultural ideology at the macrolevel . 
Change situations develop as a result of a conflict 
of ideologies or variations in the value structure of an 
ideology.
1 
Conflict is central to the concept of the process 
of change in society--this conflict need not be overt and may 
exist in situations of competition or cooperation. The 
degree of conflict can vary from actual physical engagement 
to confrontation and dialogue. 
This is not to say that all change in society origi-
nates after-the-fact from confl ict situations. Some change 
results from other sources such as technology and planned 
innovation. Pl anned change is induced as a result of a 
process of interpretation and evaluation of the situation and 
the weighing of the degree of desirability of various out­
comes from introducing the change by the individuals or 
1 I Kenneth E. Boulding, The Meahl.� of the 20th Century 
(New York: Harper & Row Publishers , 19 ) , pp.160-170. 
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groups involved. These changes may be introduced for pur­
poses of efficiency, growth, or to avoid th• pree1p1tation of 
a crisis situation that would result in conflict and possibly 
more radical chanqe. 
The fore•• of social change are at work all the til'll8 
and some amount of cheln9e is al ways occurring in any society. 
Change, however, 1• a process and the kind and the direc:tion 
of change i•• in a gen&ral vay, controlled by the ideological 
emphasia of the larger society. 
If on. starts at th• highest lewl of society, con­
flict can be seen at work in th• competition of ideologies. 
According to Boulding, the elements of an ideology are: an 
interpr•tation of historyJ an image of the future1 a critique 
of personal and political behavior and a role for eTeryone.1 
society then symbolizes tne idea, propagates it, and then 
organizes and enf'orees it with a syatem of social control. 
No two societies, e._n if �hey posses• some commonalty of 
cultural heritage, are goi� to have exa4tly the sawt ideol­
ogy. Therefore, there is 9oinq to exist a competition of 
1deologiea for th• minds of their followers. In order to 
atay alive and viable an ideoloqy will have to do two things, 
it will have tr.a change to cover new societal situations as 
they deftlop in a dynaaic environment and it will have to 
compete actively with other ideologies that might of�er 
alternative aolutions to the so<:i.al problema in the society 
l Ib14., P• 198. 
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in which it ia the dominant framewor� of rationality. 
Idtaole>gies and the aocie�iea that subscribe to th• 
13eeome what could be termed conflict· "systems• in which the 
systems are maintainad and enhanced not only aa a reaul� of 
the on-going proceaa of conflict :but also as a result of the 
interpretation of the· social situation. and ite asaeaaaent and 
evaluation by indiYi:duals and 9roupa.1 Thi• is carried even 
further .by the process of "plannift9" fo.r future change.. Thia 
invol:vea the introduction of chaJMJ• into the "systemtt in 
accordance with the ••aluation ef the "purpose" of the ideol­
ogy embOdied in the society, takin9 note of the "bestn way of 
realizinq th••• Yaluea in terms of futwre action. 
'l'heref&re, the theoretical basis of this study is 
''eclectic" in the sen•• that it is l>aaed on a readaptatien of 
conflict theory in combination with a wider application of 
some tenets of aymbolie interactionali•t approach to encom­
�ass the intergroup relations in all interactional contexta-­
wi tb indi vi·duals 1 groups within the society, the environment 
and ul timataly with 1 ta his tori.cal hei:i tag••, 
Each individual .or 9.roup, after all, is an expression 
of the history that has gone before in terms. of the interpre­
tation of i ta mean1119 within the societal context. 
Ideologiea change over time as ar.a.s of cultural 
emphasia change. Therefore, the definition of what 1• devi­
ant and the all\Ount of "toleration.., of deviance will also 
1 Ibid., P• 103. 
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change as tiM passes . The· Mason that id•ologies chant;• and 
areas of cultural emphasis change is that there is a contin­
ual interactive process goinq on .beuween.indiViduals, qroups, 
national entit�es, and, their particular interpretations of 
the past history of mankind itself. 
This is why the field of history is ao important to 
the study of the socioloqy of knowledge- Man is co·ntinuously 
engaged in reinterpretation and reevaluation of his historic:�l 
heritage-in terms of &ddit:tonal experience.. so, history., in 
the soeiolcgical sense, is not only a part of the past, but of 
the present and also the tuture·. 
The use of the historical method is vindicated aa a 
vehicle for this study btcause an interpretation of history 
and its synU>ols is central to the existence of every iridi vid­
ual. Others may structure part of this interpretation for 
him but this does not clim1.n1sh the effect that history has on 
him or the meaning its symbols ha� for him. This i• partic­
ularly true in forming his a�titudes concerning stereotypes 
of certain kinds of behavior and certain types of people. 
There 1a a fundamental three-way relationship between 
history, change and deviance tna't cannot be discounted. The 
process of change and 1 ta relationship to deviance are con­
tinuously recorded in their historical setting a.nd this is 
constantly reint•rpreted for meaning es time passes and 
ideoloqies change. 
The perspective should be Vlewed in the main aa 
sociolegic.al rather than hiatorical because its presentation 
y 
is ao designed as to give serial interpretation to a putic:­
ular constellation of traits that go to make up a pa.rt.ic:ula.r 
stereotype in its social set.ting ;-and to ·.b.r:caden -understanding 
of deviancy in general. 
Sine• this e1fort pi�neers research in iln area in 
which the descriptive literatv.re ia both episodic and volu­
minous, certain parameters must be outlined and limits placed 
upon the amount o'"f material to be inc:luded,. A complete study 
of all th• historical record.a aYaila.ble could not be completed 
in the lifetil'lles of several researchers, therefore• the h1.a­
torical sources will be onea o� acknowledged scholarship and 
�oneerning which a high degree of consensus exists among mod­
ern scholaL"S as to their worth. 
In areas of unquestioned agreement, and in which 
there is no argument, secondary sources will be used in favor 
of rare or unavailable primary materials. 
s.taee tthis research i s  undertaken by one individual 
with limited tiMe and economic means at his disposal, it 
mu3t also be quite limited as to its scope. The data will be 
co•piled in the nature of a pilot st�dy which can serve to 
�;oint tha way to future "roadmap" treatments of history in 
th9 soeiolo9ical perspective. To a�hieve this, the etudy 
will deal w:1 th a limited mnaber of deviant groups whoae 
influence has been greatest and whose membership has been the 
most nu .. roua. Then, the treatment will emph�size society's 
reaction to these groups at specific times in the past down 
to the present (beginning wi�h their period of greateGt 
vi 
social visibility) rather than showing their development in 
�tail throughout history. The time a•quence will encompass 
Western culture from Biblical times to the present, The 
emphaaia will be on Europe until the advent of the nineteenth 
century and then ahift to American society. Disouaaions of 
present-day post-industrialized aociety will be limited to 
its manifestation on the American scene. 
The study will begin with a discussion of sociolog­
ical theory and its application to the central thesis and 
will then move into a historical step-analysis of the problem 
as stated. The first few sections will deal almost exclu­
sively with the presentation of the problem, the justifica­
tion for the research, the theoretical base, methodology, and 
the character of the analysis to be used in the appraisal of 
the historical evidence. 
Chapter II will be more or less c:oncerned with a 
straightforward kind of historical reportage of an outline of 
the dominant changes in areas of cultural and ideological 
shifts of emphasis in Western society from biblical times to 
th• present. 
Succeeding chapters will treat the significant 
deviant groups as they gain social visibility in cer�ain 
historical time periods. The relation of the master status 
traits of the classical configuration will be applied to 
each group in turn in the interactive milieu. An analytical 
summary of each period will be made {all of which will 
ultimately be synthesized qualitatively in the final section). 
Yii 
In the final chapter, the study will summarize the 
evidence gathered in the historical outline in terms of its 
application to the validity of the postulated hypotheses and 
as�ertain if it supports or disproves the central thesis of 
whether the particular constellation of traits discussed can 
be termed a social indicator of chante•. 
viii 
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I, ;tNTROOUCTION 
This study proposes to examine the interplay of 
social conflict and change and their relation to the societal 
reaction to a particular deviant stereotype over the time 
dimension. The relative pos�t1on of this stereotype in 
Western s ociety will be traced over the passage of time in 
its relation to shifts in areas of cultural emphasis as the 
controlling ideologies of Western society have progressed 
from biblical to modern times. 
This stereotype of deviance in its continued exis-
tence over the chr6nological di mension will be referred to 
as a "career." The concept of career has been applied by 
Becker1 and Matza2 to the individual deviant but the present 
author has expanded the idea from the lifetime of the indi­
vidual to encompass the societal lifetime of a particular 
constellation of traits which comprise a stereotype (see 
explanatory subsection on definitions). 
For the purposes of this study � the word stereotype 
will be defined as an oversimplified generalization that 
emphasizes only selected traits of another group (or ind1.-
Vidual). It tends to evoke a generalized reaction to any 
1Howard S. Becker, outsiders (New York: Free Press, 
1963). 
2oav1d Matza, Delinquency and Drift ( New York: John 
Wiley & Sons. Inc., 1964). 
1 
2 
member of that group. 
The stereotype that will be the subject of study here 
will be that of the v arious manifestations of the "social 
heretic" under whatever °label that society may have attached 
to certain mas'ter traits at a particular point in the flow 
of history-1 At various times; the names of entire peoples 
or classifications of individuals have been labeled in such 
a way as to make them guil.ty of social "her·esy. 02 (The term 
heresy is generally used to refer to subversive individuals 
in a religious institution who are suspected of working from 
within to bring about the downfall of that institution--
Simmel has shown that the term can be broadened from the 
res tricted use in the institut ional framework to apply to 
individuals 1,.n the same kind of relationship with the whole 
. t 3 so cie Y• The fact 'that these groups, or aggregates of 
individuals, are labeled as internal enemies results in 
their being "st1gmatizedff4 and so take on the role of a 
1tverett C. Hughes 1 Men and Their �·/ork (Glencoe, 
Illinois: Free Press of Glencoe, 1958}, pp. 56-67; Everett c. 
Hughes, ,.Dilemmas and Contrad1ction3 o� Status," American 
Journal 2f S ociol oga ' I (Mar·ch, 1945}, 353-359; and Howards. Becker a n Anselm L. Strauss, 11Cc.reers, Person­
ality, and Adult Socialization," American Journal of Soci­
ology, LXII {November, 1956), 253-263. 
2Edwin M. Lemert, Social Pathology (New York: 
McGraw Hill Book Compa.ny, Inc., 1951). 
3Lew1s A. Coser, The unctions of Social ict 
(Glencoe, Illinois: Free ress of G encoe, 
PP• 87-111. 
4srv1ng Goffman, Stigma s Notes on the Management of 
Spoiled I,denfit� ( Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice­
Hall, Inc., 96 ). 
3 
1 "symbolic assailant." {The terms enclosed in quotes defi!le 
concepts and parti.al theories that have developed in the 
study of deviance and intergroup relations., They are used 
here as a sort of shorthand--if the reader is unfamiliar 
with these terms, they are defined and referenced in the 
following subsection of the paper.) 
Definitions 
In defining deviant careers, both Becker and Matza 
show a deviant career to be a continuous process of grad-
ually increasing commitment to deviance as the societal 
reaction to their deviance grows in intensity. 
Becker states that 
What happens is that the individual, as a 
consequence of actions he has taken in the past 
or the operation of various institutional routines� finds he must adhere to certain lines of behavior. 
He continues by explaini�, 
In any case, being caught and branded as deviunt 
has important consequence for one•s further social 
participation and self-image. The most important 
consequence is a drastic change in the individual's 
public identity. Committing the improper act and 
being publicly caught at it place him in a new 
status. Be has been revealed as a different kind 
of person than he used to be • • • •  3 
Each new occurrence of deviance (increasingly forced 
by societal reaction to the last) continues to deepen the 
1 Jerome H. Skolnick, Justice Wi.thout 
Enforcement in Democratic Society (New York: 
Son�, Inc., 1966). 
2Becker, Outsiders, p. 27. 
3Ibid., PP • 31-32. 
Trials Law 
John Wiley and 
deviance spiral, and the final step in the career of a devi-
ant is the full-fledged membership and acceptance of the 
deviant id�ology of an organized deviant g�oup. 
In thia pro cess there are various stages of commit­
ment to deviant action, which Matza. and Becker both note but 
which .they define in different te.s;minology. 
The second definition of interest here is that of the 
"symbolic assailantn--tcµs is ,a. term dev•lo�e� by Skolnick.1 
It grows out of the base work 4one on status trait$ by 
Everett c. Hughes. Hughes has shown that the possessio n of 
one overpowering.�eviant trad.� may pave a generali zed er 
"symbolic: value"' so that people automatically assume that its 
bearer is the possessor of the other un<aairable trait$ that 
are 9enerally as.sociated with it. Thus the i ndi vidual becomes 
a representative of all of th• general kind of deviant that 
ha has become associated with. He then becomes the objective 
symbolizati.on of a "threat " to the larger society. 
Becker then goes on to point out that the person 
being treated as thqugh he were generally rather than specif­
ically deviant results in a self-fulfilling prophec:y.2 The 
individual becomes what society has labeled him. 
The individual being caught at an act determined by 
society tto be deviant results in his being 11stigmatized" and 
labeled as deviant. Stigma is a term that is usually 
lSkolnick Justice Without Trial. . ' 
2aecker, Outsiders , P• 34. 
5 
associated with Er"ling Goffman, who has done considerable 
research with this phenomenon} Stigma is really the assess­
ment of a negative aura to the individual as a result of his 
deviant act. He is no longer re9arded with favor by so-
called "normal" associates. The result of this is to force 
him even further along the road to a deviant career. 
The proceaa of "labeling" an individual as deviant 
has unfortunate consequences in that being credited with the 
characteristics (1.e. label) of a certain kind of deviances 
converts his identity from pos1t1Ye to negative. Therefore 
he may be converted from a "primary deviant" (one who has 
committed a deviant act or acts but who does not regard him­
self as deviant) into & "secondary deviant" (that is, one 
who recognizes himself to be deviant and who acts in a way 
to cover up this deviance). Edwin Lemert has expl a.ined these ( . 
2 concepts in more detail in his book, Social Pathology. 
The present author maintains that the foregoing con­
cepts that apply to the career of the i ndivi dual deviant as 
it has been considered by scholars such as Lemert, Hughes, 
Skolnick, Goffman, Matza and Becker can also be applied to 
groups. 
That is to say that a minority group can embark upon 
a deviant career in just the same way as an individual 
deviant. 
1ootfman. StJ.gma. 
2Lemert, Social Pathology. 
6 
lly definition, a minority group is less in nurnl:>er 
than the dominant group. Also by definition it must be 
different enough to receive differential treatment in order 
to be identifiable.. In . this re.spect it resemble s the pri-
mary deviant. Then the group itself recognizes itself as 
being sufficiently different. from the dominant group to 
warrant "governing .. behavior auoh as the neutralization of 
Conventional attitudes.1 These give the group a rationale 
that supplies reasons that appear to be sound for pursuing 
the line of activity they have begun. The group can now be 
compared to an indi Vidual that has become & Hsecondary devi­
ant" for it recognizes itself to be deviant and talces steps 
to survive in a hostile social envirorunent. 
All of these features are combined in the definition 
of a minority as 1 t is conceived by Rose: 
A 9rQup is a minority group if it is the object 
of prejudice and discrimination from the dominant 
groups, and if the members think of thernsel ves as 
a minority.2 
Rose obviously thinks of all minorities as being 
deviant. However, this is a question of "degree." In thia 
study, a distinction will be made between the term "minority" 
and the term "deviant minority." For the purposes of this 
research a minority will be any group that receives, as a 
1aecker, Outsiders, p. 38. 
2 Arnold M. Rose, "Race and £thn1c Relations," 
Contempor� socirl Problenus, ed. by Robert K. Merton and 
Robert A. � sbet New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 
1961), p. 326. 
7 
9eneral conditi on of social life, differential treatment •. 
When this t�atment becomes aerioua enough to have called out 
sanctions or active discrimination based on geralized stereo­
types, this group will be referr&d to as a deviant minority. 
In other worda, the value system of one group differs from 
society but the situation is one of mutual. accommodation aftd 
coherence.. In the other case,. the value system of the minor­
ity group is so different from th• dominant group that rt is 
suff icient to breed conc::erited hostility on the part of both. 
An example in point. which will be developed more fully later 
in the s�udy, ia the whole youth subculture which is "mar­
ginal" to the greater society, and the youth drug subculture, 
which is a deviant minority. The author real1zea that th9 
dif�erence involved here is one of degree, and it is employed 
solely for the purpose of providing a more detailed descrip­
tion of the process. 
The foregoinq discussion, than, illustrates the 
application of the terms that have been defined as they will 
be employed in the descriptive context of the study. 
A particular deviant minority may serve to save the 
etructural form of the soeiety ey furnishing it with an 
internal enemy to provide a rallying point around which to 
solidify public support and develop what Emile Durkheim has 
referred to as "social cohesi.aneas" which he felt to be one 
of the most important factors in maintaining the viability of 
a 
any aoc:iety.1 
In the progress o� the particular career of deviance 
that is being inveatigated in thia research, the qroups con-
earned have worn such labels •• "heretic1" "witah," 0w1zard," 
"sorcerer," "astrologer," "Chaldean,,. ••oracle," ..  tanaehean, " 
"Gypsy," '1Jew," or .. nigger, " and many others too numerous to 
reeount here. What is important, though, is that each of 
thtt•• qroupa, or the individuals that eomprised them, pos­
ses..-<! one or more �f the master traits that go to b�ila up 
the conftgurAtion designat:ed in this study .as Deviant type-\¥. 
rrequ•n�ly, i n  the pa•�, the possession of just one 
of �ese traits was auff1cient motivati on fot the more un-
belle assailants" who posed a threat to the structur� of a 
particular society suffering stress. Further, the mar• 
association with ons indi Yidual member of a group that had 
l>een labeled as "aoc:inl heretics" often caus4!d sufficient 
attention &nd social vis1bility2 to result in the label be1n<J 
tranaferred to the associati�g individual. (This h�ppened 
frequently during the Spanish l:n::_uisition with fumily member• 
and f ri&nds cf Jews who had come to the attention of the 
Grand Inquisitera of t.�e Church.) 
1951)' 
York: 
11t':mile Durkheim, S ubeiS• {New York: Free Press, 
p. 159J and The 01V!alon �f Lal:>or in Sod.et)' (New 
Free Presa, 1956) ,  P• l30. · 
2aecker, Outsider&. 
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Problem 
The present writer* in investigating the literature 
of history and sociology having to do with deviant groups and 
social change, noted that there seemed to be some commonal­
ities in the descriptions of deviant groups regardless of the 
period of time involved. This led to some questions in the 
mind of the present author: Are there certain deviant minor­
ities who, irrespective of the time period, have served as 
targets for the aggression of the dominant group in periods 
of stres5? If such groups do in fact exist, do they have 
cectain physical or cultural characteristics or traits in 
common that result in their being singled out (rather than 
some other marginal group) for persecution by the dominant 
majority? 
It appears, if the answers to the two questions are 
affirmative, that it should be possible to truce the career 
of this particular constellation of traits through the course 
of the historical deveiopment of Western Society. Also, it 
would appear that, if the career of this particular stereo­
type could be traced through the time dimension, its status 
ut particular pivotal points of change in ideological empha­
sis may vary in such a way that, by viewing the status of 
these deviant minorities at chosen times and connecting these 
changes in status, a.n idea of the changes taking place at the 
macrolevel of society might also be gained. In this way the 
deviant minorities under study might become social indicators, 
10 
which through showing change in the social <:limate at the 
microlevel can reflect changes at the maer.olevel • .  
Study Design 
The physical design of such a study would be anal­
ogous to the ordinary motorist's highway map. It would con­
sist of two dimensions; the vertical dimension of the flow 
of historical time whieh can be compared to the tracing of a 
highway across the surface of the map, and the horizontal 
dimenaion which can be compared to the relatively greater 
detail shown on the map as to the shape and street layout of 
towns and cities along the chosen highway. (See the illus­
trations on the following page.) In this way, the histori• 
ography of the historical career of the social heretic 
becomes a map of its continuity through the social fabric in 
the tim• dimension, with interspersed studies of particular 
social situations in greater detail to illustrate loci of 
intergroup conflict and their relation to change taJcing place 
in the general society and the area of cu ltural emphasis at 
that particular period in time. At the end of each chosen 
section there appears an analysia and summary of the signif­
icance of the period for the career of Deviant type-w. In 
the final section of the study, a sUJlrnary and interpretation 
of the salient &vents of the whole career either justifies or 
re�u��s the thesis Of the research in terms of the s tated 
propositions. 
Since a search of the available literature failed to 
nistanee 
No,.therly 
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ANALOOY: TLLUS�ATING THR "ROADMAPtt.. VTEW' 
. .. OF -TW.. �STO�:"'r.AL- DIMENSION . ( The marked hi.ehways can· be compared: to the 
longitudinal' flow Gf' time. whioh gives-- -· 
eontinui ty, wh .. lo: the ereater· -detail of' 
shape and road layout-0f-the towns.can be 
compared to ·cross-sectional detailed 
descrintion of conditions �t pivotal 
noints in hist��y) 
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1929 
1919 
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now 'of' . . 
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Renrf'!::>cnted by 
c�nstruct-­
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disclose t:he exis tence of such a s tudy, the decision was made 
to undertake it in order to see if the historical evidence 
would tend to support such a view, or if the evidence would 
refute the basic idea and show the intergroup ralations 
between dominant groups and deviant minoriti�s to be unique 
episodes with no common thread of continuity or no value to 
indicate changes at the macrol�vel. 
The Thesis Statement 
The central the31s of this study, then, co ncerns the 
ways in which Wes tern society has reacted to a particular 
construct of master traits that have been associated with the 
classical stereotype of "witch " or "heretic" (herein desig­
nated as Deviant type-W for purposes of brevity) as the 
ongoing pr ocess of social change has evolved through the 
historical dimension. Master traits of this classical ste­
reotype conf iguration1 come to be assigned and ascribed to 
individual• in certain time periods in accordance with the 
current areas of cultural emphasis or cha1l9ea in ideolo�y. 
The thesia of this pape� may be stated as& 
the type of reaction evidenced by a s ociety to this 
deviant stereotype of mastertraits in any time per iod 
aan be used a• a social indicat�r as to the type, 
intensity, and direction of fundamental social change 
that is takinQ place at the macrolevel in a pa.i:tieul a.r 
society at a particular time. 
1Henry Charles Lea, s Tow rd a . eto 
Witchc raft (New York: Thomas Yoselof , Inc., 9 ; Wa lace 
Notestein, A His tory o f  Witchcraft in England (New York; 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1968); Montague Summers, The His­
tory of Witc hcraft (New York: The Citadel Presa, 1970); and 
Montague Summers, Geography of Witchcr aft (New York : Uni­
versity Books, 1970). 
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'l'he intensity of the change taking place, as evi­
dence.d by society• s reaction, identifies specific social 
problems that are extent and indicates the locus of conflict 
involved in the change process. 
The forces of change in society can result in con­
flict, which may create social problems. The varied ways in 
which individuals evidence their reaction to problems throug h  
conflict may resul t in same individuals being labeled as 
deviant. These individuals, if as an aggregate pose a threat, 
real or imagi ned, to the d ominant group may have further 
master traits ascribed to them to fit the stereotype of 
social heretic. 
In deali ng with the thesis.as stated, the following 
hypotheses will be tested in light of support or denial by 
the historical evidence . 
Hypotheses To 13e Tested 
In dealin� with the thesis as stated, the following 
hypotheses will be tested with regard to their validity as 
determined by the degree with which historical evidence 
tends to either support or deny their al legations a.s to the 
nature of the greater society and its 1nstitut1ona, the 
factors that determine its social climate. and the effect 
that these conditions and the social structure have on the 
career of minorities in the context o:f intergroup relations. 
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Hypothesi� No •. l 
Institutions inhibit social change , since one of 
their basic concepts involves their own self-perpetuation. 
During a discussion of the functions of social insti-
tutions Lewis Coser comments : 
Disappearance of the original enemy leads to a 
search for new enemies so that the group may con­
tinue to engage in conflict,. thereby maintaining a 
structure that it would be in danger of l osing were 
there no longer an enemy. 
• 
• •. As Chester Bernard s ays , . "An organi zation 
must disintegrate if it cannot accomplish iblS pur­
pose. I t  also destroys itself by accomplishing its 
purpose." Thus new purposes must be found in order 
to avoid dissolution •. l 
The fore9oing discussion by Coser deals with institu­
tions but , by �xtension, it would appear that the s ame  
ass umption could be made concerning institutionalized opin-
ions , atti tudes , and beliefs . Indeed , some research has 
been done which would lead to the acceptance of this assump-
tion concerning the nature of i n s titutionalization as well. 
One ins tance of evidence to support this point of view 
appears in �illikan and Backmer , 
Historical experience indicates that no s ociety 
ever simply abandons its traditional culture. 
On the contrary , the old culture almost always 
leaves permanent and significant marks of conti­
nui ty • • • •  2 
Further evidence of the persis tence of institutional-
1
coser , The Functiorus of Social Conflict ,  P• 105. 
2Max F. Millikan and Donald L .  M. Backmer , eds. , 
The Erner 1 Nations : Their G4owth an 
Maas. Ins titute o Tee nology, Center fot: I nternat 
Studies :  Little , Brown and Co. , 19.61 } ,  p. 1 9 .  
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ized op1n.1.oM , att1t.uct.a Wld bel.iefa c::om.a fr:om a.ralaon 
Opiniona , attli� and bell•I• O;Clqinat!ng in aa 
earlier period pocsi•t to be influential in a later 
per10dt boti\\lftt:.hin a a.lnt11.• lifetime amt over 
qoncu:-atio ns. · 
HxB§!'!!•&! J!O•. _2 
Xruat.it:uttonal nslata.nce 1:0 eoeial ChlU11'J• determines 
the �.tee t,o which an 1nnovawr may be l . .eboled devidt or 
ns.t.ipat1Mtd. , n  neut1re.11zirag h1ia as a n.al or iraaq!ned tilu'eat 
A tl\lllber of •tudi•• n:a• noted the N·aiatanee 0£ 
1nati tuu.n& theft\a•l vea � their bel1•f patt•rns to cha,nqe. 
Dubin �s to the conc:l.uaion that 
The history of tecnnolo91cal advance makes clear 
that innovation tended to be .r•aiated rllther than 
welcomed. Only •i.� tM lndU•tria.1 rwvoluUon b.&.s 
the rewrM bten g�ally t.cue.2 
(In th• QUOte above, DU.bin i• dealing o.nly with 
tecmnologlc.i chap;• wn1ch baa not bcten re•1•ted aa wch as 
change 1n the JaOnsaat.er1al. a1-d4t C>f the cul� ,  aa 1& point." 
out by a nualbe# of tweJAti•th �y •Cbolara-i.•• William 
r .  O<Jburn.3>  
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As will be pointed out in a later section of the 
study , the Industrial Revolutio n ,  the Protestant Reformation 
and accompanying Urbanization brought a change in id�ology. 
I n  terms Of intergrbup relations , which is the 
primary area of concern of this study , i't would be natural to 
assume that if change and innoYation are resisted the agents 
and innovators that promote such social situations will be 
resisted as wel l , and probably in proportion to the degree · of 
the disturbance to the integration. General ly, the conclu­
sion of scholars holds that innovation or change may be 
interpreted as a "threat" to the established order or the 
social structure , most especially i n  rigidly structured 
societies . AS Pierson concludes when talking of race 
relations : 
• • • of still greater significance is the development 
of a feeling on the part of the members of a dominant 
9roup , that they are under threat of displ acement 
from an established socia1 situation; that is , race 
prej \ldiett 1s usually acute i n  those situations in 
which members of a dolllinant group have come to fear 
that the members of a subordinate group are not 
keeping to a prescribed place of exclusion and dis­
crimination but instead threaten effectively to clai.m 
the privileges and opportunities from which they have 
been excluded. l 
In applying the threat of change to the structure of 
the society and considering its effect on personal and social 
organization, Keesing states that the more the traditional 
values of a society appear to be threat•ned by social chang• , 
10.  Pierson, ,.Race Prejudice as Revealed in the 
Study of Ra.cial Si tua.Uona , "  �9te£!!Ational Social Science 
Bulletin, II ( 1950)  ,. 473. 
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the greater will be its cost in terms of accompanying per­
sonal and social disorganization.
1 
It would seem logical , then, to expect that i f  indi-
victuals are active innovators , or change agents , the atten-
tion of other groups in that society who feel threatened by 
such change will give them publicity and attendant social 
vi sibility. As Becker comments in speaking of rule e nforce-
ment , 
Enterprise , generated by personal interest , 
armed with publicity, and co nditioned by the 
character of the organization, is thus the key 
variable in rule enforcement. 
• • • When two competing power groups exist in 
the same organi zation ,  e nforcement will occur only 
when the system of compromise that ch�racterizes 
their relationship breaks down. • • • 
Hypothesis No. 3 
An increase of crisis or conflict in society 
increases the social visibility of nonconformists and also 
may increase the possibility of one or the other being 
l abeled aa deviant. 
AS has been pointed out , the general conclusions of 
schol ars , supported to some extent by empirical research , 
tend to support the contention that institutions and 
institutionalized beliefs resist forces of change , and when 
1Felix M. Keesing , Culture Change : An Analysis and 
Bibliography of Anthropological Sources to l952 (Stanford , 
California: Stanford University Press , 1953) , PP• 80 , 8 3 .  
2Beaker , outsiders , P• 128. 
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innov.:-tion for change takes place special i nterest groups 
develop an interest i n  the innovator which in turn gives him 
publicity ,. i ncreasing his social Visibility as the dominant 
group attempts to neutral ize him as a threat to the "status 
quo . "  The third hypothesis is an extension of this si tua-
tion in that innovation for change increases conflict within 
the social structura.. ( This conflict can take any one of 
severnl forms which will be discussed in more detail later . ) 
The more rigid the social structure ( associated with homoge-
neous societies ) the more likely the conflict is to escal ate 
into a crisis situation which augurs serious consequences for 
the minority group. In connection with the homogeneous ,  
rigidly structured society , Berel son et aL asserts , 
The more homogeneous the social environment of 
the i ndividual , the more intensely he holds his 
opinions , attitudes a£d beliefs o.nd the more likely 
he is to act on ti1em. 
Carrying this over from the individual to the domi-
nant group reaction, nerelson ,  et al . sta�� that 
the more homogeneous a person ' s  attitudinal , personal , 
and soci al background, the more firmly his political 
preferences are held and the more they conform to 
the modal position of the group. 'I'he less homogeneous 
the background--that i s , the more cross-pressures the 
individual i� subject to--th� more chcngcable his 
preferences. 
Then, by inference , what appears to be true for 
political attitudes of the individual in the group would also 
�ppear to hold in other areas as well .  
1aerelson and Steiner, Human Behavior , P• 567. 
2 Ibid. , P• 434. 
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People who hold feelings against one minority in 
society tend to extend that feel1� to cover other groups w�o 
seem "different " to them.. In other words , prejudice seems to 
ha•e the quality of becoming generalized. As Christie observes 
"'hen speaking of ethnic groups , 
the ethnic ingroup is reif ied to the extent that 
patriotic and nationalistic sentiments are related 
to rejection of. ethnic minorities • • • •  and, 
prejudice towat"d one ethnic minority is usually 
( although not invariably) accomfanied by prej�dice 
toward other ethnic minorities. 
Once conflict develops Berelson et al . feel that , 
considering the evidence of studies in social conflict, the 
more intense the conflict , the greater the participants have 
a tendency to polarize and participate exclusively with those 
who are of the same state of mind and , as a result ,  the con­
flict becomes increasingly sharp because the antagonistic 
positions continuously harden. 2 In a similar vein ,  Lasswell 
and Kaplan conclude that 
During noncrisis periods , persons of conflicting 
attitudes can live si<M b1 side. As antagonisms 
intensify, however , the dispersed pattern is broken 3 up as fellow believers seek safety in segregation. • • • 
Also the character of the con£lict , that is , just 
what veluee are being contested, appears to have some 
1Rtchard Christie and Marie Jahoda, eda . ,  Studies in 
e nd Method of th• Au oritari n Personalit (New 
The Free Press , 54 , P• 134. 
2aerelson and Steiner , Human Behavior , p. 620. 
3Harold D. Lasswell and Ab.rah• Kaplan , Po..,.r and 
S ociet;j A Framework for Political !ngµiry (New Haven: 
Yale U ver•lty ire•• • 1956), P• llJ. 
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i'nfluence on whether it will escalate into a crisis situation 
or not.. Berelson et al .  are of the opi nion that the more 
commi tted the participants are to the organizations involved 
and the more that ideology i s  involved , the more likely the 
conflict is to escalate. 1 
Berelson et al .  al so point out that the approaching 
crisis hasten$ and intensifies the trends in social rela-
tions that already exist. In other words , it would appear 
th�t if � �inority group has already been made visible in 
terms of some soci�..1 innovation, or as an ongoing problem in 
intergroup rel ations , conflict would serve to heighten thi s 
visibility and increase the minority' s  ch ances of being 
labeled unfavorably as deviant . 
As Kluckhohn states 
I f  a tribe • s  customary out let for aggression in war 
is blocked , one may predict an increase in intra­
tribal hosti li ty ( pechaps in the fo�m of witchcraft) 
or in pathological states of mel ancholy resultant 
upon anger being turned inward against the salf . 2 
By way of interpretation ,  then, whut Kluckhohn is 
pointing out is that a conflict , i n  short, causes a dichot-
omy to develop between the "we ' s "  and "they ' s . tr 
Once the minorit¥ has gaLned visibility, conflict is 
increasi ng ,  and a dichoton1ous relationship has .�olarized out 
of the s i tuation, it can quickly degenerate to a point where 
a crisis occurs , and only a "precipitating incident" is 
1
ae�elson ilnd Steiner, !.fuaai'l Behador , p. 621 . 
2c;lyde Kluc;lchchn, IUfm todr Hae (New York: McGraw­
Hil l ,  1949 ) ,  P •  267. 
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required to bring panic, riot , hysteria or other socially 
uncontrolled behavior directed at the minority by the 
dominant group. As Willia.ms observes concerning intergroup 
relations in aociety under eonflict conditions : 
Mass violence ( e . g . ,  race ri.ot s )  18 more likely 
under the following conditions z ( a) prolong•d 
frustrations , leading to a high tension level ; 
(b) presence of population elemen�s with a propen­
sity to violence (especial.ly lower elass , adoles­
cent m.alea in socially d1$0rga�zed are� ) ;  
( c )  highly visible and r4Pid �AM• in inter9roup 
relations J ( d) 9 precipi ttoJ.tin9 incident of inter• 
group confli.ct . l  
Hypothe•it No. 4 
A.a the areas of cul tu,rtal emphasis shift , or as the 
governing ideology changes , the .societal "tolerance of 
eccentricity" and of de'Viant individuals �hanges . 
I n  line with the above-stated hypothesis , the writer 
has already used a quote fr0m Lasswell and Kaplan to illus­
trate erisis situations with their heightened stress on the 
differences of groups in society. This same quote can alsa 
be us�d to show how it is reaspnable to expect intergroup 
relations to improve during times Of r�latively less con­
flict. Again, Lasswell and Kapl an state , 
During non-.-cri$i.S P•-"�oc;Js , per$On& of �onflicting 
a.tti tudes c;an l.i ve side by side. • • • 
1 Robin M. Williams , Jr. , "The Heduction of' Intergroup 
Tensions : A Survey of Research on the Problems of Ethnic , 
Racial and Reli9ious Group Rela.tions 1 "  ,The Social Science 
Research Council trulletin, LIX ( 1947>· , pp. 60 , 61. 
2Lasswell and Kaplan , Power and Societ�, p .  2 5 3 .  
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Berelson et al. add to this that opinions , atti­
tudes and beliefs are more differentiated in more complex 
societies . In showing how i ncreas ing complexity works to 
bring diversity and pluralism in the developmental pattern 
of society--moving from the simple to the complex--Berelson 
et al . note z 
In the Western world historically and in the East 
currentl y ,  the rise in poli�ical importance of the 
common man ' s  opi nions , attitudes and beliefs is 
associated with th• rise of the middle class , the 
growth of nationalism and industrialism, the expan­
sion of literacy and education ,  the emergence of 
democratic institutions , the spread of competing 
religious dogmas , and the development of the mass 
media of communication. 
Broadly speaking these major historical eon-
di tions operate i n  two ways : firs t ,  by increasing 
the number and intensity of distinctions within a 
society, as with nationalism or the differentiation 
of el asses ; and second , by providing the means for 
the learning and expression of opinions , attitudes 
and b*l i•fs , as with th• mass media or democratic 
inst1 tut1ons . l 
Rose argues that the more urbanized a society is the 
more open a.nd differentiated the system will be .  Rose 
contends , 
The city is more class graded than the country . 
more �1fferent1ated in the types of social positions 
to be filled , more impersonal ( so that family connec­
tions count tor less ) ;  mot:'e professionalized , more 
attractive of the talent from the smal l  town and 
rural areas. I n  cities , even "the purely caste ele­
ment in social stratification is minimized. In the 
great and growtng citiea of India, for example, the 
caste system aannott be maintained. In the Middle Ages 
the budding cities were places where serfs lost their 
unfree . 02 Some scholars believe , as one put4 it , 
1 eerelaon and Steiner, Human Behavior , P• 559. 
2Kingaley Davia , Human Society (New York : Macmil l an 
Company , 1949 ) , PP• 332-33• quoted in Rose , ... Race and Elthnic 
Rel ations , " P• 365. 
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that "the caste s ystem in tts full form i s  possible 
only i n a rural society. "l 
The quote from Rose illustrates a point i n  li ne with 
the foregolnq hypothesis. In the differential power orienta­
tion and treatment of dominant and minor! ty groups in soci­
ety, they resemble a caste system. In other words , by bei ng 
born into t:he dominant group gives one ind'i vidual social 
advantages that the other does not have. This situation is 
rel atively permanent and there is little the individual 
minority member can do abOut it so long as he is directly 
associated with the m1AO-r1ty qroup by the member's of the dom­
inant group. City lif'• hc)wewr , by its very diwrsity "tu! 
the divers ity of the population , tends to break down this 
stratification of society into castes. 
Lipset and .Bendix · are of �he opinion that the more 
industri ali zed the society i s ,  the more ope·n and differ­
enti ated the system of stratification will 'be Cup to a 
certain point ) . 2 
Freedman, in line with the functions of industrializa­
tion and urbanization for "leveling out" the group feel ings 
and the production of a rel at.ively open, plurali stic scoaiety, 
states tha't , 
With the absorption of formerly disparate units 
into an inclusive organization--that is , the urban 
1Rose , " Rc::.ce and Ethnic Relations , "  P• 365. 
2seyrnour M .  Lipset and Re1nhard Bendi x, Soci al 
Mobility i n  I ndustri al Society ( University of Californi a ,  
Institute of Industri al Rela�ions :  University of California 
Pres s , 1959 ) , p. 1 3 .  
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comm�JU.ty--goes a generalization of culture� A 
common denominator is necessarily sough� in all 
thin9a • • •  � all tend to s\lbrait to the leveling 
influence of sustained interaction involved in 
mutual depe·ndenee;. It -1• Obvious that uhere can­
not be a monetary system adapted to the preferences 
of each individua1 1 the mon•tasy $ystem must be 
adapted to the average requirement. The same is 
true of language , mean• of transportation; and in 
the long run; of less concrete manifestations of 
behavior•l 
Before leaving the subject of change in cultural 
emphasis and its potentiality for the career of deviant 
minorities , something must be mentioned about a special case. 
In the discussion earlier, intergroup conflict was discussed 
with regard to the possibility of its escalation to crisis 
proportions with dire c·onsequences for certain minorities 
that seem to propose a "threat " to the dominant group. Now 
it must be noted that some scholars feel that 
in the face of a threat from the outside , a human 
group, unit or seaiety subordinates its internal 
conflicts to the common good (survival ) .  When the 
external threat ia removed , the internal conflicts 
return to action. 2 
The foregoing statement by Berelson et al. leads into 
the next hypothesis. from the quote , i t  can be seen that 
these authors ( Berelson et al . )  a.re convinced that the for-
tunes of minority groups of deviants i n  the society depend 
upon trye condition and security of the society in its 
environment. 
l*anald Fr•edmem eit al . , PrinsE;ples of Sociology 
( New York s Keltt Rineha.Jtt and Winston, 19�6J, p� 36§. 
2aerelson and Steiner, Human Behavior. p. 622. 
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Hypothesis No. 5 
As the areas o f  cultural ·emphasis shift over the 
passage of time •r the reaction of society can range from 
acceptance ,. to toleratio n ,  to rejection,. to outright exter-
mination of a particular deYiant type. 
It has just been shown that Berelson et al . ,  as a 
result of their investigation of the problem , feel that when 
the society faces an outside threat , differences that exist 
between the dominant group and d•Viant groups in society are 
laid aside and a partnership exiats in the common defense. 
Once the co nditions change , however , and the social order is 
once again secure from outside threat , it has to look else-
where for "'enemies "  and the fortunes o� "different" gr<>upa 
in the society begin to wane as aggressive tendencies are 
once again directed inward. 
Also it was pointed out earlier that Keesing feels 
that when social change threatens or appears to threaten the 
society' s traditional values , there is a greater resistance 
to that change. 1 Consequen�ly, too ,  the cost of the change 
in attendant personal and social disorganization will be 
much greater. As Keesing &bse1;"V9d , 
Several theorists have suggested that , ao long 
as the basic value system s tands reasonably firm , 
selective change can proceed with . minimum strain 
and stress. At the other extreme , some groups and 
indiv1.duals have undergone , or are in the procesa 
of undergoing , the experience of having their value 
1Keesing , Cultur• Change, PP• 80-85. 
systems i n  j eopardy or shattere d ,  catastrophically 
or through & prolonged series of crisis episodes. 
( Naturally, if the value system of the minority 
group is destroyed in conflict situations ; this 
amounts to the same thing as the rejection and destruc­
tion of the group itself--�t has been effectively 
neutral ized by more powerful social forces • )  
A further example that might lead to the conclusion 
that the fortunes o f  the minority group are tied to the time 
period and the area of emphasis of the cul ture i s  the evi-
dence found by Williams concerning the incidence and location 
of prejudice to the big waves of immigration as applied to 
American society in the l ate nineteenth and the twentieth 
centuries. Wil l i ams state$ , 
Prej udice against Negroes and certain other minorities 
is l ikely to be e s pecially vigorous and vocal among 
ethnic groups which have been only recently "American­
ized" and which are attempting to move up in the class 
hierarchy • • • •  The cess ation of large-scale immigra­
tion has thus removed an important element of flexi­
bility in the bal ancing system of controlling inter­
group hostilities. 2 
So i t  would seem that in the past, e ach new wave of immigra-
tion had the result of providing a new objective target at 
the bOttom of society to which those in the superstructure 
above might direct their prejudices. 
To further support the contention put forth by the 
fore9oing hypothesis that as areas of cultural emphasis 
shift , the reaction to the deviant by BGciaty can cover a 
wide range is the assert.ion by Barel son et al . ,  that 
Ibid. 
2_Williams , "Reduction of I ntergroup Tensions , n 
pp. 60 , 6 1 .  
Like most other forMs of behavior , prej udice and 
discriminetion follow the going social customs 
in the community� l ( The authors then go on to 
quote a summary of how customs of the community 
influence prejudicial attitu�es extracted from a study by Raab and Lipset. ) . 
I t  is only a short s te p from the assertion that social 
situations determine the reaction to the deviant and change 
his fortune in accordance with the conditions of the "social 
climate" to the idea that a pa.rticular "type " of deviance 
may exist with continuity through the time dimension but that 
the reactions of the dominant group at various times , . and as 
a result of various conditions extant in the society , will 
result in the particular .. label" (or name ) that describes a 
particul ar type of davi ance changing with changes i n  cul-
tural emphasis. 
Hypothesis No . 6 
A.s the areas o f  cultural emphasis change with time , 
the reaction to a particular type of deviant individual 
results in a corresponding shift in labe l s .  ( The same indi-
vidual--exhibi ting the same mns ter trai ts--might be a "witch'' 
in one historical period , a "radical" in u.nother, and "men-
tally ill " in anothe r ,  or a religious leader in yet another . )  
In line with the idea proposed in the hypothesis 
above , the principle 0£ the generalization of prejudice as 
1 Berelson and Steiner , Human Behavior , pp. 32- 3 3 .  
2Earl Raab and Seymour M. Lipset , Prejudice and 
Society (New York : Antidefamation League of B' na! B ' rlth , 
1 959). 
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espoused by Christie ,1 •e.ems pertinent. Harding et al. 
conclude that tha stereotyping of ethnic groups . tends to be 
similar among the vario�s social groups throughout the 
society and even, to some extent·, through the stereotyped 
group itself. 2 
Berelson et al .  continue by describing the proectss 0£ 
stereotyping which has s o  much to do with intergroup rela-
tions between dominant and deviant minority groups and sub-
cultures . They as sert :  
The less contact or experience with the ethnic 
group in question , the leas strongly heid the stereo­
type and the les s important it seems to be .  
Even so , stere.otype.$ do not always , or even 
usual ly , arise from direct experience with the group 
being stereotyped ,  but rather from the general social 
climate in which one lives. 
Such stereotypes are quite resistant to change , 
although changing social and economic conditions can 
lead to shifts over a long period o f  time. 
The stereotype as a whole sets the emotional tone 
for the several traits within it. 3  
In a�plying the fore9oing conclusions by Berelson 
et al. to the assertion o f the hypothesis above , it would 
seam that stereotype$ { applied by the authors to ethnic 
groups , but equally applicable to others such as homosexual s )  
whic;h include several traits in combination define a ki nd of 
individual for which the dominant society holds a ne�ativ. 
emotional feeling .  The times can change , the individuals 
1Chr1stie and Jahoda , ed� . , Authoritarian Perso nal-
1£L, P• 154 .  
2 John Harding et al . ,  "Prejudice and Ethic Rela-
tions , "  Handbook of SoclalF sychology, II . ,  ed. by Garner 
Lindsey {New York : Addison-Wesley , 1954 ) , p.  1024. 
3aerel so n and Stei ner ,  Human Behavior , p. 5 0 3 .  
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often change , but the stereotype lives on. Then, as pointed 
out earlier , if this stereotype tends to be generalized f.J:Om 
one group to another ( again the example of ethnic groups was 
given but there is no reason to believe that this s hould not 
apply to other groups with easily discernible characteristi<:.8 
that a.re ndifferent" )  t the at•reoj:.ype 9ains an im100rtallty of 
its own• no matter What the individual wearing its l abel R'lay 
be cal le4• 
Concly�ion 
In reference to the theoretical and empirical s tudies 
avail abl e ,  there seems to be ample justification for the 
further study o f  the hypotheses as stated. If they appear 
to scholars in the science of sociology to be applicable to 
certain areas of interpersonal relations in the interactive 
process , then they should be capable of being extended to the 
area of dominant-minority group interaction and to crisis 
situations in intergroup relations where collective behavior 
phenomena are involved. 
The extent to which the historical evidence supports 
or refutes the stated hypotheses should determine the extent 
to which the thesis that the societal reaction to the class­
ical s tereotype of the social heretic at the w� crolevel can 
be used as a valid indicator of the nature , intensity and 
direction of social ahar19e a� the nulcrclevel. 
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Justification for Research 
As was pointed out earlier in the introductory dis­
cussion , the present author ' s  search of the available his-
torical materi als failed to fi nd any evidence of a s tudy of 
the proposed type . Al though the literature dealing with the 
various manifestations of the social heretic is voluminous , 
there has been no effort to date to draw it together into a 
form which would give organization to a type of social 
historiography of the ster�otype in relation to its evolving 
socio-temporal background. Most studies of this area are 
episodic and are written in a descriptive vein. For in-
stance , several good references covering the s tudy of witch-
craft from the descriptive i)Oint of view and using the 
chronological approach are : Lea,
1 
Noteste i n ,
2 
and 3ummera.
3 
These are notable examples of the s tudy of religion, heres y ,  
and witchcraft and are interesting a s  sources of historical 
data, bUt n:ust be reinterpreted to be o f  use in sociological 
research. 
It will be the function of this s tudy to fill in the 
gaps of the research of this deviant type and establish the 
continuity of its career of deviancy through the historical 
medium. 
1Loa, History of Witchcraft. 
2
Noteste1n, History of Witchcraft in Enc;rland. 
3summera , H1atoEY of Witchcraft and G!ograPhX of 
Wi tshc,r.af t .  
II . METHODOLOGY 
This research will be a sociological investigation of 
anthropological and historical materials which will seek to 
delimit and analyze the position of certain deviant groups in 
society with respect to the thesis presented in the previous 
section of this paper. 
The study will attempt to utilize l ibrary research of 
historical materials to trace the ce.reer of social heretics 
as groups within the greater society ticro s s  the time dimen­
sion. It �ill il lustrate the relationship oetween the treat­
ment of these groups and the prevalent societal conditions at 
certain pivotal periods of history . A variety of published 
material s will be consulted in order to accomplish the pur­
pose of establishing a thread o{ continuity in terms o f  
his torical chronology. 
In this way, the behavioral consequence� of social 
attitudes toward deviance can be visibly traced through the 
fabric of the historical development of Western society and 
these consequences noted i n  terms of the s ituation at the 
present time in i.rnerican society. The progress of the social 
change process can be seen in the light of the evidence of 
the general treatment of the master first constellation and 
its change in accordance with changes ( i f  any ) o perating i n  
other sectors of the society. 
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Then, the resulting pattern of societal reactions ; in 
�ir hi storical 6equence wil l be analyzed to ascertain if 
there are any significant generalizations that can be applied 
to the pro�lem of judging if Deviant type-w represents scape­
goat tn1nor1 ties in the soeiety , and further , i f  there are any 
marked changes taking pl ace in status and role orientation. 
Finally, 1f there s hould be som• evidence o f  a change in 
status and role orientations , an attempt will be made to 
assess the direction and the degree of intensity of this 
change in rel ation to other changes taking pl ace in the arena 
of present-day American society. 
The field o f  history is important to the study of the 
sociology of knowledge. Man is continuously engaged in 
reinterpretation and reevaluation of his historical herita(Je 
-in terms of additional experience. So history, in the 
sociological sense , is not only a part of the past , but of 
the present , and also of the future. ln this way, the cl assi­
cal ster&otype can be tied into the fabric of society over 
the time dimension and thus qain iMight into the relation of 
this deViant type to tM hist-0ry Of the c1'l all9e process in 
Western society. 
Ideologies change over time as area8 of cultural 
emphasis shift. Therefore , the definition of what is deviant 
and the e.mol:lnt of "toleration of eccentricity" will also 
change as time passes . The reason that ideologies change and 
areas of cultural emphasis shift is that there is a contimtal 
interactive process going . on between individual s ,  groups , 
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national entities , and their particular interpretations of 
the past history of man.�ind itself. 
This study will make use of historical materials and 
information edited and compiled i n  conformance with a soc:J.,o-
logical perspective._ As Lazarsfeld, Sewell and Wilensky 
point out , 
--iq principle , historians and sociologists a.re 
immersed in a common mass of r�w materi al.. ln prac­
tice ,. however ,:. their attention is directed toward 
data that have been recorded at diff�rent points in 
time. Most historians choose data that have been 
recorded in the relatively distant pas t , whereas 
most sociologists choose data that have been 
recently, or ar� current.1:£ being recorded. Not all 
historlans and sociolog!s s behave this way, how­
ever , and there is no inherent reason in either 
discipline why they sh¢uld do so. l 
Thus , it would seem that the rel ative age of the data 
does not necessarily detract from its usefulness for either 
discipline so long as it is employed logically and i n  context , 
making note of the bas�s o f  the reporting observer or 
researcher. 
As Erickson s ays z 
Now h1.stori09raphy ha.s oome a long way s ince the nine­
teenth century and i t  would be absurd for us to be 
concerned because those writers did not observe mod­
ern conventions about neutrality i n  the study of the 
past. 2 
The relationship of soeiology , history , and systems 
1Paul F. Lazarsfelo ,  \•:illicu-n H.. Sewell , and Hacol.d 
L .  Wilensky, eds . ,  The Uses of Sociology {New York : Basic 
Book s ,  Inc . , 19 6 7 ) , p. 31. 
2Kai T .  Erickson , Wa�ard Puritans : A Stuc1y o f  the 
Sociology.�f Devirutce ( New York : John Wiley & Sons , 1966 ) , 
P• 188. 
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theory is succinctly stated by Bertal anffy. He states , 
The course of events in our times suggests a sim­
ilar conception in history, including the consideration 
that, after al l ,  history is sociology in the making or 
in "longitudinal " study. It is the s ame sociocultural 
entities which sociology investigates in their present 
state and history in their becoming • 
• • • Events seem to involve more than just indi­
vidual decisions and actions and to be determined more 
by sociocultural 11system , 11 be these prejudice s , ideol­
ogies , pressure groups , social trends , growth and decay 
of civilizations , or what not. We know precisely and 
scientifically what the effects of pol lution, waste of 
natural resources ,  the population explosion, the arma­
ments race , etc. are going to be .  We are told every 
day by countless critics citing irrefutable arguments. 
But neither national leadez;s nor society as a whole 
seems to be able to do anything about it • • • •  we 
seem to follow some tragic historical necessity. 
While realizing the vagueness of such concepts as 
civilization and the shortcomings of ''grand theories " 
like those of Spengler and Toynbee , the question o f  
regularities or laws o f  soci9cultural systems makes 
sense though this does not nece s s arily mean historical 
inevitability according to Sir I s aiah Berlin. An 
historical panorama like l'lcNeill ' s The Hise of the ·v'ies t ,  
1963 , which i nd.icutes his anti-Spenglerian position 
even in the title , nevertheless is a story o f  histor­
ical systems. �uch a conception penetrates i nto seem­
ingly outlying fields so that the view of the "process­
school of archaeology" is said to be "borrowed from 
Ludwig von !3ertalanffy' s framework: for the developing 
embryo , where systems trigger pehavior at critical 
j unctures and , once they have done so , cannot return 
to their original pattern. "  
• • •  The tendency to study systems as an entity 
r.:ither than as a conglomeration of parts is consi s tent 
with the tendency in contemporary science no longer to 
isol ate phenomena in nat'rowly confined contexts , but 
rather to open interactions for examination and to 
examine larger and l ar9er $lices of nature . l 
The use of the historical method is vindicated as a. 
vehicle for this study because an interpretation ef histoi:y 
and ita symbols is central to the existence of every 
1
Ludwig von Bertalanffy , Generul System Theory ( New 
York : George Brazille�, 1968 ) , PP• S-9. 
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standardize and cal ibarate increments Of behavior acro s s  the 
time spectrum that could be used to quantify this study. 
There i s ,  however, the t ime base Of the l arger society , and 
its changes in emphaais ( ideology) i n  terms of d1.rection and 
degree which can be compared with the fortunes of the con-
f iquration Deviant type-w to judge if a relation exists , and 
if so , what its character is . 
Sourees have been chosen for this s tudy which are 
representative of the majority i nterpretation of the mytho­
logical , psychological and historical material availat>l•. 
Many more sources ot these interpretations are avail able than 
could be cited i n  the bibliography of the s tudy. rn the 
interests of brevity, where there are broad areas of consen­
sus , materi als were chosen that be�t synthesi zed the sub­
areas covered in the various divisions of the study. In 
consideration o� the sociological perspective of the study, 
whenever equally valid Choices exist between historical and 
sociological sources to document the material in the text 1 
the author will customarily refer to the sociological treat­
ment. 
'1.�he main purpose of the aut:hor i s  to apply a crit1c:al 
sociological �rspect:ive with the aim o f  discovering some 
underlying orde� and pati!ern of the materials ( in the chrono­
logical dimension) ae they are i lluminated by eonsideration 
in terms of sociological theory. 
Any inve�tigation of a problem , in order to proceed 
in an orderly fashion , must have basic assumptions , a point 
3 7  
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·--OJ:OUP 1nt.ec-acrt,ton. 
III. BASIS FOR THE THEORETIC./\L ORIENTATION 
OF THE STUDY 
In discussing the subject of social organization in 
terms of the two underlying themes that are used in the 
development o f  this study , conflict and change , Olsen 
states , 
From the perspective of our overall process con­
ception of social organization, • • •  the phenomena 
of conflict and change appear to be somewhat more 
fundamental than the others. If social reality is 
in fact an ongoing dynamic process ,  then conflict 
and change are ubiquitous throughout life. Our 
concern • • • is to gain basic understanding of both 
of these processes , • • •  but even the most casual 
observation of contemporary social life suggests 
that they are indeed pervasive phenomena. No 
aspect of social organization is so totally insulated 
from its surroundir'XJ environment that it never 
encounters external stresses nor so perfectly ordered 
that it never experiences internal strains. Dis­
ruptive forces are thus constantly impinging upon 
all social organization from diverse sources .  The 
results are perpetual social conflict and change. I 
The same author goes on to describe and define con­
flict , making note of its various manifestations , 
In general , conflict occurs whenever there is 
discord or opposition between two or more aetors 
within the process of social organization. Con­
flict is thus a generic process that contains sev­
eral subtypes , including competition ( orderly 
pursuit by actors of a prescribed goal ) , aggression 
( attempts by one actor to harm or destroy another) , 
1Marvin E .  Olsen, The Process of Social Organ­
ization ( New York : Hol t ,  Rinehart and Winston ,  Inc . , 1968) , 
p. l33 .  
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hostility ( if it is openly e.xpressed between actors ) 1 
and cleavages {splits among actors or factions o f  an 
organization) . t . 
Kenneth .Boulding W0Uld 90 even further and include 
coo�ration and di alogue as forms of expressions of conflict . 2 
It is in the sense of the combine� definitions of 
these two men that conflict will be COJ'.lSidered in thia study. 
The n ,  in order to continue with the study in te . .rms of 
the interrelation of conflict and social ch ange , it must be 
made clear what kinda of 4"ela.t1onah1ps caR exist between the 
two variables. 
Again Olsen is the source of a clear expsaition Qf 
this interrelationship. He states . 
• 
• •  conflict and challqe are · tntertwilUld in 
soci al life , so that neither process can be fully 
understood apa.x-t from the other. Conflict often 
produces cha?l<Jes in soci al organization, conflict 
frequently accGmpaniea ch·aJiVe and. becomes a.n integra.i 
pa.rt of this process , and change in one area of soc�al 
li fe can in turn stimulate additional con.flict in 
other related activities • • • •  
Conflicts among oppoairllj actors nor�all y  intro­
duce some amount of discord into existing patterns 
of .$oc1al or4e·r and shared ctul tu1;al ideas . As a 
result co nfl ict tends to produce vari ations in social 
a�tivities . Whethe� or not these variations ha�e 
l asting consequences depends on the nature , inten­
s i t y ,  resolution ,  and other features of the conflict 
situation. 1� contraat, socia1 eh•ng• has ftirly 
broad and permanent effects on organized social life • 
• 
• · •  we � here con<:aivint ot aocial change as a 
.t;elatJ.vely extensive and enduring reordering and/�r 
redefining of the process of social organization. 
1Ib.id. 
2Kenneth E. Souldin9 • Th• �aning. of t,he 20th Ce.ntu,q 
(New ¥orks Harper & Row, fubllsh•r• • Inc • •  1�64S. 
�Olsen, §oc;\!l 01;sW,ut,i.2n1 PP• 136-137. 
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In the relationship between dominant and minori�y 
groups in society ( and groups have been shown to be enti­
ties ) ,  it becomes apparent that conflict of many kinda will 
take place. Many variations in behavior will occur ( devi­
ance) and these will not be accepted by the dominant group 
( who control tha le9itimate power structure ) until the 
change proceas is complete and they are accepted as the 
standard ways o• behavinq. 
Then, if one is ·going to study intergroup rel &tions 
between the dominant and deviant minorities ( including the 
various manifestations of the social heretic ) and subcultures , 
it woul d appear that a particularly effective. way would be to 
trace their interactive history ( behaVioral reaction to each 
other) in the bac:.kground of the major crises , conflicts and 
pivotal changes that have taken place in a given society. 
The very hierarchal relationship between the two 
9r.oups i n  �erma of power (one subordinate to the other ) 
insurea interreactiona in tel'Tlla of the various manifesta­
tion• of co� ict . The a�titudinal1 framework of the 
1Attitude •yate1U will be u••d hare in the aame ••nae 
that Kata usea th• tem. ( Bernard S.relson and Morria 
Janovitz , Reader in 'mic Opiaioa and Co.nunicationa l!i:"ew 
Yorki Free Pre s s , i§ , p. !�.) 
Barel•on and Janowitz state , 
Attitude is the prediapoaition of the individual 
to evaluate some symbol or object or aape�t of hia world 
in a favorable or unfavorable manner. Opinion ia the 
'W9rl>al expression of an attitwl•., but attitude• can 
also be expressed in nonverbal behavior. Attitudes 
include both the af"feetive or feeling c::ore of liking or 
disliking , and the cognitive , �r Delief, elements which 
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dominant group will resist the infl�ence of pressures for 
ch ange by th e minorities and the reaction is likely to be one 
of suppression . The minority groups are forced to live under 
the power ( and social control processes and institutions 
instituted to insure the retention of such power) and there­
fore most adapt to the attitud@ structure ( and its behav-
ioral requirements )  of the dominant group. However , the 
values of the minority group differ in some extent from those 
of the dominant group ., therefore this group will res ist the 
l arger and more powerful group in sorn& areas--these are the 
areas of conflict which have potentiality for producing 
change. 
The conti nued int�raction of the groups must eventu-
ally produce change of some sort for the conflict must be 
resolved or subverted in some manner . The stratagems used by 
either side ( when appl i ed to the situation) when accepted , 
become a purt of the total soci al s i tuati o n ,  thus al tering 
its ch aracter ( al though these ch anges may be different from 
any envisioned by either side to the conflict ) . 
det-eri.be the obJect 0£ � atti�de , it• characteristics , 
and its rel ations with other objects. All attitudes 
thu• J.ncl Ud$ be.li•:fa. , but not all :beJ.ief s are atti­
tude s .  ivhen speci fic attitudes are organized into a 
hieruchie•l. atructui-e , the,y °""Pr�se • v•l\1.e •Y•tem • 
• • • An addition al aspect of attitudes is not 
eleuly deaGribed in mos\ th•or1es , nanaely, their 
rel ation to action or overt behavior. Though behavior 
related to tne attitude �a• othel:' deternainan\• than the 
attitude itsel f , it is also true that some attitudes in 
themaelve• have mo� of w�t Car\wriqht G;al.l• an "action 
structure" than do others . Brewster Smith refers to 
this d1mena1on al policy orientation and Katz and S totlalld 
speak of it -.s the ac;:tion c�mponent. ( Berelson and 
Janowitz , Public Opinion and Communications , P •  56. ) 
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Conflict Theory as a Base--The First 
Level of TheOf.X 
I t  is evident from the foregoing discussion that the 
conflict theory base should be valuable for the assessment 
of the career of the social heretic over the time dimension 
for the social heretic represents a deviant minority that 
is subject to oppression and hostility from the dominant 
group. And , o f  all the theoretical orientations open to use 
in the sociological perspective , conflict theory is allied 
most dynamically with the social change proce s s .  It makes no 
assumptions as to the directions that the change proces s  may 
take at any moment but does assume that change is ubiquitous 
and discontinuous ( as to direction) .  Other theoretical 
orientations involve less degree of change and general ly make 
some overall assumption as to the direct ionality of change 
over time. Too , the close association of conflict theory 
with the concept of power structure in society ( which has 
been developed by c. Wright Mills and which will be covered 
at more length later) adds to its appeal as a theoretical 
vehicle for this study. This is because the are a of inter­
group relations ( when they take place between minority and 
dominant groups ) assumes a power differential . 
Intergroup relations in society, carried on in 
atmosphere of conflict in its various manifestations , also 
gives credence to the concept of Boulding of society as a 
"conflict system. "1 (This conce pt has been further developed 
1 Boulding , Meaning o f  the 20th Century. 
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is recommended for a simple and logical explanation. But , in 
the application of systems theory to the social sciences ,  
Buckley is the foremost authority. Therefore , the present 
writer presents some of Buckley ' s  explanatory material in 
l aying the groundwork for the further description of the 
social structure.. Buckley states ., 
• • •  conflict is endemic i n  organic: systems . ·It 
i s  at it• most complex and acrute i n  men and societies. 
For both men and societies �ry to do far more things 
at the same ti�• and 6ver longer periods ; in oth•� 
words , they are governed simultaneously by many differ­
ent sets of gGverning expectat10 ns , by no meana con­
sistent . The resolving of confli�t , exceptional 1� 
most creatures , is our moat constant and familiar 
activity. This is wh at decision means. It involves 
choosing o � , . at the coat o� rejecting many ot�e� 
alternative s .  We have "advan�ages " f  we can bUild long 
purposeful sequences Of benavior in our head• J we can 
cl arify our rules , worki ng out their implications on 
each other . But these precioua gifts only enable us to 
state more clearly the questions for evaluation to 
answer. They do not supply �he answers . Their prin­
cipal effect is to enable us to l i ve more complicated 
livea. l 
Buckley, in his argument attempts to s how that the concepts 
of co nflict and social change are adaptable to system·• 
theory, goes on t:o magnify his conceptions of social change 
defining the dimensions of social change i 
When I think of men or societies as systems , 
extended i n  time , I see their essential character 
developi 09 in three related ways . I see first an 
increase--or dearease--in the number o f  relat.iortshlps 
wnieh t:hey are set to attain or elude. I see next an 
increase--or decrease--in the repertory of behavior 
by which they can pursue these relationships and in 
their skill in devising apt responses from their 
repertory. I see finally an increase--or decrease--in 
1
Bu¢kley , Modex-n Systems R�s earch , p .  466. 
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their power and skill to refolve the conflicts which 
these developments involve. 
Perhaps , s ince Buckley is one of the foremost schol-
ars of the application of sys tems theory to the social 
sciences today , it might be wel l to note Buckley ' s  definition 
of just what a system consists of� Buckley ' s  definition of a 
system state s z  
We define a system i n  general as a complex o f  
elements or components directly or indirectly rel ated 
in a causal network ; such that at least some of the 
components are related to some others in a "'6re or 
less stable way at anr one time. The interrel ations 
may be mutual or unid rect!onal , linear, non-linear 
or intermittent , and varyinq in degre•• of causal 
efficacy or priority. The partioul ar kin� of more 
or less stable interrelationships of components that 
become established at any til'fte constitute the par­
ticular structure of the s ystem at that time. 2 
Not only does Bu�kley see society as a conflict sys­
tem but he sees it as an open, adaptive system. And he goes 
on to elucidate his conception of change in such a situation. 
He comments , 
• • •  the complex, adaptive system as a continuing 
enti�y is not to be confused with the structure 
which that system may manifest at any ti�•· Making 
this distinction allows us to state a fundamental 
principle of open adaptive sy•tems = Persi stence or 
continuity of an adaptive s ystem may require, as a 
necessary condition; change in its structure , the 
degree of change being a comple• funotion of the 
internal state of the system, the s t ate of its rel­
evant environment , and the nature of the interchange 
between the two. 3 
It i s  in accordance with the view of society as a 
2Ibid. , P • 503 . 
3Ibid. 
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conflict-actuated adaptive system as postulated by Buckley , 
that this study is organized. The general movement from the 
simple to the complex is understood, for us th e system devel-
ops , the subsystems become more specialized, integrated., and 
the whole becomes more efficient. This development can be 
channeled in a certain direction to serve certain purposes or 
achieve certain goals. so , in that s•nse, then, the social 
system is evolutionary. It is at this pod.nt , with the choice 
of certain directions of dev�lopment or the choice o f  goals 
( purpose) , that the symbolic interactionist pers pective 
becomes paramount. In the interaction that t�kes pl ace 
between individuals and groups within the society, choices 
as to the desirability of outcomes are made , and pl anning is 
done to move the whole system in the direction of achieving 
the most desirable outcomes once they are precipitated by the 
action of conserusus as a result of t nterac:tion over the time 
dimension. 
The Sc e oatin anism a d the ''Sa.f�t Valve" 
ion-- Asoects of a Process for Dis-
pl acement of Aggression in Rigidly 
Structured Societie s 
In effect , this study is concerned with one aspect 
of intergroup relations and assumes , as was noted previously• 
a differential in power or a dominant-minority relationship • 
. !\s Berelson and Steiner comment , 
In short , the underlying idea is that of difference i n  
some �undamentat readily visibl e ,  lasting and socially 
reinforced way. 
1aerelson and Steiner , Human Behqvior , P •  494 . 
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The authors above atreaa the quality of being unlike 
the dominant qreup .so that th• represe.ntati vea of the dom-
inant group can employ the "we" and "they" orientation. 
Aa was noted at the beginning of the study , Roae 
haa defined · the Characteri stics of a minority group. as , 
A group i s  a minority group if it is the object of 
prejudice and discrimination from the dominant 
group ,. and. if the members think of themselves as a 
minority. l  
There i s  a l ack of Mcoherence " between the value 
systems of the dominant group and the minority group . I.f. 
this lack of coherence between the value oEient.ationa becomes 
so seriou• as to produce hostility on the part of both groups 
then the minority qroup: has »ecome a devia.nt 11\inor.lt.y. Aa 
was discussed earlier, the difference between a minority and 
a deviant minority is one of deqree , and is used in this 
paper to give more shades Of eompa.riaon in �he descrip�!on 
of group careers. 
If in the intera.c:tive conten of two groups , OM 
group is treated differentiall y ,  and further, if the value 
syate.ms o f  the two groups do not coincide , then conflict will 
result during i nteraction. 
Thi• conflict c:an take a variety of :forms ranging 
from cooperation and dialogue to open hostility and aggres-
sion. 
In such conflict the dominant group has the advantage 
l Rose , ''Race and Ethnic Rel ations , n p .  326. 
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of controlling the power structure of the society and being 
the legitimatizt!ld authority, but if the dominant: group has 
reason to fear that the minority group poses a threat to the 
established order , the dominant group may act out aggression 
toward the mlnority. 
F�r instance , Pierson observe s ,  
The development o f  the fee ling ; on the part o f  a 
dominant group that they are under threat of displ ace­
ment from an established social si tuation; that is , 
race prejudice is usually acute in those situations 
in which members of the dominant group have come to 
fear that the members of the subordinate group are not 
keeping to a prescribed place of exclusion and dis­
criminatio n •  but instead , threaten effectively to claim 
the privileges and opportunities from which they have 
been excluded. l 
With this hostile feel ing already in existence , it is 
reasonable to expect that it could be activated under circum­
stances other than in an actual threat by the subordinate 
group to usurp the place of the dominant group and demand 
equality. 
t.a Berelson and Steiner comment ( on the basis of an 
empirical study by hiller and Bugelski of attitudes toward 
r-:exicans and Japanese) , 
When the actual barrier is physically, psychologically, 
o r socially invulnerable to attack , �ggression may be 
displaced to an inno�nt but more vulnerable bystander 
@is placed aggressi<f!U . 2 
This term "dis pl aced aggression" effectively dafines 
the practice and action of "scapegoating " in society. 
1Pierson , Race Prejudice , "  p. 473. 
2serelson and Steiner,  Human Behavior , p. 267. 
so 
To cl arify what is meant 'by this term , it t s  helpful 
to go back to its origin in the religious institution. 
l Brasch discusses the origin of the term clnd sheds 
some light on the application o f  the tertn to the social 
situation. 
Brasch quotes from the Book of Leviticus ( Chapter 
XVI ) in the Bible in which the practice is outlined in the 
religious context : 
And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head o f  
the live goat , and co nfes s over him all the iniquities 
of the children of Israel , and all their tran�gressions , 
even all their sins . And he shall �)ut them up.)n the 
h�ad of the goat and shall send him away by the hand Of 
an appointed man i nto the desert. And the goat shall 
bear upon him all their iniquiti e s .  And he shall l et 
the go at escape into the wil dernes s . • • • 
The author continues to expl a i n ,  
An early mysterious rite thus s t i l l  survives in one 
of our common expressions . But the omi s s io n  of a single 
letter , which once prefixed the word, hides its �riginal 
meaning . The escaped goat �came the scapegoat. 
The symbolism of the goa'f: continued 1n Weste,rn soci­
ety to denote something unclean or e Vi l .  As Brasch no�ed 
Throughout history the goat appears to have been 
identified with fools and sin. 
'l'he Bible taught _!:Q seoarate the goats from the 
sheep �he Judas ' goa..:tJ . Though ·we no long e r ,  like 
our medieval forebears , represent the Devil in the 
shape of a goat , we still rebuke people for "acting 
the goat. na . 
I n  the social context , ••scapegoating'' has come to 
1R. Brasch , HQw Did It Be�in? (New York: Simon & 
Schuster , Inc . , 1'69} ,  pp. 18�-18 . 
l 
l 
Ibid. , P• 183 . 
Ibid. , p .  182. 
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�an mak.109 so�one tzl!l� • ei thnr COm)Oi.ClU'tly or uncoJ')•clcm�ly • 
th� on«: to suffer for 'iM' � own ttd.a�ds. I n  i:� cr.r.• of ttw 
rel �ti�n bct.t"'>ec)n tU> ti<"\Cil\1 grou�a , it "llowc the mo,re nowur­
ful g�up to diAr;lcce lta a�14re:sat(ln ft!Qm on �fl�d or 
invr,Alnernhl.e tw:get to a rttal. t�. The fa� tba\t � 
t�\ l:\i .. J1.fi'o.rent" g1voa both " l(tg1tbctt:y end an � 
tional ,J\MJt1£1c�t1Qn for t.'e �qgrw�t1� n�t•• 
$cn;-..(!(Jo·� t1tVJ e�n � an �ctton r-rHCtieod with the full 
$.�n"etiem of �n e.stabl1e�d r19td S()(':!nl structut'e . Ri<Jid 
noci�il struetun-s res1at ch� in fel"tl>--auia.pe<Joatinq ean 
div.rt etttcntion 3Wi1Y fr01n obvi0u• eot'lt:sa•;t lct1on or f oult:a 
in tho Ao.Cf.et')' to an ttobjttetiti•d" tflrge,t. StJ 1• le t.he.t the 
action or pr.ct1ce 1a only .-r.e ••� •t • 80C:i•1 PNQe••• 
Tl".e ether ••?eCt of � proe6•• 1a � a.od.al !unc­
tion Cf' the prl:\Ctice of acape<JOa�i¥"9• 
The p.r:ictice of d19p1ad.ng twatlll\y in an unddined 
social ai tuatlon h�a ""e •*tee\ 0# rell•.i.n.g pr:oagure oa the 
�ccl ul atrueture 1tselt to r;eduee • th.hat of di&JrUption of 
.• c:e-ept.-d pr$Ct1ce• •nd to e.ctd.•ve ar.\ln.lfle�Uon, cot.a.ion 
�'nd corusonaws. 
Thi� ta a MCesfHU'Y �dure iQ • rt.q1dly m Uuctured 
aod.o�y sud\ a• a monawchy b41cawl4t no 90Cd.al Oh&ftOe tl\a' 
wovld 61 tar the aod. al ol"\!ar eftft be �ler•tect. fJy �1 vi� a 
i."'�..sl tuv•t to objectify th• diae(fntent of the c1 tit!-4Hu;oy, ti. 
pol 1 tic&l 1ft••lwtJ.on can d1.ract at�el'\tton aw•y from the real 
p.t'Oblem, �nd aehl.e.o ul\ity of � .;dna• an t.1.ternat• 
tal';et which can be dee� tn4il leaw tb• social oi:der 1nt£lct. 
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I n  support of this interpretation of the function of 
the action of scapegoating is a .study of monarchies by Rose. 1 
He states , referring to the 1960 study: 
• 
• 
• certain social structural factors �ril associ ated 
with prejudice and d.tscrimination against minoritie s .  I n  
a compo.rati ve study ot 4 0  societies , it was found that 
absolute monarchies showed the greatest harshness toward 
minori ties , especially in regai;:·d to personal violence 
and economic exploitation. The s ame s tudy showed per­
sonal violence toward minorities to be associated with 
feudal economics ,  with low respect for law, and with 
well-defined class-systems . 2  
The function of the action of scapegoating has also 
come to have a name in the soc;ietal context. This name 
describes the function: the "safety valve. " This concept 
was originally conceived by Georg Simmel. As Coser notes , 
Simmel may be said to advance a "safety-valve 
theory" of co nflict. Conflict serves as an outlet 
for the release of hostilities which , were no such 
outlet provided , would sunder the relation between 
the antaQonists . 3 
This " s afety valve'' theory can be used ( the author maintains 
--and will g1 va logical reasons to support this contention) 
to describe society up until the present post-industrial 
plural ist society. From the ancient times until the present , 
some force operated in society to make the society rigidly­
structured with vertical integrity . I n  the medieval times 
and during the middle ages the Church served as the element 
that gave the alloy of the structure its rigidity. Aiter 
1Arnold M. Rose , ttThe Comparative Study of Intergroup 
Conflict , "  Sociology ;_(uarterly , I ( 1960 ) 57-66. 
2 Rose , "Race and Ethnic: Relations , "  pp. 343-44. 
3 Coser , Fupctions of Social Conflict , P •  41 . 
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the advent o f  the indus tri al revolution , the Church combined 
with the State to put forth the "Protes tant ethi c" whi�h 
g ave the structure rigidit y ,  strength and cohesion. From the 
advent o f  the indus trial-mi l itary super - s t ate until the pres-
ent it was the remal ning vestiges of the Protestant ethic ,  
the support of the "status quo " by the organi zed religions ' 
and the s tate bureaucratic and legi s l ative m�chi nery th at 
maintained the rigidity of the alloy o f  the boundary walls of 
the social structure.. The case will be made , how�ver, that 
such need no lo nger be the case because the post-industrial 
soci ety1 has , in the last few years , been transformed from 
the mobilized "preparedness economy " described by Bell 2 to 
a truly "pluralistic" society as a resul t of the s truggle for 
civil rights. 
Co ser also poi nts out the close association of the 
use of minorities as "s afety-valve s "  with the rigidity of the 
soci al structure o f  the soci e ty in which the action takes 
place. Coser observes , 
Severtil of these examples suggest the hypothesis 
that the need for s afety-valve institutions i ncrease s  
with the rigidity o f  the social structure , that i s , 
with the degree to which the social system dis allows 
expression of antagonistic c l aims where they occur • • • • 
The well-known "scapegoating " mechanism operative 
in group conflict is relevant in this co ntext . • • • 
Racial and religious prejudice , by channeling 
hostilitie$ onto powerless tar�ets , may contribute as 
much to the s tability of existing social structures as 
the safety-valve institutions discussed above. 
l Jack D. Dougl as , ed. , The Technological Threat 
( Engl ewood Cli ffs , l..J . J. : l' rentice-Hall , Inc. , 1971) , p. 1 1 .  
2Ibid. t p .  1 7. 
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All this raises a problem previous alluded to , 
of central importance for the theory Of confli ct s an 
institution which serves to channel hosti l ity and to 
prevent release ag ains t  the original obj ect , thereby 
maintaining the structure of the social system , may 
also hava serious dysfunctions for either the social 
system or the ac:tor or both. As Clyde Kluckhohn 
notes : "Witchcraft has i ts cost for the individual 
and for the group . "l 
So it is thut the w�ole proces s for the diversion of 
internal conflict in �ociety is composed of two aspects ; the 
mechanism of scapegoating and the function of the s afety-
valve. 
The emotional involvement of the society in the 
proces s will be all the more heated i f  it can be shown that 
the target group is a "renegade " or even worse , a "hereti c . " 
The term heretic orig inal ly was used in the religious 
context to indicate a believer who has come to doubt the 
faith , and who then works within the framework of his reli-
gion to lead others away from the "true faith . " There i s  no 
worse threat to any institution than this kind of enemy. 
�·Jhether the threat is real or imagined has 11 ttle to do with 
the s trength the emotions generated . The term ._heretic" has 
been applied to the social context by Simmel and Coser. 
Coser continues ,  
Groups tend to deny that reverses i n  conflict 
with out-groups can be attributed to the strength of 
an adversary , for this would be an admi s s ion of their 
own weakness .  Hence they l ook i n  their own ranks for 
a "dissenter" who ha.mpered unity and the concerted 
action against the enemy. • • • 
• • • the loyal members are reassured that the 
group as a whole has not failed, but only some 
1 coser , Functions of Social Confl ict , p. 49. 
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"traitors " ;  moreover , they can now reaffirm their 
righteousness by uniting i n  action against the 
"traitors. " In struggle groups the s ame mechanism 
is at work in the perennial drives for purification , 
namely the "pul l i ng together" of the group against 
an inner "threat. "! 
The above quote describes the conditi ons that pro-
duce the social and religious "heretic" that is represented 
by the social heretic . 
"Safety-valves tt such as the stereotyped groups 
represented by the constel lation of master traits designated 
as Deviant type-W serve to divert hostility onto substitute 
or which function as channels for cathartic release. Coser 
cites an example of the above in relation to witchcraft. 
Consider, on the other hand , such institutions as 
witchcraft ; many observers have pointed out that though 
witchcraft is indeed o ften used as a means of revenge 
against an object of hostility, the voluminous liter­
ature on witchcraft abounds with cases in which those 
accused of witchcraft had not in any way harmed their 
accusers or aroused hostility, but were singled out 
as a means for the release of hostility which could 
not be expressed safely against the original obj ect . 2 
Simmel offers much concerning the social "heretic" or 
"renegade . "  Renegadism of any type is perceived by a close 
group as a threat to its unity. Renegadism principally 
thre atens to break down the bOundary lines of the establ ished 
group. Therefore the group must fight the renegade with all 
its might since he threatens symbolically, if not in fact , 
its existence as an ongoing concern. There are two types of 
renegade in society , the apostate and the heretic. The 
1Ibid., PP• 106-108. 
2Ibid. , P •  4 2 .  
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apostate deserts the group in order to go over to the enemy , 
whereas the heretic presents a more insidious dangers by 
upholding the group ' s  central values and goal s ,  he threatena 
to split it into factions that wi l l  differ as the means of 
implementing its goal. Unlike the apostate , the heretic 
claims to uphold the group ' s values and interes ts , only 
proposing different means to this end , . or vari ant interpre.­
tat1o ns of the official creed., Heresy derives from a Greek 
verb which means "to choose" or nto take for oneself . "  The 
heretic proposes alternatives where the group wants no 
al ternatives to exist. As Robert Michael s wrote , "The hatred 
of the party is directed, not in the first pl ace against the 
opponents Of its own view of the world order , but agains t the 
dreaded ri val s in the political fie l d ,  against those who 1!!:!. 
competing for the s ame end . 111 The heretic continues to com-
pate for the loyal ty of the members o f  his former group even 
after he has left it. The renegade will fight them, the 
heretic will proselytize. 
In conflicts within a group , one si de hates the 
other more intens ely the more it is felt to be a threat to 
the unity and identity of the group. 2 
In consideration of the above materi al , however , it 
must be remembered by the reader that it is oot necess ary to 
1 Eric A. Nordl inger, ed. , Pol!tics and Societyr 
Studies in Com arative Pol itical Sociolo (Englewood Cliffs , 
N. J . : Pren ce-Ha , Inc. , -96. 
2coser , Function$ of Social Conflict , p. 71 . 
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really be a heretic to be so l abeled. The mere suspicion of 
heresy is often enough to convert an individual into a sec-· 
1 ondary deviant ... 
It has so far been shown how change and conflict are 
rel ated i n  the social co ntext. rt has also been pointed out 
how i ntergroup rel ations between dominant and 1eviant minor-· 
ity groups take place in a conflict orientation. This inter­
group interaction proces s  is also the basis of a theoretical 
orientation in sociology called the symbolic interactionist 
approach. so , indirectly , conflict can be seen to be the 
base upon which the superstructure o f  the symbolic inter­
actionist approach i s  built. 
The symbolic interaction approach is applied to the 
interaction of individuals and groups in which an element of 
choice is i nvolved. In the past it has been chiefly applied 
to the interactive situations involving individuals and small 
groups at the microlevel but it can be applied ( as a conse­
quence of its close alli ance to game theory) to any established 
entity that is capable of interacting with another entity. 
Since this study deals . primarily with the intergroup 
rel ations of groups l abeled as social heretics and the dom­
inant group of society , it must apply both conflict theory 
and some of the tenets of the symbolic interactionist ap­
proach to the social situation i n  the historical context , 
therefore the second level o f  theory is the level of the 
application of the symbolic interactLonist approach . 
1Lemert , Social Pathology. 
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The Tenets o f  the Symbolic Interactionist 
Approach as an Outgrowth o f  Confl ict 
i n  the I nteractive Context--The 
Second Level of Theory 
I n  discussing symbolic interactionism as it applies 
to the present topic , it is necessary to point out that i t  
invol ves basically three i deas : symbol , meani ng ,  and behav-
ior in an interactive exchange between acting entities. 
Therefore , it is evident that change is inherent in the 
interactionist perspective , and i ndeed , i t  is necess ary for 
the ongoing process . As the close association of conflict 
with change has already been discussed , it is also evident 
that conflict is inherent in the perspective as wel l .  
Symbol i c  interactionism as a sociological perspective 
is the result of the ideas and concepts of many different 
scholars Who made notable contributions to the approach. 
( I t  must be pointed out that symbol ic interactionism is not 
a theory but rather a theoretic orientation or approach made 
up of many different concepts which are applied in the sym­
bolic interactioni s t  perspecti ve--which as this author has 
already indicated is based on conflict and change in the 
i nteraction of groups and individuals . )  The approach 
developed gradually , over a cons i derable period of time , with 
important conceptual contributions from such men as John 
Dewey , Geor� Herbert Mead , w. I .  Thomas , Will iam Jame s ,  
George Horton Cooley, Robert Redfi e l d ,  Ernst Cassirer , Hans 
Gerth t c. Wright Mills , and presently is benefited by the 
intellectual efforts of men such as Lemert , Erving Goffman 
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and B$C:ker. 1 
It is  not possible here to give a complete discussion 
of all the principle concepts and the symbolie interactionist 
approach or to adequately acknowledge all their contributors . 
Rather , in this section the writer will discuss 
briefly the principles and concepts that are applicable to 
the topi.c ,  and , in the next .section of the st.udy , the par­
tial theories and concepts that apply to the deviant group 
gaining visibility and being identified in such a way as to 
be victimized by sociaty as a scapegoat will be coordinated 
to show how the scapegoating process resul t.s from the context 
of interaction and the resultant reaction of dominant group 
members . 
In this section two main concepts will be elucidated: 
symbol and meaning. w. I .  Thomas stated that the problem of 
sociology consisted of tracing the influence of the culture 
and society on the individual and the individual ' s  influence 
on culture and society. This has portent for the concept of 
meaning . Meaning is established over time by the culture , 
but it is in the interacition of individuals that meaning 
comes to be changed. George Herbert Me.ad developed the 
ideas of communication and lanquage as being central to 
giving meaning to the social situation. He felt that mean-
ing was not fundamental ly a state of consciousnes$ or a set 
1oon Martindale ,  The Nature and Types of Sociological 
?theory ( Boston: Houghton Hiffiln Company , 1960 ) .  
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of organized relations .. · Ke saw meaning as bei ng �,-1·ved in 
terms of symbols at the mos� complex state of their develop- · 
ment.·· His idea was that intelligence consisted o f  the abil.• 
1 ty to arrive at solutions to the problems of pres.ent 
behavior through· the form of s tructure exhibited by the 
rules of a game• However,. the critical factor is that the 
pl ayer Of roles in society has to internalize the attitudes 
of others ( what he co nceives them to be )  involved in the 
playing of the g ame • 
Over time r�l atively s table patterns of meaning are 
attached to behavioral sequences . The n ,  the i ndividual no 
longer reacts only to the other ' s  actions but the inter­
action come• to be based in an interpretation of definition 
of the actions of others and the "respons e "  does not come 
automatically or directly but i s  made i n  conjunction wi th the 
meaning that such actions have for them. 
rn turn·, these meanings are forme d •  weakened , main­
tained , enhanced , or transformed through the recurrence Of 
the socially definin9 process o� interaction. The actions 
involved take on the characteristics of bec6ming joint 
actions and these joint actions are linked historical ly 
over time. ·Thus , each joint action arises out of the baak­
ground of previous joint actions and they are linked to them 
historic:·ally. In sum , then , each new joint action is built 
on, and is the resul t of a previous j oint ac\ion. �t a new 
form emerges or a transformation takes pl ace , it is always 
dependent on the context of the previous joint action. The 
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new meani ng cannot be understood out of the historical link� 
age of its context . There is always some continuity and con-
nection with what went before. Finall y ,  linked horizontally, 
and vertical ly , joint actions and the interactional process 
assumes the form of a network of interrel ations that exist a 
particular time and i n  space and are connected with actions 
that oecurred before and to those that will occur in the 
future. In this context , meaning is relatively stable but 
is dynamic in the sense that it can be changed aa the result 
of repeated interaction. 
Tha symbols , as Gerth and Mills define them , in their 
interpretation of the interactional perspective consist Of 
signs , emblems , ceremonies , music and language whic:h main­
tain the order of the social s tructure. 
The work of Ernst Cassirer1 shows that this European 
sociologist , like Mead in America , bel ieved that tha whole 
development o f  human culture depended on symbolic behavior . 
This behavior differentiates man from the other animals in 
that it points out the differaneea between propos itional 
l anguage and emotional l anguage. Ca.ss irer $tates , asignala 
and symbols belong to two different universes cf discourse; 
a signal is a part of the physical world of bei ng ;  a symbol 
is a part of the human world of me ani ng . Signals are ' oper-
ators • ;  symbols are ' des ignaters . •  Thus man is released 
from the immediate stimulus on the basis of this difference. " 
lernst Cassirer, An Essay on Man ( New York s Doubleday 
& Company , Inc. , 1944 ) , PP• 30-32. 
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are so forceful that frequentl y  people play the parts of 
these stereotypes because they interpret this behavior as 
what the "significant other"1 or the "collective "  "expects n 
of them. 
This phenomenon of the utilization of stereotypes 
the interaction of meaning , symbol and behavior through the 
interpretation of the si tuation is central to intergroup 
rel ations between dominant and deviant minorities and par­
ticularly so in the formation of scapegoat minorities .  In 
order to understand this more fully so that it can be applied 
at the third level of theory which is developed in the next 
section of the study, something more must be said about the 
process of the creation of myth , legend , and stereotypes in 
human cultures . 
f1Yth,, Legend and Stereotype 
The stereotype , or 9eneralized view of some object , 
idea, institution, being , or group is very important in any 
indi v1dual-to-ind1 vidual , or i ntergroup rel ationship. Ste­
reotypes can have two ty�s of effect; they can be beneficial 
or detrimental in their application. (The scientific 9en­
eraluation is one kind of generalized view tha11 has ):)ane­
ficial results . Stereotypes axe a kind of mantal shorthand 
that man tends to use in dealing with unknown situations in 
1George Herbert Mead , Mi nd, Self, and Societ� ,  ed. 
by Charles Morris ( Chicago : University of Chicago Press , 
1934 ) . 
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terms of an inventory of known experiences from the past. 
They permeate all phases Of human interaction and , therefore , 
it becomes necessary to show how stereotypes a.re formed 
because this becomes an important aspect of the relationship 
between dominant 9roups and deviant minorities ( as will be 
adequately shown i n  the body of the study ) .• 
The manufacture of myth 1s the forerunner o f stereo­
typing:" As pointed out previously , some myths seem to be 
universal but new myths also grow :from day-to-day in all 
societies. When these myths are combined with a certain 
amount of history ( es peci al ly true i n  instances of the oral 
tradition) the result i s  legend. 
A legend is a story that i s  in small part historical 
and which contains l arge amounts of fantasy and myth. Leg­
ends and myths in their unique combinations are the basis 
for the formation of stereotypes which apply to l ar9e gro\lps 
in a general ized way. ( Stereotypes can develop spontaneously 
as generali zed ways of res ponding to certain social situa­
tions , but most stereotypes that apply to l arge groups of 
people as a unit usually fo llow a caus al sequence that beg1na 
with a basis in myth , then myth cOft\bines with s-0me historical 
sequence of happenings to legitimatiz� , and finally into a 
cul tural inventory o f  generalized traits referred to as ste­
reotypes . )  
Then these stereotypes become a part of the cultural 
inventory of particul ar societies , groups and individu al s , to 
be called forth as a sort of "mental program" to achieve a 
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"fit" for a new and un.familiar situation based on the known 
patterns o f  actions that have seemed to work s atisfactorily 
in somewhat siml1a..r situations in the past .  The inventory of 
stereotypes eliminates the need for protracted abstract 
thought to arrive at a. fresh "definition Of the situation" in 
every unfamiliar context. These stereotypes �an become for-
malized to the extent that they bseome "codes of behavior "  as 
in the case of the bl ack-white c aste system in the South, or 
-
in the case of the male-female relations developed over the 
historical continuum. 
The importance of myth and stereotyping in the 
reaction of the dominant group to deviant minor! ties will be 
carried further in the neKt section. For the time being , it 
is sufficient to see , through the application of the tenets 
of the symbolic interactionis� approach, that stereotypes 
come to h ave "meaning " within the social context and once 
visualized may become "symbols ., with e1 ther a powerful 
positive or negative valence ,  depending on the social meaning 
that is associated with the vi sualization. 
'l'he T,hi�d fievel of 'l'tieory 
�he cal ling forth of stereotypes as a means o f  s im­
plifying the "definition of the situation° and thus giving 
the individual a ''progr,am" t.o f�cilitate his reac,tion to the 
behavior of another ( although his " pro9ram n may not actually 
"fit" the &ituatien i n  question) brings the present discus-, 
sion o:f intergro.up rel ations to the partieulaxist.icz level of 
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the acting entity--or the third level of theory as it has 
been designated in this study. 
The third level invol ves the individual-group 
reac�ion that precipitates his being made socially "visible" 
and identified with a purticular stereotype or . the group 
that the stereotype represents . This level also makes use 
of parts of the symbolic interactionist perspective� 
beginning , as has been noted with the "definition of the 
situation. " After the social si tuation has been defined ( in 
terms of the differential in dominant-minority group power) 
by the dominant group representative or representatives a 
number of partial theories and individual concepts from the 
symbolic interactionist approach are called forth to deter­
mine the fate of the minority participants involved in the 
interactive situation. Terms , concepts and p artial theories 
which will be explained and illustrated in this se�tion of 
the paper include : "social Visibility , "  "voaabulary of 
motives , "  "primary deviance , "  "labeling theory , "  "stigmati za­
tio n , "  "secondary deviation , "  ''master status traits , "  and 
"role theory . "  All of the allove have r$levance to the devel­
opment of the 'tleviant career" of social heretic as the term 
was defined and explained in the introduction of the study. 
First o f  all , the concept of "definition of situation" 
has already been defined in respect to the interactive con­
text. However , in order to define the social situation, 
another concept of the symbolic 1 nteract1onist perspective 
must be coti81dered , and th•t is th• concept o'f "vocabulary of 
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motive s .  " This concept was developed by Hans Gerth and 
c .  �vright Mills . 1 They state that motives are popularly 
thought of as lying in the psychic structure of the organ-
ism and act as springs of actions and are further , "terms 
which persons typically use in their i nterpersonal rela-
tions .• " They define mot� ve sociologically, according to 
Martindale , 2 as "a term in a vocabulary which appears to the 
actor and to the observer to be an adequate reason for his 
conduct. "  "Conceived in this way , "  Gerth and Mills continue , 
"motives are acceptable for justifications for present , 
future 1 or past programs of co nduct. 113 
According to Gerth and Mills then, symbolic inter­
actionism, in order to be an adequate and complete orienta­
tion of thought , must contain an acceptable theory of 
motivation. This theory , as Gerth and Mills see i t ,  that 
motivation consists of systems of phrases and terms , or 
vocabularies , that have a value as instru�ents of deceit 
and self-justification and shows people as doing what they 
would do anyway. This base has been built upon by Gresham 
Sykes and David Matza with their concepts of "subterranean 
values "  and "techniques of neutralization" which are applied 
by the authors to the s tudy of Juvenile delinquency. 
1Hans Gerth and c. Wright Mills , Character and Social 
Structure : The P sychology of Social I nstitutions (New York : 
Harcourt , Brace & Worl d ,  Inc . , 19S3), PP• 114-15. 
�a.ctindale , Sociological Theory. 
3Gerth and Mills , Character and Social Structure , 
p .  115.  
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Considering what haa been said i n  the discussion 
these motives can be shams but they are not always so� How­
ever , the authors ( Gerth and Mill s )  leave the impression 
that mos t  of the time they are . Different levels o f  the 
psychic structure have dif ferent vocabularies o f  motive s .  
It would seem that , in the view of Gerth and Mill s ,  nvocabu­
laries of motive s "  are really another way of saying social 
strategies of behavior . 
The significance Of this for the interpretation of 
interaction between dominant-deviant mi nority group members 
( considering the dominant interpretation because of the 
power differential given before) is that the dominant group 
will tend to impugn motives from their own "vocabulary" to 
the behavior of the minority individual or individual s .  The 
result i s  that the behavior of the minority i s  out of its 
true co ntext as the dominant 9roup representative has defined 
the situation in terms of his own vocabulary of motives 
instead of that o f  the minority actor. The result of this 
behavioral interchange has the potentiality of a strong 
negative valence in te.rms of resolution of conflict. 
The key to the situatio n •  from the point of view of 
both actors , iQ the behavior that occurs--for it offers the 
only attitudinal evidence on which ei ther can act. 
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Symbol and Meaning, Behavior, Visibility 
and the Mill.!SJ ef a Scapegqat 
A stra1\9e looking member of a minority group symbol­
izes an undeairabl• stereotype �·  they • the dominant members , 
wait for him to ect--to thia behavior is impugned ne�ative 
meaning from the dominant vocabul ary of mQti,vee and tthe � 
nority �r haa taken his fuat •t•p toward becoming a 
scapegoat. An alternate acenar1o find• the minority 9roup 
member acting in a manner etranqe or: alien to the nol"laal 
manner of acting of the dominant group member--the dominant 
group member interprets thia behavior negatively from hia own 
vocabulary o f  motive• and with tm.ts UC> bolater his imprea­
sion, aserlb•• other undeairal>le traits � him, or view• hi• 
as strange-looking ao as to Make him "�it" an undesirable 
stereotype to bear oub hia o�19inal aaaeasment in terms of 
motive. 
The key to the interpretation of the interaction is 
in the sequence of aymbol , .. an1ng and behavior in whatever 
order they own. 
Th• aecond impor�ant facto• 1n the interactive situa­
tion for th4t career of a devianu i• �he faetor of "aoci.al 
visibility. " Thia •i•ply sneana �ha- hi• deviant act muat 
become publicly known and he must be iden�ifled with it. 
ae.cJce.r ha• dealt wl tit thi.a in hia book •  'fhe, M•�d!E•• Beaker , 
in treatil'19 enf'oraement of leq6l saru:tiona and concerning the 
crucial �actor of visibility, •-a�esi 
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First • enforcement � a rule iu an en�erpr1a1ng 
act. SOln4tona-an •ntrepr•naur-must take the 11\itle­
ti w in puniahift.1 thit culprit. Second , ent'orcerant 
occurs when tho•• who want the rul• enf orcad zaJalJ,gly 
m}'h�� �t:m0t:�. P . a.Mt r wey 1 e orcenaen oCcfUr• when ao.tae0ne 
blows th• Whiatle. 'rhi•d • pooplo blow th• whiatle, 
•ale!� e�•nt �••d'Y when they ... sotMt 
advanta9• 1n doing a.o. l'enonal intereat proda thtltn 
to �alt• � 1n1t1att •. Pinally, the kind ot pe.­
$Onal interest that prompta enfo�nt var1ea with 
the c01nple.xlt.y of the a1tu•t1on in �1ch .nforcement 
take• pl ace. Let ua c:ona1der ao._ral cu.a , :noting 
tho way personal int.Nat . onterprtM 1 and pul!>l1c1 ty 
interact w1\h th• eot1Pl;;lty � �ho •1tUat1on to pro­
d\.aa. both rule enfol'Oer:Wnt and the failure bl> enforce 
rui ••• 1 -
The alllOuM of tfls-tbtl1tty that o devient act c:alla 
down upon the pe.tpet..l'ato� depentt. upon WhO the obaervlng 
enU.pnneuia front the 9reator society 1a , what hi• ootivee 
are ., th9 .-ount of power and in:tluenccr he can br1n; to bear, 
what the att1t.udefa of the dol\inant •ajority' are tovard the 
aet , and the natun of 'the •1tu•t1on in which the d.W.a• 
lnd1•1dUa1 ott1\ude• de'Wltl.op ae a result •� 9roup 
asaoc:iatlone. Since -..t atti.tudaa are naul.� of vroup 
int•rpretat1ons of cultural no..,.. o.,,.r �'le time d1 .. naion, 
tbe 1ml1Y1d\lal attttudiaa of t:he gro\ip• to W.ich he bttlonqa 
serve a• Ma fz- Of � and p�de � general 
o.rienttetion � b1a behaV1.or. There u:. atU�Dal pd.oi:-
1U... de�ndifll!J on � pl.llC'Je ln the hl•a.rehy Of Yalun in 
the value eyateta cf "- o\llt\lht which suvea aa t."'-ir source. 
�on the p&"incipl• val\Mla of a socieqt U* the o.-. to 
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which the dominant group ascribe the highest priority. This 
discussion indicates , then , that attitudes serve the i ndi­
vidual as rel atively stabilized definitions of situations , 
and so orient the individual and allow him to fUnction in 
the society with minimum confl ict . The overall attitudinal 
"set" of a society furnishes a "climate " for the social 
visibility of deviation, o r ,  as Cl in&rd comment s , 
What constitutes social deviation is not something 
uni. vers al or "natural . "  'l'he reaction of a socieity to 
deviation from norms can vary in the direction of 
approval , �oletanc:e , or disapproval . Deviations vary 
in the intensity of the reaction to the deviation, as 
well a• 1n the direction of appreval or disapproval . 
E ach norm can be thought of as having a tolerance 
limit , t:hat is , the ratio between violations of the 
norm and society ' s  wil l i ngness to tolerate or sup­
press i t. l 
Clinard conti nue• , . 
Obviously the extent and the degree Of dis approval 
i n  a particular instance are dependent on the nature 
of the si tuation and the community• s  d�ree of toler­
ance o f  the behavior involved. Rules--for example 
those r&gulat1ntJ the youtt9 about juvenile delinquency 
--are made by certain groups to order s anctions 
against o thers . A given situat?ion of deViation2 
depends , therefore , on the reaction of others and to 
some extent on the r$aetion of the devi ant. 3 
1Marshal B. Clinard, So<:io,loqY of Deviant Behavior 
(New Yorkt Holt •  Rinehart and Winsto n •  I nc . , 1963), P •  49. 
2General deViance bere can be compared �o the specific 
instance of mental disorder as i t  is defined in G. M. Car­
stairs , in his article , "'lrhe Social Limits of Eceentriei tyi 
An English S tudy , "  which appears in Opler , C,ul tur� anQ M�ntaJ. 
Heal th , which concerns t:he "soeial limits of eccenir1.city. 11 
The study states that the individual may be slightly, moder­
ately or severely impaire d ,  depending on how his behavior is 
interpreted by other individuals from th� dominant: group. 
See Marvin K. Op1er , ed . ,  S?ltur,• and Mental Health (New 
York: Macmillan Company, 19595, P• 377. 
3clinard , Sociology of Deviant .Beha'Vior , P•  28. 
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If the behavior of a particular type p�ses .ti.yond 
the "t.oleranae of eoeentr1c1ty , "  the individual or group 
involved becomes identified with the behav1.or and its mean-
ing in the context of the values , norms and attitude sys tem 
of the dominant group and he is l abeled. 
This bEings the discussion t.o another partial theo� 
of the symbolic ln.teractionist appro.a<:h , and that 1a what is 
ref&rred to as l abeling theory. This body of theoretical 
concepts is a Eeaul t of the. wo.rk of men such as Albert Cohen , 
�win M. Lemert , Erving Goffman , Howard s .  Becker and 
Kai T. Er�kson. 
:rn di•cu•si.ng the process of labeling., Cohen in 
I?!viaaqe and Control quotes labeling theorists who hold that 
the oonaequences of labeli ng an individual as devi�nt are not 
always the same but that fre.qwt.ntl.y they cause the df/tviant 
a�t to asaume more of an importance to the individual than 
the mer• act of eonmdsaion. The ascription of a label to 
t.he individual 'transforms an "offender'' into what Cohen has 
referre.d to aa a "deviant c;haractex-. "  
The pro(:••• Qf attaching a label o f  Hdevi ant" may 
bring al:>Qut. what haa been termed as "a self-fulfilling 
propheey11; 1 ba¢ause of the fact that a deviant has been so 
1 abeled he may develop a "deviant career. "  The idea o f  
1The nself-fulfilling prophecy" was a construct 
originally used by Robel't K. Merton. See Merton ,  Social 
Theory and Social Structure,. 
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career has been defined in the beginning of this study as 
it applied to beth individuals and groups . I t  has been 
developed in detail by both Howard s .  Becker and David 
Matza. The growth of a deviant career in its normal sec;uence 
eauses the i ndividual to change from a primary deviant to 
become what Edwin M. Lemert has defined as a "secondary dev-
iant . "  In other words , the l abeling process general ly sets 
in motion a sequence of events that tends to mold the indi­
vidual into the image the representatives of the dominant 
group have of him. 
Of course , the labeling proces s ,  l ike the creation 
of deviant behavior itsel f ,  is a selective proces s .  The 
operation of sanctio ns , or , in other words , social control 
is not the s ame for all individual s in society. The sanc­
tions vary from culture to cul ture , the time period in­
volved and the age , sex, and social class of the individ­
uals involved. Clinard has stated the premise being 
developed in the discussion above in the following manner: 
Whether a person is sel�cted and labeled as 
a deviant depends on such factors as social 
clas s ,  occupation, racial and ethnic background , 
age , past record of d�viation, the situation out 
of whieh the behavior arises , the pressures of 
public reaction, and the resources rvailable to 
apprehend or deal w1 th the devi.ant. 
Suffieient individuals of a particular deviant type 
1c11nard, Deviant Behavior , p. 28 . 
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may make up a subcul ture of devi ance ( this classification of 
deviant subcul tures has been studied by such men as Cohen,. 
Miller,- Bloch and Niederhofer and Cloward and Ohlen> 1 and 
other deviant individual s ,  after their devi ant career has 
progressed to the point of affiliation ( as Matza termed i t )  
then join these subcultures .  Lem�rt has referred to thi s 
subcultural deviation as "systematic devi ation" which means 
that practices are communicated ,  there are common rational­
i zations , rapport and an ideology that binds the deviants 
together into a unified collective. 
As far as the rest of society ( the dominant group ) 
is concerne d ,  these types of indivi du al s  and groups are 
"s tigmatized" by their label of deviance and so , to some 
extent are undesirable as associ ates . One reason for this 
is that if members of the dominant groups were to associ ate 
with stigmati zed members of the subculture , the label could 
be trans ferred to them. This il lustration shows that devi-
ance , to some degree , (at least in the minds of agencies of 
social control ) is like communicable disease--it can be 
infectious and spr�ad. 
As Clinard points out, 
deviation may be reacted to with varying degrees of 
dis approval . What speciE1c behavi�r is disapproved 
and tne point at which dis �pproval will be expressed 
depend l argely on the content of the norms of the 
given society in question. Deviations which at:e 
1 Artieles by these men appear in James E. Teele , ed. , 
Juvenile Delinguency: A Reader ( Itas c a ,  Il linois : F. E. 
Peacock , Publishers , Inc . , 1976) and many other · references as 
wel l .  
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disapproved may be reacted to w-ith d1a9ust ,  anger , 
hate , gossip, isolation • and ostracism, or even phys­
ical punishment. Oeviati.ona from orthodox pol itical 
and religious thinki ng ,  approved seMJal beha"l!.or , or 
certain legal codes may encounter strong dis approval . 1 
If the stigma. of the l abel attached to a particular 
group is o f  sufficient degree , the 9-roup may constitute 
either a real or an imagined threat to the normat!.ve ·struc-
ture of the dominant group. As such , it would have the. 
potential to be victimized by the process o f  "scapegoating " 
i f  social co ndit ions involveo q, high degree of conflict or if 
a particular social problem reached crisis proportions. 
The fact of belonging to a minority group with the 
potential for becoming a sc apegoat mi nori ty has serious 
repercussions for the individual . This s i tuation invol ves 
another partial theory o f  the symbolic interactionist per­
specti ve which has been defined as "roJ.e theory. " 
Clinard observes , 
Deviants and nondeviants play a variety of 
social roles which represent the behavior that is 
expected of a person or status within the group • 
• • • A social rel• more specifically involves 
four parts : ( l )  the person• s identification <>r 
conception of himself; ( 2 )  the appropriate behavior 
he displ ays accordi09 to his conception o f  the sit• 
uationt ( 3 )  the roles which are acted out by other 
persons in response tc his rcle J and ( 4 )  the evalu­
ation by the individual of these roles . The per­
son• a behavier , baaed on his estimate of how h• 
should act , is eal l ed rol,• pltayirig and his i dea of 
the other person• s beh.avior ls eel.led r:ol• taking. 
A role set 1s a complement o f  role relat!onships 
whlch persons have by occupying a particular social 
1cl.1.nard , Deviant Behavior , . P • 28. 
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status such as the role of a teacher to his pupils 
and to Gthers connected to the school. SQcial con­
trol becomes possible through the fact that persons 
acquire the a.bil i  ty to· behave 1.n a manner consistent 
with the expectations of others • 
• • • Groupa , then, are multidimensional syatema 
of roles , a group is what its rol e rel ationships are. 
In the interaction of any group there are various 
role rel ationships involving mutual attitudinal and 
beh avioral responses to one another . The individual 
members of a group may change but the group may con­
tinue , a• in the case of a del inquent gan9. � 
Newcombe -points out that persons are influenced in 
their .zole behavior by a given st�tus and role prescriptions , 
or the soc::i al "script9 "  which outlines the particular rolea 
they are expected to play. He goes on to show that some 
persons play more roles than others and that some role 
preacriptions are more hi9hly structured th�n others . 
Newcombe further observes that when the individual i s  forced 
to fulfill multiple role• in complex situations role strain 
developa . 2 
Concerning problems of the individual in adapting 
to role de•ends Clinard states s 
Many of the problelfta �!sing in systems of roles 
are due to the fact that ( 1 )  the role prescriptions 
a.re unclear and the �rson has difficulty in knowing 
what is expected o f  him, ( 2 )  the roles are too num­
erous for the individual to fulfill , with a resulting 
urole overhead , "  and ( 3 )  they may even conflict or be 
mutually contradictory so th at the individual must 
play a role he does not wish to p l ay ,  such as the 
subordinate role a Ne4Jro must often play in the United 
States or the mar�inal role pl ayed by adolescents. 
1Ibid. , P• 46. 
2Theodor� M .  Newcombe , Social Psyehol0;9y ( New York: 
Dryden Press , 1950 ) , pp. 398-427. 
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P ari>ons , in fact, has explained role conflict as the 
basis of deviant behavior. 1 Such behavior is a 
response to a strain or conflict i n  institutional 
role expectations which the individual face s . 2 
As Scheff has shown, role pl aying and taking plays a 
large part i n  mental di sorde r . 3  He views mental disorder i n  
the context o f  residual rule-breaking o r  residual deviance . 
In this concept of mental disorder ( as wel l  as in other 
forms of deviance ) an operation of normality (or conformi ty) 
should be in terms of "normal for what" and 11normal for 
whom. "4 Naturally the "whom" in the answer will be repre-
sentatives of the dominant group. To the extent that i ndi-
viduals are non-adaptive to the expectations of role pl aying. 
of the dominant group , then to that extent they are con-
sidered devi ant. 
One final characteristic of role-playing and role-
taking which has importance i n  the fate of the individual is 
that of an individual playing the stereotyped role that the 
l arger society expects of him because it is the only one at 
which he can experi�nce success a nd social reward o f  atten-
tion (even if i t  is in a negative form ) .  
Again the concept of mental disorder as l earned 
1aruce .J. 3iddle and Bdwin J. Thomas . e ds . , Role 
Theory: Concepts and Research (New York : John Wiley & 
Sons , Inc .• , 1906) , pp. 275-76 , cited i n  Clinard, Sociology 
of Deviant Behavior , p. 69. 
2Clinard, Sociology of Deviant Behavior , p .  69. 
3Thomas J 
•
. Scheff , Being Men1tal ly I l l :  A Socio­_l_o_g...,i .... c_a_l_T_h_.e_o_ry_ (Chicago: Aldine Publishi ng Company ,  1968 ) .  
4c1 inard, Sociology of Deviant Behavior. 
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1 behuvior as it is promoted by Scheff provides a source of 
understanding of this concept.. :In the process of inter­
action , the mentally disor�red person, because of the self 
reproval of unsuccessful attempts at communication, may 
develop a distorted sel f-conception and as a result of this 
first dis tortion , he then distorts the conception of role 
expectations and so plays his social roies deficiently. 
This is a dynamic process which worsens because of con-
tinual reaffirmation Of l ack of success. Hental disorder is 
thus the result of a long and cumulative process of unsuc­
cess ful role pl aying rather than a single circumstance of a 
few mistakes in definition of the situation. This causes 
the individual to escape from reality and stress by building 
what Cameron refers to as a "protective shell of incapacity . "  
Scheff then takes this conception even fUrther to show that 
the individual then receives a ne'W role orientation that is 
reenforced by reward from the society--he begins to play the 
role of the stereotyped m�ntally disordered person--at last 
he has a role at which he can succeed , bec ause as Scheff has 
pointed out, he has been introduced to , and haa been learning 
this role since e arly childhood. ( This concept will be uti­
lized l ater in the discusaion to show why soma women so 
readily conreased to witchc:.t'aft 4urin9 the witch hysteria 
that swept turope du�inw th• fourteenth, fift•enth and six­
teenth centuries. )  
1scheff , Being Mentally Ill . 
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This brings the theore tical discussion down to the 
level of the analytical instrument that will be used in this 
s tudy--the master s t atus trait. The master status trait is 
both a product of the stereotyp:i.og phenomenon discussed i n  
the l as t  section o f  the paper and the l aoeling and role 
theory which has j ust been discussed. The proces s of ste-
reotyping causes certain prescribed roles to be associ ated 
with a particular status in society. This may have to do 
with social class , sex , race , rel igion ,  occupation or some 
other attribute . 
Everett Cherrington Hughes has developed the conept 
of the master status trait as a descriptive concept that 
�ods to the useful employment of role theory in the analysis 
of the indi vidual and the group in relation to the social 
system. 
Hughes first defines "status" to be taken in the 
strict sense of a distinct social position for whose incum-
bents there are defined rights , limitations o f  rights , and 
duties. 1 
Hughes continues to expl ain the rel ationship o f  the 
statuses to the societies in which they exist: 
In societies where statuses are well definE::d and 
are entered chiefly by birth or a few well-established 
sequences of training or achievement , the particular 
personal attributes proper to e ach status are woven 
into a whole. They are not thought of as separate 
entities. Even in our society , certain statuses have 
l . Ev<�rett Cherrington Hughes ; Men and Theif �·Jork 
( Glencoe , Illinois : Free Press of Glencoe , 1958) ,  p. 1 0 2 .  
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developed characteristic patterns of expected 
personal attributes and a way of life. To such,, 
in the German l anguage , i s  applied the term Stand. l 
The author then goes on to state that he pl ans to 
el aborate the notion of contradictions and. di lemmas of 
action� 2 Hughes feels that this idea was �onceptualized sug• 
gestively by Hobert E •. Park when he conceived· ot the term 
,.marginal man" for the special kind of case �n dilemmas of 
status concerning the racial hybrid , who as a result of races 
being d•fined as status groups , becomes a victim ef a status 
dilemma •. 3 
In the process of defining the term mast.er status 
trait , Hughes defines the function of auxiliary chai:-acter-
istics : 
There tends to grow up about a status , in addi­
tion to its specifically 4etemining traits , a com­
plex of auxiliary dla.r:a�teristics which come to be 
expected of its incumbents. It seems entirely 
natural to Roman Catholics that all priests should 
be �n4 al though piety seems more common among wome·n. 
He goes on to point out that , 
The expected or "natural " combinations of auxil­
iary characteristics become embodied in the stereo­
type& of ordinary talk, cartoons , fiotion,. the radio , 
and the motion picture. Thus , the American Catholic 
l Ibid. , P• 102 • 
2Ibid. , P• 103. 
3Rol>ert E .  Park , "Human Miqration �nd the Marginal 
Man, "  American ..roui-nal of Sociology, XXXIII (May, 19 28 > , 
881�9 3 .  Also In Robert �. P ark , Race y;ct Cultur• ( Glencoe , 
Illinois : Free Press of Glencoe , l9�0 • 
4Hughes ,  Men and Their Work t pp. 10 3-4. 
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priest , according to the popular stereotype , is Irish, 
athletic , 2nd a go�d sort who with difficulty refrains 
from profanity in the presence of eVil u.nd who may 
punch someone in the nose if the work of the Lord 
demands it . Nothing could be further from the Fryneh 
or French-Canadian stereot)!pe of the good priest. 
A further exampl e ,  and a striking one , is given by 
Hughes to demonstrate the power of the master status­
determi ning trait. He sites the example of the Negro who 
qualifies for one of the traditional professions . Hughe$ 
observe s ,  
Membership i n  the Negro race , as defined in 
American mores and/or law, raay be called a master 
status-determining trait �  It tends to over?Ower , 
in most crucial situations , any other eharaeteristies 
which might r�n counter to i t .  But professional 
standinq 1s also a power characteristic-most so in 
the specific .relationships of professional practice , 
less so in the general intercourse of people. I n  
the person o f  the professionally qualified Negro 
these two powerfSUl characteri stics clash. The 
dilemma , for those whites who meet such a person , 
is that of having to choose whether to treat him 
as a Negro or as a member of his profession. 2 
After assessing the demands that cultural expecta­
tions place upon people in areas that have strong master 
status-determining traits and the auxiliary traits that clus-
ter around the dominant expectation, Hughes concludes by 
making some observations and asking some questions of the 
reader. 
Many queations a.re raised by the order of things 
here discussed. One is �hat of the place of these 
common solutions of status conflict in the evolu­
tion of the .relations between the sexes , the races , 
and the ethnic groups of our society. In what 
1 Ibid . , P• 106. 
2 Ibid . , P• 111 . 
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e1reumstancee can the person Who is accepted form­
ally into a new status , and then informally kept 
within the l imits of the kind mentioned, step out 
of these l imits and become simply a l awyer , fore­
man• or whatever? Under what circumstances , 1f ever 
is the "hen doctor" simply a doctor? And who are 
the first to accept her as such--her colleagues or 
her patients7 Will the growth of a separate super­
structure over each o� the segregated botto• groups 
of our society tend to perpetuate indefinitely the 
racial and ethnic division already eXisti ng , or 
will these superstructures lose their identity in 
the general organization of society? These are the 
larger questiona . l 
'!'he purpose 0£ this study , however, is not to answer 
these l arger questions posed by Hughes , but to show how (if 
such a rel ationship truly exists ) they relate to the forma­
tion of s�apeqoat minorities in the l arger society in times 
of social conflict and crisis. 
Before leaving the subject of the application of 
grounded sociological theory to the present study , one addi­
tional topic raust be covered �o fully describe the research 
proces s .  The last theoretical topic concerns the theory of 
collective behavior. The formaidon �f a scapegoat minority 
is the reaul t of soci al conflict or a crisis si tuatlon and 
the collective behavior that takes pl ace in reaction to the 
social situation. The collective behavior then impedes the 
social change process by unifying the dominant group members 
against the rea1 ()r supposed t:hteat to the soci.al order. 
This , however , does not insure that change will not take pl ace 
because unforseen consequences can be the result of the col­
lective behavior of the masses and the action of legitimatized 
1Ibid. , P •  11 3 .  
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auth�ri�y to achieve unity. 
The general conditions under which eolleetive behav-
ior occurs ha"Ve already been mentioned briefly but they can 
also be enumerated in step fashioh ( however , it must be 
remembered that , as in all so¢ial phenomena , the step• do 
not always occur in exactly the s ame manner ) .  
'!he steps leading to e61lectl ve action and its 
effects are as foll�W'!t t 
l .  tension-.9'!'resul ting from an "undefined" situation. 
"The condition exists that the need for · understand­
ing exceeds the available informatien. u1 
Shibutani state s ,  concernirg the step outlined above : 
There 1s a shared sense of arousal due to the laek or 
i nadequacy of preestablished definitions of the situation. 
There is a senae of problem and a need to do something 
about it. Under such conditions , there is a h�ightened 
sensitivity to interstimUl$.t!on. an opennes.8 to •uggeiS­
tion. Blumer uses the term "circular reaction" to 
ref•r to the pr<Kes e  ef interstimul ation in such situa­
tions. 2 He emphasizes the emotional nature of the 
pre>eesa and note• the aeclal unrest ( as  distinct f·rom 
individual neurosis ) invol ws hei ghtened arousal and 
exci t.emen\t , erratic behavior , and · increased sug�e•t1-
bili ty. It i s  within such a context that new colle!­
tive definitions ar• pa�iQulat1y likely to evol v. .  
2 . the existence of a "generalized beli·ef. " 
In the s1 tuation of an undefined and theref$.r-e , 
2alumer , S:fTbolic Interact!onism, p. 1 70 ,  cited by 
Tamotsu Shibutani , ed. , Human Na ure and Collective havior: 
P apers in Honor of Herbert Blul'fter Englewood -lif s ,  New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hal l , I nc . , 1970 ) , p. 8 5 .  
3shibutani , Human Nature and Collective Behavior ,  
p .  8 5 .  
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threatening , c:ond1tion te,nslon mouf\ts in the emoti.onal state 
of the members of the aollec�ivity. In especially ri9idly 
structured and well-established setting , the patterns of 
prescriptions and expectations may appear so natural tn the 
social context and so appropriate that no one is really 
clearly aware of juat what aa.y :0. the troµ})le. 'l'he sour¢e 
of the tension is very difficult to spe<:�fy and the per­
vading sense of tension 1.s therefo�e all the mere tJ'Quble-
$Ome because there appears to be no suitable means for 
dealing with it. l Smelser ' s  "°efe.t"ence to the "generalized 
belief ff whi¢h can be a "hysterical bel .ief0 beeome&. aesod.-
ated with the tension that is f'eli: by the colleeti ve and 
9ivea �t a tangible meaning. 
3 .  a. credible threatening aq.ent. 
In such a situation as the one des cribed above , the 
presence of a credible threatening agen� would provide a 
tangible and real target for the f·eelings ef the colle�tive. 
The situation is �ereby clarified (or see• to be) 
in the mind of the use·nsit:L zec:P' person and as Shihutani says ., 
Rat.her than amorpt\.ous arud.et:y therefore . the Mmbe.t"s 
come to experience fear of thla threatening agent. 
The belief serv.s to object:!fy the s.ense· of strain 
and provides a point of referenc:e for arty action 
that is tak•n• 2 . 
It i s  obvious to the reader , of c:r+>urse , how this step 
1Neil J. Smel ser , Theory o f  Collective Behavior 
(New York : · Free Press of Glencoe , 1963) • p. �2. 
2shibutan1 , ed. , Human .Nature and Collective 
Behavior , P• S6. 
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applies to the fate of a minority group with th• proper 
master sta�ua traits that finda themaelvea in the position of 
a threatening agent. 
In t.�a s,1 tuation as defined by the previous steps , 
the path of aetion that is provided shows a •ans of coping 
with tension and the symptoru th at are produced by it but 
does not demonstrate how the oollective will be able to cope 
with the social aettiIMji that is the true source of the 
tension. 
4 .  precipitating incident. 
So far the atepa in the dynaraic procees leacling to 
the e�pression of coll•cti.ve behavior nave been enumerated. 
There has been what Sh1butani. refera 1;Q, as « ''dynamic inter­
play" between the oth .. r elements of society and the collectiv­
ity.� A sp-iral of increasing senaiti vity and heightened 
tension is initiated and as Shibutani observes : 
Especially it va.rioua officials and �xperts be­
have as if the threat were a legitimate source of 
concern, the evolving definition will be strength­
ened, and others will be encouraged to deftne their 
discomfort in tho&e terms . Thia will encourage a 
greater number of victims to acknowledge their 
symptoma and thereby increue the credibility of 
the threat. Thus , the position taken here suggests 
that such an interactive view llight pro�itably be 
used in the analysis of all forms of collective 
behavior, even those wh.ich seem to be turned "in­
ward , " and which do not move toward an alteration 
of the social structure. It also sugqesta that 
such a view would illuminate not only the �ction 
of the collectivity but also its ideology. 
1 
2 
Ibid. , P• 9 2 .  
Ib.id. , p.  93. 
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I t  can be seen how such conditions eould lead to the 
excesses of the "witch hysteria" which gripped Europe in the 
fifteen�h 1  sixteenth and seventeenth centuries , and which 
will be discussed in a l ater section of the pa.per. 
Shibutan11 lists the conditions immediately leading 
up to the ttprecipitating incident " which will l ead to vio-· 
lence of a susceptible population in the form of rioting {or 
other violent concerted action) depehds on certain factors : 
( a )  the effectiveness of the achievement of redress by 
institutionalized and conventionalized means , ( b )  the degree 
to which individuals feel that they share a common fate 
( i . e .  the degree to which they feel th�mselves to be 
entrapped without hope of eascape as individual s ) , ( c )  the 
presence of a threat that the individual feel s concerns 
matters that relate to his self-esteem enflames common moral 
sentiments. 
As a result of the operation of these factors , a 
polarization takes pl ace i n  a population with a critical mas• 
of individuals who are highly susceptible to b�ing galvanized 
into action with the sl ightest provocation. It is in such a 
social climate that the .,precipitating incidentn occurs . 
(Note the systems di agram which appears on the following page 
which demonstrates what happens i n  a social system that leads 
up to the precipitating i ncident and also demonstrates the 
possible outcomes of the inciden� after i t  has occurred, ) 
l . Ibid . ,  p .  9 7 .  
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The crowd behavior that follows a precipitating inci­
dent must be considered a.s a collective problem-solving 
action that takes place as a resul t of the social and organi­
zational breakdown within the social context. The social 
crisis situation has , in instances such as this , degenerated 
into physical o::> nflict. 
As Shibutani puts i t ,  the only way that the precipi­
tating incident and the Violence can be avoided is for "con-
fl ict • • •  to be rechannel ed into more effective day-to-day 
negotiations with visibl e results . "1 Thus , conflict can 
either be all&viated, subverted or postponed through strat­
egies such as the negotiation, resulting in agreement.a to 
disagree , compromise other action which wi ll relieve the 
situation through some visibl e stratagem of amelioration. 
However if the precipitating incident takes place 
anyway , then these stepa must be taken after-the-fact. If 
not ,  the next stage in th• destructive process will occur. 
5 .  contagion-or whait Rosen refers to as ''psychic 
epidemic:s . "2 
Rosen quotes Rudolf Virchow, who developed a theory 
of epidemic disease as a 19anifeatation of cul tural and social 
mal adjustment , and he the n CCU,"ried th�S con�ept further , to 
encompass a theory of psychic epidemiology . According to 
l Ibid. ,  P• 110. 
2
George Rosen , �M����.-.�----..f'!"!fo;.....""ri'•a""'t'-t_e_r�s...-.1�n.......,th�• 
Historical Sociology of enta Harper & 
Row , Publishers , Inc. , 1968 ) , P• 
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Rosen: 
Reasoning by analogy, he ( Virchow) drew a paral­
lel between the indi vic:tual and the body peli tic J ttif 
disease is an expression of individual life under 
unfavourable conditions then epidemics must be indic­
ative of major disturbances of mass l i fe . "l 
Virchow differentiated �tural and artificial 
epidemics basing the distinction on the degree to 
which cultural factors are �nterposed between nature 
and man. Artificial epidemics he considered as 
attributes of society which occur net only as a 
result o f  social contradictions , but al so as sig­
nificant manifestations of hi•torical trends and 
development. 
Nodal points in history,. periods of pcli ti cal 
and intellectual revolution, are marked by such 
outb.t:eaks of disease • •  ,, .. within his socio­
historical theory o f  'epidemic disease , Virchow 
i ncluded the psychic: epidemi-c• , a phenolllenon and a 
concept in which interest declined ·and almost dis­
appeared during the l ater nineteenth century unde.r 
the influence of bacteriology and biologieal deter­
minism, a.it in which intereat h� again been aroused 
in the present century. 2 
In grounding his theory to conditions in society 
Virchow himsel£ observed that 
The a+tificia.l epiciem.ics a-re physical or mental , 
for mental diseases al so occur epidemically and tear 
entire people i nto a mad P•Yc:h0tic movement. Psy­
chiatry alone enables the historian to survey and 
understand t.ha major fluctuations of public opinion 
and popular feeling , which on the whole resemble the 
picture of indi Vid\lal. ·••,ntal illnesses. 3 
As Resen goes on te peJ.nt out 
Untort'1nately. this theory of psychic: epidemic• 
and its implications hav� never been explored in any 
systematic fashion. In· our own time a few author• , 
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among them Hellpach t Schoenert and Sigeri st ; have 
touched several l imited aspects o f  the problem. There 
is no doubt that &U<a:h stu�.ies are beset with great 
difficultie s ;  nevertheless , a thorough systematic 
study would be fflitful for an understanding of mental 
disease i n  time. 
Virchow and Rosen then believe that there is ample 
historical evidence to warrant studying collective behavior , 
which may seem to be bizarre and irrational , in its cultural 
context in terms of collective psychopathology. 
This concept has been espoused by Thomas Szasz in 
the present day. Szasz con�ludes 
Like syphilis and tuberculo s i s , nonconforming 
social beliefs and praatices also spread . �through the 
population as i f  by contagion; and they too are re­
garded , by those who reject them, as hamnful to both 
sel f and others. It is therefore still considered 
justified to resort to special mea$ures Eor con­
trolling contagions ( whose social significance has 
become neglig ible in industrially advanced nations ) 
and dangerous ideas ( whose social significance has 
skyrocketed in these countries ) .  The result is a 
pervasive conceptualization of 2social nonconformity as a contagious disease. • • • 
The fear and hysteria that accompany the outbreak and 
uncontrolled spread of contagious disease is wel l-known, both 
historically and in underdeveloped countri�s without a · p�e-
ventati ve 1ned.icine pol.icy today. So , i t  is seen tnat a con-
dition that would accompany the threat of the spread of 
dangerous ideas ( to the dominant group) just aa it does the 
spread of dangerous communicable diseases , is allltiety , fear 
1Rosen, Madness in Society, P •  181 . 
2Thomas s .  S zasz , The Manufacture of Madness a A Com­
arative Stud of the I n  uis it!on � the Manual Heal h 
Movement New Yor : Harper & Row , Puhl shers , I nc . , 1 70 ) ,  
PP •  19-20. 
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and their overt behavioral expression in the form of hysteria. 
The modern s tudy of hysteria began in Prance shortly 
after the mid-point of the nineteenth century with the work 
of Charcot and his famous pupil Janet. Charcot , a distin­
guished neurolog ist , held an appointment as a visiting 
physician at the S alpetriere ,  a l arge Parisian hospital for · 
the insane. The master and his pupil s  became interested in 
the practice of hypnotism , which at that time was considered 
in a cl ass with bl ack magic and other sueh dubious arts� 
Charcot , howeve r ,  was a flamboyant personality as well as a 
rugged individualist , and he persisted in his investigations 
of the mental state of his disturbed patients by means of 
hypnosis despite criticism from his more conservative col­
leagues. 
The deeper si gnificance of his studies , however , 
escaped Charcot. Without knowing , he had stumbled upon one 
of the greatest medical discoveries of all time , namely, 
that physical symptoms and organic disorders can be caused by 
psychological factors. Janet took the experiments of hie 
mentor even further and found that the human personality is 
capable of being fragmented into two or more separate selves , 
each of which may be totally unaware of what the other is 
doing. This concept served as the basis for today' s work in 
states of dissoci ation. 
0Irrespective of the form of the outbreak , all hys­
tericel manifestations have one outstandi ng characteristic 
which links them together--they occur as the result of 
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suggestion in highly suggeatible individuals· .. 1 Just ( as will 
be shown in the body of the study) the inquisitors of the 
15th and 16th centurieg did , the sincere but credulous 
bearer o f  tales , a faith healer , a propa9andist or a ruinor­
monger can illflant strange beliefs or generate wild excite­
ment in the hypersuggestible., As Chaplin comments ,. 
there can be no doubt that hysteric reaction, both 
collective and indivi dual , affecting both the 
inquisitor and his victi�, played a major part in 
witch-baiting in the 1 5th and 16th centurie s .  
Hysteric reaction ,  too, had much effect on the use 
of , and the response to ,  torture in the identifica­
tion of witches and heretica . 2  
Contagion the n ,  as it appears in the co ntext of col­
lective behavior , is a resul t of all the factors previously 
discussed plus the spontaneoua spread of hysteric: behavior 
from individual to hypersensitive individual unchecked or 
even promoted by the existing legitimate authorlty. The 
constituted authority can promote the continuance of violent 
reaction to a precipitating incident by a nu1'ber of ways but 
two are of particul ar interest :  tacit approval through a 
policy of inaction and active encouragement of a reign of 
terrc>r with the conacious purpose of elitninating an undesir­
able group and the entrenc1'aent of their own f a110ured Posi­
tion throu9h th• miadirection of aocial ag;reasion. 
6.  social reorientation. 
1J. P .  Chaplin, Rumor, Fear and the Madness of Crowd& 
(New York a Ballantine Books ,  19S9S , p. 1 1 .  
2Ibid. , pp . ll-3G. 
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Social reorientation representa the reestabliahment 
of eon .. nsus or of the restoration of order either through 
intervention by established authority ., allowing the confl:let: 
process to run its course unchecked , negotiation, or the 
change of C:Onflic:t groups int& accommodation groups .  Any of 
these strategie s will result in situational adjustment and/or 
social change. Xn some way conflict must be resolved , 
checked , nullified or sub"llerted. IJenerally , nowever., inter­
vention in force usually results in further suppression or 
oppres sion of the minority in question, with fu'ture �hrea1: o� 
further aggress'ion as new crisis situations develop. 
'I'he f'oregoincg has been a discussion of the theory of 
collective behaVior that is applicable to the formatiort and 
persecution of scapegoat minorities in int�rgroup rel ations . 
With the discussion of collective behavior , the body 
of sociological theory that is applicable to the study o f  
intergroup rel ations end collective problem-solving is com­
plete. For, after all , 215 5hibutani s�ates , "a crisis is 
obYiously a basic general condition necessary ( though not 
suffici•nt one in and of itself) for the emergence of new 
groups . "1 And he further comments that "all crowd behavior 
has to be studied as co l  lec.'lti ft problem-solving activity 
wi�hin th& l arqer context O'f. social and o.rganiz��ional break­
down and change. "2 
P• 1 2 1 .  
1
shibutani , Human Nature and Collestive Behavior , I 
2rbid. , P •  1 1 0 .  
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Three level s of theory have been studied here in 
light of their application to intergroup and individual­
group interaction. Conflict theory has been shown to be the 
basis o f  the interactive process and symbolic interactionism 
has been shown to be the approach that delineates the char­
acteristics of human interactions and attempts to explain the 
mechanics of the process .  ( See the following page for a 
diagrammatic exposition of the si tuational application of 
each o f  the three levels o f  theory. )  Then , i f ,  even with the 
use of the symbolic interac:tionist concept of the t'defini tion 
of the situation ., "  the situation still remains undefined 
( within a societal atmosphere of fear} the crisis s ituation 
may be 0triggered" by a precipitating incident to l aunch a 
reactio n  that i s  both contagious and hysterical in nature. 
The response or constituted legitimatized authority can 
determi ne the resolution of the c:onflict and the reorienta­
tion of society. 
These are the conditions of interactive situation 
that a scapegoat group faces in its relations with the dom­
inant group. :rt finds itsel f the target of the misplaced 
aggression of the dominant group in the effor� to objectify 
their fear of a real or imagined threat by providing a con­
crete target and tnus protect the social structure by 
regaining consensus and reunification. The historical veri­
fication for the foregoing theoretical precepts will be 
covered in a l ater section of the paper. 
Soedi'fie 
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Symbolic interactionism, particularly l abeling theory 
and role theory , is the basis for tha development of the con-
cept of "the master status trait" and its cluster of second­
ary traits. 1 It is this particular concept o f  the "master 
status trait" which will be utilized in the following section 
of this study to design a construct for use as an analytic 
instrument. 
Before moving on to the actual design and implemen­
tation of the analytic instrument to be applied to the his­
torical evidence ; it must be shown how the three levels of 
theory just discussed can be combined with historical data 
to provide an effective study design.. If this can be accom­
plished , the resulting research vehicle should be both theo­
retically and methodologically eound. 
Fortunately , the groundwork for such a study has 
already been firmly establ ished. Th@ coft\bination of conflict 
theory , the symbolic in�eraet1on1st perspeetive , and histor­
i.cal methodology has already been accomplished by a noted 
twentieth century American sociolo91st , c .  Wright Mills. 
Although hie points of emphasis were th• study of 
power and the character �f soci ety , th� is no reason that 
his approach cannot be �opl1� equally well to the study of 
dominant-deviant intergroup rel ations and the resultant 
historical careers of the deviant groups. 
A brief description of Mills '  theoretical approaeh 
will demonstrate its applicability to the present study. 
1Hughe s , Men and Their WOrk. 
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Mills was basically a conflict theor�st 1n his inter­
pretation of the method of Marx and in his ideas of the ubiq­
uity of social change as to time and place. Mills himself 
gives an indication of his basic conflict theorist orienta­
tion when he states that, "this comes out in the· obvious fact 
that what a conservative call s disorganization, a radical 
might well call reorganization. 1 
In Character and Social St�ctur!, the authors state : 
By soci al change we refer to wh atever may happen 
in the course of �ime to the roles , th e institutions , 
or the orders comprising a soci al structure: their 
emergence , growth , and decline. Our model of soci al 
structure ( to be discua•ed in a later section) thus 
provides us with several interconnected units each of 
which may undergo quantitative as well a.s qualitative , 
Microscopic as well as macroscopic, change. 
When we focus upon the co ncept of role as the unit 
of social change , we ask how many people play a given 
role and.a at wh'a.t t•mpo is one role displ aced by a no ther. � 
They go on to say that every levltl of the society can 
experience change ; the role , the institutional order , and e.-n 
the society as a whole could be overturned. It is clear that 
at the bOttom of such an inte�aonnected and in�eracting model 
of society is the concept of conflict (be it physical , 
and 
ew York: 
Social Structure , p. 396. 
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ocmpetitive , or even ctialogue ) actuated change. It is also 
clear that the two authors are combining their fundamental 
conflict orientation with aspects of the symbolic inter­
aetionist approach. As a resul t o f  their work , the two 
approaches have been shown to be compatible . 
The idea of the individual or an entity inter­
acting with a "generalized other " or behavi ng in accorda� 
with a certain perception of the values of . the collective 
is a principle of symbolic 1nteract1onism but is also dealt 
with in detail by Gerth and Mills. 1 
This , in affect, than eoapletes an outl ine of the 
theoretical orient ation of Mil l s .  Ha has been shown to h a  ... 
been actuated by the ideas of the classical theorists such 
as Marx and Weber. He reje�ted th at which he did not feel 
would apply to th e society of the present and he accepted 
the ideas of these two r.len that he found to be applicable to 
his contemporary society. From Marx he accepted a methodz 
froia Weber the concepts of power , class , bureaucracy , the 
partnership of the Church with the establishment, especially 
the economic establishment; from the other conflict theorists 
he accepted the idea of ubiquitous ( but intermittent and 
pluralistic) change , and :trom the symbolic interactioniste 
he aecepted the idea of the human decis 1en to make a choice 
in terms of desirable outcomes in the proceas of interaction 
with other individuals ,  the irustituUons of society , and his 
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hi•torical tradition� 
Mills waa a firm believer in the consequence of ideas 
and their practical worth• He further bel ieved that men of 
ideas should pursue an acti. ve role in the practical world of 
men. The social study of the personality in its social 
sett.ing came to be Mill s ' conception of biography,. Mills 
felt that only wh�n biography i s  combined with history, and 
only when the researcher eorrelatas the objective with the 
!Ubjective �teria ,  is sociological research and study 
legitimate. Mills considered all aociology to be both his­
toricel and biographical and this legitimates it as a science 
bec::ause it was no longer necessary to hold any abstract abso­
lutes about themes like the "absolute essence of human 
nature , " or a "mysterious cor�" governing men in the proceas 
of social interaction. 
Mills did not agree ·.-.1ith i:he value-free ccncept of 
the Acadenaic school of AJZteriean sociology. He felt that 
problems of "value" natural ly come up in any sociclogical 
inveatigation and t:he questions that they raise become both 
genuine and specific. These questions must be answered by 
sociological analyses Of the contexts in which they exist. 
Issues that now seem vague ean be defined precisely if they 
are analyzed in their contextual sett1ng. 
Part1eul arly important in Mills• conception of the 
interactive process was the apparent disparity between 
behaYioral evidence in ce.rtain cultural contexts and what 
is said by the actors . Thia furnished the basict idea for the 
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reaearch that Mills did on the Vocabulary of Motives. He 
felt that the inve&tigation of these vocabularies of motives 
for dif £erent social contexts would have very real conse­
quences for the design of investig�tive techniques. He felt 
that k.nowledge of these verba.l components of action would 
enable the sociologist and methodologist to design his meth­
ods with a bui.lt-in marqin for error. Disparities could 
then be plotted in the dime�ions of how much and in what 
directions overt action differs from stated posture s .  This 
would enable the scientist to achieve guidance and control of 
the collec;tion of evidence and the inferences he draws from 
that evidence . 
/-..Dove al l ,  Mills stressed the individual ' s  role as 
the actor in the social drama. By taking sociology down to 
the personal l&vel , Mil ls moved to deprofess ionalize the 
science to a certain extent. Of course , this is the secret 
of hi• appeal to intellectuals and th� popular reading public 
alike. t-'i.ills • approach in sociology , as he stated i t ,  
involved the intersection o f  history and biography. In other 
words , he combined quantitative and qualitative methods , 
leaving open the ends ( the concept o f  the society as a 
conflict-actuated adaptive system as described in Buckley) 
and analyzed the problem in terms of its behavioral conse­
quences for the individual in the social milieu. 
Mills applied his orientation from the starting 
point of his assumption o f  the institutionalization of power. 
• l • •  • 
His major works and his popular works are both organized With 
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this concept as the key to their constt-uction. 
When he speaks of the combination of biography and 
history i n  weaving the history o f  society and the story of 
soeiolegy, the biography is the part of his theory that 1s 
grounded in the symbolic · interactionist approach . 1 He states 
that, "man• s aci!ion is interpersonal . At its minimum , social 
conduct consists of the actiona of one person oriented to 
another • and most of the actions of men are Gf this sort. "2 
M i l l s  himself demonstrates his orientation toward 
sociail change when he asserts 2 
Several: factors and ·tttechanisms of social change 
may of course operate at the s ame time , and more­
over, in various directions . But not all changes 
are "cumulative , "  in fact , some are quite j erky and 
discontinuous . And all phenomena do not result from 
a great plurality of causes : some are due to uni­
l ateral jerks and jolts. 
Many thought models of historical change may be 
useful for di scern.inq typea of change in the spe­
cific historical sequences . Some institutional 
orders , and no doubt whole social structures , go 
through what mar seem l ike cycl es ,  other sequences 
s•e� li near , wh le still others seem like f l uctua­
tions of a pendulum. And, of cours e , wh ich model 
one discerns is in part dependent upon the time-
s pan one uses . 3  
Mills i s  shown i n  the above quote to be sol idly in 
camps of both the conflict theorists ( with their concept o f  
the ubiquity of change in time and space) and also with the 
symbolic interactionists with their belief that change is 
1r� his concept of sociology as a combination of 
biography and history , Mil l s  is building an e l aboration of 
the Heqelian-Marxian proce s s .  
2aerth and Mills . Charact�� and Soci�l St?:'UCtur•. 
3 Ibid. , PP• 3 76-8 1 .  
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discontinuous �nd affected by the acting unit ( man) in his 
use of choice of acceptable outcome . Thu5 , general trends o f  
change can be discerned but , at certain times and pl aces , 
man ' s power for decision can e�fect the degree and direction 
of change entirely out of proportion to the general trend. 
Mills sees social change to involve the answers to 
several ques tions . For instance : "Wh:t.t is i t  that 
changes'i " J "What unit is to be observed in change? ,. ;  "What 
i s  the direction of change? " (Mills points out that at this 
point i n  the discussion of change there a.re many value-laden 
terms used to describe the proces s  such as "progress , "  
"decadence , "  "integration , "  and "rise and fall . "  Mil l s  
obviously feels that thesQ terms depend total l y  upon the view 
of a particular author as to i deology , theoretical stance , 
and time and place in the historical dimension. ) ;  "What is 
the tempo of change? " (Mi l l s  points out that rates of change 
vary between $Ocieties , the parts of an individual society, 
and indeed t as the "cultural l ag "  theori$tS indicate between 
the material and spiritual aspects of a s i ngle society. ) 
In Mi l l s '  mind, the de finition of the term history 
involves the progress of the whole 30cial environment over 
the time dimensiQn and the forces that i t  exerts on the i ndi­
viduals that compose it in the interactive process . Biog­
raphy involves the individual ' s  career or course over time 
through the social milieu and the behavioral consequences of 
the interactive process for him at the various times and 
levels ( in terms of the changes in his status and roles and 
...J 
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his adaptation to the forces that effect them ) .  This con-
cept of Hills ' that his tory and biography are at the center 
of the study of sociology is illustrated in the figure on 
the following page. 
Finally, the author , in accordance with the view 
expressed by Becker in his article , "Whose Side Are �;e On? u1 
will make the value judgment that the differential treatment 
of minority individuals or subaultural 9roups by the dominant 
group of the same society is an undesirable con�ition. 
Conflict and change in the following study wi l l  be 
developed within the theoretical parameters outlined in this 
section. 
Since this research is a library study of historical 
material s ,  it is necess ary to develop an analytic instrument 
that can both be inferred from these materials and applied 
to them ln some source of coherent process .  The fol lowing 
section o f  the s tudy will deal first of all with the design 
of this instrument ; secondly , it wil l  attempt to delineate 
represent ative groups which are described hy the instrument , 
and , finall y ,  it will set the parameters for determining the 
val idity of the instrument to be used i n  the analysis and 
how this analysis is to be accomplished. 
1 "V-ihose Side Are We On? " cited by •reele , Juvenile 
Delingue ncy , pp. 96-1 0 3 .  
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IV. THE OiARACTSR OF THE ANALYSIS 
In the previous section of the study , the concept of 
the "master status trait" and its secondary cluster of traits 
was discussed. This concept was developed theoretically, and 
then tested empirically to show that it existed in the real 
worl d ,  by Everett Cherrington Hughe s .  Robert E .  Park ' s  
concept of the "marginal mantt also helps to substantiate the 
validity of status determining traits . 
The basic unit of analysis in this paper will be the 
individual scapegoat groups (of which a few of the most prom-
inent representing various points o n  the spectrum of the con­
tinuum of nonconformity have been selected on the basis of 
social visibility) and �his will be accomplished by first 
establishing their authenticity as scapegoat groups by com­
paring them to a construct based on the master status-
detemining traits of Hughes , and secondly ,  by comparing 
their fortune• to the conflicts and changes taking place in 
western cwlture •t certain nodal or pivotal points in the 
historical diaenai9n� 
The author haa chosen to call tb14 COMtroct Deviant . l 
type-W. It represents what he considers to be the master 
status-determining traits accorded hittorically to the 
cl aasical stereotype of the witcb, wizard , and social and 
rel igious heretic as discussed in such works as Summers 
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Lea, Plaidy , and Notestein. 1 
DeViant type�w actually represents a constellation o f  
master traits--any one o f  Whic:h is sufficient ; i n  the right 
soc:ial context ,  to make the individual who "fits " it a poten­
tial societal scapegoat. 
In the preVious s�ction Hughes •  concept of the master 
status-determining trait was de'W!loped to show how the incum­
bent ' s social career is governed by a particular master t..rai t 
together with its complex of secondary trait.a. I n  the case 
of the claasieal witeh-heretic s tereotype , the writer fe•la 
that , instead Of one mastttr status-determining trait with 
secondary traits , there is a constell ation master trait which 
furnishes the basts for eti9••tization as a threat to society . 
If an over- active imagination can aehiev.t a .,fit" for ci>ne out 
of the total configuratio n ,  the process o f  "selective percep­
tion11 2 in a highly emotionally Charcged situation will suffic.e 
to cause o thers of the cons tellation to be ascribed to him. 
The traits that will be listed below are frequently 
associated with the individual or group that 1a labeled as 
a representative o.f the classical stereotype as expl ained i n  
Histo of Witchcraft and Geography of 
. of Witchcra ' Jean Plaldy , 'l'h* Span­
se, Grow and End (New York : 
and lloteateln , witeh<;J:"•ft 1.n ijqgland. 
2selective perception is at work at all ti••• • but 
particularly so in emotionally-charged si tuations . See 
Walter Lippman "Stereotype•" in Berelson and Janowitz . 
Read�r in Public Opinion and Communication , pl:>·· 71-72. 
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the fore<J<>ing diacussion. In the lllCljo�ity of caaee du�ing 
the witch hysteria of the 15th and 16th centuries , they are 
�ither traits of the 9.r:oupa and individuals persecuted ea 
witches or attributed to th4Hft throu9h conscious desi�n, 
selective perception or Wll:)ridl.ed and unc:onaeioua hyat•r1a. 
tis was just po,inted out, f�equently the individual ol!' group 
posseseed only one of the const&llatlon Of master traits , 
but once it wu brought to 3.iqht, the 1a?>el1ng p�se took 
over, other trait• were i•a.c.iined and a.scribed to fill .ln th• 
rest of the configuration. The followinq traita have � 
chosen � the basis of t� conatell �t.ion that will he ua-4 .. 
the construct. for thia &n&lya1ea 
( l >  secrecy o.r: mystery (Individuu or 9�up) 
( 2 )  Physical odditie1 or d'fliction ( WilJ:ts , moles , 
hirthmarks , scars , epilepsy , �rominent features ) 
( 3 ) Eeatntr1cit1es or nonconformist behavior 
( Bizarre behavior defined by ths dominant 
qroup a.s nc>nrat�onal ) 
( 4 )  .ravor vith the supernatural. or suspicion of 
unexplained �. Nytha or leoends { for 
instance--Vit�s or the Jews in their posi­
tion as the Lord ' s  "chosen" peopl$) 
Th!.s constell ation of traits has "•ynWolic" signifi­
cance and thus , at various tin\ea , provokea differing reac­
tions from the gre�ter .society. It is the theais of thia 
study that, by observinq the cnaract.$r of .th•�e react.ions, 
Dev1ant type-W becomes a social i.ndi.cato.r of th• level of 
conflict ,. anxiety and the direction of the ch&09e proct .. ,... 
in the society as a whole. 
It is also the contention of the writer that , at 
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various times in the history of society , this configuration 
of traits has been assigned to various groups and under 
differing labels . Whatever the label , though , the specific 
characteristics and attributes ascribed to the particular 
group in question were to be found in this one constellation 
of master status-determining traits that originally described 
the witch-heretic. 
In the s tudy , the cho1ee of groups for study in their 
relation to the his tori�al background of Western culture and 
European and r\merican society will include those shown in th• 
illustration on the followinq page a.n4 which will be briefly 
noted and discussed in this ae¢tion ·to establish and describe 
their vali<iity for cons.i4eration aa representative examples 
of DeViant type-w. 
For the purposes of this pilot study , and due to its 
limited sco� . it was necessary to make a select of the 
groups whOs• deviant. careers have had the longest history of 
social visibility. Further, i� was decided to ahoose groups 
whose attribtites and deviant cha.racteriatiaa , when assembled 
collectively , would approximate coverage of the whole spec­
trum of deviance. Groups were chosen on the basis of attri­
butes auch as sex, .reliQion 1 race , ethni<;ity and age. How­
ever , two of the gro...1ps chosen, although they have a history 
of differential treatment, discr!mination and , in a limited 
number of cases When included in some other classification 
have served as scapegoats , have not yet been subjected to 
campaigns as distinct 9r�UP$• These two groups are the youn9 
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and the aged. 
Many of these groups intersect and interpenetrate , 
which c�n result in an individual belonging to more than one 
of them at any one time. Also , as has been done frequently, 
an individual who belongs in one of the groups may be wrongly 
classified as a member of another, resulting in even more 
suffering. 
For i nstance , the g athering of particular t:.1pes o f  
deviant to make them fit under one label as a general c l assi­
fication reached its height during the European witch hyste­
ria of the 15th and 16th centuri�s . During this time members 
from all of the groups listed in the preceding f 19ure were 
grouped together under the level of either witch or heretic. 
( Ei ther label was sufficient to seal their doom since a witch 
was automatically a heretic and suffered the s ame fate . ) 
I n  this section the groups will only be outlined and 
described briefly ,  but , in the next section of the paper 
where there will be an att�mpt to establish the existe nce of 
Deviant type-W in the real wo.tld through the use of histor­
ical evidence , and in the following section where the char­
acteristics and conditions in Western society that have 
contributed to the proces s  of scapegoating will be discussed ,  
the character o f  each group will be filled i n  i n  more detai l .  
1 1 1  
Witches w zards Oc.cul t-1sts 
P$ychics ogers 
This is one of the foundation aategor1e$ for the 
establishment of the classical stereotype as the 9'overnin9 
framework for Devian't type-W. These people all have , or 
cl aim to have, powers beyond the understandif19 of ordinary 
people and so , consequently , .if they desire to do so can 
represent a threat to the ordinary man. The first f1 ve sub­
classifications cl aim to have supe�natural powers while the 
l as t ,  astrologers ,_ claim to be the practitioners of a science 
of prediction according to movements of heavenly hc:.>d.1.,ea and 
the principies of mathematic•. They too ( although they are 
generally acknowledged now to be the practiti.Qriers of a 
pseudo-science by the scittnti.fic: community} were the posses­
s:c.a of skills and powers not available to other mortals. 
Thus , they <:ould either help the �st of mankind, or if they 
desired , they could pose a 'threat to it. 
Religious Heretics 
Wha.tever the religio n ,  those people within its popul a-
tion who are disbelievers , or who believe in alien gods , rep-
resent heresy and present a clear threat to the very 
existence of the religious beliefs. This is the other 
ori9inl!l member of the classical. stereotype as it was firat 
conceived. Of ¢curse , in tha classification above , the 
witch , if she resided within th• religioua community had to 
be , by definition ,  a heretic as well . ( Because she called 
upon powers not avail able through the extant religion. ) At 
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one time , during the Roman Empire , Christians , as a group, 
were heretics as wel l .  ( Thi s  will be di s cus sed i n  more 
detail i n  the next section of the paper . ) Even Jews , who 
had never been a part of the Chri s ti an populati o n • and who 
kept themselves strictly apart were , strangely enough , ( as 
expl ained by Trevor-Roper) also adjudged to be heretics 
1 during the Spanish Inquisition. 
Woman as a scapegoat Minorit..l: 
In !tiestern society, as will be substantiated l ater ,  
woman has had a history of being a victim o f  differential 
treatment , discrimination , oppress ion t and, when assigned 
to other categories , agg ession at the hands of a male-
dominated society. For instance , as Trevor-Roper poi nts 
out , most of the witches were women ( we l l  over 90 percent > . 2 
Either the very old women ( especial l y  if they were hags , 
widows , unmarried , marked , or given to bi zarre behavior )  or 
the young who were strange looking or acting , were the 
victims of the inquisitors. 
Immigrants 
Immigrants o f  all kinds have served as scapegoat 
group s .  Newly arrived people , particul arly i n  primitive 
societies , had strange customs and habits , owed allegi ance 
1H .  R. TrevQr-Roper, The European Witch-Craze of the 
.3 ixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries and Other Es s a  s (New 
York : Harper & Row, Publishers , Inc .• , 19 • 
2:rbid. 
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to a different cul ture . Possibly they were not only ethni­
cally different ( observable through cultural difference s ) , 
they might be physically different ( observable through 
cultural differences ) ,  they might be phys ically different 
( r ace--as the term was popul arly thought o f ) . In this case 
the physiognomic di fferences made the group even more ' 
socially "visible •. 11 They were in a word , DIFFEREN'r . Some-
times , as has been mentioned before , they could be stigma­
tized under more than one l abel • as has already been shown 
concerning the Jews . But the Jews were not alone ; certain 
traits or practices were 9eneral i.zed from individuals to the 
whole group. For instance , Chaldean became a synonym for 
astrologer , and a Gypsy was automatically a thief and head 
the ability to foresee the future and tell fortu ne s .  Of 
course ,  the reader is famil i ar with the history of sl avery in 
the United States .  I n  this unique social caste system , a.rt 
entire group o f  people with certain physical characteristics 
and skin color came to be considered as untermenschen or 
subhuman. 
Criminals 
There are many types of criminal s ,  ranging from 
those wrongly as signed the l abel through misfortune , to 
those secondary deviants who regard themselves as criminals 
and who , with an entirely different value system than the 
rest of society , are eontent to epg�9e i n  criminal behavior 
as a way Of life . (The professional criminal and the member 
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o f organized crime come under this category. ) Howeve r ,  
this study does not concern itself with organized crime 
or the professional crimi nal who willingly sets himself up 
to gain a livelihood by victimizing society. tt is more 
concerned with the individual l abeled as criminal who is 
the victim of society or  who i s  the victim of his own pas­
sions and is forced into this category because of ci.aroum-
stance , and the resultant l abeling process. During the 
course of history, this category has frequently traded o�� 
with others for p articul ar members. For instance , as was 
pointed out in the discussion of immigrants , gypsies were 
often considered to be criminals ( and they were destroyed 
as criminal enemies of society by the Germans of the Third 
Reich ) .  One other category which frequently i nterchanges 
with the l abel "criminal " today is "mentally ill. 11 S ince 
the advent of ,.institutionalized psychiatry" and the Thera-
1 peutic State described by Thomas S zasz many of the people 
who in the past had worn the l abel of criminal were able to 
be moved into a category which had less s tigma attached to 
it generally: the mentally ill or disordered. 
Tha Mentally Ill or Disordered 
This category, too , has been interpenetrated by and 
intertwined with several other categories of de'Yiants who 
l Szas z ,  Manufacture o f  Madness. 
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have been victimized as societal scapegoats . 1 At times in 
the history of society , the mentally disordered have been 
adjudged as witches , or hereti cs ( because of their bi zarr� 
behavior) or as criminal ( for crimes with a 'psychological 
base but a heavy social stigma, such as sex offenses) and, 
at times this category has included others , such as the 
aged ( who , for ins tance , may be guilty of bizarre behavior 
patterns ) . 
The mentally di sordere d ,  as a c ategory ,  has suffered 
di fferential treatment and discrimination general ly , and at 
times has suffered punitive action and aggression from the 
dominant society. ( Often atrocities were perpetrated upon 
this category of deviant in the name of treatment or "help. " ) 
Sexual Nonconformists 
This category o f  deviant has had a checkered career 
in the history of mankind. It frequently intersects and 
interpenetrates other deviant categories . Freque ntly this 
category of persons has suffered aggression from the over-
society , but usually as an i ndividual ,  and under another 
label , such as criminal { sex) , witch , heretic ,. or as insane. 
For instance , impressionable young girl s ,  given to 
1This concept of victimized peoples has a Janus face 
which cannot be discussed i n  this pape r ,  as it is tangential 
to the main theme. Howeve r ,  there are peoples with long 
histories of Victimization who have used their stigma as a 
method of adapting to social conditions. For example ,  the 
gypsies' use of "hakano" and the Jews l iving up to the 
expectation of society by becomi ng money lenders , bankers , 
etc. 
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fantasizing and sexual delusiona , were frequently victimized 
as witches when actual ly they were guilty of nothing more 
than an overactive imagination. At one period in hi story , 
homosexuality coupled with other practices , caused the 
Catholic church to move against the Knights Templar. 
In the foregoi ng brief characterizations , most ,  if 
not al l ,  of the potential or actual S¢apegoat categories to 
be utilized in this study in conjunction with the construct 
Deviant type-w have been introdueed t and certain interconnec­
tions and interpenetrations noted. 
The application of the master trait eo nfiguration 
which has been designated as DeViant type-w to the historical 
dimension of Western culture would be an impossibility unless 
certain limitations as to scope are observed. 
I n  the present pilot study , the research will be 
l imited to the groups briefly categorized above which can be 
utilized to :torm a rough typology of repre$entative groups 
that cover the spectrum of qualifications fo r a scapegoat 
group. 
The next two sections of the paper will attempt to 
put each of these groups into historical perspective as con­
tributors to the cumulative career of the social heretic as 
represented by the classical s tereotype , or ( i n  this s tudy) 
by the master-status-determination construct , deviant 
type-w. 
The final step in the construction of this rese arch 
vehicle will be a qualitative interpretation based upon 
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inference and logical analysis of the recorded historical 
evidence. This is the analytical preblem that the historical 
discipline defines as systhesis. The historical data that 
has been gathered must be pieced together into a meaningful 
pattern and then applied to the testi119 of the hypotheses 
postulated earlier. 
The final resul t should either deny or s upport the 
contention that the classification "social heretic" because 
of its stereotyped ( that is , traditional , symbolic) meaning , 
and 1 ts various reinterpretations , can furnish the social 
researcher with a valid indicator and barometer o f  the social 
change process as it has .operated across the time dimensi·on 
in Western society. 
In the discussion of theory as it applies to the 
areas of intergroup r�lations , the interactive process , and 
collective behavior , the logical basis for the master status­
determining construct , Deviant type-W has been painstakingly 
developed, but it remains to be supported as a matter-of-fact 
in the real world. In this section of the study the his tor­
ical basis in-fact of the classical stereotype and how it 
came to be applied to certain groups will be established. 
V. HISTORICAL PRECEDENT& THE ORIGIN , 
SYSTEMATIZATION , ANO SPREAD OF 
DEVIANT TYP&-W IN Wi:ST£RN 
SOCIETY 
This his tor"tcal outline wi l l  begin in biblical times·. 
Of course., one cannot measure the influence o f  the ancient 
peoples of Egypt and the Near Eas t ,  but there is evidence 
that there was significant influence• 
This section of the study will first deal with three 
questions : Is the existence of a s tereotype represented by 
the construct Deviant type-w valid when checked against the 
historical evidence? Second , if the stereotype is a valid 
construct , what were the characteristics of those people so 
labeled? Third , what historical conditions and events caused 
it to be systematized and spread? 
At the very root of the problem, there appears the 
struggle between rel igion and magic. 
To begin the present study with the Hebrew Bibl e ,  it 
is interesting that from the very earliest times , the attitude 
of the writers toward magic and its related practices is 
mostly one of condemnation and uncompromising hostility. The 
repeated and vehement outbursts l aunched against the occult 
science , the foreign esoteric mysteries and their practition­
ers ,  do not ,  however , seem to be based upon the idea of fraud 
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s o  much as upon the "abomination" o f  the magic itself.. This 
magic i s  recognized as the pow�r of evil which , once loosed, 
can not only harm life and limb , but can degenerate the very 
soul . 
The l"!.Osaic law repeate<ll.y denounces such . arts.. "Go 
not aside after wizards , neither ask anyth�ng or SQOthsayera , 
1 to }:;)e defiled by them: I am the Le>rd your God. 0  "The soul 
that shall go aside after magicians. and sooths ayers , and shall 
commit fornication with , I will set my face against that soul , 
and destroy it out of the midst of its peopl e 9 n2 and , even 
detailed and explicit , "Neither let there be found among you 
anyone • • •  that consulteth soothsayers , or observeth dreams 
and omens , neither let there be any wizard, nor charmer , nor 
anyone that consulteth pythonic spirits , or fortune tellers , 
or that seeketh the truth from the dead. For the Lord 
abhorreth all these thing . u3 
These warnings make i t  obvious that the essential 
malice that was in these acts was the same as that in the sin 
of heresy. The seriousnes� of this transgression was shown 
in the fact that the temporal penal ty was death. "A man, or 
woman , in whom there is a pythonical or divining spir1 t ,  
dying , let them die . "4 Further , the famous statute 
1Lav. 19:  31 . 
2 Lev. 20 : 6. 
3oeut. 18 : 10-1 2. 
4Lev. 20t 27 . 
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expressly states ' uwizards thou shalt not suffer to 11 ve. 01 
Nevertheles s ,  these prohibitions i n  the scripture 
ag ainst the practice of witchcraft and magic did not deter 
their practitioners or others who consulted them for advice 
or help in times of. trial. One of the most well-known inci­
dents involves King S aul ' s  vi sit to the Witch of Endor in 
which she called forth the shade of the prophet S amuel 
{ Necromancy) to g ive S aul foreknowledge o f  the coming battle. 
Greece and Rome 
Nature had given man the concept of the s acrifice 
because of the cyclical nature of the progress of the seasons 
and the life spans of the plants and animal s .  It is evident 
all through the history of man now nature and the supernatural 
have occupied the foreground of his thought . How he can 
relate to nature and the supernatural i_s an unaswered q-ues­
tion that remains just as rel evant in the age of technology, 
the post-industrial economy and the service state as it did 
i n  ancient times . However , i n  the classical \.\Orld of the 
Greeks this all-important question was , for the first time , 
attacked with systematic orientations of thought. This was 
the birth of philosophy. From this point on in the cl a s s ical 
world there existed three approaches ( and mixtures thereof) 
to the solutions of the problems that man faced: religion, 
mag i c ,  and philosophy. Al l three of these areas of huma.n 
endeavor had a contribution to make in the birth , systernati-
1 E�. 1 2 : 18 .  
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zation and spread of the classical stereotype on which 
Deviant type-W is based. 
From its very earliest period there were , in the 
classical Greek worl d ,  complex systems of universal mythol­
ogy , aboriginal beliefs �� th attendant curious practices of 
ancient superstition which made up a primitive order o f  magic 
and certai n symbolic religious ceremonia l s .  This was to be 
made even more el aborate in the l ater days as new material 
:from Egypt and Phoenici a  was added. It even came to be stud­
,ied in s chool s and was finally 9lossed and codified. '?his 
gives direct evidence that the systematization of the prac­
tice o f  the occult sciences ean be traced at least as far 
back as c l a s s ical Greece. 
The present author maintains ( and the quoted material 
from the Hebrew Bible supports this view) that the basic form 
of the classical stereotyp$ was the witch ( whether femal e , o r  
the male ver s i o n ,  the wizard ) .  
The basic description of the chara.cteristics and 
powers o f  the witch bego.n to take form and were systematized 
a.nd preserved in the l i terature of the time. For instance , 
the Greek goddes s  of neciromancy and all witchcraft was the 
mysterious Hecate. At least the name appears to be Greek and 
may be translated various l y  al! ttthe far-off one , "  or "the one 
who stands aloof . "  However , no explanation of the name ' s  
origin seems to be truly authentic and accurate. An even 
greater obscurity covers the origin and character o f  this 
figure. The Homeric epics do not mention he�, she has no 
genealogy or legend. 
Some hi story of her worship is avail able at Aegina, 
where she was especially honoured , and at least by the fifth. 
century her mysteries were firmly established and the tra­
dition was locally aseribed to the Thracian , Orpheu s .  In 
fact , everything indicates that Thrace was truly the first 
1 home of Hecate , and the Thrac:1an goddess Bendis may be 
Hecate venerat�d under a different name. 
For the purposes of this study, however , it i s  the 
symbolism attached to Hecate as a witch which is important 
because some of i t  lives today. The hound was the animal 
sacred to Hecate , and bl ack dogs often preceded the coming or 
the manifestation of the divinity hers.elf. 
In l ater ye ars , Hecate and Artemis were worshipped as 
lunar dieties , and soon her figure achieves more prominence . 
In Luci an , Hecate is evoked nightly by a sorcerer and she 
appears "terrible to see , "  in the form of a woman, "half a 
furlong high, s nake-footed , snakes in her hair, a torch in 
her left hand and a sword in her right . u  
I n  the foregoing passage can be s een the beginnings 
of one of the traits of the cons tel l ation of the construct , 
Deviant type-W ,  the unusual imposing , frightening , or awe-
some appearance of the witch wi th such stressed features as 
burning eyes or fingers like cl aws . 
Brasch points out that , "the cold hand of Hecate 
comes down through history to <JHip the heart of modern man 
1The hi story of Hecate discussed in Brasch ,  How Pid 
It Begi n? 
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in the howling of dogs at night: . "1 In the literature , too., 
such stories as the devil d09 of The Hound of the Basker-
villes , by A. Conan Doyle trace their origin to the influence 
of Hecate. 
Again ,  there is the atory of Hecate , associated 
in Greek lore with the realm of the uncanny and 
ghosts. Hovering at the crossroads , she foretold 
death. But only dogs were aware of her. Th�y gave 
warning by their show of terror and barking. 
The Greeks established the characteristic of tl'Me 
witch as a strange or awesome figure o f  a woman with powers 
that other mortals did r.ot possess , and occasionally the 
Greek witch met with th� same fate as did her sister a thou-
sand years later, but most 9en�rally they were tolerated and, 
in troubled times , consulted for help and advice. �ot only 
the appearance and character of the witch but her practices 
also descended from cl assical Greece to the present day. The 
use of the waxen figures , the witching hour of midnight , a 
location by the sea , the consummation of wax in the fires all 
but a very few of the terrible and loathsome rites of magic 
in the world of Grecian literature can be shown to have par­
allels i n  the lore of modern witchcraft. 
The Greeks , too , were responsible for the attachment 
of the label of uoccul tist" to entire peoples. The people of 
classical times believed that aupernatural powers were the 
heritage of certain animals and o f  certain families, as wel l ;  
1 arasch , How Did I t  Begin? , p. 1 7 .  
2Ib1d. 
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these powers descended from one generation to another. The 
Greeks considered the Thessali andames to be above all others 
in enchantments and sorcery. 
rn establishing the precedent for the crediting of 
entire peoples with the stain of evil practices , or of powers 
beyond human unders tanding ( another of the master status­
determining traits of the constellation of Deviant type-w) , 
Luci an , when he decides to tell a story about enchantment, 
dispatches his hero to Thessaly where such things are common-
place1 
"Extremely desirous of becomi ng acquainted with 
all that is strange and wonderful , I called to mind 
that I was in the very heart of Thessaly , celebrated 
by the unanimous consent of the whole wide world as 
the land where spells and incantations o f  the art of 
magic are , so to speak, indigenous • • •  accordingly 
excited in the highest degree by my eagerness and my 
ardent temperament I exarined everything in detail 
with closest curiosity. 11 
This gives precedence for the master trait o n  which 
some people credit the Gypsies and Jews with abilities and 
powers not given to others. 
In referring to the hi story of Greece , Rosen asked 
the question , 91Were deranged indi vi.duals ever chosen as ri:t:­
ual scapegoats? " Then he went on to answer his own question ,  
Vaughan conjectured that "at certain periods in 
the history of Greece madmen ,  by reason of their sup­
posed selection by the gods were at times offered in 
s acrifice . "  Contact with holiness , like contact with 
its opposite , uncleanness , was perilous and to be 
avoided. In fifth century Greece , madness was widely 
considered the consequence of a divine curse , and 
1summers ,  Geography of Witchcraft , P •  9. 
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an ins ane person was therefore polluted and a 
thing of evil omen. l 
As to the problem of old age i n  the history of Greece , 
Rosen comments that the Greek l iterature often made reference 
to the inevitability of old age as a recurring theme and 
characterized it generally as a kind of punishment. As Rosen 
comments , 
The wisdom of old age is mentioned and extolled 
by numerous Greek writers , and yet one cannot avoid 
the conclusion that the Greeks were more impressed 
by the unfavorable aspects of the closing years . 
Browning ' s optimistic phi losophy was not shared by 
the Nillene s .  They tended to see the mental and 
emotional sid's of old age in obj ective but pessi­
mis tic terms . 2 
One other devi�nt group g uve its l abel to an entire 
people , and indeed , the usage still lives today in the litera-
ture. By the time Theocrit�$ was writing around 280 B.c. , the 
word Chaldean was used as a synonym for astrologer or fortune-
teller. In English , too , the name "chaldean" was used to 
denote a sooths ayer or a magician. This is another case 
that gives strong support for the contention that whole 
nationalities could be credited possession of unusual powers 
through the bestowal of some supernatural gift. 
Oracles , sooths ayers , diviners , necromancers ,  and 
astrologers were consulted widely i n  the classical world 
because of their proclaimed ability to foresee the future . 
They appeared to be able to fill the gap left by religion and 
1 Rosen ,  Madness In Society ,  p. 8 6 .  
2 Ibid. , P• 2 3 2 .  
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philosophy , and give man control o f  the great unknown Gf the 
future. (This preoccupation with knowing the unknowable 
persists until the present day and these individu als are 
experiencing a new wave of popularity. ) 
From Greece witchcraft ostensibly penetrated to 
Rome in about the third century a.c. Accompanying i t  in 
ful l force came oriental magic , al though the superstitions 
of the East had already been trickling in by other route s .  
O f  course there were also native traditions , such as the 
mythology and the mysterious cults of the Etruscans. In 
addition, the lore and legends of yet older primitive civili­
zations and rac•a li ngered on. From the Etruscans the Romans 
derived their bel ief i n ,  and the solemn rites of divination , 
which became an essential part of their o fficial r�li9ion. 
The practice of the sciences of the occult and the 
rites of witchcraft had a checkered career in the Roman 
Empire and no detai led coverage wil l be made Qf it in this 
paper. Only the major sh i fts in attitude toward the practice 
of the occult sciences will be noted here to document the 
observation that the fortunes o f  the occultists tended to 
shift in accordance with the pa.rticul ar intellectual and 
social climate in the Roman Empire in particul ar time periods . 
sorae of the major shifts of attitude and their approximate 
dates are noted in order to give an idea o f  the wide swings 
from ban to popularity that took pl ace under various emper­
ors and the changes in the social context. Whatever conclu­
sion is drawn , it is evident that from the very earliest 
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period a tradition o f  magic was handed do�n i n  Rome. This 
tradition is both apparent in the records of daily life and 
in Roman literature. 
In the Law of the Twelve Tables in the fifth ce ntury 
s . c . , malevolent spells were punishable by death • and from 
time to time severe l aws directed especially against those 
who would do h arm to the crops or spread disease among the 
livestock were passed. I n  1 3 9  B . C .  The J:·raetor Cornelius 
Scipio Hispalus ordered the Chaldeans through an edict to 
le ave both Rome and the peninsula within ten days. His ef­
forts , however , were fruitles s ;  for after the first alarm 
was over , the astrologers appeared again in even greater 
numbers . In the time of Catiline and Marius which were 
periods of civil war, lightning changes of fortune , and 
intense political activity , the necromancers , diviners , 
soothsayers , seers , occultists , magi and fortune-tellers were 
to be found on every street corner and in every alley i n  Rome. 
In these times of stress , the people flocked eagerly to them 
to hear their predictions and to pay the fees they asked. At 
this time the astrologers began to compile almanacs and books 
of lnstructions which they openly sold to the ;)ublic . 
The "malefici" and "mathmatici n were repeatedly banned 
by the early emperors and even from time to time were severely 
prosecuted , out the emperors themselves were as guilty of 
dabbling in magical practices as any member of the public. 
,J\l though Augustus made a bonfire of all the grimpires in 
Rom� , he was j ust as superstitious as anyone e l s e .  l�ome was 
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infested with oc:cultista of every description under Nero , 
al though ha declared repeatedly that he had no faith in any 
suc:h practices� In fact, he waa known to have consulted an 
aserolo9er by the name of Babilus in the matter of the appear-
ance of a blazing comet in the he1'.Vens. When the astrologer 
advised him that the comet was an omen that had to be expi­
ated by noble blood, Nero did not hesitate to cause half the 
aris tocracy of th� city to be butchered. 
Hadrian was so caught up in the practices of the 
occult that when one of his proteges fell from the royal 
barge into the Nil e ,  the lad' s death was soon connected in 
popular gossip with some of the rituals of necromantic lore. 
Commodus (A.D. 190-92) had himself in the rites of Mithra ,  
assumed divinity and omnipotence for himself ,  and sacrificed 
many y�uths on his alta�s . These sacrifices were carried out 
largely for the purposes of the examination of human entrails 
for the sake of divining the future. Septimius Severus 
( 193-211) condemned many Chaideana and fortune-tellers to 
death as well as those who had souqht their advice. It wa.s 
not so much a hatred of occultism that was the cause but a 
fear of conspiraciea agaii:iat his power. He was \ltOrried about 
the poasibilitie.a of pertinent question$ being asked and 
omena being observed concerninq the length of his reiqn. 1 
A quarter of a century later, Alexander Severus reversed the 
trend , D&i� not only tolerant of magicians and astrologers , 
1surnmcrs , Geoqraphy of Witchcraft , p .  46. 
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but even puttinq some of them ·on regular s&laries and offer­
ing gifts to others in return for their service s .  Gordian the 
Elder ( A. D .  238 } consul ted as trologers eoncerning contemporary 
affairs , although he did not appear to give their predicti0ns 
much serious consideration. Aurelian ( A . D .  270) after ne was 
elected as emperor by the legiol'lS on the Danube , went secretly 
to certain druic.tesses 1 or (,jjaulis.h sybila t to ask of them 1:f 
the throne would continue in the control of his family. The 
Druidesses replied that in the whole history of Rome there 
would be no names t:hat. were nobler than tho•e 1 n  hia l i ne ;  a 
propne.cy which the historian Fla vi us Vopiscus saw fulfilled 
in Constantine. 
Diocl etian ( A.D. 284-305) condemned blame magic in 
no uncertain terms. However, Summers makes the comment that 
superstition was never more rife and magic practices more 
widespread than in the decadent and debauched days o f  the 
l ater Roman empire. 1 During these times the old civilization 
was crumbling , and in the mid.st of such a decadent social 
situati o n ,  nope and interest were sought in other spheres of 
action and thought. 
Under the Roman emperors there wre two powerful 
influences at work . Each Of these had an effect upon the 
practice of magic. Neo-.Platonism with the rites of Mithra 
was ephemeral and encoura9.ed the practice of enchantments , 
while the other , Christianity , was the sworn enemy of sorcery. 
lrt . d .Dl. • , pp. 40-49 • 
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Neo-Platonism was a system of idealistic and spiri­
tualistic theosophy with an added element of indeterminate 
mysticism. This theosophic system sought to restore the 
vitality of Greek thought by the addition of certain Oriental 
religious conceptions . As such , 1 t wa.s a last effort tC> com­
bat Christi anity with Hellenic ideas and ideals. 
Mithrai sm , the cult of the ancient Inda-Iranian Sun­
god Mithr a ,  came into Europe by way of Asia Minor where it 
had flowered after the conquests Of Alexander and from thaI'e 
spread rapidly over the Roman Empire. It appears to have 
been first introduced to Rome by Pompey after the wars with 
the Cilieian pirates. Dur:Lng the first and second centuries 
of the Chri sti an era, the influence ot Mithra was continually 
increased by t.he legionnaires who were .returning from Eastern 
service. Before Christi anity tri umphed , the cult of Mithra 
had vanished . Under Julian it had one more short lease on 
life , but the laws of Theodosius the Great at last closed its 
caves. 
Under the famous Edict of Milan in A.O. 31 J ,  it 
seemed for a while that rel igious toleration would prevail 
and all forms of worship would be allowed . However , in 
319- 2 1 ,  there were a number of laws passed against astrology 
and mag ic which threatened the existence of paganism. It had 
been true that the heathen emperors o f  the past had often 
legis lated against these practiees in the same way , but now 
there appeared to be a difference . Constantine ( 3 3 7-61 ) 
explicitly named the kinds of sorcerers and branded them as 
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evil-doers and criminals and ordered that no one consult 
them. 
T�en again in 3•1-63 with the short reign of Julian, 
the fortunes of the occultists ascended again as the emperor 
commanded all temples to reQpen for pagan worship and astrol­
ogers , magicians and soothaayera were encoura9eci by all seg­
ments Of society. Xn a few months there appeared to be aa 
many o f  them as at any time in the past. Under Jovian, 
Julian ' s successor , thLngs went on as before. However , with 
the advent o f  Valentinian I in 364 , the former laws of 
repression were reinstated again.st the professed diviners 
and soothsayers .  He led a bloody crus ade s1mil ar to the 
later witch trials in Scotland and Salem. I.n seekin9 out the 
culprits , informers were used and a simple accusation of 
divination was sufficient for prosecution. Some of the most 
distinguished names in l iterature were suspect , and not even 
the scho l ars of philosophy were elCAtmpt from the attack s .  
The remaining Roman rulers all banned the soothsayers , 
astrologers , and the use 0£ s acrifices .  Indeed , Valentini an 
III ( 4 2 5-55 ) --ln another case of the condemnation of a whol e  
people--turned th• full force of all the l aws upon the 
Manichees , decl alring them guilty of sac:rileg• , and forbidding 
them to l i ve in the cities. At this time only a span of some 
twenty-five years was left for the Roman Empire under the 
Caesars . Rom�lus Agustulus , a boy of fourteen, was the last 
ruler of the Western Roman Empire. With his retirement to 
Comania the old paganism was dead. As Summers comments , 
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nwitchcraft was no longer the science of the heathen, but the 
portion of the heretic. "1 
Christianity , with it.s own days as a scapegoat minor­
ity behind it , now controlled the Roman Empire. And in the 
days to come , it never forgot the s truggle for existence of 
the early days . It declared a no-quarter war against all 
those individuals who might represent a threat to the soli-
darity of the Church. 
The foregoing discus sion has been devoted to the 
practices of the occult as the ;>rimary examples of Deviant 
type-w in the Roman Empire. Of course , practices of the 
occult included witchcraft and witches .  Since early times 
the word witch had been used chiefly to refer to women , and 
especially ( as  pointed out with respect to ancient Greece ) 
women o f  unusual or awe-inspiring appearance with supposed 
extraordinary powers . Therefore , this had a neg ative effect 
on the social attitudes toward certai n kinds of women ,  cer-
tain age groups of women and women from certain immigrant 
groups of different nationality. 
The witches described by the Roman writers fit the 
Devi ant type-W construct quite readily. They ware sometimes 
mys terious and stately women , and sometimes foul and ft,lthy 
hags , but both seem equally terrible and potent in the waya 
of evil . Further , their powers were just as great as any 
that were a.scribed to their sisters during the hysteria of 
1-- . d J..Qi • , P• 5 7 .  
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disability were looked upon as the spe-e:ial p,i:-ovince 
of thi s time o f  l ife. l 
During Roman times the Jews came under the rule of 
the Roman Empire , but as Mattingly comments that , 
Unlike most of the peoples o f  the &mpire the Jews 
could not f·orget their lost independence . In 
spite of the Roman toleration of thei r  religion, 
they hated Rom� and dreamed of a Messiah who should set them free . 
The final fate of the Jews of Roman time s left them 
defeated and Jerus al em destroyed. As Mattingly observes , 
Close on the persecuti on of Nero followed the first 
revolt of the Jews , ending in the destruction of 
Jerus alem. The Church had to adapt itself to new 
conditions . The �mpire , long seen as friend , might 
at any moment turn persecutor. The disastrous end of 
the Jewish fight with Rome might seem to mean the 
catastrophic end of the age o f  which Jesus had 
spoken . • • • The position of the Jews i n  the Empire 
was seriously change.d for the worse .  3 
The Rise of Christianity: From Devi an;t 
Minorltx to Hei�s o f  th� Roman Empire 
During the times of the shifting fortune s for the 
pagans just discussed the li:fe of the Christi an in the Empire 
was just as uncertai n. Their fortunes , too , tended to shift 
with the re ligious views of the particular emperor in power. 
Of course , added to this was the fact that the Christi ans 
would bend i n none Qf their beliefs. 
They refused to serve in the army , ancl they held 
1Ibid. , P •  236. 
2Harold Mattif19ly , Qlrispanit:x: !n �he &man �mpire 
( New York : w. w. Norton & Company , Inc. , 1967) , p. lS. 
3Ibid . , P •  34. 
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secret meetings . ( For their refusal to s erv• in the army , 
uhey gave the reason that it was forbidden for a Christian to 
kill his fellow men. Iu seems a pity that this was not 
remembered in the following centuries . ) 
Intolerance seemed to be an integral part of the 
Faith . Indeed , throughout th.e Q.undreds of yea.rs that lay 
ahead all those who desired to direct it or mold it were 
determined to preserve and cul t:i ve.te that intolel'anc:e while 
those who sought chaJ19e� , e.ven a-t the pe·�i phery of the .faith , 
were label ed as heretics . st. Augustine , who probably did as 
much as any one other man to promote Ch:'istianity, outlined 
the pattern for the future when he stated tthat he thought 
heretics should die as the ir mer� pre�ence was a dange� to 
the true believers. 
The Church was firmly impl anted in the Roman Empire 
before the barbarians from the North put an end to i t  in the 
fifth century, and the Church and State functioned side by 
s�de from that time until the French Revolution. The same 
men often exercised temporal and secular powe�. As Mattingly 
states , 
And a social change that had long . been comirig now 
reached completion--the religion of the poor and 
dispossessed became the Eeligi on of the rich and 
respectable .  We probably underestimate the scope 
of the change . l 
It is , however , difficult to underestimate the scope 
of the social change when a small mi nority of undesirable 
1Ibid . ' p .  7 1 .  
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deviants ( re ligious fanatics all--in the minds of the Romans) 
were able not only to defeat the power of the Emperors but to 
become active p artners with the State. In fact , in the 
future , the name was changed to the Holy Roman Empire. 
From the fifth century to the twelfth there had been 
relatively few religious persecutions ( compared to what took 
place from that time on) but the young Church , so recently a 
scapegoat minority itse l f ,  furnishing entertainment for the 
mobs of Rome in the arena , was determined not to give up th• 
power so dearly \\()n. Therefore , the powers of the Ch\lrch 
were not above using the satne techniques of persecutions and 
the generation of mass hysteri a to consolidate and direct 
that power. Under the h ands of the Christians , the shift of 
attitude toward the other marginal groups , especi all y those 
who fitted the construct: of master traits for Deviant type-w 
such as the occul tists , witches , and other p agans , even 
including the Jews , went from toleration to proscription. 
The balance , once shifted, continued to swing farther and 
farther in the centuries to :follow and suppression progressed 
to oppression and finally to extermination. 
Since the practitioners of witchcraft formed the 
basis for the classical stereotype which is designated in 
this study by the construct of master status-determininq 
traits designated as Devi ant type-W, it would be well to take 
a gl ance at conditions on th� outskirts of the Roman Empire , 
and in the areas of Europe lying outside it , duri119 the time 
from the fifth century to the twelfth. 
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�aganism persisted in Ge.rmany until beyond the year 
1000 , and it is clear that i n  the territory that today is 
Germany, medieval witchcraft absorbed , at least in the 
popular imaginatio n ,  much of the lo.t,'e that still persisted 
from the days of the pagan religions . However , there does 
not appear to be any definite evidence to support a direct 
link with some ancient religion. 
In France , though , such was not the case. As early 
as Clovis the rulers had accepted the Christian faith. This 
does not mean, however , that either these rulers or their 
followers gave up their belief in witchcraft. 
To summari ze bri�fly the evo l ving po sition of the 
Church in the years from the fifth to the twelfth centuries , 
it can be stated that witchcraft was often punished by tor­
ture and the death penalty , and that from time to time accu­
s ations of witchcraft were brought against persons in high 
place s .  Sometimes this trading of accusations appears to 
have resulted from political intrigue. During the 
Merovingian period the Church strongly opposed witchcraft or 
superstition of any kind. 
In 829 a Council of Paris made a sol emn appeal to the 
sovereign to aid the secular arm of the Church in carrying 
out its crusade against witchcraft . This marked a further 
step in th at the Church had now i nvoked the force of civil 
power against magic and sorcery, and it now became the duty 
of kings to destroy the wicked. 1\ Capilul ary of Charles the 
Bald proclaimed at Kiersy-sur-Oise in 873 states , 
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Wa have learned that warlocks and witches have 
established themselves i n  diverse pl aces within 
this onr real m ,  that their evil charma have devoted 
many to sickness and even to death , and since , as the 
Saints have writte n ,  it is the duty of Kings to slay 
the wicke d ,  not to suffer wizards and poisoners to 
live , we enjoin therefore that all and any such shall 
be sought out and taken. If they be found guilty, 
whether men or wort:'9n, let the� die the death aa l aw 
and justice demand. And not only the principals o f  
this abomination ,  but also those who consort with 
or consult them , shall pay the penalty i n  order that 
the very memory of so heinous � crime may be utterly 
abolished and uprooted from our land. 
In cases where the accused persisted in their inno-
cence , and there was not sufficient evidence to be conclusive , 
the offic�als resorted to the Judgment of God. This was an 
ordeal already in existence and Charles the Bald applied it 
in witch trials as a test. However , in France duri ng the 
twel fth and thirteenth centuries , there were very few witch 
trial s ,  ( and in other countries as wel l )  owing largely to the 
unsettled state of Europ e ,  the Crusades and campaigns of 
various princes against each other. 
Frederick I I ,  in the constitution of 1 224 , declared 
that heretics should be tried by an ecclesiastical court , and 
if convicted , should on imperial authority , be burned . The n ,  
i n  1230 , his son Henry , who later was known as Henry VI ,  
stated by decree that all so rcerers should likewise be put t:> 
death. From this time o n ,  heresy and sorcery came to be 
regarded as one and the same crime as far as prohibition and 
punishment was concerned. ( This was the final step that 
implanted the stereotype O·f the social heretic in the cul-
tural i nventory of Western society. ) 
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Gregory XX i n  his Bulls of 1 3 , 20 , and 22 April of 
1233 , official ly set up the Order of Preachers as the Pontif­
ical Inquisitors ,for all dioceses of France to stem what he 
procl aimed to be a flood tide of anarchy and ravages perpe­
trated by nere�ics . Thereafter , however, the office of 
Inquisitor was not confined to one particul ar Order but 
there were others who were Franciscan delegates , Cisterci ans , 
canons Regular , and also secular priests . 
I n  Gregory' s  Bul l ,  he declared th�t all heretics 
should be excommunicated. The Church was not to punish those 
who we�e condemned but , i nstead , the sentence was carri ed 
out by the secular arm. 
The unrepentant were burned at the stake ; and those 
who wished to repent were to be punished also but not put to 
death. These people were to be condemned to perpetual 
imprisonment. 
Those people found to be helpi ng heretics would also 
be excommunicated , and in turn, anyone befriending those who 
were excommunicated would be given a year to prove they them­
selves were not guilty of heresy. If they f ailed to prove 
their irmocence , they , too , would fall into the hands of the 
Inquisi tors . Sven if a person should be discovered to have 
given an excommunicated person a Christian burial , he would 
be pl aced under the ban until the corpse was moved from that 
place , and arrangements made that anyone of the faith should 
never be buried i n  the same plot. 
If anyone knew of the existence of heresy , they were 
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bound by the Church to report it to the authorities and 
failure to do so would make them susceptible to excommunica­
tion and suspicion of heresy. 
The children of heretics , and of those who had been 
found guilty of coming to the aide of persons accused of 
heresy, woul d  lose their rights to any public office to 
second generation. 
With the statement of these · rules , and in the name 
of Christianity , an I nquisition was established which was to 
condemn tens of thousands of persons to misery and death in 
the centuries to come . 
Those who followed the orders of st. Dominic and 
st. Francis , the Dominicans and the Franciscans were the 
two orders which were chosen to become the !nquisitors . 
These cowled fiqures were to strike terror into the hearts cf 
the people wherever they appeared in the years to come. 
rt seemed ironical that these monks , the fOllo .. -Jerl 
of �he orders founded by these two saintly men, were the 
first o f  the Inquisitors. However , the fact that the Inqui-
sition was carried out in the name of Jesus Christ was even 
more ironical . 
Beginning i n  the thirteenth century , all kinds o f  
misfortunes from epidemic di se ase to the erop failures were 
blamed on the evil influences of witches and Jews , and social 
frustration vented in the aggressive acts of their mass acre 
l became accepted soci al practice. That this was true becomes 
l 6 S z as z ,  Manufacture of Madnes s , p. • 
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clearer if it is kept in mind that duri n::i medieval times 
there was no such person as a citi zen as the meaning of the 
word i s commonly understood today. The bo� that held men 
together during those days was not a secular law to whic;h 
they had given their consent to be governed ,  but divine law, 
which , being Christians , they were expected to obey unques­
tioningly because of their faith in God. For the period of a 
thousand years , up until the last years of the Middle Ages , 
social relations were not based on reciprocity but upon 
dutiful submission and benevolent demination. so , then , the 
subject ' •  life invol ved a series of one-sided obligations , 
and he had no means of enforc:inq duties owed him by hi• 
superiors . 
It has already been pointed out that the Medieval 
society was completely dominated by the Church. This marked 
the existence of what Szaaz has re�erred to aa the "Theo­
cratic State. ,.l In such a s tate , deviance comes to be eon-
ceptualized in the terminology cf theology i the deviant 
becomes an agent of Satan, the wi tch. Walter Ullman, a 
Medieval historian , declares t 
PUblicly to hold opinions which ran counter to 
or attacked the faith determined and fixed by l aw 
was heresy, and the real reason for making heresy a 
crime was--as Gratian ' s Devretum had expl ained it-­
that the heretic showed intellectual arrogance by 
pref erring his own opinions to those who were 
specially qualified to pronounce upon matters of 
faith . Consequently, heresy was high treason, 
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afraid of being left without protection i ncreased their sub-
mission. The atmosphere was one of uncertainty , confl ict and 
change. The Church , offici aldom , and the subjects united in 
a desperate attempt to find a solution. S i nce no solution 
existed , and there was no cl e ar way to define the situation. 
they fell back on the belief that the forces of evil were 
working to dest�y the Church , and i n  the process ,  mankind. 
The witch , or the heretic , as the symbol o f  S atan and the 
powers o f  evi l , furnished a scapegoat that could be obj ecti-
fied as the target o f  displ aced aggression, or , in other 
words , a scapegoat. By finding the scapegoat and holdinq hi• 
or her responsible for society ' s  i l l s , they could proceed to 
cure society by killing the scapegoat. 
The foregoing description of the undefined social 
situation that led to the excesses of the witch hysteri a in 
Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries is a cl assi-
cal example in real life of the princi ples of the theory of 
collective behavior which were outlined earlier. 
In terms of the broad base of sociological conflict 
theory Coser explains: 
Those group members . who must bear the burden of 
being scapego ats , through their s acrifice , cleanse 
the group of its own failings , and in this way 
reestablish its solidarity; the loyal members are 
reassured that the group as a whoie has not failed, 
but only some "traitors " ;  moreove r ,  they can now 
reaffirm their righteousness by uni ting in action 
against the "traitors . "  I n  struggle groups the same 
mechanism is at work in the perennial drives for 
purifi cation, namely the "pulling together" of the 
group against an inner ttthreat . "  
The i nner enemy who is looked for, like the outer 
enemy who is evoke d ,  may actually exi s t ;  he may be a 
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dissenter who has opposed certain as�ects of the group 
life or group action and who is considered a potential 
renegade or ·heretic. But the inner e nemy may be 
simply invented , in order to bring about through a 
common hostility to h�m the social soli darity which 
the group so badly needs . l 
It was in terms of the principles of conflict theory 
and its applications to the phenomenon of collective behavior 
that witches , Jews and heretics served the Theocratic state 
as scapegoats and thus by acting as "safety valves" preserved 
and unified the social structure against the forces of change 
which were cited earlier in thi s  section. 
When the term Inquisition is mentioned , the listener 
general ly thinks immediately of the Spanish Inquis!tion, 
which has been credited by the historians as the most infamous 
persecution of humanity until the time of the Nazi state in 
the twentieth century. It deserves particular mention in 
this part of the study , though, beeause · the two problem 
groups of Spain did not strictly qualify as heretics. As 
Trevor-Roper has pointed out , 2 the Inquisition was set up 
originally to deal with heresy , and therefore , since neither 
the Jews or the Moors had ever been a part of the Church , 
they were not legally subject to it. Heresy had to be the 
crime of Christian s ;  the Jews and the Moors were then "unbe-
lievers . "  But gradually both Jews and Moors were brought 
under the control of this agency of enforcement of social 
conformity. 
1eoser , Functions 0£ Social Cbntl-ict , P• 107. 
2Trevor-Rcper, EurQpean Witch Crag• , P• 109. 
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As far back as 121 5 ,  the year King John granted the 
Magna Ca,rta, Pope Innocent III had called together the Fourth 
Lateran C�uncil. His universal power was attested to by the 
size of the asseml:,)ly� for more than fifteen hundred dign.j,­
taries came. f.r:om all parts of the world to Ro.me to pay trib­
ute t.o his power and t.o deal with the problem of rooting out 
heresy in the Church. 'l'he council , fust Qf al l ,  denounced 
the Albigensi an heresy and proclaimed a holy war aSJainst i't : 
and it further ordered that Jews must wear a yellow badge on 
theJ.r c:lothinq to identify them as Jews . ( This i s  reminis­
cent of the J;'Oundup of the Jews of France by Nau Germany in 
Worl d W�r II , which shocke� the world by its brutali ty. ) 
'l'he four hundred years between 1 200 and 1600 became 
centuries o.f extermina.1:ion and Sl.lppression. The Jews bore 
the brunt of the persecution for iaore than two centuries. 
Tney were killed or converted in SU.rope and expelled from 
France and &ngl and. At the encl .of the thirteenth century , in 
one six-month period , over a hundred thous and Jews were 
mass acred in Auatria ,  Bayaria, and Fraru;onia. Durin<,;J this 
perio4 the pe.tsec:uti� Qf wit4.he•· h..a'1 been sporadic and 
haphazard • The end of the f i..fteenth cent-ury would bring 
their appointment with destiny. 
Regardless of how shoeking the figures are for th• 
persecutions of Austria, Bavari a and Franconia , the Holy 
Inquisition in Spain was even bloodier. Plaidy , in discus­
sing the Holy Inquisition in Spain, points out that there 
has always bee n persecution i n  the early history of religion, 
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when it might .be expected t o  be less civilized, but there 
was never any persecution to compare with the Holy Inquisi­
tion i n  Spain. 1 A great deal has been written by historians 
about the Roman persecution of the martyrs of Christianity , 
but the nuiaber of victiftlS sacrificed to the I nquisition 
during the reign of Phillip the II of Spain was many tbol.l• 
sands greater than those executed at the order of the Roman 
emperors . As Pl aidy comments , "Moreover , the Roman emperors 
worshipped Pagan goda J they had not been commanded to love 
one another. "2 
In answe� to the p�oblem of how to fit the Jews and 
the Moors to the label of hereti c: ,  the Church officials 
developed th� device of compulsory conversion to Christianity. 
In lx>th cases the m�inery of persecution was designed and 
established before its future victims were subject to it 
legally. Once they were subject to it legally, however, the 
original pretext of the subjection was purposely forgotten. 
Lea writes , 
To app�eciate properly the position of the Jews in 
Spain, it is requisite first to understand the light 
in which they were regarded el sewhere through Chris­
tendom durinq the medieval period. I t  has already 
been seen that the Church held the Jew to be a be1ng 
deprived , by the guilt of hia ancesjors , of all nat­
ural rights save that of existence. 
1Plaidy , Spanish Inquisition, p. 1 9 .  
2rbid. 
3Henry Charles Lea, A History of the In�sit4.on 
of Spain, Vol .  l (4 vols . ;  New York : Macm!llan �mpany , 
1906-1 907 ) ,  P• 81 . 
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In Spain neither conversion nor expul sion was enough 
to solve the "Jewish problem. " If it was true that the Jew 
was an alien, then , to a lesser extent the converted Jew had 
to be an alien also. In Spain, there remained in the fif• 
teenth century tens o f  thousands of convernos , or co nverted 
Jewa. These people continued to control capital and trade. 
This being the case , it became necessary to develop some way 
to differentiate between the old Christians and the new 
specifically genuinely converted Jews from those expediently 
and falsely converted, an4 who continued th� secret practice 
of the Jewish ritual s .  So , in November , 1478 , The Holy 
Inquisition of Spain was set up by papal decree. 1 Persons 
accused by the Inquisition of practicing the Jewish faith in 
secret were called "Judaizers , "  and these people became the 
scapegoats of Spanish society. 
This movement in Spain in 1478 is very closely 
parallel to the modern i nterpretation of an anti-Semite as 
given by Coser in accordance with conflict with outgroups and 
group structure in modern sociolo91cal conflict theory: 
• • •  If men define a threat as real , although 
there may be little or nothing in reality to justify 
this belief, the threat is real in its consequen�es 
-and among these consequences is the increase of 
group cohesion. 
But the aspect of the scapegoating mechanism 
which concerns us more particularly here is the type 
of imaginary threat that the scapegoat represents . 
The anti-Semite justifies his persecution of the Jew 
in terraa o f  the Jew' s power, aggression and venge­
fulness. "He sees in the Jew everything that bri!MJs 
his misery--not only his social Qppressor but also 
1szaaz, Manufacture of Madnes s ,  p. 1 0 3 .  
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his unconscious instincts . "  Mingled fear and dread of 
the Jew is one of the key elements of the complex 
anti-Semitic syndrome . This imaginary threat leads 
to a "regrouping " of the anti-Semitic by his join-
ing , as i n  Germany , the real community o f  like-minded 
men, or by his joining , as i n  America , an imaginary 
pseudo-community o f  likewise threatened individuals • 
• • • Anti-Semitism provides "a meens for pseudo­
orlentation in an estranged world. " The ( Jew' s )  alien­
ness seems to provide the handiest for'ula for dealing 
with the alienation of society • • • •  
Talcott P arsons has pointed out, "prejudice is not 
only directed by individuals against scapegoat groups , but 
can readily become a phenomenon o f  group attitude , that is , 
partly institutional ized. Then instead of being dis approved 
by members of one ' s  own group for being prejudiced, one is 
punished for not being prejudiced. "2 
Robert K. Merton states , "discriminati on is sustained 
not only by the direct gains to those who discriminate but 
also by cultural norms which l egitimatize discrimination. "3 
During the Renaissance , it was believed that only 
Christians could be witches , but before the sixteenth cen­
tury , it was often a charge also leveled against Jews. In 
fact , Trevor-Roper writes that in medieval Hungary , witches 
were sentenced as a first offense to stand all day i n  a 
4 public pl ace wearing a Jew ' s  hat. "Once we see persecution 
1coser , Functions of Social Conflict , P• 107. 
2Talcott Parsons , 0Racial and Religious Oitfei.-ence.s 
as Factors in Group Tension , "  cited by R. M. Maciver , ed. , 
Approaches to National Unity (New York: Harper & Brothers , 
Publishers , 1945), PP• 182-199. 
3Robert K. Merto n, "Discrimination and the American 
Creed , "  quoted in R. M. Maciver t ed. , Discrimination and 
National W!�fare { New York i Harper & Brothers , Publishers , 
l94B} , PP• §-126 . 
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as social intolerance , "  explains Trevor-Roper , 0the intel-
lectual difference between one heresy and another becomes 
less s!gnifieant . "1 
Trevor-Roper conti nues , 
Moreover, in both cases the persecutors were the 
same. It was the Dominicans who , from the start , had 
persecuted the witches in the Alps and the Pyren•ea. 
It was the Dominicans also who , with some help from 
th• Franc�scans , had been the great persecutors of 
the Jews . 
Trevor-Roper goes on to comment further z 
The similarity between the persecution of Jews and 
the persecution of witches , which reached their cl imax 
in different places at the s ame time , suggests yet 
again that the pressure behind both was social. The . 
witch and the Jew lx>th represent social non-conform�ty. l 
In its periods of introversion and intolerance 
Christian society looks for scapegoats. Either the Jew or 
the witch would do, society settling for the nearest and 
most available. The Dominicans , an international order , 
hated both; in the Alps and Pyrenees they hunted witches , but 
in Spain they concentrated on Jews. This was not because 
there was no evidence of witehes in Spain.. The Pyrenee s ,  for 
that matter , was as much Spanish as French , and in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries , when the Holy Inquisition 
functioned in the province of Aragon, the witches in northern 
Spain supplied many of its victims. Later , however , the Jews 
were handier and therefore were more important aa scapegoats 
l Ibid. , P• 108. 
2 Ibid. 1 P• 109. 
3 'Ibid . , p .  1 1 0 .  
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in the other provinces of Spain. 
The earliest of all general treatises on witchcraft 
was written in 1359 by a Dominican inquisitor-general in 
Aragon , Nicolas tiymeric. Then , in the next century , Spanish 
witches-bruxaa and xorgu.inas--gave as much trouble to the 
authoritie� charged with the maintenance of orthodoxy as did 
the Spanish Jews .  Many works Qn demonology were written in 
Spain during the fi fteenth and the early si xteenth centuries , 
and these books were exported to other countries to give them 
the benefit of Spanish expertise on the subject. However, 
once the Inquisition had been set up and was functioning , the 
priority was es tabl ished on a local basis . The Spanish 
Inquisitor had little time for witches , since they had Jews 
and Moors to deal wi th , they won glowing tributes for their 
"temperate wisdom and firmnes s . "1 Obviously such credit Ls 
misplaced because the l ack of single-minded pursuit of 
witches was not a conscious policy, but only an accident , 
since all their e nergie$ were . devoted to the pursuit o f  Jews 
and Moors . 
In demonstrating this misconception that Trevor­
Roper alludes to, a quote from Plaidy demonstrates the use of 
correct statistics but with faulty interpretationi 
In this tale of ta.rri.bla auf ferlnq �i.C:h the 
inquisition brought to Spain it is Yery pleasant to 
be able to record something to its favour ; and per­
llapa *t ia rather Churlish to look for motives which 
promoted such action. Let itt be said however , that 
the action of the Xnquia1 ti.on in Spain toward• 
l Ibisl• t  P• l l l .  
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witchcraft was such that it stopped the development 
of the cult which spread throughout the rest of 
Europe. 
By refusing to take witchcraft seriously, the 
I nquisition destroyed the desire of many people to 
indulge in it. Consequently, Spain remained com­
parative ly free from witchcraft and all its attendant 
horrors which prevailed in Europe from the fifteenth 
to the nineteenth century. 
Even in Britain--usually ao much more moderate 
than any other European country--the total number of 
witches done to death is in the neighbourhood of 
thirty thous and ( at least a quarter o f  this number 
was executed in Scotla.nd) . l 
The period of tilfte from the twelfth century through 
the seventeenth centuries was as filled with anguish for 
Christians as it was for the Jews . The charges of "heresy" 
and "witchcraft " mounted by the end of the fifteenth century. 
I n  the s ame manner that the Crusades for the recon-
quest o f  the Holy Land were initiated by the presentation of 
papal bulls , this crusade for the reconquest of Christian 
Europe from heresy by the force• of s piritual purity was also 
begun by the papal b\lll issued on December 9 ,  1484 by Pope 
Innoeent VIII . lt read in part as f�llows : 
Desiring with the moat heartfelt anxiety, even as 
Our Apostleship requires ,  that the Catholic Faith 
should especial ly in this Our day increase and flour­
ish everywhere , and that al l heretical depravity 
should be driven far from the frontiers and bournes 
of the Faithful , We very gladly proclaim and even 
restate those particular means and methods whereby 
Our pious desire may obtain its wished e ffect. • • 
• 
It has indeed l ately come to Our eare , not without 
afflicting Us with bitter sorrow, that • • •  many per­
sons of both sexes ,  unmindful o f  their own salvation 
and straying from the Cathol ic Faith , have abandoned 
themselves to devils , incubi ., end suceub1 . • • •  
Wherefore We • • • decree and enjoin that the 
aforesaid Inquisitors be empowered to proceed to the 
1 Pl aidy , Spanish Inquisition , p .  150. 
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just eorrection, imprisonment , and punishment of any 
person, without let or hindrance , in every way as if 
the provinces ,  townships , dioceses , districts , terri­
tories , yes ,  even the persons and their crimes in this 
kind w•re named and particularly designated in Our 
letters • • • •  
The foregoing bull was written and disseminated as a 
technique to maintain the structural solidarity of the Cath<>­
lic faith i n  line with the idea of stopping contag.ious and 
dangerous ideas before they could spread to the point that. 
the protestant groups would destroy the power of the Church. 
As a result of the policy of the Church which gave 
the cause legitimacy , a second kind of contagion took place 
in the witch-baiting i n  the 1 5th and 16th centuries. This 
factor is the psychic epidemic which was described in the 
section on the theory of collective behavior. There can be 
little doubt that hysteric reaction, both collective and 
individual • affecting both the inquisitor and his victi m ,  was 
common during this period. Hysteric reaction , too , had an 
effect on the use of , and the response to ,  torture in the 
identification and confessions of witches and heretic s .  
The use o f  torture had an effect ( or , rather , a com­
bination of effects ) on lx>th the victim and the inquisitor. 
First of all , is the close link of torture with sex. For 
certain types of individu als , both victims and inquisitors , 
torture has a sexual significance , and satisfies a need 
( whethe� considered normal or not ) .  The victim pl ays a 
passive role while the tortu�er is th• aggressor. The whole 
study of this pra�lem ls too eomplex to be included here 
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but i t  need only be noted that cases o f  this type are docu­
mented for both victims and inquisitors . 
Incidents concerning the principle denoted above ware 
the result of the lack of what Szasz has referred to as dif'"­
ferential diagnosis. 1 rn other words , the doctor at: the time 
had to diagnose the si tuation as to whether the victim had a 
physical problem or whether it was caused by being "possessed. "  
Today it would either be a case for medicine Qr psychiatry. 
Aa to the inquisitor , no one wu even questionin<J his mental 
health, but if one can have faith in the studies made after 
the second world war of Gerraan concentration camp personnel , 
one i s  led to believe that if a person were to engage in the 
occupation o£ inquisitor ( even granting that he were normal 
upon enterirl9 )  there would be a detrimental effect on his 
mental •tat• with the passage of time. Sueh operations as 
the Inquiaitio� and the German experience tend to 4•humanize 
both the perpe.trator and the victim. (This idea is rel �ted 
to the new subdiscipline of criminology: vietimology. ) 
Hurwood refers to this phenomenon as algolagnia 
( from two �Mk words , algoa--pain--and laneia-aexual 
excitation> . 2 Broadly spea,lcing ,  algola9nia means the neces­
sity to inc:luda pain as an essential part of the sex act. 
Hurwood bali�ves that all people have this necessity to some 
extent and points to the fact that the entertainment media 
. .... . . .. 
1sza.sz , Manufactur� of Mad9es_J • 
. 
2Be-rMardt J. HurwOodt Tortµre Through the Ages ( New 
York t Paperb�ck L1br8ry ,. 1,69 ) , p. 115. 
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are liberally spiced with violence and torture. (He points 
out also that this is not an abnormality unless the perverse 
emotions dominate. )  
There is little need to atruggle wi th logic to find 
motives for the behavior of the witch f inclers , inquisitors 
and other torturers who seemed to. enjoy the sufferings of 
their victims . On the other hand, though, the explanation 
above does proVide some grounds for the actions of some of 
the victims when their treatment is regarded in terms of 
passive algolagnia. 
Another f aetor to be considered from the point of 
view of the reaction of the victim is the action of the 
Christian authoritarian conscience and the s in-guilt mechan­
ism. 1 The foremost feeling o� one who has internalized aft 
authoritarian ethic is one of guilt. Of course the greatest 
sin one can commit in terms of the authoritarian ethic is 
rebellion. Hereay is  that sin of rebellion. Any action 
{ sin) contrary to the internal ized ethical framework is sub­
ject to punishment whether the governing authority ( whether 
it be political or religious) knows it or not. If the dese­
cration has been secret , the gui1t is carried i n  the uncon• 
scious of the miscreant and ( i f  he has sufficiently internal­
ized the ethic ) must be expiated. If the authority does not 
know, the individual punishes himself .  
1
Erich Fromm, Man for Himself: 
Psychology of Ethics ( Greenwich , Conni 
tions , Inc. , 1947), PP• 147-49. 
This is the basis for 
An Ingui.ry into the 
Fawcett Publlca-
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many flagellati�ns . pilgrimages and acts of penitence. In 
extre� cases , this internalized pattern of c;uilt feelings 
can forc::e .an individual to adrni t to crimes he or $he did not 
comm.it or even to believe that the accusations are j ustified 
in light of the 9u.ilt he carries fo� some other imagined 
desecration of the authoritarian ethic. This negat1v.e spiral 
of sin and guilt lie.a at \he �enter of the Christian ethical 
system ao it is not s�rprisin9 'hat many o f  the victims of 
torture dl.lrin9 the witchcraze we.re in this c�tegory. 
Now , considering the perpetrators of the torture , the 
inquisitors * another basis for the. acts as practiced was a 
phenomenon called "transfttrenee . " This is a concept which 
lies at the very core Of this study as far as group inter­
action is concerned. However , whether the action is engaged 
in by groups or by individuals , it consists of making soine 
other entity the "scapegoat" by punish1?19 him for the trana­
gressions of the one doing the p�nishing . 
One could not leave the conside.-ation of the actual 
mechani·cs of the Inquisition, which consisted of debasement 
and torture of the victim and ended in his oc her ultimate 
death , without cons.t.derin9 the position of women, as a group , 
in the Whole picture. 
It has been noted by one schol. ar that well over 
ninety percent of the accusations of "w1 tch" were d1r·ected at 
women. ( The te�m witch , howev�� . can Also refer to men. ) In 
order to understand why sucth ho·$til1ty was directed at women, 
one has t:o unders tand in historical perspec;ti ve the tr a.di-
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tional position of women in Western society. Women had , 
through the whole eour$e of history ,  been associated with ain, 
evi l ,  disease , and misfortune. Th·u led to a differential 
treatment for women and the decreased status to that of a 
rather recalcitrant slave or a piece of chattel property. 
Female offspring were not valued as highly as male offspring 
and it became customary to pay a dowry when i?.hey became some­
one else ' s re•pon.aiblity. Single women in ae.<:iety . were tthe 
subject of disdidn and the butt of jokes if unmarried , and 
the subject 0£ suspicion if widowed and 1 1  ving alone. 
In the process of considering the explanatory mate­
rial above , one can readily see why the constellation of 
master status-determining traits t.hat have been used in this 
study to define the clasaical stereotype can be applied to 
women as a group. One or two of the master traits �an be 
applied to evell"Y woman • just on the basis of tradition , and , 
if unusual in appearance , of a certain age , unmarried or 
widowed , others can be brought to bear to fill in the whole 
stereotype. 
'?he Church and the early Popes continued the view of 
Woman that was put forth in the traditional myths , and they 
associated Woman and aex with Satan and ev1.l . 
Part of this conception shared by the Popes through 
the 15th Century wi&s the idea of preserving celibacy among 
the Clergy and part was the Ch�rch-suppor�ed legitimization 
and institutionalization of male-dominance in Wes�ern society. 
It was at this point, from the fifteenth through the 
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seventeenth centuries , that the first hard eVidence of woman 
as a "scapegoat" minority is made .a concrete fact of history. 
In the "witch hysteria .. of the sixteenth and aevent .. ntb 
centuries , woman served rua an "internal " enemy to strenqthen 
the structure of the rigid theocratic society. 
The fi fteenth through the seventeenth centuries was 
the period of the inquisition, the reforasation and the 
counter-reformation. F1rst the Catholic church was threatened 
by secular power , then by the Protestant Reformation. Then 
the Protestants c.nd the Catholic Church both used this type 
of "internal " enemy , the witch , to their own particular 
advantage. 
The attack upon the female sex which took place in 
the period of the witch hysteri a seems to represent a regres­
sion to primitive magical fear which is truly astonishing. 
In its unbal anced character it appeared far less civilized 
than the mythological at ti tu des of the Greeks or the Hebrews . 
In the past , uncomfortable and repressive restrictions had 
been the lot of women , but with the inquisition and the 
reformation and counter-reformation women were des troyed with 
sadistic ferocity.
1 
The witch embodied a complete throwback to the most 
primitive time• but at the s ame time i t  was completely ratio­
nalized by Christian theology. Masters states that although 
some men were accused of witchcraft , female witches out-
1Trevor-Roper ,  European Witch Craze , pp. 108-1 20 . 
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numbered the males by one hundred-to-one. 1 
The tradition Of the female witch has continued on in 
folklore and literature. Even fairy tales such as Hansel and 
Gretel immortal ize the characteristics of witchcraft and the 
personality of the witch. Runebery points out that the witch 
is shown as a child cannibal , and states , 
The ghastl iness o f  the woods appears in the 
language of the talea , above all in the notion of 
the magic forest. No road leads out o f  it. It 
holds a man captive once be has •trayed into i� 
until he has overcome or propitiated the powers 
operating thera. 2 
It might be added that th• witch ' •  house is al so a trap which 
destroys the unwary captive. Thus the symbol of th• danger­
ous f ell\ale organ is ap1:ead over both the dark aperture of the 
wood and the receptacle of the house , an unchanging threat to 
male Virility. 
One final point that has its origins back in the 
Theocratic society and C?On&:erna the status of � is the 
preoccupation wi th  sex u the oppoaitLe of lliOrality. M a 
result of the concern with demonol09y ,  the symbolism of the 
supernatural entities , God and Satan, were conaiderably nar­
rowed. The rttaul t was that th• Devil became • and has co no-
tinued 1:o be ,  identified in the popul ar mind •ainly vi.th 
pleasures Of sex and a *•w ottMtr forbidden delights of 
1 R. E .  L .  Masters , Eros and Evil ( New York : The 
Julian Press , Inc . , Publishers , l962) ,  p .  1 71 .  
2H.  R. Hays , The D angerous Sex: The M�th of Feminine 
Evil (New York : G .  P .  Putnam's Sons , Inc. 1 19 4) , quoting 
Runebery. 
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hedonism, while God ' s role became an increasingly negative 
one--that of an enforcer of undesirable ant1pleasure dictums 
even in the period of life after death. The process has 
advanced so far in the contemporary society that , in popular 
usage , "morality" generally refers exclusively to matters 
of sex. 1 
Thus , the stereotype , once firmly established, gen-
erates its own folklore and becomes in itself a force of 
centralization. Once the folklore had been generated and 
instilled by the clergy on every mind ,  i t  became both a 
2 
soci al and psychological stereotype . 
Once such a "scapegoat" action was set in motion by 
the power of authority, it had a "snowball effect , "  growing 
by its own inertia until the general public became caught up 
on the "hysteri a" or "social fear" and this led to an all­
out psychological co ntagion.
3 
The medieval marria9e system regarded women as 
classed with the other property that man held ,  and as such 
all her services were due to her ownttr. Hays points out 
that this desire for a monopoly of female property is borne 
out by the invention of the chastity belt. Another , and the 
most extreme , practice was the Bedouin treatment of female 
sl aves which was in effect until the first part of the 
l Ibid . , P •  169. 
2summers , History of Witchcraft , p .  64. 
3 Trevor-Roper, Eurooean Witch-Craze , p. 120. 
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twentieth century. This was called infibul ation. The prac­
tice was carried out some time before the age of pube�ty. 
The edges of the vulva were made raw and then were sewn to-
gether so that scar tissue would form and there would be an 
opening left which was just l arqe enough for the function of 
urination. When the owner bought the slave ,  it was necessary 
to carry out a second operation to ready her for the purpose 
for which sh& was purchased. 1 
According to Hays a combination of anxieties reached 
their crest in the notiGn that one could not trust a woman 
to remai n faithful. 2 One cannot .rule out the element of 
guilt. The male imagination had projected its fears upon 
woman Which it in turn justified by the creation of stereo­
type s. 
As Masters comments , 
It is 11 ttle wonder then that women Calfte to be the 
most frequent victims of the torturer as the witch­
craze spread across Europe. The male practitioners of 
the art relieved their feelings of i nadequacy by the 
practice of vicious acts of torture to mortify the 
female bodie s of thei r victims as aym.bols. 3 
Since it has been shown that the soci al heretic was 
{ and is ) identified and labeled by the use of stereotypes 
and myths , 1 t becomes necessary to cover one more facet of 
the witch-craze , and that is the methods used for reco9n1zing 
1Hays , The Dangerous sex , P• 124. 
2Ibid. 
3Masters , �ros and ivil. 
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witches and heretics. In the process of discussing some of 
the techniques utili zed i n  identifying witches will show the 
four master status-determining traits of the construct 
Deviant type-w at work in a crisis situation. 
The most important document revealing the real mean­
ing of the witchcraft mania i s  the Malleus Mal eficarum . In 
1484 Innocent VIII issued a special papal bull giving two 
Dominican monks , Heinrich Kramer and Jacob SpEinger , power to 
try witches in northern Germany. However , they met with some 
resis tance , so they wrote a hahdbook , the Malleus , and 
through the use of i nfluence , persuaded the faculty of the 
University of Cologne to end6rse it in 1486. The King of 
Rome , Maximilian , gave it full legal support. It was to be 
the outsten�ing text of the Inquisition and came out in 
nineteen editions. This book , which exerted a tremendous 
influence , points out , using tha i ngenuity at rationalizing 
for which medieval scholasticism is noted , the alleged fac­
tual basis for witchcraft and presents a step-by-step manual 
as to what to do and how to deal with it. 
It should be noted here that there was no question i n  
the minds of good Christians that witchcraft worked and that 
witches existed. The Inquisitors had to believe in witch­
craft , otherwise their actions were both i llogical and 
irrational. The Malleus leaves no doubt as to the question 
of belief. In the first place t� e Malleus proves the exis­
tence of witches by pointing �ut that the Bible states there 
are devils �nd that devils can &> wonderful thing s .  
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Six out of seven chapters of the book deal with sex. 
In the very beginning the following words appear, 
But if it be asked why the deVil is allowed to cast 
spells upon the venereal ac:i: • rather than upon any 
other human act ,  • • •  for the present the reason that 
it has been mentioned before must suffice , namely that 
the power of the devil lies in the privy parts of man. 
The devil was supposed to act through incubi , male 
demons (witches ) , and succubi , female demons ( witches ) .  
The succubus seems to be derived from the Lilith of 
Babylonia ,  the Lami a ,  and is al so rel ated to the vampire . 
Richard Burton describes the nightmare as :follows 
in The Anatomy of Melancholys "Such as are troubled 
with suecubue , or wench ridden ( as  we call it) if they 
lie on their backs , they suppose an old woman rides 
and sits so hard upon them they are almost stifled 
for want of breath . " The experience often ends in 
orgasm. • • •  
Ernest Jones points out , "The expl anation for 
these fantasies is surely not hard. A nightly visit 
from a beautiful or frightful bei ng who first exhaust 
the sleeper with passionate embraces and withdraws 
from him his vital fluid ; al l this can point only to 
a natural and common pr0cess , namely to nocturnal 
emissions accompanied by dreams of more or less 
erotic nature . In the unconscious monk blood is 
commonly an equival•nt �or aetnen. " 
It can be aeen then how the bas1e charge against the 
witch of being a night de.on and a seducer of men clearly 
comes froJR th• ianaginat.lona and dream experi•ncea of a eel-
ibate and repressed male el•r<iY• 
The Kalleua aontinuea howeft¥ t tio ahovt by quoting a 
noted Church authoriity ( a  oo•mon aethod o* aubatanti.ation 
during scholastic t.110e'a ) t st. John Ch.raoato•• 
It is not good to marry. What else is woman but a 
foe to friendship , an inescapable punishment , a necess ary 
evil , a natural temptaid.on, a desirable calamity, a delec­
table detriment , an evil of nature , painted wi th fair col­
ors. 
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The handbook goes on, after this emotional outburst 
which is considered as irrefutable evidence , to point out , 
wherefore , in the many vituperations that we read 
against women, uhe word woman is used to mean the 
lust of the flesh. l 
From the Malleus and other sources , the witch-hunters 
received instructions as to who witches were , what evil they 
could do and how one could recognize them. 
It is this recognition of witches that shows a paral­
lel to what has already been pointed out about the appearance 
of witches during Greek and Roman times. It was shown that 
they fit the master status-determining trait of strange or 
unusual appearance. They could be loathsomely ugly or strik-
ingly beautiful , but there was so mething else al:x>ut their 
appearance that was awe-inspiring or strange--such as pierc-
ing eyes . 
According to Masters : 
The typical witch who has come down to the present 
day is old and ugly and often deformed • or, leas often. 
she i s  beautiful in a not altogether wholesome sort 
of way , but ia aenauel and w1 eked, her imperfection 
and deformity being mainly of the soul or of the mind. 
No doubt , the beauUful but wicked witch represents 
something of an advance and a refinement over the ugly 
witch, since blatant signs Qf iniquity an no longer 
required • 
• • • In a bow to probability , the beautiful witch 
tempts men to lust while the crone is more likely to 
be an enemy of procr•ati.on ,  intex-t•ring with potency 
and conception , and murdering infants . Both witches 
are sex aytUK>l•--fQ4ta. of marriage and f i:iende of 
fornication--further stimul ating the identification 
of sexual acts { when not the passionless unions of 
married couples laboring only to procreate children) 
1Hays , The Da119erous Sex, PP• 151-58. 
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w1 th sin and evil. Demo ns have the sarae functions 
and to the same end.l 
As to the speci f le signs of identification of an indi-
vidual as a witch , there were many but usually stressed some 
outstanding or unusual feature . Women with strange eyes--
0mirroring the rot of their s ouls "--were likely to be 
accused. Extra nipples were particularly incriminating 
since "familiars" undoubtedly suckled them. Women w1 th four 
toes were certain to be accused since this , too , was a def-
1n1 te sign. Any hermaphrodite or pe.rson with unusual growths 
on his or her genitalia was certain to be accused. Marks 
that could be tenned "bites " were particularly in<:riminatinq 
and even more so if in the region of the 9enitalia or the 
breaata . 
It is pointed out that no one waa aafa in the final 
analy&is. If a woman were plun or ugly. and seemed to be 
pious , it was considered to be a disguise for a witch beneath. 
If she were young and beautiful , it was obvious that she was 
a temptress who exploited her charms to bring good men to 
damnation through her service to the Devi l .  
Another certain sign of identification was the 
"Devil • s Mark" or the "Wi tc.he& • Mark" as 1 t was somati••• 
called,. It was regarded u an important el etnent in the 
identification of a witch. This mark was though� to M tbe 
sign of the Devil on the very flesh of his servant , and any 
person having such a mark stood convicted out-of-hand. Thi• 
1Masters , tros and Evil , P• 1 71 . 
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mark was s aid to be entirely insensible to pain, and when 
pricked , no matter how deeply , it would OQt bleed . Thia 
belief developed a new trade , hhat of the "witch-prieker" who 
went arouoo the countryside stickinq hapleBs women with pins 
or trick pins deaiqned like stage knives . 
Any mark or blemish , w� or mole could be considered 
to be a "Devil•  s mark" as is pointe4 out by the fol lowing 
quote of Mr. John Bell t minist.e� at Glada.QlUir , in ni4 tract , 
The �rial of Witc;hcraft; or Witchcraft Arraigned and Con-
demned , 
The witch mark is someti.lfte• lik• a blew spot, 
or little tate , or J:'eid apota ,  like flea b1tJ. ng 1  
sometimes also th e  flesh is sunk in . and holiO\f, 
and this ia put in secrttt place•• as . aiMm9 the hair 
of the head , the eyebrow• , within the lips , under 
the armpits , and in the W)St secret parts of the 
body. 
This mark ia sometimes the complete �igu.re of a 
toad or a bat; or , as Delrio aaya 1 the slot of a hare , 
the foot of a �r09 1 a spider , a defo�d whelp 1  a 
mouse . l 
Summers states that th• same a\lthority descr10.a where these 
are observed: 
In men it may often be seen under the eyelids , 
under th• lips , under t.h• armpits , on the ahouldera , 
on the fundament; in women, moreover , on the breas t  
or on the pudenda. 2 
It ia not difficult to see that with such generaliza­
tion o f  the stereotype , that a la.rge proi;>0rt1on of the popula­
tion could qualify as potentially "different:" enough to be 
1summers , History of Witchcraft , pp. 70-71 , quoting 
John Bell , The Trial of witchcraft& or Witchcraft Arraigned 
and Condemned. 
2Ibid. 
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molded to "fit" the classical stereotype of the soci al 
heretic as categorized by the constell ation of maater status­
deterndni ng traits of the construct Devi ant type-w. 
As Summers demonstrates this could and did happen. 1 
All that waa needed waa what Becker referred to as an nentre-
preneur" to giYe publicity and social visibility to the vic­
tim. 2 Since witch-prickers were running around looking for 
victims , an "entrepreneur" was not difficult to find. 
Summers comments , 
When every allowance has been made , as every 
detail o f  the long bloody history of Witchcraft i s  
studied , one is able to recognize the fearful fanat­
icism and the atrocious extravagances o f  the witch 
mania. There appears case after case of individuals 
who went to the stake without mer¢y--one an hysterical 
subject , a cataleptic, an epileP:i c ,  a sufferer from 
some obscure nervous disorder even today not exactly 
diagnosed; another , denounced by the malice of privete 
enemies , perh aps on pol iti cal grounds ; a third, some 
victim of the ides superstition or mere malignity ; a 
fourth , aceuaed for the aake of gain by a dis appointed 
bl ackmailer or thief; othe r ,  silly bodies , eccentrics 
and half-crazed crank• J and the even greater nulllber 
of victims who were incriminated by poor wretches 
raving in the agonies of th� rack and boota • • • •  l 
Masters brings out one final point uhat again demon­
strates the status of women as a scapegoat group in Theo­
cratic society and illustrates the preoccupatiQn with sex 
that affected th• clergy at the time. 
Religion, like all superstition ,  is •ade possible 
by man ' s  penchant and capacity for obj ectifying the 
subjective. God and Derll , anqel s  and demons , are 
l Ibid. , P• 6 4 .  
2Becker , Outsiders . 
3summera , His tory Qf Witch.craft, p .  64. 
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examples of the objectification of the subjective. 
They are al.so ayml:x>ls , and far from iaoutable ones . 
Demonologists of the witch era considerably narrowed 
the symbolism of these supernatural entities , espe­
cially the demonic onea , but vastly increasing the 
importance of sexuality within the framework of their 
concerns .  The result was that the Devil became , and 
has remained, popularly identified mainly with sexual 
and a few other pleasures while the role of God became 
an increasingly negative one--that of a proclaimer and 
post mortem enforcer of anti-pleasur� prohibitions . 
So far has that process advanced at the present day 
that to the popular mind , �morflity" refers almost 
exclusively to sexual matters . 
(For a graphic illustration of the societal conflict 
during the time of the Theocratic state , see the figure on 
the next page . ) 
Finally, once established the stereotype seems to 
generate its own folklore which becomes a centralizing force 
in and of itsel f. If that folklore had not been created by 
soci al fear from the material furnished by popular superstition 
within an intellectually s anctioned environment , then the 
probability is that the psychopathic persons of that time 
would have sought out individual figure• on which to attach 
their sexual hallucinations . However , since the stereotype 
had been created and had been strengthened and given credence 
by the established clergy , it served not only as a social 
stereotype but as a psychological one as well. The myth of 
witchcraft had been given constancy and universality. It had 
become a fact of European life ,  socially necessary, intel-
lectual ly lo9ical and experimental ly proved. It could not be 
attacked logically for it was rational within the intellectual 
1r-:asters , Eros and Evi l ,  P •  169. 
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context of that historical period. 
Around 1600 there came a turning point and from that 
time on the craze began to die out gradually. After 1597 
there were no more witches burnt i n  Holland. This does not 
presume to state that it stopped suddenly. I n  the ru.ral 
areas of · EUrope , the persecut-1on of witches lingered on and 
the pers istence of this problem i s  shown by the fact that the 
last legislation against witches lasted in England until 
nullified by further legislative action in l950. 
The reasons tor the death of the witchcraze have 
been the cause of much speculation . Many see it as a vic­
tory of the laity over the clergy. The view that i t  was a 
struggle between theology and licency , superstition against 
reason or the Church against "rationalism" was the predom­
inate a.ssUltlption of nineteenth-century liberal historians . 
Trevor-Roper i s  not in agreement with the•e reasons and, 
instead , offer.a his opinioh that it was because of a complet.e 
turn-around that he believes took place in religious phi­
losophy. Me maintains that all these arguments strike at: the 
periphery of the problem and his solution is to strike at 
its center where the beliefs in the stereotypes are 
"refreshed" 1 He feels that in the mid-sevehteenth century 
this was done. 
'l'revor-Roper states that "it was a new philosophy , 
a philosophical revolution which changed the whole concept 
of Nature and its operations. "l He observes that the 
1Tre'Vt>r-Roper , European Witch-Craz�, p .  180 . 
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revolution did not occur within the narrow field of demon-
ology , and therefore we cannot usefully trace it by a study 
which i s  confined to that field. It occurred in a far wider 
field , and the men who made it did not l aunch their attack 
on so marginal an area of Nature as demonology. 
Trevor-Roper goes on to assert: 
Ultimately, Renaiss ance Pl atonism had been left 
with its .demons , and the CaNbridge Platoni•ts , insu­
l ated in their fenland cloister, were to provide some 
of the last intellectual defe.nders of witch-beliefs . 
But the impulse which i t had given was continued by 
other philosophers s by Bacon with his "purified 
magic , "  by Descartes with his univers al , ''mec:han­
ical " l aws of Nature , in which demons were unneces­
sary. It was Descartes , Thomasius and his friend 
agreed , who dealt the final blow to the witch-
craze in Europe--which perhaps expl ains , better than 
the original Protestantism of Colbert , the early 
suspension o f  witch-trials in France • 
• • • But the final victory , which l iberated 
Nature from the biblical fundamentalism in which 
Bekker himself had still be imprisoned was that of 
the English deists and the German Pietists , the 
heirs of the Protestant heretics of the seventeenth 
century, the parents of the eighteenth century 
Enlightenment in which the duel in Nature between 
a Hebrew God and a medieval Devil was repl aced by 
the benevolent despotism of a modern , scientific 
"Deity. "l 
Trevor-Roper states that he believes that the witch 
stereotype "died" with the acceptance of the argument that 
he presents above. 2 Based on the historical evidence so far 
presented , the present author disagrees with him on that 
point. In other ways Trevor-Roper presents a brilliant 
analysis of history and uses this analys is to present a 
cogent picture of things as they were in the time from the 
l Ibid. , P •  1 8 2 .  
2Ibid. 
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16th to the 19th centuries but the stereotype of the witch 
is not as da ad as he would have one believe. Even Trevor-
Roper himself makes the following observations : 
• • •  
the repudi ation would not be complete :  for 
it would be merely intellectual . Unless there were 
also a social transformati o n ,  the social basis o f  the 
belief would remain--although a new stereotype would 
have to be devised in order to express the hostility 
which it had embodied. l 
Trevor-Roper had already pointed out that the labels 
heretic ,  Jew , and witch served to identify and make visible 
the same individual . This individual was the so-called 
"scapegoat" made an enemy of society by the "hysteri a0 that 
Trevor-Roper refers to and stirred up by the i ndividual s or 
institutions that would profit from this accusation. 
Howeve r ,  the present writer maintains that the 
stereoty�e itself ( referred to i n  this s tudy as Deviant 
Type-W) is not dead at al l .  It has merely been relabeled. 
It has already been poi nted out before in an earl ier section 
that the reaction to this stereotype by the public has varied 
in the past , during the Greek and Roman civilizations , accord-
ing to the amount o f  anxiety, frustratio n ,  or political 
unrest is being evidenced in the social situation. And more 
reasonable ,  considering the evidence , th an Trevor-Roper ' s  
final argument that the stereotype is dead is his earlier 
statement thatt 
it remained at the bottom of society, like a stag­
nant pool , eas:Lly floode d ,  easily s tirred . As 
long as the social and intellectual etructure of 
l Ibid. , p .  177. 
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wbich 1 t was a part remained intact any social fear 
was likely to flood i t ,  any ideological s truggle to 
stir i t ,  and no
1
piecemeal operation could effectively 
drain it. • • • 
This is similar to Ral ph Linton ' s  concept of the cul ­
tural alternates that di s appear back into the cultural inven­
tory to be called forth when needed again. Now, however ,  it 
is necessary to return to the pageant of history to look at 
the development of a new phenomenon that accompanied the ri se 
of Protestantism and which had great significance in the 
developmental career of Deviant type-w. This was the intro­
duction of a value orientation in Western society which has 
come to be known as the "protestant ethic . "  
The revolt of Luther was followed by the i nstltution 
of other protestant fundamentalist beliefs that were 'tleter-
m1n1st1c" in nature. The most important of these , as far as 
economic development i n  Europe , was Calvinism. There was an 
institution of capital ism under the feudal system but under 
the Protestant atmosphere of northern Europe Capitalism began 
to take on a new look. 
The economic progress and the growth of caritalism 
was such that men such as Marx , Somhart , and Weber noticed 
the great expansion of capital ism i n  the sixteenth century 
and therefore sought the origin of the "spirit of capitalism" 
in that century. Weber found i t  in the Reformation; the 
spirit of capitalism he said emerged as a dlrect consequence 
of the new "Protestant ethic" as taught not by Luther but by 
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Calvin. .Sombar·t. rej ected Weber• a theaia and indeed dealt it 
some heavy and 1:elli� blows. But his theaia wu far from 
being •s defendable as W•bel: ' •• K• auggeated that the ere-
ators of modern capitalism were the Sephardic Jews who , in 
the sixteenth c�ntury ,  fle4 from LisbOn and Seville to Ha.­
burg and hmsterdam; and he traced the "spirit of capitalism" 
to the Jewish ethic of ti. Talmud. 
Trevor-Roper does not agree with Somba.rt' s  as sessment , 
but he does see much merit in Weber ' s  thesia. 1 The two dif-
fer in de�ree more than in fundamentals. Trevor-Roper points 
out that capitaliam did ex1at uader feudalism, but that it 
was limited in development within· th e  r,igid limit• set by th• 
controll1I19 Prince ;- somethiog like present day "state capi­
talism. " This is a type of "bureaucratic" aystem in which 
the regul&tion of the State tends to squeeze out free enter­
prise. The earlier system had been the mercantile system of 
the free cities , which might be compared to a more flexible 
type of monarchy. Trevor-Roper compares this earlier system 
2 to the economy of China in th e  ninth century A.D. 
Weber was right when he saw that the Calvinist 
entrepreneurs were proliferating thl:ou;h &urope. Tre�r­
Roper claimed that Weber inverted the problem. The novelty 
lay not in the entrepreneurs them.selves. accordin; to Trevor­
Roper , but in the c:ircumatanc4tS that drove them to em1grate. 3 
l Ibid . , P• s. 
2 �bid. , P• 38. 
3 Ibid . , p. 28. 
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Nevertheless , the l?roteatant ethic and the people who 
lived by its tenets had much to dO with the treatunent of 
Oeviant•type W in the eomill.9 centlJ.riea--the 1800 ' •  and 
1900 • s .  
However, it i s  important to point out that in aocor­
dance with the point •ade in the outline of the growth of 
the Protestant ethic above , the Calvinists in their mig�ation 
and mis si·onary zeal were the cause of a wi tch-er�aze in scot-
land which rivued a.nything that had C)Ccurred in Europe up to 
that time. 
Another reference to the persecution of witches by a 
Protestant group , the Puritans , must be made be:fo� closing 
the hooks on the 17th century. Szasz notes that in t� year 
1692 the Salem Witeh '!'rials took place in the Un1Vld States 
and the disease that had flourished so long in Europe had 
spread to the western hemisphere for a brief but violent 
epidemic. 1 
Chara{t.efistj.cs and Stntctw:e of Eurogean Society 
Dur rig the f!me ol 0,ie ¥i'i�ratlc S�ate in the 
Pefipg f fom the Ninth Through th• 
e ghti&ftt.1i e•nt\irles 
In contras t to Buckley ' s  concept of conflict-actuai:•d 
open, adaptive system viev of aoeie·ty , the soci·e.ty in actual­
! ty , when controlled by the inati tutions of tM Olurch and 
State ltolhich ha� served to rigidify the strucrture , wa• a 
closed system. A closed ays�em functions independently of 
1szas z ,  Manufactur! o f  �adne�1, P• 300 . 
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the environJ'lent and if any internal maladjustment dewlopa 
the whole systttm is threatened. I f ,  for instance, th• society 
( as a closed system) is compared to a thermodynamic system in 
which at.earn is conducted under pre•aure through pipe• �o do 
work , the continual build-up of greater pre•sure from a heat 
source in the sotdal enVirol'l8lent will eventually result in 
the destruction of the ayatem if no proVision is wtade to 
relieve the pressure 9radUal ly. Thia 1• a perfect paral lel 
with the old closed ayatem-rigid structure view of society. 
(In this study , in the sectiona to come , a thermodynamic 
analogy will he used to show the effect that conditions with­
in the social env1renment had on the various scapegoat groups 
at particul ar pivotal points in the historical diaension-­
demonstrating in cartoon form the action of "•afety valve" 
effect. ) 
As a result of the development of medieval capitalism 
and this widening of the peoples • intellectual base , they 
began queationing the s tructure of socieby and searching for 
new answers to life ' s  problems. Thua began the period known 
as the Renaissance. The Renaissance began fir•t in Italy and 
Spain. This new humanism brought an attitude that caused men 
to challenge clerieal authority and rely increaainqly on 
obser.ation end experimentation. The peJ'iod waa not only a 
revival of pagan letters bat of pagan religion. It is easy 
to see why the church would view this new attitude as a 
threat to its strict and rigid structure. Established reli­
gion was wi lling to gi ve mysticism free pl ay so long as it 
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dtd *" � on the .-- of faltb or llQl'al•• t'tata ;  the 
myst1eie• of pagan lott•n and Pe<JUl rellg1on could not :M 
Dllowed. 
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t»gan 1n I\ely Md ti.n S.peia. ItJ then mowd m.rtht finally 
dyin9 out 1n th• pl-&e111• of' orl91n. ilel'Gft ti. cmd oE � 
Aenat•••� per�, wh1Ch T.n�s- pu� at. 1Gl0t2 !\aly 
and speJ.n had taken • bac1t seat ln ralation to the rest o-f 
�l'W'fOC"-RO-per al.-O polnta out that •a.ch Of th• t� 
9*nH"al ate.tee •ntionod bad a a.J-.aua•fa-oe•" �h bad a 
' . .  
poaltive as.de ot PC"OOl'eaS and • 1109atiw ales. of i:egnsa.ton. 
,.,. ��•t aut�-or goe• on to •taht 
Th9 1-na1a•anc9 vu • nTiYol not only of pe<Jan 
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� Of the ApO•tl .. m• al• lo the . . fyl� centurl" of the Hebrew td.r �;•• The sc1ent1*1c: 
1Tr6"10r-ROptlr t fi\liei.?;!!!!-.W.l!;;r�Q!!., P• 90 • 
2!b1d. , P• a. 
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Revolution was shot through w.ith 1->yth.agorean mysti­
cism and cosmological fantasy. 
The periods that followed the end of the Renaissance , 
the Reformation, Counter-reformation and the Scientific Revo­
lutio n ,  might be generaliz·•d under one heading-the Age of 
Enlightenment. 
As the nations o f  the north hud looked to the south 
during the first part of the Renaissance , the nations of the 
south were looking to the north during the whole of the 
Enlightenment , starting as early as the latter part of the 
Renaissance. The cause of this great cultural shift in 
geographic focus waa the religious aspect accordirg to 
Trevor-Roper. 2 
In summing up the two general cultural and ideolog­
ical periods of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment , it 
might be said that the Renaissance had its inception under 
Catholicism and the &nlightenment under Protestantism. I n  
the Medieval society and during the Middle Ages , the Catholic 
Church was allied wi th  the State and its Princes in order to 
extend their power wooed the Church and ma.ny exercised and 
occupied both secular and temporal power. But the rise of a 
kind of medieval capitalism and the creation of a middle class 
coupled to the trade of mercantilism with other countries and 
exploration resulted in the challenge to the Church' s author-
1ty that was noted earlier. 
1 Ibid. , P• 9 0 .  
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Of course the Ch�rch struck back in an attempt to 
reestablish its structural solidarity1 and to stifle those 
malcontents who would question its practices. ,It tried to 
keep theae questioners from spreading their contagion. 
Disruptive forces or the "threat" of disruptive 
forces tend to "heat up" a rigidly structured society and 
cause pressures that eventually cause the structure to rup­
ture unless . the pressure can be relieved in some way that 
will retain the vertical integrity of the closed system. One 
way to do this is to attack , either individually or as a 
group , the subcultural groups or individuals that had less 
interaction or systemic linkage with the greater society. 
These groups represent an opening to the outside , since there 
was not a eomplete congruence betw.,en their value system and 
the value system of the greater society. In this way , a sub­
cultural qroup picked as a "scapegoat" could be used as a 
channel to bleed off the pressures that threatened the struc­
tural integrity of the society . ( I n  the same way the social 
heretic: became a "safety valve" for the part of his value 
system that did not �oincide with the gre ater value system 
offered a relie£ vent for �ocietal pres sures . ) 
When the fact that society is a rigidly structured 
closed �ystam is considered , any crisis within the system 
is a threat to the integrity of the whole .  Thus , when a part 
of the system is relieved, the threat to the whole is allevi­
ated. 
In this sense , then, any individual or group that 
might be used as a target for tenaion or anxiety•r•l1ev1ng 
conflict to rees tablish the tttructural integrity of th• aya­
tem could be called a "safety valYe" 111e�hania1n. I� i·a within 
theae parameters that the present author is using the adapta­
tion of Simmel ' s  idea. 
The s ame  function waa daacribed by Erikson aa a 
boundary-maintaining funct1on. 1 Nevertheles s , whether it is 
called boundary-Dlaintaining , acapegoa.ting , "safety.valve" or 
cathartict the result is the same to maintain and strengthen 
the rigidity of the social structure when it is conceived of 
as a closed system. 
If a closed social system is to maintain itsel f it 
must ha.w either some "s afety val ve "  mechanie1n or acme method 
of expansion to accommodate increasing forces which build up 
pressures within the system. Throughout history both have 
been used. Subcul tural groups and individual social heretics 
have been singled out to be "scapegoats" and fulfill t:he 
s afety-valve function , and mercantilism, war , territorial 
expanaion, imperialism, and religious and ideological expan­
sionism have all been used to expand the system its•lf to 
relieve internal pressures . Thia is a crude form of control. 
The thermodynamic analogy hare seems appropriate. The simple 
suety valve and expansion offers rudimentary control over a 
potentially destructive aitu�tion. If the adaptation could 
be carried a stap further as Ja.rnas Watt did with the flybal l 
1Erikson , Sociology of Deviance. 
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governor , then the p.rinc:ipal of feedback would ha.ve been 
applied and homeostasis would be a possibility. Such waa 
not the case with societie• in the past , however , being 
revarded aa qlosed systems by most scholars . The idea of 
society as e. conflict aatuated , open and adaptive ayatem is 
the recent result of the presaurea of the c:ivil-rig,hts actdv-
1ty i n  a pluralistic society. 
As this study progresses , the thermodynamic analogy 
will be used from time to time to 1llustl1ate , with idealized 
pictoral representation� , the conditions prevaJAnt 1n society 
at certain nodal or pivotal points in the h1$torical dimen-
sion. 
The thermodynamic anal09'Y has precedent for use i n  
the area o f political science. In that discipline � the 
"boiling pot" analogy has been util i zed for many years to 
describing the effect of confl ict in rigidly-structured 
societies. The popularity of this analogy is attested to by 
the popularity o f  the phra.se "keeping the lid on" with such 
enforcement agencies of social control as the p0lice . 
The analogy as it is used in this study will be 
al tered to some extent to include analogous concepts for 
specific gravity , lower boiling point and mechanisms for 
expans ion within a "closed system. "' 
In the study, the marginal and minority groups will 
be compared to liquids of lower specific gravity and lower 
boiling point--these characteristics dependi ng  on the extent 
to which they �re integrated into the oversociety. 
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On the following pag e ,  the first of the serie s  of 
illus trations described above appears . This illustration 
shows the structure , rigidity, and the forces at work i n  
soc:iety during the Church-state partnership of the Theocratic 
State whiah lasted through the periods of the Refortnation, 
and the Counter-reformation down to the time of the French 
Revolution. 
A S ummar* of the Effe�ts �hat the Societal �truc­
ture, C a r acter and C�isis Conditions had on 
the Development,, Spread and Generalization 
of the S tereoty2;! of �he S9cfal Heretic 
f Signified by the Construct Deviant 
Type-W) ae\ween the Ninth and 
the Ni!lf!teenth Centur!es 
In summation, this first period of history, covering 
the period from biblical times through the Cl assical ages. up 
to the end of the eighteenth century , i t  i s  evident that the 
stereotype or constell ation of traits that are referred to as 
Deviant type-W i n  this study was already we l l  entrenched in 
ive s tern history and tradition by the end of the Roman empire. 
The Bible not only recognized the existence of people of 
extrae>rdinary powers but describ�d them as �o function 
appearance and as to treatment. The Greeks systematized magic 
and sorcery and a wealth of n1ate.rial is found in their liter­
ature as to physical description o� the practitioners and 
their power. I t  was the Greeks that extended the s tigmatiza­
tion of being l abeled as a sorcerer to include famil ies and 
even nations of people ( i . e .  the Chaldeans ) .  The Romans 
inherited the systematic organization of the hierarchy of 
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magical practices from the Greeks to which they added their 
native version of divination based on the use of the entrail• 
of freshly-slain s acrificial victims . 
The course of magic and sorcery and the fortunes of 
their practitioners in Greece and the Roman tmpire was out­
lined in some detail in light of the influence that it had 
on l ater times. H. R. Trevor-Roper , whose work on the 
European Witch-Craze is a brilliant sociological evaluation,  
is , however , negli9ent when he atatesa 
For in the Dark Age there was at least no witch­
craze. There were witch-beliem, of course--a scat­
tered folklore of peasant superstitions a the casting 
of spells , the making of storms , converse with spirits ,  
sympathetic: magic. such beliefs are universal , in 
time and place , and in this essay I am not concerned 
with them. I am concerned with the organized , ayst.­
matic "demonology" which the medieval Church con-
a tructed out of theae beliefs which , in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries , acquired a terrible momen­
tum of ita own. l 
He is right when he states that there was no witch­
craze during the dark ages but , as the precedin9 material 
points out, the stereotype that included the vitch as •he was 
characterized in the period from the 14th to the 19th century 
had already been "systeMatizedu by the Greeks a thousand 
years before. Trevor-Reper entirely discounts this heritage 
of well-docu .. nted material uhat stretched through the tiae 
from ancient Egypt to the fall of the Roman Empire. 
The Church during the Middle Ages was not doin9 its 
first battle with sorcery and magic. During the day• of 
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Rome it had vied with neo-Pl atoniam and Mithraism for 
suprem&cy , final ly winning out over the other p�an religions 
under the emperor Constant�ne. 
The sociological impo�t Of this £irat battle with the 
occult sciences was that it served to demonstrate what an 
u1deal " enemy waa in the dichotomy that the (;nurch wished to 
preserve s Good was R.i tteA �ainst evil , ti-uth against lies , 
life against death, light a9ainat darkness , and God against 
the forces of S atan. This was a social co nflict to stagger 
the imagination. And , due to the fact that duri ng times �f 
dvil unres\ and uncertainty, and under eraperors that favored 
them 1 the soothsayers , astrologers and other 90-betweena in 
the interaction between man and the supernatural multiplied 
so rapidly the Cbristian leadership waa fearful of what would 
happen if they were to lose tl'leir iron control over their 
flock. 
Aa wa.a covered in the historical material , in the 
l att•r days of the Roman empire there was a struggle for the 
minds of the people between the Christians and the neo­
Pl atonista . In terms of material reward , the Chri stians had 
less to offer than did neo-Platonism. Christianity was 
originally the reli91on of the poor1 it was based on negativ­
ism { witness the ten commandments . most of which are admoni­
tions not to act in  a oerta.in way) 1 there was a complete lack 
of material reward--it had to be spiritual in the next worl d ;  
man was naturally sinful , and there was only one paternalis­
tic God who gave no evidence of hi s existence. 
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This was faced with the pomp and splendour of the 
polytheistic religions supported by the neo-Platonista , who 
offered rewards that could be seen and touched. These early 
days of the persecution of the Christi ans were not forgotten 
by the Church when it gained the power to make the continent 
of Europe a "Theocratic State from the time of Clovis to the 
time of the French Revolution . 1  ( Although the Catholic 
Church lost its complete control of the continent with 
Luther' s  Reformation and the protestant movement, the follow­
ing period of social conflict between the two churches--the 
periods of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation--was still 
a period when the Church was allied with the State in com­
plete control of society . )  
Trevor-Roper states that i n  the period between the 
eighth and the twelfth centuries the Churchmen ceased to 
believe in magic. 2 In the text presented in this paper it 
has been shown that there were Churchmen, nobles and common-
ers that did believe fully in the power of magic ,  ao much so 
in fac t ,  that agitation was 9oing on to get civil action 
against s�rcerers as wel l as ecclesiastical action, and this 
was accomplished under Charles the Bald. 
The reason for making the point of �he fact Christians 
bel ieved in the power of the sorcerers and witches during all 
this time is to demonstrate that the characteristics of the 
1seaaz,  Manufacture of Mag••· 
2Trevor-aop� , Eu.r9P!a9 Witch-Craze , p. 92. 
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bundle of traits designated here as Deviant type-w was kept 
alive and viable particularly on the emotional level contin­
uously from the days of Rameses until the end o f  the thir­
teenth century. 
Even in the ancient world ,  this stereotype has been 
shown to progress through stages that might variously be 
described in degrees from encourageme�t to acceptance , to 
toleration, to suppression, to extermination. It is socio­
logically significant to note that during this period of 
history acceptance and encouragement was during times of 
strife , uncertainty , confusion ( whether on a national or an 
individual level ) .  On the other hand , tolerance was during 
t imes of relative social stability. Suppression was uaually 
for political purposes , while extermination was used in times 
of panic when the stereotype became a "trans fer.nee object" 
or scapegoat for aggression that society would otherwise 
have directed inward upon itself. It has been shown that 
this has been applied to whole families and even nations by 
the Greeks . The Chaldeans ca.i-ried their reputation down to 
modern times . Another characteristic is appearance. I t  is 
obvious that , from the descriptions of witches by the Greeks , 
this can vary a great deal . Greek witches varied in appear­
ance from stately beauties to crones .  Any type of nonconform­
ist behavior was sufficient. to label someone as being "differ­
ent . "  This has a cumul ative effect , for once the ind! vi dual ' s 
eccentric behaviour was noticed , other traits that form the 
constel l ation were ascribed to him. 
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In the hoinogeneous societies of the city-state• of 
old , people like the Chaldeans , who came in from elsewhere , 
had an air of mystery about them. The closed society of th• 
city-state called for much more con£o.rmity than did th• com­
plex urban society of the time of the industrial revolution. 
A person, outside his own restricted locale , was � at.ranger 
and an alien �verywhere else. His customs were regarded with 
suspicion because he wu "different. " 
From historical material presented in tha foreioing 
discus•ion, it is eVident that the label of wizard , aorcerer , 
astrologer, diviner , seer , witch or any other, could be 
ascribed to just about anybody so 10119 as they posaessed at 
least one of the traits of the constellation. If they pos­
ses$ed one of the traits , others might be ascribed to them , 
or as in the case of the Chaldean.a , they might be labeled 
juat because they belonged to a certain family or national 
group. So it is aeen that the label th�t is uaed •hifts with 
time and place. The "stereotype " can be fitted to an indi­
vidual or a group, and this indi v1du4cl is 91 ven "vi•ibil1 ty" 
because scmee>ne profit• from bringing him to the attention 
of the collectivity or he may be "fitted" for the role of 
scapeqoat to expiate sotAe one peraon• s guilt or the guilt o f  
society is what is important. In times of tolerance of 
deviance or even encouragement of it, or after haruament , 
an individual may choose to play the role of deviant that 
society has assigned h.im because the rewards are greater for 
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playing the role.1 
By {)Oint ing out the ease with wnich the Deviant type-w 
can be fitted to an individual ( no matter what the l abel) it 
is easy to see how the Inquisitors came to look upon Witch-
craft and heresy as the same crime so far as the punishment 
extended. The guilt in both cases was nonconformity or 
rebell ion against the authoritarian ethic. 'l'h� Christian 
reliqion is an authoritarian reli9ion based on belief in a 
Paternalistic God , and the pattern is: that none is without 
s i n,  that all feel guilt and gaining forgiveness cal l s  for 
submission and confession. In a society based on the author-
itarian ethic ,  rebellion is the greatest transgression and 
nonconformity ( when 1t is given visibility) is a kind of 
rebellion. 2 Once an ind1Vi.dual has been given visibility , a 
kind of vicious spiral takes over as people ' s  memories begin 
to fill in the blank spaces in the classical stereotype. 
Finally , the victim will stand guilty by circ::urnatantial 
evidence. 
Before continuing with the period from the fourteenth 
century until the French Revolution . it would be wel l to 
expl ain one more factor about the importance of heresy to a 
sociological analysis of a historical period. 'l'his can be 
accomplished in an adaptation of conflict theory . 
1 scheff , Being Mental ly I l l .  
2Fromm , Man for Himself ,  pp� 147-62. 
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Coser describes the problems facing the Catholic 
Church both before and after the Reformation. 1 Before the 
Reformation, the Church with the rigid rules and the strict 
obedience that it required was . a hard taskmaster for its 
followers . Something had to be done to artificially give it 
cohesiveness and firm up its internal structure. Coser 
states , 
Disappearance of the original enemy l eads to a 
search for new enemies so that the group may continue 
to engage in eontlict , thereby maintaining a structure 
that 1 t would be in danger of losing were there no 
longer an enemy. 2 
This was the case up to the reformation ,  for the 
regrouping against the heathen magicians and witches who 
would destroy th�r religion and their community gave the 
people "purpose . "  The fact that these people were people 
just like themselves until they were "found out" gives an 
additional mission of weeding out "traitors " and preserving 
their institutioh. (It i s  a fact, too , that most of the 
Witch-hunt was carri•d out by the Dominicans dl,U:ing the fir•t 
part and the Jesuits during the second part. Involved were 
mountain areas of the Pyrenees and the Alps , pointing up the 
evangelistic mission of these groups in uniting a backward 
area against a common enemy. The fact that this enemy was 
one of their own, only made the search more frenetic. 
After The Reformation the conflict system might be 
1coser, Functions ot Social .Conflict , PP• 10�-101. 
2xbid. , p .  105. 
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lasted for so long. 
It was the fundamental intolerance of the rigid 
structure of the Christian religio n ,  as represented by the 
Roman Catholic Church , that resulted i n  the social conflict 
situation that led to the long period of extermination and 
repression. 
It has already been shown i n  the Classical period 
that the cl assical stereotype included all types of groups 
and individu al s :  nonconformists such as seers , astrologers , 
fortune-tellers , witches ,  oracles and others who were just 
"different" or alien. Under the Greeks and the Romans the 
heritage of magic , the occult ,  spiritualism , witchcraft and 
astrology had been "systematized" and even absorbed into the 
Mythology and the religions then i n  vogue. 
Then the Roman empire was also exposed to a new type 
of "mys ticism" concerning the existence of a single ttpaternal­
istic" and j e alous God, structured on a fundamental dichotomy 
concerning an eternal struggle between this God and his oppo­
site counterpart. It was light a9ainst dark, good against 
bad or God against Satan. The God kept his kingdom in line 
by the use of guilt , and the mutual confession and expiation 
of that guilt which led to a cathartic religious experience. 
such a religion of deprivation of carnal appetites 
and self-induced suffering attracted a l arge number of con­
verts who had tendencies to offer themselves to martyrdom. 
Nominally the new mystic religion took the name o f  an earlier 
Jewish prophet Whose teachings di ffered greatly from the new 
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religion in that he supported conformity and "working within 
the s ystem for change" ( in the vernacular of the present 
day ) .  The Roman Emperors and the Roman society never did 
understand this new religion of individuals who were at this 
time "nonconformi sts" and who fitted the category of Deviant 
type-w themselves . 
It must be pointed out here that this group , too, 
believed sincerely in the "magic., and the "occult sciences" 
but they associated this magic with the "negative" God in 
their P antheon. It must also be pointed out that actually 
this religion had two Gods--locked in an eternal struqgle-­
the outcome being understood--that at some time in the future 
the "good" God would triumph. The "negative .. God , or Antigod 
Satan , had supernatural powers , but those who chose to sup­
port him had only temporary power as opposed to those who 
chose to support the "good" God. If these "believers " would 
forego "special powers" in this worl d ,  they would gain a 
reward during the period of victory of the "good" God in the 
"spiritual " realm. There he would establish for them after 
the ultimate victory which would result in the battlefield 
of contention, the "physical" world. 
To most of the Romans this structure seemed no more 
believable than the polytheism that they were already prac­
ticing and which offered them tangible "hedon1atie" rewards. 
Scientifical ly, in terms of empirical evidence , nee-Platonism 
and Mithraism seemed a great deal more logical than the com­
pletely "spiritual " conviction of the new and "wierd" 
1 9 3  
nonconformist sect who called themselves "Christi ans . "  Ideo­
logically, the new sect was a religious uconflict system0 
whose whole basis was contradiction in practice . Psycholog­
ical ly, it seemed to emphasize nnegative" values in terms of 
the orientation Of the Romans. 
Nevertheles s ,  this new and "intolerant" religious 
"cult "  ul timately triumphed through the conversion of the 
Roman Emperor Constantin• , and from there , its success grew 
until it became a formal religious institution which ulti­
mately came to exercise both sacred and secular power over 
the territory once controlled by the Roman empire. 
However , the Catholic church inherited the systematic 
literature of magic and the occult which the Greeks had put 
together and the Romans had institutionalized ( although they 
assigned this power to the "negative " Antigod Satan and his 
demons ) together with the specific prohibi tion against the 
practice of such arts which the Old Testament of the Jews 
stated in no uncertain terms. ( They were prepared to imple­
ment these written prohibitions literal ly. ) That the clergy 
and the majority of the Christian people believed completely 
in this system as 1t has been outlined here has been thoroughly 
documented. ( See the Malleus and other bibliographical ref­
erences too numerous to list here . )  
It is the writer• s hypothesis that evidence indicates 
that it was not the belief in witchcraft itself that trig­
gered the great witch craze of the 16th and 1 7th cen�urie s .  
I t  was a combination of the economic and political situation 
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belief. Most importantly ,. it was specifically condeamad in 
the ."holy scripture. " 
However , thia would seem to take care of only half 
the problem that faced the Papacy since it was specifically 
a two-pronged one. In addition to the deviants , there were 
the groups such as the Arabs and the Jews that controlled the 
finance and commerce Qf f;urope ( particularly Spa.in--the 
classical example of . the medieval Theocratic State ) &a 
oppoaed to the Church , tn.t controlled the government and the 
real property. Then there we.re the devianta , the non­
conformist.$ who were "questioning " the basic teac;hinga Of the 
Church. (Alrea�y pointed out. ia the fact that. th• raost ser­
ious crime posaible in an autboroaratic ethi�al syatem is the 
crime of rebel lion. > 1 The process of "'fleationing " the teach­
ings and regulationa of the clergy constitut-4 an act of 
rebel lion which constituted the worst possibl e sin--heresy. 
This fu�niahed the Church with its original 1nstruAl8nt. Now 
it was faced with the problem of bringing th• two groups in 
question toqether under thi• uaabrella of common guilt. 
Deviant type-w caJM to the raa�-naturally. Al thou� 
it was true that some individuals whose only crime was being 
"different" in appeaxanc:e and who might be sacrificed to 
someone ' s ambition or l.magination might auffer innocently ,  
the ehurcll reasoned 1 t wa.a for the ultimate "good of tbe 
1Fromm , Man for Himsel f ,  pp. 147-1 6 2 .  
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majority. " These innocent individuals were "expendableH in 
the cause of the "purge of evil . "  Even though �hey were not 
heretics, they were acclaimed as social "undesirables "  by 
their peers . Thus they received the taint of ttcriminality. " 
Crime is , after al l ,  socially defined. 
Once such a "'aafety valve" action was set in motion 
by the power of authority, it had a "snowball "  ef feet , grow­
ing by its own inertia until the general public was caught up 
in the "hyster1 a" or "social fear" ( as Trevor-Roper defines 
1t ) 1  and it became an all-out social catharsis . Trevor-Roper 
has also pointed out i n  his book ( quoted in the body of this 
section) that the change of charge• to civil authority , and 
the establishment of the device of torture in the hands of 
the . .  civil authority, resulted in further "snowballing" of the 
"vicious cycle" ot condemnation and confession. 
The psychological traits o f  s adism and masochis• 
operated in the peraonali t1•• of both vietiRUJ and the parse-
cutors to increase the nuabers brought into the net. In addi-
I 
tion, each new confession with its horrible details , made 
even more lurid by the process of torture , added to the ''myth­
ology" and also to the "credibility" of the accusations of 
the persecutor•. Through this "safety valve" the Church 
released the social pressures of conflict and eliminated the 
"threat" to its rigid social structure by converting it into 
••common threat" to al l .  
1 Trevor-Roper, European Witch-Cra��· 
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Not all the "dissenters " and "traitors" were silenced , 
however. Martin Luth�r , for example , managed to lead his 
success:ful revolution in Germany. This revolution resulted 
in the es�ablishment of the Protestant reformation. Ulti-
' 
mately, this led to other cults and then to other protestant 
sects . One very important one in terms of Devi ant type-W 
was Calvinism. 
An interesting note to include here in this narrative 
is that the worst persecutions ( outside Spain) took pl ace in 
the rural areas o f  the Alps and the Pyrenees where the orders 
of the Dominicans and the Franciscans ( and later the Jesuits ) 
were proselyting for Catholicism in evangel istic movements . 
Also i nterestin9 was that these •·am• areas were the prineipal 
general - areas of conflict and persecution under the Protea-
tants with the persec:utions �lowing bl!lCk and forth with 
alternating charges of "heresy .. according to which religious 
orientation happened to be gaining ground at that particular 
time. The significance o� this is that it shows that the 
Protestants siMply took over the "systematized" ideology of 
the Catholics !.!l toto and reversed it to apply to its orig­
inal supporters when they gained advantage. 
Finally; no.ever, the �OrCe·S o f  the ris ing capital­
istic economy and the nlO�tGent to the cities plus the philo­
sophic thought of the 18th c:entury combined to turn the 
intere�ts of society into other channels sudl as expansion 
and i•per1alism. 
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Trevor--Roper ( as 1t l\as already been pointed out) 
said that it was a fundamental C!h&119e in philoaophy which 
concerned man• s relation to Nat"1Z'e and to God , and , indeed, 
the very nature of that God that caused the witch-craze to 
' 
die out gradually. However , the previous lx>dy of evidence 
has shown that this aonc:ept of Trevor-Roper, is much too 
hig.hly simplifi•d• l'irat, Mither the Dominicans , the Fran­
ciseana , the Jesuits ; nor the pr.c;>testant evangeliata gr their 
parishoners on th• "mi•aion-.ry fron� " 1n the rural ueu of 
E.urope were philosophically oriented. All bne•• people were 
more emotionally than intell.eatually oriented . In these areas 
men were moved by p.rofit. or expediency , not by high-blown 
intellectual idaat a.a to tha sclentific unity of the Universe. 
Besides , the men who followed th• Protestant ethic in northern 
Europe . and whQ suppl.anted the Catholic lead•x-s , w.re be­
lievers in e�aetly the a am.  jealous God. They were sUbject 
to all the restrictions that \he members of thee Roman Church 
were plus one further negativ• f.a.ctor . They did not have the 
psycholo91.cal guilt-assuaging dev.t.ce of the co�essional in 
front of the priest to f a.ll back on to rec:Qver their payc:ho­
logic:al balance. 
Tl\e pre'ri.ous body of evidence also has •hown that 
Trevor-Roper• s co ntention of the Hdeath" of the classic 
stereotype at this time does not held up. The reas.on that he 
ad.vane;•• fo� 1this "death" is not valid. Th6 a'te�eetyptt did 
remain. True 1 t sank b&Gk into th• c:ul tural inventory , to 
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reemerge in different form, but it did remain. 
As th� society turned to the new pursuits of capital­
ism and expansio n with the corres ponding increase in mobility 
of the p0pul at ion, it, turned from the process of internal 
conflicts and its interests shifted to points outs ide itsel f  
and i t s  structure. The Age of Exploration and Cqloni zation 
was underway and mercantilism was in full swing . Eyes turned 
to other parts and climes and the internal . troubles of soci­
ety subsided a.s , in terms o·f the �onflic:t theory of Coser , 1 
they found outside enemies on which to direct their aggression. 
This gave the Church and the State a new raison 
d ' etre in term$ of expansion and imperialism. As Coser 
states when he qu�tes Chester Bernard , 
ttAn organization must disinteg rate if it cannot 
accomplish its purpose. It also destroys itself by 
aceomplishinq its purpose. "2 Thus new purpose& 
must be found in order to avoid dissolution. 
• • • Disappearance of the original enemy leads 
to a s�arch for new enemies so that the group may 
continu• to engage. i n conflict' thereby maintain­
i ng  a struct·ure that would be n danger of losing 
were there no longec an enemy. 
Philosophers and thinkers took advantage Of this new 
outgoing orientation to insti tute more humanistic relations 
between the state and the individual , and the concept of 
individual rights and dignity began to take root with the 
1coser, F�nctions of Social Conflict . 
. 2Chester Bernard quoted in Coser , Functipns 9f So�i al 
Conflict , p. 105. 
3coser , Fu!\etions of Social Conflict, p. 105. 
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idea of the "social contract. " 
An incident which further supports the Deviant type-W 
thesis is the new outbreak o f  the witch "hysteriau in 1692. 
By this time the witch-craze i n  Europe was dying out. How­
ever , the homogeneous Protestant group of the Puritans had 
been exported to America together with their inflexible 
social structure. In the Salem, Mas s .  of 1 6 9 2 ,  similar con­
ditions developed in which this close-knit society turned in 
u;:ion itself for a group to furnish a "safety-valve. u Again 
Deviant type-W came to the rescue with one manifestation of 
this nonconformist group , the witch. This epidemic burned 
with a fl ame just as bright a s  the European epidemi c ,  though 
it was over in a much shorter time. 
In America and in Europe in the 18th century the 
stereotype settled back into the cultural inventory to re­
emerge in a new manifestation. This time the manifestation 
was a double one. 
In every society there is a l arge conglomeration of 
nonconformist individuals who , during times of stress or 
social pressure either choose to come together to form a 
col lectivity or are forced by society into a collectivity or 
ttsubcul ture . "  Such pressures were the ones affecti ng the 
nonconformists variously labeled as witches or heretics or 
Jews . As a result of the determination policy followed dur­
ing the In�uisition in Spain , the Jews were scattered 
through0ut Europe 'n numbers so small that they did not 
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compd.se a "threatening minority. " Thus , society could a9atn 
i9non th•. However, there nad to be attother way of dealing 
with other no.ncoriformists of the characteristics of Deviant 
type-..w. 
The answer was s imple . This time inst:e a.d of Jews and 
Arabs , i11$tead of heretics and witches , tnere would be luna­
tics and criminals. Thu• the Deviant type ... w was divided 
between insane and the "'l awlu s" ·element. 
There vere many factors leading to the concept of 
ins anity. The Industrial Revolution and the accompanying 
urban movement was cr•ating a society that was more imper­
sonal than it had been under feudalism. People were more 
"mobi le , "  idiosyncracies or eccentricities were not so 
"visible , "  and if "vi$ible'' was not the threat that it had 
been under the rural community or mech anical society that 
had no outaide interests to ":stabi lize" its rlg1d1 ty of form. 
The rise of the Protestant ethic had put into con­
crete terms the relationship and responsibilities of man 
toward God , other 1ndi\1'1dual s ,  and so<:iety. This "Protestent 
ethie" waa to be the dominant value orientation il'l Western 
society right down to ,  and continuing into the present. The 
subsequent effects of this ethic will be discus sed in more 
detai.l later • bu1t in the 18th century, it w.as allied with the 
new out.loek that science had given to the field of �edieine 
toward disease . So , a new conception was born that was to 
become even more important in the two centuri&s to follow; 
the concept of mental ill ness . In addition to the concept of 
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mental illness waa to develop later the associated concept of 
therapy. These became what Szasz has referred to as the 
"myth" of mental illness an'1 the rise of the Therapeutic 
State. 1 
In comparing the present day to the 16th, 17th , and 
18th centuries . Szasz makes the following po1nts z 
Psychiatrists are enthusi astic advocates of the 
psychopatholo9ical theory of witchcrafts they 
maintain that witchea were mentally sick women who 
had been m1sq1agnosed by well-intentioned but 
ignorant inquisitory. Historians , on the other 
hand , are strong supporters of the scapegoat 
theory of witchcraft : they hold that witches 
were the sacrificial offerings of a society ani­
mated by the symbolism and values of Christian 
society. 2 
Szasz goes on to compare the "differential diagnosis" 
technique used in the 16th, 17th , and 18th centuries with the 
differential diagnosis of today : 
The medieval diagnostici an had to di stinguish 
persons afflicted with natural diseases from those 
afflicted with demonic d1$eases. The contemporary 
physician must distinguisb persons afflicted with 
bodily disease s  from those afflicted with mental 
diseases . 
· 
• • • The point we must keep in mind is that i n  
the d sys of the Malleus , if the physician could find 
no evidence of natural illness , he was expected to 
find evidence of witchcraft ; today , it he cannot 
diagnose organic illness , he is expected to di agnose 
mental ill nes s . 
In both situations , o nce the subject comes into 
the presence of the physician, he becomes a "patient "  
who cannot be left undiagnosed. The doctor often 
feels free to choose between two categories only : 
illness and witchcraft , physical illness and mental 
illness ; he does not feel free--save at the cost of 
1szas z ,  ManufactuEe of Mad!}!!&• 
2 Ibid. , P •  95. 
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defining himself as profes sional ly inep� or social ly 
deviant---to declare that the patient belongs in none 
of these categories . l 
S2asz goes on to quote himself in an expl anatory 
note at the bottom of i:he s ame page that. gi vea a. cogeni: 
argument tor the 'Jg\yth" of mental illness: 
I n  so far as the concept of mental illness fune.­
tions as a classi ficatory l abel j ustifying the psychi­
atric disintegration of nonconformists , it :is logically 
faulty, not because 1 t fai l s  to identify a soci ally de­
finable characteris:t.ic, but because. it mislabels it as 
a disease: and it is morally faulty , not because the 
phys1ciana and psy,c:holoqista who use it are badly 
intentioned , but because it foste.rs social control of 
personal conduct withOut procedural protections of 
i ndividual liberty. ( For detailed discussion , see 
Thomas s .  Szas z ,  The Myth of Mental Illnes� . ) ' 
Trevor-Roper painted out the importance of th• use 
of civil torture in the civil proceedings to bring a)X)ut 
th• high percentage of bizarre co nfess ion$ and stori•s o� 
the days 0£ the witch-cra2e. 
In the historical periods that were to follow and 
which will be devaleped in more detail later, the German 
Gestapo , the French i n  North Africa and the 0Brainchang109u
2 
techniques used against the u . N .  Forces in Korea , all these 
social forces of physical torture were seen to support 
Szas z ' s  theories as stated above . Thi·s would also support 
l Ibid. , PP• 22-23. 
2 "Brainchanging "  and
. 
"brainwashing " are terms which 
were introduced by men like Edward Hunter to d1$cuse the 
process carried on in Korea to change the pol itical beliefs 
of .t.\merican pris6ners. .See \1.il li.am Lindsay White • �ha 
Captiv�s of Korea: An Unofficial Whi te P ape� (New York : 
Charles Scribner• s Sons , 1947) � and BdwardHunter, B.rMn­
waship.g; Th� Story of Men v.�ho Defied It (New York : Farrar , 
Strauss and Cudahy , 19S6). 
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Thomas Scheff ' s  concept of the relation of society and its 
expectations to mental disorders of the individual in terms 
of role theory. 1 
However , the label o f  insanity could not be made to 
fit everyone who was considered socially dangerous. Neither 
could the old. standby "wit<:h" be made to serve since the 
l abel "witch" from the 18th cen� on came to be used more 
sparin9ly and then princi pally in the rural areas ( i t  did not 
die out for people were still being l abeled as witches in the 
true sense of the term even in America i n  the early part of 
the twentieth century) .  
Thus , there was still a l arge group of the members of 
the s tereotype of Ueviant type-W that fell outside the classi­
fication of mentally ill.  In the more complex , impersonal 
capital istical l y- and-expansion-oriented society ( which Durk­
heim refers to as the "organic" society) the deviant was not 
given the very close scrutiny and personal attention that had 
warranted the atscription of sufficient traits to fil l  in the 
classical stereotype to make up for the ones that were missing. 
So if the individual came to the attention of society without 
the full range of traits and he couldn' t  be found to be mad , 
another label had to be found. 
This proved easy to do. The category of "criminal " 
was simply broadened to accommodate all those labeled devi­
ants who ""'10uld not fit under the l abEl of "insane . " After 
al l ,  the result was the same in the ' l8th , 19th and first half 
1scheff , Being Mentally I l l .  
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of the 20th centuries. More or less. permanent or aerial 
incarceration and withdrawal from society thereby diminished 
the "threat" that these individuals poaed. 
Szasz points out: 
With the decline of the power of the Church and 
of the religious world view , i n  the seventeenth cen­
tury , the inquisitor-witch complex disappeared and 
in its pl ace there arose the alienist-madman complex. 
In the new-secular and "sc:ientifia'-'-cultural 
cl imate , as in any othe r ,  there were sti l l  the dis­
advantaged, the disaffected , and the men who thought 
and criticized too much. Conformity was still 
demande d . !  
S z a s z  then goes on t o  point out that his generaliza-
tions are borne out by the founding o f  the mental hospital 
in the seventeenth century. He notes that the l andmark date 
for this change in orientation can be put at 1656 with the 
decree that founded Hospital General fo r the protection . of 
society. 
Szasz is of the opinion that 
It is c::onsiatent with thia close mental and verbal 
association between crime and madness that commitment 
l aws are formulated in terms of the individual ' •  sup­
posed "dangerousne s s n  ( to himsel f and others ) • • • •  
Oangerousneaa , of course , i s  a characteristic t.he 
alleged mental patient shares with the criminal , 
rather than with the medically ill peraon. 2 
It was easy to broaden the classification of "criminal-
ity" at will because society defines what is "eriminal " a.nd 
then solidifies thi• by legislation. 
The trait of Deviant type-W that reaults in whole 
1szZ\sz._  MC\nufacture of Madness , p .  1 3 .  
2 ;Ib!d. ,  P • 18 . 
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peoples being ostrasized or sup�Jres sed or even exterminated 
was not to be forgotten i n  the centuries to come , either. 
The Jews , who had suffered so much as a people during the 
Spanish Inquisition and the P l ague , were to suffer individual 
persecution from this time o n ,  and were to take their turn 
ag ain in the twentieth century as the "escape valve" of a 
highly structured society when Hitler succeeded i n  shifting 
the bl ame for the economic disaster of Germany after World 
'.var I .  Thus the precedent o f  the Inquisition was fol lowed 
with a new pol icy of extermination ( given a new l abel-­
genocide} during V/orld War II . 
At the end of the 18th century , the si tuation o f  the 
classical nonconformist type that has been analyzed under the 
title of Deviant type-':J was better thu.n it had been during 
the whole 15th , 1 6th , 17th, and the first hal f of the 18th 
century. The s tigma of 11wi tch11 and "heretic" hu.d been 
1 exchanged for the new "stigmutized status11 of 11madness 11 and 
"criminal , "  and the price o f  visibility and public attention 
changed from torture and death to incarceration and depriva-
tion. In addition , many people were able to escape the 
unwanted attention of public judgment altogether because the 
urbanization moveme nt was taking place paralleling the devel-
opment of capitalism and the Industrial Revolution. This 
resulted in a kind of complexity and impersonal ity of soci-
ety that al lowed a higher t'tolerance" of eccentricity. 
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The next period o f  history to be covered ranges from 
the time of the French Revolution to the birth o f  the cyber­
netic revolution. This was to be a period of time that was 
to see a burgeoning growth o f  trends already noted in .·,estern 
society. The career of Deviant type-1,-J and the fate of indi­
viduals clearly exhibiting one or more of the constellation 
of traits that go to make up this classical s tereotype , 
consequently changed for the better to some degree as will 
be seen from the following pages . 
Fir�t, howeve r ,  let significant historical evidence 
be pointed out that will allow the tracing with some degree 
of accuracy of the social setting in which the stereotype 
found iteelf during this period. 
VI .  THE CAREER OF THE SOCIAL HERETIC IN TRE 
AGE OF CAPITALISM ( 1 700-1955) 
During the Renaiss ance and the Age of Enlightenment 
the thought of Man regarding God, nature and himsel f ,  and 
their subsequent relationships , took a new turn. No longer 
did the Scholastic ideals of custom and author! ty hold. Man 
pl aced the emphasis on himself and reoriented his system of 
thinking accordingly. To the medieval mind , controlled by 
the Theocratic S tate , nature had represented an environment · 
that existed and changed from moment to moment by di vine 
intervention. The mind of man in the Renaiss ance and during 
the Enlightenment ,  howeve r ,  stressed the l awfulness of nature 
and the feeling that once the undying rationalism of nature 
had been discovered in terms o� her l aws , man woul d  be found 
to be subject to those sa.m• laws. In other words , the.n ,  both 
physical nature and human nature follow consistent and perm-
anent laws. 
The Chief thinker of the period was Descartes .  'l'he 
central concept o f  Descartes • method was "doubt. "  Bronowski 
and Mazlish state that , 
the books of scholars had shown Descartes th at there 
is no certain t.cuth in authority ; the book of the 
world had shown him that there is none in cus tom. • 
Descartes uproo�ed all his accepted ideas, whether 
they reached him from authority., from cust�ia , or 
through hi!; senses. • • • Li'ke s'ocrates , he had 
arrived at the point where he knew only that he did 
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not know1 and from here he wanted to construct him­
self and the world anew. He would do this by pure 
reason • • • •  
This is the thought which Descartes put into one 
of the most famous sentences in philosophy ; co9ito 
ergo sum ( "I think , therefore I am" ) .  He might have 
put it more correctly by writing dubito ergo sum 
( ''I doubt , therefore I am) .  The chan9• from doubt­
i ng to thinking may have been only a verbal one to 
him , since hys method of thinking was always tc 
doubt. • • • 
The aim of Descartes was to reach down to the area of 
certainty by the step-by-step elimination of doubt. His 
method was analytic and consisted of picking things and 
thoughts to pieces . By using this method he could get down 
to successively simpler planes and arrive cl.oser to the base 
of truth as expressed by l aws \>A1 i ch he felt to be universal 
and immutable. 
Bronowski and Mazlish describe Descartes • method in 
the following words : 
• • •  he had seen that the key to the universe was 
its math•matical structure , and from that moment nGth­
ing less could content science . Therefore , Descartes ' 
methQd i s  des igned ruthlessly to unmask the imponder­
ables , and to find 1n everything the lucid and exact 
structure. Here are hia four rules of logic. 
My first rule was to accept nothing as true which 
I did not clearly reeognize to be so ; to accept noth­
ing more than what was presented to my mind so clearly 
and distinctly that X could have no occasion to doubt: 
it. 
The second rule was �o divide each problem or dif­
ficulty into as many parts as possible. 
The third rule was to commence my reflections with 
objects which were the simplest and easiest to under­
stand , and rise thence , little by little• to knowledge 
1J. Bronowski and Bruce Mazlish, The Western 'Intel­
lectual Traclition (New Yorki Harper & Brothers , Publishers , 
1960), PP • 223-24 , citing Descartes �  
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of the most complex. 
The fourth rule was to make enumerations so com­
plete, and reviews so general ! that I should be cer­tain to have omitted nothing. 
The method of doubt initiated by Descartes was effec­
tive philosophically i n  overthrowing traditional prejudices 
concerning nature and its �rking s ,  but it could not create a 
scheme of natural l aws that were practical and positive. 
Howeve r ,  it did contribute one-hal f of the orientation of 
thought that resulted in the scientific method. I n  order for 
the scientific method to function ,  it requires the combina-
tion of rationalism and empiricism. 
I n  contrast to Descarte s '  commitment to rationalism 
without empiricism , the narrow-minded outlook of the Royal 
Society in Britain in the eighteenth century caused the 
undervaluation of rational inquiry. 
so , as a resul t ,  around 1 760 there developed an 
emphasis by the rising intellects of America and £ngland on 
an empirical view of science with a practical bi as . 
The discussion of the foundations of the scientific 
method leads to the consideration of the first in a series of 
revolutions that took pl ace to change the character of soci-
ety during the eighteenth and the first half of the nine-
teenth centurie s .  
The Era of Revolution 
The basic meaning of the word revolution is �he over­
turning of something. In the period under study at present , 
1 . Ibid. , PP• 220-21 . 
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certain features of life in the Theocratic State were over­
turned and certain other central .features of contemporary 
life were conceived within (historically speaking) a comp�­
atively short apan of time. The first es sential feature is 
the one already discussed aa the pursuit of ecientif ic 
knowledge ,  the birth Of the scientific method of inYeat19a­
tion, an4 the continued application of human talent to tech­
nologic:al advancement . Tne aeaond feature of contemporary 
life concerns the birth of the concept of l arge-scale , mech­
anized industry. The third essential feature to be initiated 
by revolution was the shift of th• center of gravity (in 
terms of power and industrial development) in the Weatern 
world westward toward the new world Of the .Americas . And 
finally ,  the incr•asing importance of the concept �f the 
social contract between the people ruled and their rulers. 
This reaulted in the continuing substitutions of elec:ted 
representative-type repUblican governments for the traditional 
absolutiat monarchies that had cont.rolled th• face of Europe 
during the period of the Theocratic State and the Holy Roman 
Empire. 
The first revolu�ion • w�ich will only be mentioned i n  
passing, did no t  take place in the 18th century but it• 
effects ( since it was not euccessful on the eocial acene) did 
not achieve their full import unt.il the 18th centu.ry. Whi• 
w.as the Puri tan Revolution in Sngland. The Puri tan Revolu­
tion broke the tradition of divine right of kings through 
taJcing the head of King Charlea I .  �hie dld IJ\lch to give 
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legitimacy to the concept of the "social contract" aa l ater 
espoused by Rousseau. 
The second revolution to be discussed here encompassed 
the span of time between lSOO and 1 700 and 1 ts ideas stretched 
into the 18th century to furnish the groundwork for the scien­
tific me't.hod and the institutionalization of technology which 
ushered in yet another revolution. Thia second revolutio n ,  
the Scientifio Revolution , aa Professor Herbert Butterfield 
ia quoted as s aying , "outshines eyerything since the rise of 
Christi anity and reduces the Renaissance and Refo.r11ation to 
the rank of mere episodes . "1 This atatemenu , of course , ia 
an exaggeration aince there are ramifications and int•r-
connections between these lt'IOvementa that muat be considered 
i n  any evaluation of comparative i1npo.rtanae. However , the 
Scientific Revolution , in ita function as the foundation of 
the scientific method , the institutionalization of tecbnoloqy , 
and the rise of �he lnduastrial Revolution doe• make an unmea-
sural>le contribution to the development of modern technical 
society. 
It is the Scientific Revolution that instituted the 
concept of the math•matical analysis of the natural world 
that gave impetus ta the thought of men .such a• Deaaart.ea. 
It is the Scientific Revolution , too , that is responsible for 
the beginnlnq o f  a breach between science and religion which 
is an area of contention in the present day. 
1eronowski and Mazlich , Western Intellectual Tradi­
tion , p .  1 0 7 ,  citing Prof. Herbert Butterfield . 
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The Industrial Revolution had its inception i n  Eng­
l and because of the rel atively advanced state of industry 
there as compared to the countries of the continent.· i\bout 
1760 marked the end of a Cottage industry economy and over­
seas trade. There came an upswing in indus try at this time 
as a result of technological discoveries made as adjunct� to 
industry i n  the early eighteenth century. 
The Industrial Revolution came a.bout as a direct 
result o f  the Scientific Revolution and the combination of 
rationalism and empiricism i n  the scientific endeavor , but 
it w� not brought about by the scientific community. Aft..-
the success of Newton' s  system, the sci�ntific community, 
such as the Royal Society in En9l and , sat back on its l aurels 
and became specul ative and abstract--intent upon the pursuit 
of universal mathematical theories. 
The development that led to the Industrial Revolution 
took pl ace in the applied sciences and was brought about by 
nonconformist and unorthodox men outside the universities 
eng aged in the firs t-hand application of scientific princi­
ples to industry. 
As Bronowsk1 and Ma,zlish point out , 
The Indu, tri al Revolution was only i ncid�ntally a 
change in industrial te�hniques ; it was more pro­
foundly a change in industrial organization. l 
The factory system was the new organization of 
1 aronowsk1 and Ma%11ch , Western I ntellectual Tradi­
tion , p. 308. 
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prodl.l.ction that became lhe gre at c;lr;ive for the Industrial 
Revol�tion. A number of technical inventions directed , and 
were directed by, this drive. What was involved was �asi ­
cally the constant mutual interplay of �achines and aethod , 
of economics and technique s .  
The factories at first were 4ocat�d al�ng the streaanJ.$ 
and rivers , but wi�h tn. advent c f  steam power , location wa.5 
shifted to posi tiOO$ that could better utilize the reso\4rca 
of labo.r;. The conc;ept of dficiency ( wni.ch is now a cent.4al 
value of institutionalized technology) became a part. of the 
industrial scene when James Watt , a skilled inst.ruraent mak-.r 
to the University of Gl asgow , re-paired a model of Newcomen' a 
E!ngine around the year 1 763 , and used his skills ·to calculate 
the efficielle¥ of the remodeled · e119ine� · 
With the entry O.f steam power, i.ron and coal became 
essential resources for heavy industry . Even �oday , oDQ of 
the principle measures of the .rel ative strength of a nation• s 
eco�Uly is ita potential to produce steel 1 th� end product of 
tne combination of the two re5ources indicated. 
Advanc;�s were made in a.gri.c;.ul ture , too , during this 
period with instituti,on of the land-saving practices o-X 
crop-rotat.i,.on and th� f eed1� and h.ou$ifl9 qf animals through 
the wint•r · �he patue�n of � an4�usa9e al.so changed duri119 
this period. 
From �ngland the Ind�atrial �volution spread to 
other countries and contributed to the rise of the middle 
class as a power in society and th.e making o f  the new man, 
The Captain of Industry , int.o a he.tg. 
As was pointed out earl ier, a phenomenon which aame 
to be known as the Protestant ( or Puritan) ethic, contributed 
much to giving capitalism and the Industrial Revolution the 
impetus of the positive s anction o f  religion which led to the 
construction of the other institutions of society around the 
center of the economic institution.. Thus , it might be said • 
that the Industrial Revolution, as physical manifestation of 
the theory of capitalism, came to ha'Wl an ethic of its own. 
Truly , thoug h ,  in terms o f  the differential treatment 
of minorities in society , it is a faet that as Bronowski and 
Ma�ish comment: 
The pathos of the Industrial Revolution' was that it 
did not s.. a market amonq !. ts own wo;-kers for the 
new output whiah th•y w.re produei�. l 
'fhe only thinq new a.bout the Industrial Revolution as 
far as the labO.r force was concerned was that 1\ transplanted 
drudgery a.nd long hours from the home to t.he fact'Ory , and 
child labos- was moved from th• vil l ate ho01e into the disci­
}!lline and brutality of the c.l ty factory .• 
The third .r-evoluUon of iraport� !n th• shaping of 
the found�tiona � t.he contempoJrd'y W9rld wa. the American 
Revolution,. Deceived by the American myth , &uropeane of�n 
think 0£ the Araerican .Revolution aa being conceived by a 
bunch of backwoodsmen who 11 ved in log cabins . This is not 
l Ibi� • •  P •  313.  
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the case. The AJnerican Revolution wa.. conc:eived and conducted 
by a class of people who could only be described as aristo-
era ts. 
The Puritan Revolution 0£ England served aa an impe­
tua to men such as Patrick Henry and James Otis , to deny both 
the divine origin of kingship and the supremacy of the Bri�­
ish Parliament . 
Usually it is not theory that brings action but some 
practical necessity or real danger. Then, once action i s  
initiated and the old relationships are deatroyed and a naw 
and perplexing state of affairs (undifferentiated definition 
of the situation) produced , theory ean be put to the test. 
This is what happened in the American Revolution. · 
As H. G. W�ll• comment� , 
From the point of view of human history t the way 
in which the Thirteen States became independent is 
of �ar less importance than the fact that they did 
become independent.l 
He goes on to say that it was if something new had 
broken out of an egg. Finally , Western European civilization 
had succeeded in breaking free of the cl.utchea of Church and 
Empire . In the United States the.Ire waa . now no traQ41t of 
monarchy or of State religion. The.re were nc groups of 
title-bearers with claim to aacetid�nc:y by right of birth. It 
was seen as a clean start in political organ.i�ation auah as 
the W'Qrld had never before witne•s�. 
1H . G .  Wells , The Outline of History {New York: 
Garden City Books , 194§), P• SSO. 
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The freedom of the United States to take charge of 
it:s own d .. tiny mar�ed a,t la.st a concrete step forward by 
man towards the deliberate and conscious reconstruc�ion o f  
his clrc:uta•tancea to eonform with his aims and needs. It 
further released Man •ro. traditl.&nal usage and precedent and 
introduced practicali�y and utility into the realm of public 
affairs. ·�V hereas the modern European state had been evolved 
historicall y •  s lowly and wi thout plan , out of precedi ng 
events , the United States was planned and then created. 
Another factor of importance was that the constitu-
tion gave voice to ideal s  which were growing in the thought 
of the intellectual community. An example i s  the ideal of 
equality-probably the most extreme and most incredible idea 
in the history of mankind--became a s tandard of prac�ical 
human relationships. The co!'1Stitution g ave voice to other 
ideals just as lofty as that of �quality , but i t  is doubtful 
if the founders intended these to be t aken l i terally. More 
likely they envisioned the us age described in the following 
passage by H. G. Well s , 
• • • it will be evident that mos t  of these funda­
mental statements an. very questionable st&tenMtnts. 
Men are not born equal , they are not born free ; they 
are born at most. various multitude enmeshed in an 
ancient and complex soci al net. Nor is any man 
invited to sign th'e aodal contract or , failing that , 
to depart into solitude. These, statements , literal ly 
interpre�ed, are ao manifestly false that it i• impos­
sible to bel ieve that the men who made them i ntended 
them to be literally 1nter�reted. Th&y made them 1� 
order to express certain elusive but profoundly 
importan� ideas • • • •  
1 
l_l;>.id,. t P •  8 8  2 .  
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Of all the new ground broken by the creation of a 
new community of will rathe� than of obedience , the most note­
worthy was the absenae o f  any 'binding religious tie. As 
H. G. Wells further comments , 
Its apirit was indubitably Christian; but , as a State 
document of 1 796 explicitly decl ared , "The government 
of the United States is not in any sense founded on 
the Christian rel igion. nl 
The fourth revolution of consequence was the French 
social revolution which started in 1 789 and culminated in 
1794 . France in the seventeenth century had been an expres-
sion of a strange contradiction. While the thought of her 
intellectuals had grown bolder and bolder, her government 
became more and more absolute . The existence of a powerful 
bureaucracy exerted an influence to bring more centralization 
of authority. The two currents of l i fe which existed contem­
poraneously--an absolute government and an awakened public 
opinion--were destined to create a crisis i n  France as they 
had already done in England in 1 640 .  
As was the case with both the British Revolution and 
the revolution in the United States , the French Revolution 
originated in the absurdities and ambition of monarchy. The 
costliness of the courts and the policy of expansion through 
war brought unbearable financial hardships to the people . 
Unlike the War of Independence i n  America , wh i ch took 
place on the periphery of the system of European monarchies 
and foreign offices , France voiced its repudiation of 
;1.Ibid.. 
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Machiaval llan statecraft: as a direct1 ve form of human aff a.irs 
from the very home of th• Grand Monarchy. 
Again, unlilte the Atne�ic:ans, and rollowing the preee­
den� of the English Revolution ,  the French beheaded a king , 
rather than simply ,pepudi a"tting a monarch. 
The French Revolution had three stages . The fir$t 
stage was the "ari:stoa.ratic revolution" which failed al\d 
opened the way to an attemp� at enlightened despotism. After 
the failure of the aristocratic revolution Mirabeau became 
outstandit19 811l0ng the nother-clas&" leaders. It was he who 
led the second phase of the Ravol ut:ion-t.h& bourgeois re vo-
l uti orl-!-and he tried to create a hyb·r1d of an enlightened 
despotism and const·itutional monarchy. Me had coun$eled the 
king to accept a c:onstltution and the National ,\ssembly. 
Mirabeau , like the Pbyei.(!)C:rats and Voltaire , prefer%'$d reform 
to freedom which could degenezate into 11cens.e. The monarch 
did not cooperate and made both enlightened despotism and 
constitutional monarc:hy imposaibl• solutiena. for France . 
Next wa. the &e"W>lutlonary government headed by 
.Robupier.re whi.¢h waa �espQnaible for the Reign of Terror. 
The Terror was in the last analysis a political weapon, 
because the social revolution was already a f!it §l..C:CQmeli 
through the actions of the bourgeois assembly. 
It was tt'1e time for Rousseau• s theories ( one of which 
was the Social Cont!rac::t. wnicth has been mentioned repeatedly) 
to be put into practice in the real world. 
It was also at this time that the right of property 
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as a aacred right wa� established. 
Napoleon took over the reins of the French government 
from the Oireetory which had followed Robespierre ' s  "re-volu-
tionary government. "  
Napoleon realized that the mass of Frenchmen were 
satisfied with the social reforms that had been accomplished 
during the Revolution and that their foremost desire had 
become the establis hment of order and s tability. 
As Bronowski and Mazlish describe it, Napoleon 
used alternating force and conciliation to achieve 
his ends . fie secured a measure of domestic peace by 
pacifying the Vend ' e ;  he initiated fiscal reform and 
set up the Bank Of France ; he ordered a legal code 
( embodying a conservative interpretation of the 
Revolution' s  social gai ns )  drawn up, which �nfluenced 
all Europe and has lasted until today; and he tried 
to heal the religious wound• <!>f France by o ffering 
a co ncordat with the pope. 
Unlike the enlightened. phil�sopht$ and bourgeois 
of the Revolution who had seen in re�igion the enemy 
o'f all rucrm, Napoleon regarded religion a.s a main­
stay of the state. The only di.fference between his 
view and that of the old-regime supporters was in 
the nature of that state. For Napoleon, the state 
was the centralized , natlonalisuic state enhanced by 
the Revolution and based on the social dominance of 
the bourgeoisie. Religion was merely the one llO.r9 
social force to be used in maintaining the Bonapartiat 
state. As Napoleon connented1 "l"or lff'J part , I do not 
see in religion the mystery of transubstantiation but 
the raystery of social order .. 0l 
Bronowski and Mazlish continua by po�nt1ng out the 
significance of the French Revolution and Napoleon' s  career 
for the map of �urope • 
ay carrying tne (X)ncept of the nation in arm• ·• the 
slogans of liberty, equality, and fraternity, the legal 
1aronowski and Mazlich , Western J:ntelleetual Tfa­
di tion, P• 412. 
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code , and the whole paraphernalia of revolutionary 
reforms into all the conquered countries , the Revolu­
tion and Napoleon toppled not only the feudal struc­
ture of Europe , but undermined the foundations of the 
monarchical systems as well. The n ,  by awakening the 
spirit of nationalism , in reaction to French aggres­
sion• the Revolution and Napo.leon laid out the linef 
upon which the changed European nations might grow. 
So it is that in making an analysis o f  the ultimate 
results of the French Revolution in terms of social change , 
the following concepts appear to be most important. First o f  
al l ,  the concept o f  the "social contract'' between the leader 
and his people i s  opposed to the old idea of the "divine 
right" of king s .  The second outcome was the overthrow of 
the iron grip of religion in its partner·ship with the State. 
The third outcome was that the supremacy of the bourgeoisie 
was solidified as the makers and controllers of industrial-
izing and urbanizing societies of the European countries. 
The fourth outcome wa.s that the French Revolution aeted as 
the s park which ignited other revolutions in Europe in the 
nineteenth century and resulted in the spread o f  nationalism. 
One further revolution must be mentioned briefly with 
respect to the last point mentioned in the discussion of the 
French Revolution .  The Revolution o f  1848 was important for 
it represents the culmination o f  the spirit of nationalism o n  
the European continent. With this revolution , the wave of 
nationalism that started with the creation of the United 
States in the �·Jestern hemisphere completed the same movement 
on the European continent. 
l Ibid. , P• 414 .  
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The Era of Revolution was important not only for the 
changes it wrought in the character of soaiety which are 
reflected yet today, but as well ,. for the social and scien­
tif ic thought that was spawne� d'4.t'iQ9 the p•riod. 
It was during this period 9f emphasis on .science. that 
th• stage was set for the development o f  Darwin' s theo� �f 
Evolution that had so muc.h ai9nificance in both the biologl.­
cAl and the social $.<:iences and led to the development of the 
social-Darwinist ideology. 
In the forty year$ before. the Frencil Revolution, the 
Radical tradition in soc.;1al thought was conceived , and in 
the years following the revolution and its reaction1 the 
conservative tradition i.n social thought began to evolve. 
These three product• of the £.fa of Revoluticn, as 
well as the concrete changes no�d ea�lier , in terms o f  
soci al theory, are still viable and have functioned to 
influence the cU.rection of the ¢�eer of the social heretie 
as a deviant stereotype from that time to this. 
It ha$ been shown that the period that this study 
refers to as th• Era of Revolutions grew out of the thought 
of the Men of the Renaissance and the enlightenment. New 
concepts in the relation between God, nature and man led to 
the development rationalism and sciantif ic Deis• in philos­
ophy and the ac1entific coouuunity developed the process o f  
empirical investigation and the inductive method that led to 
the investig ative orientation known today a• the Scienti£1c 
; 
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Method. 
However, th• F�enQh R.e-.o1ut:1on ot••r•d the oppor­
tunity ta put theory into prac:tice j.n tne aoc:ial realra. 
Fundamental changes in social thought sucb as the "•od.S.al 
contract" idea of ROusaeau , and the bour9eoJ.a insis tence on 
the "sac:red ..right Of private property" were at l ast actually 
instituted in the real world of the social context of nine­
teenth · century ihlrope. 
'!'he ideas of th• ti.- and t:he Era Of �volution 
cannot be considered separately or out-of-cont.xt. The 
thought of the years previous to the French Revclut�on 
influenced t:be oourse of the Revolution. And ,  af'tet' the 
Revolution , the changes 1nat1tuted by it in the soQial con­
text , and the reacilon to it , 111.f'luenced European thoU9ht 
(especially soe1al-thou9ht--wh1ch resulted in a new science 
-sociology-being born) . The &pread Of revolution by th• 
military campaigns of Napoleon sparked other revolutions aa 
the 19th century qot under way. For instance , the reaction 
to the conque•ts of Napo.leon caused a spirit of naid.onal1M 
to grow ()n the dOntinent:. 
The re-.lm of social thought and i ta ef f'ecb on the 
careers of t:he minorities that fii: the conetruct o� Deviani: 
type-w is th� special proVince of this atrud.y. 'l'herefore , 
some time must be dewted �o the history and development of 
ideas in r4!lat1on to the eff� tl'Hty eJCe.rted on the direction 
of the evolution of the Character anli structure of society 
in the nineteenth and twentieth eenturies . And, in the 
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process of cons idering �oci al thought , scientific , political 
and religious thou9ht cannot be ignored for these institu­
tions had an effect on the development of both the ethic and 
the ideology that was to determine the character and struc­
ture of society from the opening of the eighteenth century 
until the present time . 
The e�ly part of the nineteenth century, from 1815 
t o  1848 , saw a long period of rel a\iye peace in Europe with 
burgeoning industrial expansion. l: n  America as wel l--with 
the exception of war with England , 1812-1 5 ,  and with Mexi co ,  
1846-48-saw phenomenal national growth and relative polit­
ical tr anquil ity up to the outbreak o f  the Civil lvar. 
However , by mid-century ,  tensions were increas ing 
again on the continent , and Engl and and F'rance had developed 
an inte nse rivalry once more , partially due to the change­
over from sail to steam i n  their navies . At this j unction in 
the history of the European states the forces of nationalism 
and imperi alism were uppermost. 
In this study , l ittl e attention will be paid to wars 
and warfare as such because they lie outside the scope of a 
research project dealing with hi story only in its rel ation to 
the fortunes of a nonconformist type. However , there is the 
factor of the dominant ideology that results in war , and 
where this ideology has something to do with both th� deviant 
type and the progress of social conflict , i t  will be brought 
out in the text:. 
By the s ame token the problems of pre-Revolutionary 
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France , the problems during the Revolution, and the post-
Revolutionary Napoleonic period had much to do with the 
development of religious , philosophic and sociological 
thought 1n Euro � ,  England and ultimately , American i n  the 
nineteenth century. 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Social , 
Economic, Political and Religious Thoufht 
and Their Relation to the Developmen 
of th• Chu-acter and Structure of 
Present-Day Western Society 
The conditions of society that resulted in the witch­
craze of the previous centuries as a result of the State­
Church monolith resulted in much anticlerical feeling ( and 
consequently ,  thought) in the nineteenth century , particu­
larly in France . 1 
The word "anticlerical " was first used in 1866, i n  
France , but the reality goes back at lea.st to Carolignian 
times. Once Western society had a new basis , an educated 
laity had to contend with clerical refusal to give up control 
of public functions that had no direct connection with the 
Church' a misaion. A constant accompaniment Qf this struggle 
was anticlericalism. 
However , the limited and pragmatic anticlericalism of 
Rabelq.is and Montaigne is very different from the kind that 
developed , especially after the Revolution, due to the con-
Church as Enem 
ism in erature 
o.c. s 
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spicuous failure of the Catholics to meet the needs of a 
rapidly changing society. It is interesting to note that 
the intense and all-pervading anticlericalism charac teristic 
of the nineteenth century is particul arly well-mirrored i n 
French 11 terature·, though it has never been examined in 
detail. 
Secularization became one facet of the advancing 
humanism that the Renaiss ance introduced and that which the 
Protestant sects attested t;o by their mere existence , that 
represented a desire by the human spirit to examine itself 
in terms of a necessary relation between its values and 
giftm . It was not an affront to traditional values but a 
questioning o f  the dogma and the institutions that were the 
cultural means for the transmission of these values . Today , 
the work of philosophers , scientists and histori ans s ays 
that the relation of man to nature and to himself is not pre­
determined , but i s  for man to form , to study and to develop. 
The development of the interest in science that took 
place in the previous two centuries was combined with the 
philosophic thought that originated during and after the 
Revolution to bring about the positivistic school of science 
and produced the proli fic scientific discoveries of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries that accrued from the 
implementation o f  the scientific method. 
Doth the natural and the human sciences were affected 
by the scientific method which emphasized one of the many 
fundamental ideas that flowed together to compose it • the 
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idea that both human and physical nature follow permanent and 
consistent l aws. 1 ( This has alre ady been discussed with 
relation to the philosophic orientation of Deseartes . )  
In the human sciences , schol ars attempted to apply 
these methods of rationalism and empiricism to the i nvestiga­
tion of the society i n  which man lived. 
The human science$ had so many vari ables that such 
investigation appeared impossible but , in the natural sci­
ences great strides were made in the direction of reduction 
to a few simple laws. 
Since thinkers had come to accept the idea that the 
Universe was governed by fixed laws and that these l aws also 
governed man, social scientists developed an organismic view 
of society as a miniature of the world of nature--also gov­
erned by the same laws. 
Within the limits of this broad general view of a 
society in accord with nature , two distinct approaches 
developed , differing profoundly as a result of the wide dif­
ference of their point of departure. These two approaches 
developed into two traditions in social thought which have 
grown with the science of sociology and are still viable in 
modern post-industrial society. 
1 aronowsk1 and Maz1ich ,  West�rn I ntel l�ctual 
Tradition, pp. 49 1- 9 2 .  
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The Conservative and Radical Traditions 
in Social Thought 
In this discussion of the historical evolution of 
scientifi c ,  religious , political , economic and socia1 
thought and how they blended to produce the ethic and the 
ideology that still serve as the prime moving force of west­
ern society, it is necess ary to develop a brief outline o f  
the conservative-radical traditions i n  social thought. These 
two traditions bracket the time period of the French Revolu­
tion, also the experience of that revolution furnished the 
laboratory for the testing of the ideas of one of the tradi­
tions , and the reaction to it furnished the motive force for 
the development of many of the concepts of the other. 
The j uxtaposition of the fundamental concepts of 
the two traditions further served , in the s tudy of society 
conducted by le Count St. Simon and Auguste Comte, to give 
rise to a new and separate social discipline , sociology. The 
real problems of society, which stood in stark outline as a 
result of the concepts of the two traditions , could not be 
solved by philosophical deduction . Therefore , sociology, 
as the new science was named by Auguste Comte , broke away 
from its parent , philosophy , and became a separate discipline. 
Basical l y ,  the Conservative and the Radical traditions 
can be differentiated easily as shown by noting the funda­
mental difference in their point of origin. The point of 
origin for the Conservative Tradition is the social s tructure. 
To the conservative the social structure i s  real and Man is 
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but a product of this social environment. For the Radical , 
on the other hand, Man ia the center of sociological investi­
g ation and the social structure merely a construct that 
serves the purposes of Man• When this eorustruct ceases to be 
rational and ceases to serYe the purposes of man, its cre­
ator , it is not to be regarded as sacred , but is to be 
replaced with a construct which will better meet the needs of 
Man. 
The Radical Tradition ( aa previously noted) had ita 
beginnings in the years before the French Revolution with the 
Renaiss ance emphasis on humanism. It continued through the 
period of the French Philosophea with the thought of men such 
as Rousseau and Montesquieu. It was fostered by the ration. 
alism of Descartes .  The Radical Tradition ( i n  tsrms of its 
basic concepts , such as the idea of the "social contract" by 
Rousseau) produced the thought that gave birth to the first 
social revolution , the French Revolution. 
on the other hand , the reaction to the French Revolu­
tion produced the social conditions that gave birth to the 
Conservative Tradition of social thought. There was a cry 
for "order" in the face of disorder. The new bourqeoisia 
wanted to solidify their gains with a utilitarian posture. 
The father of the Conservative Tradition, as a formally 
d�veloped appro ach , was le count Saint-Simon. His concern 
with industrial progress ,  order and social structure was con­
tinued by his secretary, Auguste Comte·, to an extent that 
resulued in the birth of a separate social disgipline , 
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sociology. 
In a sort of shorthand , in terms of two polarities 
pl aced upon a continuum and grading from one into the other , 
the illustration on the next page attempts to give a general­
ized representation of the tenets of thought of the two tra­
ditions and to place men and schools in their approximate 
positions on that continuum. 
To further explain the reaction of the men s t .  Simon 
and August Comte to the social reform policies of the French 
Revolution and the significance of this thought for the char­
acter and structure o f  Western society , it is necess ary to 
investigate some of their basic concepts which have been kept 
alive and viable by the Conservative Tradition and its sup­
porters over the years. The Conservative Tradition, as will 
become apparent from the material to follow, has been the · 
dominant school of thought from the time o f  the French Revo­
lution to the present. 
The Comte Henrie de S aint-Simon ( 1 760-182 5 ) , some­
times referred to as the father o f  French soci alism, was the 
most prominent writer , i n  the period after the Revolution, to 
assess the case for thQ reform movement. He had made a for­
tune i n  speculation of the Church s states confiscated during 
the revolution. He spent much time in prison during the 
Terror. After hi• release he devoted himself to the problems 
of social reform. 
S aint-Simon set forth the idea that social progress 
depended on the scientific reorganization of society and the 
�dealizoi •nt Sim�lifiei 
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promotion of science as an area 0£ study. I n  his idea of a 
new society, people would be paid according to the wealth 
they produced and idlers would be punished. The only useful 
cla•a • the industrial prod�c•rs ,  would prosper. The mainte­
nance t protectJ.on and promotion of the industrial organizat.ion 
would be the ehief function of the political state , and its 
function in other areas would be aa restricted as possible . 
In time , the national states cf Europe would di sappear. It 
can be seen that this proposal by st. Simon was the one that 
furnished the fundamental view of the function of government 
in the Uni.ted States in the ni neteenth century--of the least 
qoverlll\lent possible-11nd lives today as one of the central 
concepts of state ' s  rights and in the philesophy of the 
Republican party. 
1. final proposal 1nvol ved the formation of a new 
religion that would give men a sense of unity in the world. 
That Sai nt-Simon did not represent an isolated phe­
nomenc>n was amply demonstrated by the fact that a school of 
thought developed i n  his name , and he exerted influence on a 
diverse group of scholars such as Rodbertus , John Stuart 
Mill • Slane, Marx, Proudhon, and his private secretary and 
the future father of SQCiology , Auguste Comte. 
Such scholars as these engaged in the utopia-building 
and reformism that became the nineteenth-century counterpart 
of the eighteenth century liberal and revolutionary move­
ments. Other men such as Durke , de M&istre and de Bonald 
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developed a conaerYative r•aetion contrary to the course of 
events and eventual ly influenced the development of a school 
of thought desi�nated as utilitarianism �nd the further 
advancement of ideas that came to be concentrated in the Con­
servati ve Tradition. 
In pointing up the fundamental differences betw•en 
the spheres of thought in thi• ti.Ina period , it can be seen 
that the idealistic program with its organic conceptions of 
society and history was built on c:ons,rvative ideas and 
opposed to pl anned social change while the poaiti via tie pro­
gram of the reorganization ef society originated in liberal 
and reformist circles . 
In taki ng over the socially conservative , idealistic­
org ani smic concept of society and subordinating the posi-
ti vistic method to it , Auguste Comte ( 1 798- 1 8 5 7 )  provided a 
conservative answer to socialism and set forth the direction 
of deve lopment o f  Nestern society for the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Comte was a discipl e ,  secretary and 
confidante of S aint-Simon ,  though they eventually parted 
company. He was familiar with Salnt-Sirnon' s socialistic 
principle. As was noted previousl y ,  Comte is considered as 
the father of a new human science , "Sociology . "  First he 
called his study "positive philosophy" but l ater he adopted 
the term "sociology. " Spencer also approached the area of 
study by way of his "&ynthetic philosophy . " 
Comte was a success , not because of a chance 
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combination of social and intel lectual elements . but because 
the ti�e period in which he lived and the aoaial conditions 
that prevailed formed an environment that was respons ive to 
just that combination. His s imultan�ous consideration of the 
aonse.ryat.� ve and idea.listi.<.: elem•nts in the definition of 
subject matter is apparent in his analysis of social phe-
nomena. Accordinq to Comte , the \-rorld is �overned by ideas 
which , if left alone , throw it into chao s .  He defines the 
social mechanism as restin� on opinion. He states , 
Th� �reat political and moral crisis that societies 
are now undergoing is shown by a rigid analysis to 
arise out of intellectual anarchy. While stability in 
fundamental maxim is the first condition of genuine 
order , we are suffarinq under an utter clisagreement 
which may be called universal . l 
Comte , however , as one might think , does not continue 
his line of thought into an analysis of public opinion but 
develops a recl assification of the sciences as a first con-
sideration in the building of moral , social and intellectual 
order. 
The field of social structure (or order} was 
described as social statistics by Comte . 2 Comte thought of 
society as an organic whole divisible into three parts : 
the society , the family and the individual . He saw the 
organs of society as soci al institutions . The smal lest 
potentially self-sufficient unit of society was the family. 
1Auguste Comte quoted in Martinea.l e , Sociological 
Theory, PP• 12-63. 
2Ib1d. , PP• 13-63. 
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As such , it represented a sort of subor9anic whole. A• such , 
it became for Comte the basic unit of society. From this 
conoept he mad• an assertion abOut the organic unity of 
mankind: "the whole human race might be conceived as the 
gradual development of a aingle •amily . "1 
Comte felt that the real unit of concern for socio-
logical analysis was the society. He found it to be superior 
to the individual organism because it is found to include 
"the whole of the human species , and chiefly the whole of 
th• white race . "2 
Comte found that the most important property of 
society was tendency toward government in the form of a 
rank order of subordination, cooperation and division of 
labor. He saw this subordination as both material and social 
and developing out of the existing natural individual dif'­
ferences . In such a scheme the individual must acknowledge 
his subordination to those above him in the organization. 
This conception of hierarchy according i:o natural fitness 
develops in society a "natural " tendency to form governments 
and demorJtrates the greater fitness ,  by nature , of some men 
to be the leaders of the society. 
In t:he foregoing diseuaaion of th& basic prinaiples 
set forth by Comte , can be seen the preoccupation with sta­
bility , order ( structure ) and the development of a bureau-
1 
2 
Ibid. , P• 14 . 
Ibid. , P• 16. 
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U(\t.ic organlstfltion with ft.na.t" �nS flnu d1vi.a1ona o� l.al'Jio,( 
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ttMa prtnciple ol ct.-.lop91•• � u tttle of th• aoet U.po.r­
tAM pl'Ope.rU.. Of U. � eouen1t.tJ.�4oeailatJ.o tOhNla. 
ln � .anmr prog .... w• t.-a gut of the ,n..,luUont.ary 
QOntext. atiJd NI� atld "' at the. -.uy cen-. of \M cea­
.. .-..u w Po•�t.le>n. lt vu ... ?l"LDOJ.Pl• H i.am••-.t ftWl• 
oi-e"'• l� .., .. . ,. 1Mfttab1• A•ul.\ Of ...,. • •  ..S.at.ncef 1t 
CO\Jld only r.e ..._ .. w •pMdN up. by •ucn .factw>n • f>OP­
ulatlon -.1.'Y• aocial ...._, .l'actt , O.l' a1 .. u. 
£oat. tr...S the deWlop1en.t of raank1nd thl'oMQh • 
theol091.c:al • •t·apl\p1ea1 .nd tove.rd a z;oaltl via,lc ••a41•• 
._ l.dentlfled � pei-1.0d of ette fnnch kfnelu.•ioA '1Ad lM 
phJ.losopl\y of l'aUona.11.. wi'"- U. M-t..pbyatcal a-..H of 
•ocllll $'Mlo�'*• To, a.pt. met•'f.1bya1cal phUea•phy 
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signified rationalism , Deism, the conception of natural 
rights of man and the social contract . 
Final l y ,  in line with the importance that Saint Simon 
had delegated to the institution of religion, Comte proposed 
a new religion of hwnanity ,. and with supreme modesty, envi.­
sioned himself as the high priest. i n  his scheme , society 
would be subject to the most minute and s ystematization of 
the i nd.i vidual life. Humanity become..s the center of the 
religious orientation relation of Comte ' s new society, and , 
as such , is objectified in worship. Comte • s  conception of 
humanity included al l future , living or dead beings who l ab­
ored for the advancement of Man on the earth. 
I n  his religion the earth was the great fetish and 
it existed in the great medium of world space . The great 
being , the great fetish , and the great medium--mankind , the 
worl d ,  and space--become the trinity o f  positivism. 
In Comte ' s  conception of the sociocracy , the captains 
of i ndustry would have the ruling power in external affairs 
since they would be so rich that they would no longer be 
subject to feel.il)9s o f  greed. •rne individual would have no 
rights , only duties . Industrial life would be conducted in 
such a way as to make the best conditions for family life 
possible. �Jomen would be in charge of feeling ( the emotional 
side of life) and men would have charge of rational life . 
From the principles of Comte ' s  societal construct , 
effects on contemporary life are obvious. His ideas lived on 
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as justification for 1mperial1s• and the superiority of the 
white race , and in the treatment of women as if they were 
inferior being� incapable of logical thought� 
The philosophical points of View of positivism and 
idealism have always tended to have a characteristic social 
origin. Idealism has general ly resulted from philosophies of 
social conservatism. For instance , in the ancient world , 
Aristotle and Pl ate were conservative in orientation. I n  the 
modern world both the irrational idealists and the objective 
idealists were conservative. For exampl• t Shopenhaur was 
wholly opposed to the study of science and Hegel thought of 
the State as the march of God through the world . I  
O n  the other hand , i n  both the ancient and mociern 
world , the positivista could be considered as lining up on 
the side of soci al reform. This was the reason that 
Aristotle and Plato feared the Sophists. From the time of 
Bacon• s New At1ani;is , a wide range of refo-rmist programs have 
bean initiated in the name of sci.ence. 
Events that transpired after the French Revolution 
and in the closing days of the eighteenth century served to 
make the linkage of social reaction with idealism particu­
larly strong . This exemplified by the writing of Louis 
de Bonald , Joseph de Maistre , and �dmund Burke. During the 
same broad period the works of John Stuart Mil l ,  Blanc , 
Owne , Proudhon ,  Ma.rx and S aint-Simon demonstrate how the 
1Martindale ,  Sociological TheoFYt P •  76. 
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programs of scient1f1c socialism became linked to the prin­
ciples of sciantif ic socialism. 
It was in this context of soci al thought that the 
attitudes of society during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries were formed and these attitudes were the determin­
ing factors in the function and tr�atment of the deviant 
minorities who fitted the construct of Deviant type-W ( or the 
social heretic) in the same time period. Not only were these 
ideas influenti al in the development of attitudes i n  the past 
but many of th�m still persist in the form of current social 
att?itudes . 
The effects of the two traditions just described 
have left their mark on society , and specific social develop­
ments can be traced to their point of origin in a particul ar 
tradition. Certain facets of present-day social structure 
reflect directly the conservative or the radical tradition. 
The Conservative traditiGn , of course , led to the 
ascendence of the economic institution as the center Qf soci­
ety. True , i t  did not completely control the development of 
the other institutions , but it did result i n  social arrange­
ments i n  which the economy and property play a very signifi­
cant role. The bourgeoisie and their utilitarian orientation 
were chiefly responsible for the concept of the "sacredness 
of private property. "  The concept of property under the 
bourgeoisie was different than it had been in the Medieval 
�orld where the clergy and the l anded nobles si mply held the 
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l and as the source of wealth. In the bourgeois society, 
private property was considered as a source of productio n ,  
and the middle-class citizen who held private property fui­
filled a useful function in society--therefrom the appel l a­
tion ,  utilitarianism. A modern class system grew to repl ace 
the system cf estates that had existed in France. 
The Radical Tradition found its expression in the 
societal context in the form of certain socialistic reforms 
in the structure of the State , fir.st i n  Europe and then in 
the United States .  Certain kinda o f  facilities were found to 
work best under S tate protection--services such as educatio n ,  
the postal service and some kinds �f transportation; the so­
called public utilities. (This movement , too , s pread faster 
in Europe than in the United States . )  
Summarizing the sphere of influence of the two tradi­
tions , it can be s aid that the Conservative Tradition ex­
pressed the thought of the bourgeois ( middle-cl ass )  who con­
trolled the machinery of production , owned the property , and 
saw the economic function as the most important institution 
in society in terms of the utilitarian philosophy a.s they 
defined it. On the other hand, the Radical Tradition became 
the orientation of the workiOQ proletariat who , as individuals 
without property or economic power , were dependent on the 
industries controlled by the bourgeoisie , and who needed the 
economic protection of the State that the various socialistic: 
reforms could give. 
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The Industrial Revolution had progress_. farthest and 
fastest in Engl and , and it was from that country that the 
utilitarian aspect was added by such men as Edmund Burke . 
A.1 1  during this time the e.conom!c phe.nomenon of ca::i1 tali em 
had been �owing under the forces of urbani zatio n ,  industrial• 
i z ation and the rise of Protestantism. 'l'he Protestants were 
not concerned with the sins of avarice and usury ' as were the 
Catholics. They went about the building of a powerful 
bourgeiosie with considerable zeal . It was at this time that 
the conditions that fostered the Protestant ( Puritan) ethic 
were developed. 
Meanwhile , technology , industrialization , and capi­
talism combined with a policy of mercantilis·m and imperialism 
overseas created a set of social conditions for the common 
man that were like nothing ever seen before . The rise o f  
cities , the i n-migration Qc f  rural workers displaced by 
entrepreneurs , caused abOminable housing and sani�ation con­
ditions. Social legislation was in its infancy , and starva­
tion wages and employment of children, with no regard for 
s afety , was the order of the day. These conditions came to 
the attention of a young man by the name of Karl Marx. 
Under the pen of Ka.r:l Marx, the Radical •rradi ti on 
came alive again. He saw the social process as a dialectic. 
Thesis was followed by antithesis which was i n  turn fo llowed 
by synthesJ.§. Then the process would end finally in a utopia 
in which there was. no. nee� for 90ver�nt at all as man would 
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reach his full moral potential . Many of the conditions that 
exist today , Marx could not h ave foreseen. He was mistaken 
i n  his evaluation of the potentiality of the proletariat under 
capital ism. However , he did contribute three ideas which 
still remain val id in the area of social theory today : these 
were his method , his seminal theory of social cl ass , and his 
idea of alienation which were further refined by Durkheim, and 
forty years later, again by Merton into anomie theory. Marx 
also introduced empiricism to sociology, making full use of 
English governmental statistical. studies i n  compiling his 
economic treatises. 1 
Next on the scene were Siromel , Durkheim and Weber. 
Simmel contributed much theoretical material about social 
institutions that i s  still used by such men as Coser today. 
Durkheim , as a synthesizer of all the useful concepts of the 
Conservative Tradition, extended it and added an increment of 
empirical i nvestigation that has caused scholars to refer to 
him as the "father of structural-functionali sm. " 
Weber, on the other hand , defies classification as to 
a position on the Conservative-Radical co ntinuum. His thought 
ranged through the whole fabric of society. He developed the 
concept of the uideal type , '' and the ideas about authority 
and bureaucratization �nich have practical appl ication in the 
descri ption of current power s tructure in American society. 
1The idea o f  the dialectical process originated with 
Hagel ;  however it was Marx who Qave it a different ontolog­
ical basis. With Hagel the process begins with a "9eist , 0 
which is a Spirit or God. With Marx it is rooted in the 
material substance of the pl anet. 
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As was pointed 0ut earlier in the European witch-
craze , Simmel and Weber both held theories as to the order of 
development of European capitalism. Wet.er theorized that i t  
was connected to the rise o f  Protestantism and the progres• 
o f  the Indu•trial Revolution. 
Appelbaum summarized Weber ' s  thought as follows: 
Weber was , of course , most concerned with the in­
creasing rationalization of the economic s phere and the 
manifestation in Western capitalistic enterprise r (He 
quotes Webe r )  "and the s ame is true of the most baleful 
force i n  our modern l i fe , capitalism • • • • The impul se 
to acquisition, pursuit of gai n ,  of money , o f  the great­
est possible amount of money , has i n  itself nothi1'l9 to 
do with capitalism • • • •  Unlimited greed for gain is 
not in the least identical with capitali s m ,  and is 
still less its spirit. Capital ism may even be identi­
cal with the restraint , or at least a rational temper­
ing , of this irrational impulse. But capitalism is 
identical with the pursuit o f  profit , by means of con­
tinuous , rational , capitalistic enterprise . " 
And Appelbaum continues , 
Rudimentary forms of c apitalism can be found outside 
the Western civilization , but only in the West did it 
develop in the direction of rational capitalistic orga­
nizatio n ,  built around free markets for both products 
and factors of production ( especi al l y  l abor) , with the 
concomitant separation of business from the househo l d ,  
and the use o f  rational bookkeeping--the hallmarks of 
modern capitalism which di stinguish it from earlier pre­
capi talistic forms . Weber identifies the rational 
ethic associated with the e arly development o f  capital­
ism in the West as Calvinist, whose this-worldly asceti­
cism facilitated the derelopment of the Western cap­
italistic entrepreneur. 
During this time the Darwinian theory of evolution in 
the biologi cal science took hold as a frame of reference in 
the social sciences. It was this type of thinking that gave 
1Max Weber cited by Richard � .  Appelbaum, Theories of 
Social Change (Chicag o :  Markham Publ ishing Company , 1970) , 
pp. 114-1 5 .  
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birth to the organismic theories and tha evolutionary theo­
ries in the social aciencea . Together with Weber ' s  concept 
of the Protestant ethic , the social-Darwinist ideology con­
tributed much to the Conse.rvat�ve T•adition in Sociology and 
Political S�ience . 
The Conservative Tradition wa� born, as demonstrated 
in the foregoing discussion, with 1\uguate Comte ' s  rearrang­
ment of the principles noted by Saint•SiOlOn• but , before it 
was to gain the full poweL' it. was to have i n the social 
thought ( and  its expression in the real terms of the charac­
teristics and structure of :.Jes tern society ) , it was combined 
with elements o f  other intel lectual orientation. It was to 
be combined with concepts from the Protestant (or Puritan) 
ethic , the soc'ial .... Darwinist ideoloqy and finally, this pov1er­
ful combination was to form the basis of the value systems of 
most of the \lestern nations . I n  America, particul arly , this 
combination of concepts took on a uniquely powerful and com­
pelling form, which came to be cal led the American Dream. 
In the discussion that fol lows , an attempt will be 
made to tie these elements together and show how they combine 
to produce the fundamental values determining social and 
economic behavior , ( and which determine attitudes toward 
minorities and deviant subcultures in society) many of which 
are still in force in the American post-industrial economy of 
the present day. 
Present-day Western social thought, as held by those 
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in positions of power and influence in American soaiety , is 
the result of a combination of all the elements enumerated at 
the beginning of this section of the study. The combination 
of the tenets of the ?.rotestant ethic , the social-Darwinis t  
ideology, and the American Dream have been held i n  such 
es teem by those who control the wealth and have been ex­
pounded by their supporters i n  the intellectual aommunity to 
such an extent that they nave become traditional values and 
are even reenforged through government action and made sacred 
through religious s anction. 
Tpe Protestant (or Puritan) Ethic 
The first of these elements , the Protestant ethi c ,  
came about as the result o f  several historical factors. 
These factors were the Protestant Reformatio n ,  the Counter-
reformation, the lndustrial Revolution, the urban movement , 
and the rise of capitalism. The tenets of the t-·rotestant 
ethic which roughly coincide with the traditional values 
listed in the figure on page 389 were especially compatible 
to the ri•e of capitalism as was pointed out by Max Weber. 
Weber conceived of this Puritan ( or Protestant) 
ethic, which was embodied in varying degrees in the Ana­
baptist , Methodism, Pietism , Puritanism and Calvinist sects , 
had the "greatest significance in the development of capi­
talism. 111 
1Max Weber , The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit 2f 
Capitel;l,is�, trans. by Talcott Parsons ?New York : Scribner 
Hnd Sons , Publishers , 1 958) , p. 1 5 1 .  
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Weber wrote that Puritanism carried with i t  "the 
ethos of the . rational or9ani 2ation of capital and labor , "  and 
that it "burned with· all its force against one thing: the 
spont.a.neoufJ enjoyment of 11.fe and all it had to offer •. "1 
According to Weber , Asce.tidam 
• • •  looked upc>n the pursuit of wealth as an and 
in itself as highly repz:ehenaible , but the attaia­
ment of it as the fruit of labor in a cal ling was 
a sign o� God ' s  blessing. And even more important1 
the t'411l1g1ous valuation of restless , continuous , 
systeraa�ic work in a worldly calling , as the hi.gheat 
means to asceticism., and at the same time the surest 
and most evident proof of rebirth and genuine faith, 
must have been the most powerful conceivable lever 
for tha expansion of that att1 tude towal!d lif� which 
we have here called the spirit of capitalism. 
Briefly stated , the Protestant ethic aalled for the 
internal ization of the fol.lowing c:oncepts of behavior: 
a )  facing up to probl$ms and doing something about them 
on an ind1 vi dual laa.sis. 
b) the valu• 0£ work uh1.'0uqh ·enjoying it and for the 
success ( Material) that it b.lrings and proof of virtue . 
c )  control of emotions . 
d) tutu.re orientation and planninq--atruggl!ng onward 
and upward to aahieve succttss . 
e )  striving to achieve sel:f-eatablished qoals ( to denote 
progress ) • 
f) ooPWunity participation. 
During �be whole of the ninete9nth eentu.r:y and the 
first half of the twentieth century , everyone , i ncludi ng the 
members of adul t society in America today have been thoroughly 
l 
2 
Ibig. , p .  166. 
Ibid . , P• 1 72 .  
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socialized in the princi ples of the Protes tant ethic. 
A15 an illustration of the core values general ly sub­
scribed to by the adult American society , the �ollowing list 
by James Vander zanden ls cited here s 
4 .  
s. 
'1. 
Mgterialism. Americans are prone to evaluate things 
in material and monetary terms • • • •  We tend to get 
quite excited about things as opposed to ideas , 
people , and aesthetic creations . 
Succ�!S • • • • Part Qf the American faith is that 
•there is always anotheJr chance• and that *If at · 
first you do not succeed , try , try again. " I f  we 
oursel ves cannot sUc:c;eed • then we have the prospect 
for vicarious achievement throuc�h our children. 
Wofk and Activity • • • •  Work and activity are 
exalted ln their own right , they are not merely 
means by which success may be realized; in and of 
themselves they are valued as worthwhile. 
Progres s .  A belief 1 n  the petfectibility of soci• 
ety, man, and the world h as been a kind of driving 
force to American history. • • • Americans tend to 
equate "the New" with "the Best . "  
Rat1onfl1�. Americana almost universally place 
l81tm n . • rational a.pp�ach to life. We contin­
uously search out more "reasonable , "  ''time-saving , "  
and "effort-s avi t1<J "  wa.y.s of doing things. 
Democracy. "Democraey" ha.s heeom.e almost synonymous 
with "the fo�erican way of life . "  
• • •  
We extol the 
Declaration of Independence with its 1ns1ste� that 
"all men are created equal " and "gove.t:"nments ( deri ve )  
their just: power from the consent of the governed. " 
Humanitarianis•. • • • Philanthropy and 110luntary 
charity have been a characteristic not of America. 
More re.cent.! y, more attention has been g! ven to 
numerous progJ;ams for soci al welfare , with govern­
ment playinq an acti'Ye role. l 
1ols�n, .  Sos;j,_ al Organi zation ,  p .  58 , citing James 
Vander Zanden. 
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In addition to the seventh value listed by Zanden, 
Gouldner would probably add the nsacred right to private 
1 property. " In the past in America, when th• right te 
private property and humanitarianism haV$ been juxta:posed, 
the value of humanitarianism has al ways been sacrificed to 
the "sac.r;ed right of private property. " 
�fore continuing with the contribution of the 
Protestant ethic to the ideolo9·y of Social-Darwirdsm, it is 
well to take note of another effect that this ethic had on 
the thought of the nineteenth and tw�ntieuh canturiea and how 
this thought as embodied in the t&™lts of the P.roteatant. 
ethic , r�sultad. in the rise of the Therapeutic S tate , insti­
tutional psyt:hiatry, the public health agency , and th• mental 
heal th movement .  
Th� Rise of the Thera:eutic S tate an� Its 
slqijlfif� fgf_DeVIarit tYQ!•W 
As has been noted , soeiet)Y after the Fre.nch Re vol u­
tion, was general ly controlled in conformance with the ideas 
of the bourgeoJ.a.i.e . or . the �ddle<lua and ·. in &CCOl:"Qanc.e with 
the utilitarian philosophy and the val,,uea eontained i.n the 
Protestant ethic. At thi• time , the concept ef "'normality" 
was born. Wnat. wa• "normal •t behavior wa� that ithat coincided 
with these txaditio�al value• a& aet forth by the Pr0teatant 
ethic and to which the middle-class subagribed en !1as1. 
1Alvi�
·
w. Gouldner , �he Co�1ng Cri$;s ot Western 
Soc:iologx (New York ; Buie: BOoks , ±nc. , 19 o). 
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This concept of ncrmality, combined with the idea of 
imminent progress ' things getting better and better) which 
was both set :forth· by Comte. as a sociological principle , and 
whi¢h waa also eontained in the value Myat�m o� the Protes­
tant ethic •  produced the i�f. of "cu.r:ability. n 'this ulti­
mately resulted in the "cult of curability , "  or the idea of 
"aicJtness" or "pathology• " which could be treated to once 
again achieve th• "normal" state of production and progress . 
( Tbe social scientists borrowed from the natural sciences 
here to show that both the body of 1nan and the body of 
soeiety, the social order , weft organisms , and as such had 
temporary setbacks in the fo� of illness or pathology 
which , when overcome , returned the organism to a healthy 
state of "normal " growith and devalopnierit. ) These aame 
principles , of course , 9ave i11petus to the develop•nt of the 
soc:ia.l-Darwinis' ideology, which will be outlined briefly in 
the following .subsection of the study . The conal>inad poaitive 
sanction of the Protes1:ant •thic al)d . the aocial-Oarwint,.,t 
ideology 9aY� birth to a nev orJ..en.tation of thought , which 
might be entitled the therapeutic orientation. This orienta­
ti0n suppl anted the p�vious QrjAntation which used punish­
ment for nonconf�Jnlli ng  behavior. The posture of the thera­
peutic orientation was therefore more positive ( i n  accord 
with the positivisttc philosophy in science ) than had been 
the punltiYe orientation whioh had preceded it. 
The new orientation which emphasized "treatmenttt of 
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"illness "  over the punishment of nonconforming behavior 
( which was considered as rebellion) had strong positive 
ef feets on two categories of Deviant type-W who had previ­
ously had little hope. Conditions , however , did not change 
overnight , for tradition, custom and emotionally-ruled 
behavior frequently lag far behind what has been co nceptual­
ized on the intellectual level . )  Nevertheless , although the 
punitive orientation has continued to exist through history 
and i s  still used today , the therapeutic orientation made 
such great strides that it first won over the medical profes-
sion, then psychology, and final ly the political inatitution 
until the state can be described today as the Therapeutic 
State. 
The time of the rise of the Therapeutic State C a  term 
originated by Thomas szasz1 and later expanded by Nicholas N. 
Kittr1e2 > varies accordinQ to various scholars. It does 
· roughly parallel , however, the founding o f  institutional 
psychiatry which made the psych i atrists of the mental hos­
pitals agents of the state and gave them the coercive power 
to enforce treatment.. 3 
In discussin9 the characteristics o f  the Therapeutic 
state Kittrie notes a number o f  assumptions on which this 
1szas z ,  Manufacture of Madne s s .  
2Nichol as N. Kittrie , The Right to Be Different: 
Deviance and Enforced Therapy �{-B
_
al..._....,.t�l
-
m
_
o_r_e_:�-J�o�h-ns--�H�o-p�k�i�ns 
Press , 19 71 ) • 
3szasz, Manufacture of l"ladness. 
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character is based. Fi�st , 
• • •  the therapeutic state builds its foundation 
on science rather than faith. it therefore speak• 
not in terms of moral j udgment ( i t  abhors such con­
cept& as "mens rea, " "free will , "  "good , " "evi l " )  but 
in concepts reputed to be descriptive and scientific 
<- "mentally i l l , "  "aoc:ially delinquent , "  "psychopathic , "  
etc. ) .  
The implications of the therapeutic state for the 
treatment of crime and criminals are dramati c ,  repre­
senting a depazture f�om the moral-rel igious concept 
that crime and other antisocial behavior are mani­
festations o f  .. evi l "  and s hould therefore be $Up­
pressed and punished as a mean. of purging the evil­
doer as well as society. Crime is viewed as a natural 
feature of the soci al landscape. • • . 1 
He conti nues ,  
The growing acceptance of the detenninistie view 
of crime , however , ha.a not t�tal·ly replaced the clas­
s ical penal system in actual practice. Instead, 
deterministic concepts and solutions have been grafted 
onto the old clas sical school through the development 
Qf soeial control• over people wi thout men! rea • • • •  
I n  the new hybrid system of social controls--which 
i s  here designated the therapeutic state , the heaviest 
emphasis has been pl aced upon the tre atment and re­
habilitation of offenders . Yet the treatment concept 
was at best only one of the pri nciples o f  a positivist­
deterministic crim1nol�qy • which-.. laid i ts total empha­
aia on social defense. 
��ticulai:ly important is the consideration of the 
character of the therapeutic function of the State as opposed 
to th• public welfare function. K1ttr1e goes on to clarify 
the di fference betw .. n these two functions. 
The therapeutic state differs from its more estab­
lished sister , the public welfare state , in that the 
l atter offers its services to the voluntary reci pient 
while the former seeks to impose its ''beneficial" 
services compulsoriiy ·( since the recipient is held to 
1Kittri e ,  Retht to ,Be Diffefent , P •  39.  
2
Ibid . , P
• 40 . 
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be incompetent ) .  Under the public welfare , the cit­
izen i s  faced , at least theoretical l y ,  with the final 
choice either to accept or rej ect the offered public 
as sistance and any concomitant governmental s crutiny 
and demands , but the state ' s  therapeutic function is 
often authoritarian and may be exercised on a deviant 
individual for the asserted public interest with 
l ittl e or no consideration of his own choice. 
The operations of the therapeutic state are in a 
condition of constant growth. l 
Thomas Szasz2 makes a point of this coercive function 
o f  the institutional psychiatrist as an enforcement agent3 
of the state ( having power to identify and label an individ-
ual with the stigmatized label of "crimi nal " or "mentally 
i l l " )  Szasz goes so far as to compare the modern psychiatrist 
with the inquisitors of the middle ages .  
First o f  all , Szasz s t ates that the ins titutional 
psychiatrist is in the business of " • • • putting under lock 
and key deviant citi zens categorized as mentally ill • •  
He goes on to comment that, 
The community mental health centers movement 
proposes to expand and extend this traditional 
• • 
police power of the psychiatri st. It does so by 
asserting that the mental health worker has a respon­
s ibility . not only to the patient who comes for hel p • 
but also to those who do not come because they do 
not consider themselves sick but who must neverthe­
less be "ser.iced. "5 
,,4 
Szasz in pursuing this point and showing that in the 
l Ibid . , P• 4 1 .  
2s zas z ,  Manufacture of Madne s s .  
3Becker, outsiders. 
4szas z , Manufacture of Madness , p .  224. 
5Ibig. , P •  224. 
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guise of moving from the orientation of protection to treat­
mene, to prevention the police powers Of the State psychi­
atrist are augmented to such an extent that he could repre­
sent an oppressive force for this type of deviant individual, 
whether he becomes cl assified a.s 0crimi nal" or "mental l y  
disordered. " Szasz quotes Norman Lourie , fJxecutive Deputy 
Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welf a.re , 
as insi•t�ng that "Mental health services can no longer rely 
upon patients asking for hel p . Potential patient& must be 
sought out to achieve early detection and prevention .  "l 
All such statements by public officials, couched in 
the vocabulary and concepts of the middle-class Protestant 
ethic, sound very encouraging to those wanting to preserve 
the "normal , "  "heal thy" condition of society . The fact that 
the patient is identified , "treated "  to regain "normality" 
and then is returned to society to continue to strive to "get 
ahead" rings with a very pleas ant note on those citizens ( and 
many social scientists--such as the social pathologists of 
the first part of the twentieth century )  who have been thor­
oughly socialized i n  the Protestant ethic and infused with 
the ideology of aocial-Darwinism. 
Nevertheles s ,  as Szasz has pointed ou t ,  there are 
some very real dangers for deviant individuals in society. 
The labels "crimi nal " and. "ins ane " are extremely negative and 
fit the classical stereotype under investigation in this 
l Ibid., P• 225. 
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study. What the agent of the State , i n  the form of the psy-
chiatris t ,  is really doing is creatin9 "seco ndary deviant� . "  
He is labeling individuals as soci al heretics . 
As Szasz asserts , 
I t  is in forensic psychiatry , final l y ,  that we 
find the best examples of how preoccupation with the 
"mental heal th" of victimized individuals or groups 
--Negroes , persons accused of crime , old people-­
actual ly works to their detriment , serving only to 
confirm them in their debased roles as defective 
objects , and to elevate the ir caretakers to the 
exalted position of loving parents • • • •  
• • • if ., as I suggested, the person incriminated 
as mental ly 1 1 1  is a scapegoat , then it is the duty 
of a humanistic behavioral science to focus attention 
not on him but rather on those responsible for cast­
ing him in that role. l 
Szasz continues in the s ame vein to demonstrate that 
it matters little what the i ndividual label might be because 
the devi ancy is generalized to fit the deviant stereotype of 
the social heretic. He maintains , 
"The term stigma, 0 writes Goffman , "refer [s] to 
an attribute that is deeply discrediting • • • •  0 
Being considered or l abeled mentally disordered-­
abnormal , crazy, mad ,  psychotic , sick , it matters 
not what variant is used--is the most profoundly 
discred'iting classification that can be imposed on 
a person today. Mental illness casts the "patient" 
out of the social order just as surely as heresy 
cast the "witch" out of medieval society. 2 
Undoubtedly the development of the therapeutic s tate 
has had its positive side because it has . served , to some 
extent , to lessen the repercus sions on the i ndividual deviant. 
Instead of being subjected to torture and possibly death as a 
libid. , P •  231. 
2 Ibid. , P •  237. 
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generalized group, the secularization of thought has resulted 
in a particul aristic science of psychiatry which deals with 
individu als on an i ndividual basis . The fate of the indi­
vidual may still result in indignities and ·incarceration but 
the more extreme penalties are avoided and , on an. intel lec­
tual level at leas t , there is hope for the future. 
As a resul t ,  too , there has been a p0si tive sh1ft on 
the intel lectual level ( more in the pure than in the applied 
areas of science it is true) from the punitive to the thera­
peutic and , (with the work successfully done i n  preventative 
medici ne in the publ ic heal th field) finally , to the �rsven­
tative orientations of thou9ht among scholars and government 
official s .  
The growth o f  the publi c  health institution and its 
positive effect has already been noted. · Also , there are ma.ny 
positive factors about the streaa on the mental health pro-
gram. Nevertheless , so long as , noting Szas z '  comment that , 
"The institutional psychiatrist is a duly authori zed agent 
of the Therapeutic State; his client is the State and its 
agency , Institutional Psychiatry. 111 This makes the future of 
the institutional psychiatrist directly dependent on how well 
he conforms to the midd.la-cle.ss idea (or laymen' s idea ) of 
di agnosing the patients • condi tiorw and l abeling them. 
Natural l y ,  such a situation does not augur well for 
the future ot the individual deViant becaus e  the psychiatri s t  
1 Ibid . , P •  239. 
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feels that ha would rather be safe than sorry. 
Before leaving this subject to return to the Protes­
tant ethic and its contribution to the social-Darwinist 
ideology , there is one more entry on the negative side of 
the ledger that must be considered. This is in the form of 
a projection into the future in terms of a possible scenario. 
This scenario concerns what Kittrie refers to as the "Fear 
of Therapeutic 'l'yranny , " and which Szasz has already alluded 
to. Kittrie quotes Szasz as follows: 
He {izas� has therefore set out to demonstrate 
how in modern society moral standards have declined 
in social preeminence , "how health values have usurped 
the place of moral values , "  and how "social en�ineer­
ing" has arrived "disguised as mental health. " 
Kittrie describes a society i n  which the therapeutic 
orientation has been carried to its ultimate: 
Under a future therapeutic ideal , police and crim­
inal process might be abandoned. The environment would 
be manipulated and controlled . Preventative measures 
would be taken to render any anti soci al action impos­
sible. There would b� perhaps a perpetual monitoring 
instead of policing of every individua.l ' s  behavi01.1. 
In this way , antisocial activity would be detected and 
prevented before harm could result. When one demon­
strated antisocial tendencies , �e would not be subject 
to a criminal trial bUt rather would be medically 
diagnosed and treated so that the behavior would not 
recur. Complete histories of individuals would be 
kept from birth to death , to generate the statistical 
knowledge necess ary to sound diagnosis and to provide 
the necessary feedback to measure the efficacy of treat­
ment. Secrets would be taboo , privacy unheard o f ,  resis­
tance to the new controls pathological . Man ' s  innermos t  
1Kittr1e , Right to Be Different , p .  354 , citing 
':'homas s .  S z as z .  
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thoughts would have to be open to complete scrutiny 
if the preventative model were to be successful . 1 
It can be seen that such a total application of the 
values of the Protestant ethic to create the ul timate thera-
peutic state would create many prQblems for the average indi­
vidual of the dominant group , without even considering what 
the consequences co�ld be for the individUal member of a 
deviant minority , or even the d�viant as an individual . 
One might s ay that such a scenario has little possi­
oility of deve�oping as actual fact. In answer to that , the 
reader i s  diredted to the consideration of the optimum appli­
cation of the soe1al-Darw1nist ideology ( discussed i n  the 
next subsection) by the Getinan state during the 1 2-year 
Third Reich , which is discussed in a succeeding section in 
connection with Jewish pers.ecutions during the p�riod. 
Whether or not the Protestant sects were any more or 
less influential i n  the ri se of capitalism in Europe than 
Weber imagined, it is nonetheless true that the teachings of 
th.rift, hard work , progress , the toregoing of present plea­
sure for future reward , and the equating of wealth and suc­
cess with virtue was especially compatible with the social­
Darwinist ideology that was to become dominant in Europe , 
and especial ly Americ a ,  in the l atter h alf of the nineteenth 
century. 
1Kittrie , Right to Be Different , p .  354. 
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The Social-Darwinist Id•ology 
In Martindale social-Darwinism is compared with the 
other major conflict ideology , Hatxist-soeialism. 1 
According to Martindale , 
The first form of socl al-Darwinismt already partly 
evident in the writings of Charles Darwin ,  conceived 
human society as a produet of the struggle for exis­
tence and the survival of the fittest. In the works 
of Spencer ,  Wi lliam Graham Sumner , and others , this 
led to the notion that the captai ns of modern industry 
represented the fittest members of society . It alao 
led to the assumption that social welfare activities , 
in aiding the socially underprivileged, were destroy­
ing the biological potenti al of the race. The rich 
thus merited their wealthJ the poor , by biological 
inferiority , deserved their fate • • • •  Social­
Oarwinism was a conflict ideology projected in the 
name of the upper strata of a bourgeois society. • • • 
Soci al Darwinism' s external program was imperial ism 
( "mani fest destiny , "  the "white man ' s  burden" ) • • • •  
social Darwinism' s  internal program was an active 
eugenic policy aimed at race improvement , mass sterili­
zation, and the rooti ng out of sociali sm as if it were 
a genetic defect. It was left to the Germans , with 
typical Teutonic thoroughnes s , to demons trate fully 
the impl ication of consistent aocial-Darwinism. 2 
The Puritan ethic became the way of life in Engl and , 
coupled with the utilitarian philosophy of the growing midclle­
class and the expansion of industry at home and imperialist 
foreign . policy and mercantilism overaeas. The English became 
so f amoua for their business practices that a new word was 
coined for their policies s ''Yankeeism. " 
The Protestant ethic waa transplanted to England ' s  
Puritan colon1.ea in the new wrld and the people there took 
1Martindale , Seciol99ica,l Tnegrx, PP• 157-175. 
2Ibid. , P • 174. 
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their nam• from the policy of the Puritan ethic. They 
became known throughout the world as Yanke�s . In conformance 
with the Protestant ethic , an important part of the American 
ch aracter 1s the so-called "gos pe l  of work0 or the belief 
that any individual could qet ahead by just working harde r .  
To the early American , the greatest fault o f  all was that o� 
1dlne�8 . The entire civilization w�s devoted to the mate-
rialistic concept3 of acqtiisitivaness and the accompanying 
technolO<Jieal progres s . 1 
This further entrenched the Puritan idea of the 
divine rights of property and stewardshi p ,  that is , the duty 
of the Christian man ' i s  to acquire as much wealth as possible 
in God' s name. �his became the basis of the American Dream 
of Succe s s . 2 
The American Dream of Success 
In the American Dream goodnes s was associ ated with 
weal th , and s i n  with poverty. 3 This had much to do with the 
later theories of certain religio-economists who advanced the 
theories of the "divine ri9ht of property" and the "gospel of 
wealth. " As the organi zed Church g ained a foothold in the 
1carl N. Degler, Out of Our Past (New York : Harper & 
Brothers , Publishers , 1959), pp. l54-l6 0 .  
2Merle curt1 , The Grorth of American Thought { New 
York : Harpe� & 'Brothers , P ub-ishers , 1§43) ,  PP• 69-70 . 
3
Henry Steele Comma9er , The American Mind: An 
Interpretation of Amerie·an Thought and Character Since the 
1880' s .. (New Haven& Yale University Press , 1950) t PP• 31 5-
365. 
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new world, it cU.d 1ta p� aa • MrV•nt:. ot o.r:dlW and. t.ra­
QLUon to ad.val1C41 �W... QUU1--nU9l.owa Obsua1on with 
Vl'�A•• t•nd auecqa and l.o .-..ntorce �· ldieoa by s rmo­
tton t.l:OIA �'.- p\.\l.pit.1 
f"or all � -..t.eri.U•• tba' vu pi:eaoat la � ••­
up of tn4t ?h1l.o.opny 0# � -�....- AllMt.l:lcal\ .. Wbicn finally 
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Now , instead of the partnership of the Church and 
State that had existed during the Theocratic State, with the 
Church as the senior partner and the State as the "'silent" 
partner , a new partnership developed that had different 
characteristics . The new partnership was a three-way partner-
ship of the economic . institution, the political institution, 
and the religious institution ( supported by the educational 
institution) with the economic institution being the senior 
partner. The economic institution was to set policy ( in 
accordance with the ideas of the Captains of industry being 
the most "qllal1fied" l e aders as promoted by S aint-Simon and 
Auguste Comte) and the State and the religious institutions 
functioned chiefly to Maintain the "status quo . h  How the 
Protestant ethic helped in this indoctrination of the 1nd1� 
vidual has already been noted • 
. As Bronowsk1 and Mazlish stated in referring to the 
promotion of the Industrial Revolution by the teachings of 
the Protestant ethic , 
Even the l ater Industrial Revolution was powered 
by an ethic of its own , which changed the character 
of the Christian Virtues in the direction of thrift, 
frugality, and resignation. In this respect , John 
Wesley in the eighteenth century was as much of an 
innovator as Luther and Calvin were in the sixteenth. 1 
In the American experience in spite o f  the existence 
of new problems and rampant social injustice , the society 
still remained firm in its belief the combination of concepts 
1eronowsk1 and Mazlich , western Int�llectual. Tra­
dition, p. 496. 
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ethic which pointed to their personal wealth as evidence of 
their spiritual superiority. At the hottom cf soc�ety was 
the wo1:kin9 man who also believed in the social-Darwini& t  
ideology and the Protestant ethic: ., nQt because he had bene-
f 1 ted from their application • but because he had been 
socialized in their values by the established Church ,. govern­
ment s anctions , and the teachings of the educational ineti­
tution. 
Needless to say, if an intellectual valued his 
personal future and the posaibility of a fortune , he too 
would become an avid aupPort:•• ot+ or an .apologist for, this 
combination of factors that governed Ameri.c:an soeial thought. 
What wa• true for the rest of tl'le society waa also 
true for succeec:Un9 generations of Ameriean Academic Seciol­
ogi• ts .  They we.c-e profoundly J.nfluenced :by the Conservative 
·:rradition , the Protestant ethic , and the social-Darwinist 
ideolooy. These intelle(l;tual eri.ent.ationa. were combined, 
with the support of the i..iltelle.tttual community , and the 
public was indo.ctri.nated .  with ¢0neepta 'that were to culminate 
in the .American Dream of SU¢Ge•a • 
In the foregoil)(J discussion of the coinQination of 
economi c ,  political , rel1�ioU$ and social thought that were 
to influence the caree.r Gf the soQ.ial heretic .in .the nine­
teenth and twentieth centuries ., a change of empha.sis in the 
geographic location or this aoci.o-bistorical investigation 
was effected as the current of social thought crossed the 
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ocean from Europe to America. 
In the pr�sentation of the material that follows ,  in 
contrast to what has gone !>$fora , the emphasis will be on 
the American society as the central locale with the condi­
tions in Europe as peripheral . 
The reason for this has been previously noted. In 
order to facilitate the progrea s of the study of the effect 
of social changes wrought by the era of Revolutions and the 
subsequent direction of political , economic, religious and 
social thought in terms of the future career of the social 
heretic for the balance of the 19th century and during the 
twentieth century, a change of social scene is indicated. 
This change of the area of study from western Europe 
to the United States is supported by a number of factors .  
some o f  which have already been noted. f'irst of all , it was 
a state that was pl anned and then created. The plan incor­
porated many of the social reforms contained in the most 
advanced thought in Europe at that time. It encompassed the 
same reforms that were also the targets of the French Revo­
lution. Europe was a complex conglomeration of small states 
in the years to come, where as the United States was a unified 
federal system. To sum it up , the United S t �tes was , at that 
time , an empty space in which would be ,  in a manner of speak­
ing , grown a laboratory culture of the combination of cap­
italism, the ¥roteatant (or Puritan) ethic , and the social­
Darwinist ideology. 
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The developing social situation dascri.:bed above can 
readily he observed as an on..going social proa.ess in the 
American situation be.ca.us• the ideas af Su.rope were trans-
planted to new soil with no historical heritage of eonfl ict-
ing ideas. 
A 
The American continent offered a vast empty spa�e 
with seemingly unl imited frontiers . In such an environment 
the fledgling United States of the early lSOO • s  represented a 
transpl anted culture of Eng lish Yankeeism. As noted previ-
ously, the men of the new American nation came to heve such a 
reputation for commercia l acumen that they became known the 
world over as the "Yankees . "  
Tl'le �storical Oevelopm•.nt of the Characte,:- and 
Structure of American Soci ety 
The changes that were wrought by the French social 
revolution in the so ci al structure of the states of Europe 
made them more like the American s ociety that had gained its 
independence from England a few years earlier. 
France , before the Revolution. had been a Catholic 
monarchy .  As such i t  was a rigidly structured society of a 
system of estates . At the top were the l anded royalty and 
the clergy and at the bottom were the small farmers , or 
peas ants , and the city workers . 
After the Revolution the French socie�y ( as depicted 
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by the illustration of the thermodynamic anology on the fol­
lowing page) became a system of classes with the bourgeois 
entrepreneur at the top, but with the pea&ant and the worker 
still at the bottom. Some gains had been made , though , for 
the new world which had been treated by the bQurgeoisie did 
extend formal legal freedom to the lcwer classes thus at 
last freeing them frcm the sys.tern of hereditary bondage , but 
making them dependent upon the emerging 1ndustt1.es .  This 
made their fates dependent o n  the sales o f  their services to 
the labor market. 
The mass society of modern times who r-ent instead of 
own their own homes--the new proletariat--were destined not 
to find any protection in the "sacredness of private prop­
erty" which eonsumed the middle class but now were subj ect t-0 
treatment as dictated by the conscience of the economic 
entrepreneur. 
In order to g ather some measure of protection, the 
proletariat tried to shift the centeJ:" of gravity more in its 
f aver throu<jh hlle technique of aocialized property and ser­
vices . In modern post-Revolutionary society groups were 
created that were without any economic protection, except for 
that given by the State through the socialization of services 
and property. This social phenomenon came about as a soci­
etal structural development peculiar to the Western world. 
Social reform began with ( i n  Europe first )  the 
administration of postal services ,  education ,  and certain 
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types of transportation. It is this l ack of economic secu­
rity of the masses that is the starting point of all systems 
of socialist ideology which attempt to guarantee such seeu­
ri ty to al l social elements. 
The society of the fledqling United States resembled 
that of post-Revolutionary France much more than it did of 
Franc:e under the monarchy. Although Americans like to per­
petuate the myth of the hard-drinking , hard-fighting almost 
illiterate frontiersman as the determining force in the e arly 
society , the true situation was quite different. 
Classes have existed in American society from the 
very first. Such men as George Washington, Thomas Jeffersoh, 
the Adamses , and Alexander Hamilton were not illiterate 
country bumpkins , wise in the ways o f the :frontier. Rather, 
they were aristocrats , wel l-educate d ,  traveled , and large 
landholders with slaves . It was this element that , together 
with the first immigrants from northwest Europe , became the 
first economic entrepreneurs , whose names today occupy the 
social register of the upper class. 
Tl:te story of social class in America consisted at 
first of a denial of its existence , then the perpetuation o� 
th@ fiction of complete vertical mobility (in accordance with 
the American Dream) that would allow the poor boy to rise to 
the top. Later came the admission of a class system but with 
the assurance that it was only an economic phenomenon. The 
result of thia wae that everyone fancied himself to be a 
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member of the middle class. 
Now, of course ,  there is a more realistic approach to 
this concept. There is a total of some six classes in the 
North and the vestiges of a caste system in the South. 1 The 
general basis of this class system is economic but , at the 
top , is an upper-upper class that i s  largely hereditary due 
to i ntermarri age and carries with it automatic mem�rship in 
the social register. 
The beginnings of the upper-upper class already 
existed i n  post-Revolutionary War Ameri ca. In addition to 
' 
this class of aristocrats in the North and in the South , 
there were the factory owners , world traders and industrial-
ists of the North , shippers and exporters of the South , a 
middle-class of shopkeepers and artisans ( such as shoemakers , 
gunsmiths , carpenters , etc. ) and the workers and small 
farmers. Outside the class system , at the very bottom were 
the indentured servants and the slave s .  
The s i ze of the empty territory did offer the oppor­
tunity for both horizontal and vertical mobility. The scarc­
ity of labor and skill on the frontier could enable a worker 
to rise to the artisan cl as s ,  to shopkeepe r ,  then , with suf-
ficient acumen to become a middle-class trader or manufac-
turer and so possibly to become a business tycoon. The very 
top, however , was reserved for those people who had already 
arrived , and the only way to crack it was through inter-
1The concept of six classes in society comes from the 
typology by Warner which is based on Weber and which in turn 
was based on a Marxian idea. 
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marriage, as a trade-off of finance for good name in the 
second or third generation. 
Neverthel ess , a folklore grew up around the indi­
viduals who were nble to accomplish this rise to the top 
that came to be known as the American Dream of Success ( and 
which was described in an earlier section) . 
American society the n ,  at fi rst , became a strongly 
individualistic society based on a rural economy with 
unlimited frontiers but with a rigid social s tructure that 
rather closely resembled that of post-Revolutionary France. 
The pur�ose of the foregoing discussion of social 
class is to demonstrate this fact that early American Society 
was much more rigid than popular myth would have one believe. 
Just as in Europe the economic entrepreneur at the top exer­
cised the power as his God-given right as attested to by his 
success under the gospel of work and the Puritan ethic. 
After the development of the social-Darwinist ideology ,  his 
position at the top was made even more secure by the sanction 
of quasi-scientific theory that supported his physical and 
racial superiority as well as the religiously s anctioned 
moral superiority to the rel atively less-fortunate individ­
uals of society. 
Of course the evils of this system have already been 
pointed out , for , supported by the institutions of organized 
religion and education , the economic institution propagan­
dized the working classes into believing in the validity of 
the Protestant ethic , the scientific basis in fact of the 
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social-Darwinist ideology, and in the glowing possibilities 
for the i ndividual promised by the American Dream. 
The South went even further in the cons truction of a 
rigid nol.osed system" society than the North.· With the 
introduction of .sl av�ty , they imported thei� own means of 
unification , a built-in "threut" that gave them both a scape­
goat and a safety valve. In the South , the wh ite man always 
had someone to be superior to, because no matter how far down 
he was there was always someone below him. 
So it was that the South came even closer than the 
North to Comte ' s  idea of the perfect paradigm o f  a perfectly 
defi ned social order--the caste system. 
On tne following page , by use of the thermodynamic 
analQq y, the rigid social s tructure of the sl ave South is 
shown pictorially. 
In the y$ars prior to the Civil �Jar , the aountry was 
divided as to l ivelihood structure into three areas. To the 
north and eas• was found the cities and industry C at first 
along the waterways as had been the case in England ) , to the 
west the small farmers , under more or less subsistence con­
ditions , wi�h s ales only from surplus , and then the South 
{ as a region) an area of pl antation agr1�ul ture for export in 
combination with the smo..11 · general type farms found to the 
west. 
Thus the territory of the United States of the first 
half of the nineteenth century was split into two vastly 
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different economic systems : the irutustrial and commer:cial 
northeast and the pl antation aqriaulture region of the South. 
These systems differ vastly in themaelves but an additional 
factor was added to the South that widened the breach . At 
the very beginning of the eight .. nth century·, the Sou'th was 
already an economy of slavery. 
The Ins ti tutio,n of Sl avery in the United States 
So , to again pick up the thread of the story of the 
career of Deviant type-W in the early eighteenth century , the 
local i s  the Southland of th@ United States. In accordance 
with the principles of white supremacy as advanced by Comte , 
and in conformance with t.�e conflict theory of the social 
scapego at , the ins titution of s l avery as it developed on the 
American scene created a "safety valve" for the rural South 
by importing its ovm Deviant type-W. 
S l avery was not new in the world. In fact the name 
s l ave was contributed to this human condition by the S l avs . 
Bonded servants were common in pre-Revolutionary North Amer­
ica as people sold their freedom for a limited time to obtain 
passage to the New World. Sl avery existed too in South Amer­
ica, particularly in Portuguese Brazil .  
However , the institution of s l avery as it developed 
i n  the South of the United States was unique in the history 
of the worl d .  The pre-Revolutionary War sl avery was o f  an 
entirely different type. Although the people involved were 
either indentured servants or slaves , they were still 
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regarded as human being s .  It was the slavery of the South 
after the Revolutionary War that stripped human beings of 
both humanity and dignity , converting them into �ntermensohen 
and chattel property. 
A finely circumscribed and self-contained system. 
causing al l l i nes of communication in the society to begin 
and end in the master , the system i n  the United States was 
quite different from the on• practiced in Latin America. 
;ithouqh the systems were concurrent , as practiced in Latin 
America it had a long history of precedent and the individual 
sl ave was allowed some intercourse with society in general . 
Also , he had rights as an individual to family and ownership 
of property. However , in the United States the slave , himself , 
was property. 
There i s  no way to measure the culture shock that th• 
sl ave suffered in being placed into a strictly paternalistic 
dominant society in which he was tre�ted as a perpetual child. 
The analogy has been made with the situation of the Jews in 
the SS concentration camps in Germany in World War II .  This 
anal09y is well taken, for the exhaustive studies made of the 
effects of these i:rison camp.s on their i nmates are enlighten­
in� in the many w�ys that they parallel the psychological 
effect of the pl antation life on the individual slave. The 
sl ave system had a detrimental effect to some deqree on the 
personalities o f  all involved; the southerners , the northern­
ers and the slaves themselves. 
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Although the northerners were not directly in�lved , 
they shared the quilt , and it waa this feeling of guil t ,  
restrained by fear' which led to the formation of the aboli­
tionist societi•• in the north and t� resiatance again.st any 
type of freedom in the South. 
In the South there was great fear, although unreason-
able , of a general slave uprisi nq .  (In this way, i n  terms of 
conflict theory , the slaves , as a body, represented a 
"threat" to the existence of the Southern pl antation society-. 
The fact that they had imported this fear of their own accord 
and continued to auppozt th• conditions that fostered it , 
and although it waa entirely unrealistic in 'hhe first pl ace , 
did not make the fear of the threat any the less real . )  Psy­
chologists point out that the fear of the unknown is the 
greatest tear o'f all. O'f course , another point that led to 
the perpetuation of sl ave-holding was that it became econom­
ically desirable , in terms of trading profits , around 1830. 
' 
As importation of new s l avaa from Africa died down , the 
practice ot slave-trading became a profeaaion in and of 
itself. 
'fhe people of the Southern United States became e 
mob operating under the conditiona of crowd paychology (which 
were daacribed in the theory aeation of this study) . That 
is , they were movinq under a.n emotion that was general and 
sanctioned , but l acking in any intellectual direction. De 
TocqueVill had, in hia visit to the United Stat.ea , found the 
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society to be a "tyranny of the majority. " He felt that 
there was no place for the function of reason in a democratic 
society that was already of the same mind. This generally 
describes the social situation as it related to the white 
oversociety of the South in the period immedi ately preced­
ing the Civil war. 
The sl ave sys tem of tne South ultimately came to 
degrade a.nd bi-u.talize all those w�o wertt affected by it or 
were e.ngaqed in it. The outstanding features of thi s system 
wEt.re the cruelties , dangers , loss of life , and indignities it 
inflicted on its victims ,  the a l aves 9 and the dehumani zing 
effect that i t  had on sl ave traders who d•alt in hWDan beings 
as objects of commerce a.r;ld who denied any human standards in 
regard to their victims except those that could :Ge measured 
in terms of los5 or prof it. 
Nevertheless , when the Civil War came , it was not 
sl avery itself that wa$ the eausQ of Northern intervention, 
but the restoration of the Union. 
The institution of slave+y i n  Americ a  was not only 
unique in its application, it . i s  unique iz:i the wo•ld. It 
represents the .bringing in of a "safety valve" group and 
makirvJ them into both an ecoJ10mic advantage and a "t..ransfer­
enc:a group. "  With this technique society was able in the 
South to JU.intain it& r.igid, aqricultural aristoaratia struc­
ture � to dl:aw it together by transplanting within its own 
body an aggr89ation of individuals who were •ufficiently 
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11different " upon whom it could legally vent its aggression. 
That the Negro in the South fitted the construct of 
Deviant type-w is readily apparent. Aside from his differ­
ence in geographic origin and physiognomy, he worshipped 
different and strange Gods and suffered from the myth of 
being subhuman. 
The Civil War 
AIJ pointed out earlier,- the Civil War took place not 
because of the oppression and degradation of a whole race of 
people , but because of 'the threat of disunity which could 
possibly destroy the social structure of the American society. 
It was l ater that those who argued that the war could not be 
won without the abolition of the s l ave sys tem , managed to 
convince the President that it was a cause with promise. It 
was only then that s l avery was brought i nto prominence as an 
issue in the conflict. 
The Civil 1 • .;Jar was the first modern war with armies 
making use of new facilities o f  transport and communications . 
The importance of the vast railroad network ( many more miles 
in extent than at present) and the ocean-going vessels can­
not be overs tressed. The importance of a population for the 
potential for industrial production was real ize�, too, as the 
Civil War became a contest of supply of materi al . Sherman' s  
march to the sea also established the precedent of taking the 
war to the population and destroying the base of production. 
'£he Civil War also originat.ed the idea of trench warfare with 
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the "dead s pace" of a no man' s l and C a  technique that was to 
be perfected in World War I ) .  
After the Civil War , the Negro found that he had won 
freedom under the law, but he did not have political power, 
and as a "powerless person , ••  he was again ensl aved econom-
ically by the power s tructure c'f a kind of aristocratie 
opportunism that circumvented the laws that had been enacted 
in the f iret few years after the end of the actual confl ict. 
Forces Shaping the Character and Structure of 
American Society Bur!ng the Balance 
of the Nineteenth Cent.ur;x 
The period following the Civil War is a particularly 
unique and interesting time for study and analysis. It was 
a period of urbanization, industri alization and economic 
growth. However , attendant to the progress of growth and 
change in the economic life of the nation were depressing 
problems of the inequality of man and the social injustices 
of city life. 1 American society was faced with problems the 
l ike of which it had never known. Having had no experience 
with the problems of social injustice in the individual , 
acquisiti ve , materialistic economy of the pre-Civil War era, 
a change in the traditional way of thinking would seem to be 
indicated. In.stead, the men who formed the social opinion of 
the day tried to fit the current economic s ituation to the 
historic concepts developed to fit the rural economy of 
1oeqler t Out ef Ow: Past , fh 314. 
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unlimit•d frontiers of the pre-Civil War period. 
In the ch ange from a rural to an urban manufacturing 
economy that followed the termination of the CiVil War , new 
conditions and problems were bound to bl! created and certain 
modifications of the foregoing pattern of the character of 
American society were inevitable. Underlying it all ,  though , 
was the i ndividUal American' s  view of himself and the image 
that he wished to project to the rest of the worl d ,  that of 
an individual who directed hia ovn affairs with little inter­
ference from government and who had equality of opportunity 
to demonstrate his creative and acqui si tive ability. The 
concept of the ability of the individual to overcome all odds 
and struggle upward through hard work to achieve the goal of 
fame and fortune is a continuous thread that binds the 
American society ' s  image of itsel f together throughout the 
course of the history of the nation. 
Nevertheless , the urbanism and the industrialism that 
accompanied it fulfilled many needs of the economy and , in 
turn, created many new problems of social injustice. 
With the opportunities and cultural advance in the 
cities , the "gospel of work" was to change i n  some degree. 
The prejudice against the "u•eless•' pursuits �as the first to 
feel the pressure of the new social forces .  As stated ear­
lier, American political institutions were bu·11 t up under 
simple rural c:onditions r they had not yet learned how to cope 
with cramped urban popul ations . There were thous ands of 
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examples of misrule in city government , control by political 
machine , and miserable and worsening condit-to ns o f  life of 
the poor working segment of the population. The "gospel of 
work" didn' t seem to be paying oft. The cramped livin<J quar­
ters , probl ems of sanitatio n ,  health and s ocial abuse crea�ed 
doubts as to the adequacy of �he laissez-£aire type of demo­
cratic economy. Only the ric:h and powerful now seemed to get 
any advantage from the rule of uncontrol led individualism. 
The diversities of grinding poverty and ostentatious weal th 
showed a need for f�ee schools , public libraries , for married 
women ' s property rights , prison reform , and dealing with the 
insane. These cond.i tions in c:i ty life were forces for the 
development Of a social consciousness • 
• A..s was pointed out earlier i n  the di scus sion Gf the 
American Drea m ,  the common man st.ill believed in the ••crul t of 
succe s s "  because he had lMen bombarded with the key ideas of 
this orientation from the pulpit , from his government , from 
his employer , in his school experience and all this was re­
enf'orced by force s in the social mechanism itself such as 
the newspapers and magazines. Social change has to spring 
from some element in the population and there was not yet a 
firm enough foundation at uhat time to cause effective action. 
Underneath i t  al l ,  however , was a growi ng feeling that it was 
the duty of the government of all to take steps to s afeguard 
the opportunibiaa of all under the changing condiUons of 
urban industrializati on. I� -was this uneasiness which caused 
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moYements for social re�orm, the labor movement , and the 
development of the theory of socialism in AIReriea at the turn 
of the century. 1 
Coupled with the social injustices pre•alent in the 
cities were the economic and political problems of the grow­
ing industrialization. Industrial development served to 
emphasiz• the relationship between American and world history. 
Apart from its direct influence on material progress ,  i t  
injected into the Ameriean politiea.l system the typical 
problems of the ol der European states who had undergone the 
growing pains of the industrial .revolution at an earlier 
time. a As the end of the nineteenth century appro ached , the 
national probl ems of tariff , labor unrest , the curbing of the 
railroads , banking and business monopolies , currency regula­
tion , and the dislocation of the farming population made 
themselves evident. Differences between the .American scene 
and the Old World were in time and degree rather than in 
kind. The forces of industri alism coupled with nationalism 
must share a good part of the responsibility for the wave of 
imperi alism that engulfed the United States at the turn of 
the Century. 3 
Most of the problems just discussed are still with 
1 Ibid . , PP •  311-320. 
2Henry S tee1.e Commager , L:l,ving Ideas in America 
( New York 1 Harper & Brothers , Publ!shers , 19Sl) , PP• 302-452. 
3
curti , Growth of American Though,&, pp. 667-671. 
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the American society in varyinq degrees at the present time. 
No adequate solutions for them were found in the nineteenth 
century and few have been found so far in the twentieth. 
One of the reasons that little progress was made in 
sol vinc;i these probl•ma in the nineteenth century was that the 
leaders of the working class believed the myth of success 
just as strongly as any rich and powerful entrepreneur. 1 
This is a fact that goes far toward the explanation of the 
failure of the radical groups at the end of the century to 
convert the American people to social theories such as 
socialism and communism. 2 Even the philosophy of groups such 
as the social ists was bUilt around the materialistic concept 
of success. Naturall y ,  the belief of the common man in the 
gospel of work and the myth of success could do nothing to 
advance the cause of organized labor. Even the political 
parties believed in the success ideal . Of course , this pre-
vented intelligent consideration of public issues by not 
having a clearly-stated program of issues which could be 
evaluated objectively by the opposition. Since both parties , 
and the l iberal and co nservative factions thereof , were 
' 
devoted to the concept of the success myth , they had to rely 
on political hysteria and absurdities for issues and points 
of contention. 3 
1oegler, out ot Our Pas t ,  pp. 203-72 . 3'8-7e. 
2Ib1d. t PP• 257�!9. 
3curti , Growth of �rican Thouqht , pp. 572-73 . 
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All this concern with material progress and economic 
success was a maj or cause of the monotony of the political 
and literary life of the period under consideration. Even 
the liberals were bound up in traditional beliefs , and no one 
seriously threatened the "status quo . "  The reason for this 
was that all of them , the �ntrepreneur , worki ng men, church­
man, educator , and the writer• of the time were all products 
of their heritage and bel ie.-d ao strongly in the Dream of 
Success , that they would not challenge it with enough vigor 
to produce any marked change in public opinion. It was a 
case of belieYing their own propaganda. 1 
The accumulated evidence as the century progreaaed 
caused men to doubt the authenticity of the success myth 
intellectual ly but their emotional heritage �aused them to 
attempt to mold and shape the evidence to make it conform to 
the standards it would have to possess i f  the dream of sue-
cesa were valid. 
This belief waa reeni'orced by those two great forces 
of trad.i tion and conservatiawn, the governmental establishment 
and organized religion. Throughout the history of ma n ,  gov­
ernmental institutions and organized religion have been 
strong supporters of the ttstatus quo . "  Having vested inter­
ests , these two institutions feel that they are bOund to be 
the losers in any radical Chfln9e in the attitudes or charac­
ter of society in genera. Frequently they have worked 
1 commager , Living Idea.a in America, pp. 109-60. 
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together to maintain order and tradition. 1 
So it was in the period following the Civil War. 
There waa no conscious program of cooperation because of the 
atatement of aepu-.tion of Church and State in the constitu­
tion and due to the large nWlber of different aecta of , Prot­
estantism. Kowever, it was the old story that their 1pheres 
of intere5t complemented eech other. The go�r�nt waa 
influenced by th• capitalist• and domestic imperialiats of 
the t1rn• and th• Church waa dedicated to preaerving the 
middl•-�laaa Puritan ideaa that it waa the individual ' •  
Chri•tian duty to carve out a fortune for himself. The 'Yan­
ke•i •• •• 0£ En9l and had been b.rouc;ht to the fertile aoil of 
the New WG>rld and tranaplant.ed as the "Protes tant ethic" or 
later, "the Gospel of wealth. " This framework of beliefs was 
superimpoaed by the eatabliah•d Church on the new and evolv-
1119 urban and industrial America. Thus , the Church actual ly 
became , aa Marx termed it, "the opiate of the people . "  They 
were narcotized and hypnotized froa the pulpit into content­
ment with their lot. If they worked hard and failed, it wa.a 
not the fault of tha social and economic syatem aa a whole, 
but the result of th-1.r own individual inadequacies and sin­
fulneaa . Goodn.ss was again equated with wealth , and ev1l 
with permanent poverty. Men auch u Horatio Al9er then had 
coapl.ete religious •uppo.J"t for thei.r moral preachments. 
Al9er was particularly pQwerful , aa ware certain religio-
1eurt1 , Gro!Sn of Ame�ican Though,, pp. 35-69 , 142 , 
380 ' 519-20. 
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•eo-.tats laMr tn the c•nturvt �auee h• w-. aot con�ent 
to P�•aeh th• IQQJl'al code of tra4it.1onal PuritoniS1rl from thi9 
pulpit but appealed to th• younq pUbllc throu9b the PoWer 
�t •b• pr1nt1ng pt•••• 
AS p01nted out eu11•r, 90ver,...nt in Amer.Lea had 
be•n U'dltion-bouar:l t.o keep -bande off• the co-rd.al 
•nt•�pr1••• S1ncM ,ower-ful •nt�epnoeu.ra .lnflu•ncad go'"9rn­
mant throuqh th•l• conttnl of t1'• wealth that t� 90Yun11ent 
NHtded to operate , tl'Ht 9overnJll8nt alsQ sup.ported the ''l'61ssz 
fair•" econo.yl and enab1e4 thtf individual 1nd\dtr1&11at to 
apply ttle prS.ACiple Of St_&, .c!!RM£ and pri,.ee bi• 9oeQ at 
a level only contnlled 1'y tM Umit• Of hi• coneclenc:e. W11fh 
the teaching• o• tbe "P.f'ote.atant· •thlc• Mbind 1'1• and -­
raea••• tAraftqVi.11"4 and propa9and.1M4 1cto a ata1MI of qa.l.e·t 
acceptance of tthe�.r 10�. hi• con.aclence had 'Y'ftrY few liad.-a 
indeed. 
The prob!•• tut deYe1oped 1fl aucc:e••-or1entad sod-. 
oty of tl\e post,..Ci-.11 titu Puio4 W*re •a.ried. Pov•�ty ln a 
•ta\ua aodffy w�• �•P�•d .. a vay of life , but poverty in 
a aucc.a.• aocie\iy wu \tO become vo� hai:;uCIOua p$ycbelOCJi­
cally. %' �•• felt tha' t.o l:Mlfln in a •�•t• of poverty h&d a 
purttylng effect ea th• ao\ll of t.h• htur• enuapnne\lr .but 
to fall and Jtemain ln a attne of po.e.ny �rmaunUy was 
1ynonyiloua with .in. 'ft'9 P"pl• � told that thei.r tiaw 1n 
the poor working clua :vu a acct of idyllic •tat• to he uaed 
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to forge the personality for fu ture achievements . The indi­
vidual that failed to do this became at first confused , and 
then frustrated , in the belief that there was something 
innately wrong with him because his church and government 
told him that the Puritan society of America wa.s the best o f  
all possible societies . To this was added the reenforcement 
of the teaching of the public educational 1nst1 tu tion in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century and the beq1nn1ng of 
the twentieth century. 
In summary , the character of American society was 
such that some of the problems that developed in the l atter 
half o f  the nineteenth century as a result of the success and 
pro;.r:asa orientation. were those of enforced poverty , l ack of 
security , the s pect&r of failure , pQlitical hysteri a ,  dis­
ruption of the family institution through new �arriage and 
sex problems and attitudea. , and thet l ack of imagination con­
cerning th• spiritual aide of the culture. 1 
Added to this was the problem of the powerful moral 
preachments o f  the established church ,  the government , t.he 
s<;hool , ritual and tradition , and their literary spokesmen 
such as Horatio Alger, who convinced young minds that any 
progress at all was good an4 to fail was an indic.ation of 
paraonal inadequacy , because to question the structure and 
character of the society as a whole was unthinkabl�. 
1Kenneth s .  Lynn, The D�eam .of Success ( Boston: 
Little , Brown and Company , 1155) , PP• 2·43-44. 
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Although the Hgospel of wealth " is no longer recog­
nized as a viable economic theory, the success myth is still 
alive today , almost as powerful as it was when Alger was at 
his zenith of production. The character traits as conceived 
at the beginning of the country ' s  history are still a part 
of the ideal American psyche and the psychological , social 
and literary problems which evolved after the Civil War, and 
concerned the l ate nineteenth century writers , remain as 
important unsolved questions of the society in modern times . 
The be<Jinning of the twentieth century marks the mid­
point of period$ of persecution of two categories of social 
heretic: the Ne9ro and the immigrant. 
The onset of Jim Crow 
As was pointed out previously , the mere act of declar­
ing the Negro a free citizen did not make it a condition in 
fact. After the reconstructio n ,  around the year 1 8 7 7 ,  the 
Negro lost everything he had gained during the Reconstruction 
and , what was even \t.Orse, he no longer had the security he 
had had under the sl ave system. He became an economic s l ave ,  
adrift in a hostile economy, with no rights and only obliga­
tions . 
The stream of Southern history has been broken into 
periods of sl avery and secession, i ndependence and defeat , 
emancipation and reconstruction , redemption and reunion. 
Redemption , here , refers to the overthrow of the regime of 
the carpetbaggers or the Compromise of 1877. 
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they did not originate in those times. 
The practices of extreme racism were due more to the 
weakening of forces that had preViously been enforced by 
Northern l iberal opinion in the press , in the courts , and 
the government. Furthermore , some internal checks had been 
imposed by the influence and prestige of the Souther� con­
servatives as wel l as the zeal and idealism of the Southern 
radicals .  
The year 1890 ushered in the policy of imperialism 
with the entrance of the United States into the war with 
Spain. The idea of the "white man ' s  burden" caused the rest 
of the country to adopt many Southern attitudes on the subject 
of race. This policy of imperialism brought respectability 
and popul arity to racism among scholarly and intellectual 
circles. In the reconciliation of the North and South , the 
Negro became the "scapegoat" for the bringing together of the 
es tranged classes and reunion of the "Solid South . "  
Then came the period of Progressivism and the Pro­
gressive movement gained ground in hwnani tarian legislation 
for the consumer , child l abo r ,  factory workers , and miners. 
However , the blind spot on the Progressive record was the 
treatment of the Negro. It seemed that the movement coin­
cided with the high point in a wave of racism. In fact , some 
conceived that Progressivism in the South was founded on 
Racism. Thomas P .  Bailey , a Southern educator said , "In fine , 
disfranchisement of the Negro has been concomitant with the 
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growth of political and social solidarity amonq the whitea. 
After 1877 the "Jim crow laws " effectively disfran­
chised the Negroes . The l aws put added authority into prac­
tices which were already being used to curtail the politics , 
social and academic life to the Negro . They gave sanction 
to more aggr�ss ions that might have been deflected or curbed , 
otherwi s e �  Unlike the feudal laws of wes tern Europe , the 
"Jim Crow iaws" did not give the Negro a fixed , though sub­
ordinate , status i n  soci$ty. They were designed to keep 
pushing him further and further down. The attitudes of the 
whites were definitely aggressive and destructive ,  ai�ing at 
the isolation of the Neqro as a group and thus , his aliena­
tion from the larger society as an individual. 
In .ttie same era, before and after the turn of the 
century , the first generation iauaigrant found himself in the 
�osition of receiving differential treatment from all level s  
of his new society. 
It ha& been pointed out how the theories of Parwinism 
had furnished the basis for �acism in the social-Darwinist 
ideolog y • . Popul ar myth& , of course , had always pointed to 
some peoples as being inferior ,  and these myths , coupled with 
the zenophobi a •  the competition for jobs in the factories and 
the sanction of scientists and intellectuals who functioned 
to "l09itimatize" racism served to subj ect the later immi­
grant to the same •tigma a• was being directed at the Negro. 
Science seemed to indicate that some people, due to the 
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national constitution or race were more capable of developing 
into good Americans than others. It was argued that the 
"older immigrants , "  those that had come to the United S tates 
in the years before 1880 , had come from the superior strain 
of the western and northern areas of Europe , but that those 
who came later were from the more inferior peoples of eastern 
and southern Europe . 
Orientals had already been excluded in the 19th cen­
tury as a reaction to their increasing concentration in the 
western United States appeared to pose a threat to the white 
labor market. Now the same mechanism was at work in the 
East ( i n  lesser degree of cGurse , because of the lesser dif­
ferences involved ) .  This movement was ul timately to result 
in quota legislation. 
During the growth of i ndustry and urbani zation in the 
period following the Civil War there had been a need to fill 
the vacancies at machines in the f.actorie s .  Now, however , at 
the e.nd of the century , .the fronti.er was gone and the country 
had begun to rill up. As has been pointed out previously, 
social problems had grown i n  the cities , and a serious 
recession had occurred. These factors increased the anxi­
eties of the workers at the bottom of the social structure . 
Although the latest immigrants had always been afraid 
that newcomers posed a threat to their jobs , such did not 
prove to be the case. Instead, what happened was t�at the 
most recent wave of immigration served to shove the previous 
" 
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immigrants one more notch up the economic ladder. Although 
these fears appear to have been unfounded , thia fact did not 
make them any the less real to the people involved. 
The turn of the century wi th ita S panish American War 
marked the end Of the era of geographic expansion and imperi­
alism ( though not economic iMperialisN) of the Western 
nations except for Italy ' s  attack o n  Ethiopia at a l ater time. 
The SparU.sh American War had made the United S tates a 
two-ocean power and had established her presence in Asia 
which she had initiated with the opening of Japan. The 
United S�ates then set about the business of consolidating 
her power and followed a policy of isolation from 6urQpaa.n 
affairs until the outbreak of World War I .  
In summary , the end of overseas expansion, the rapid 
disappea!iance of the Wes tern frontier, and the concentration 
of wealth in the hands of a few upper-cl ass families produced 
a li vely competition for jobs in the factories among the 
poor. This tended to make any first ganeration immigrant a 
threat in terms �� economic security to the last arrivals .  
I 
The result was a further change in the character of American 
cities. &tbnic enclave• developed in the industrial cities 
which were the forerunners of the "ghetto s "  of today. 
I n  the years of Progressivism before the First i·Jorld 
War, some moves were raade to s top the concentration of the 
nation' s inc:ome in the hands of a few families who controlled 
the natio n ' s  economic institution. 
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I n  the 1890 ' s  antitrust legislation had been enacted 
to stop the growth of huge monopolies which left the con-
sumer at the mercy of the producer as far as the price of 
necessities and staples were concerned but it was not effec-
tively enforced. 
In 191 3 ,  income tax legislation was instituted as 
well ,. with the purpose of causin� a .i;edist.f:il>ution of income . 
This , too , was ineffective for many years until a method for 
collection was devised in the years prior to World War II. 
In characteri zing the social structure of the time , 
it could be described in terms of the partnership plan which 
was noted earlier. It consisted of an economic institution 
run by the upper-class which made policy through its wealth 
which insured the support of the political institution, and 
it could already count on the support of the Church because 
of the function of the Protestant ethic. ( An il lustration of 
this social structure and the forces acting on it is given in. 
terms of the thermodynamic analogy on the following page . )  
Meanwhil e ,  in Europe , economic conditions and jeal-
ousies originating in the time of the imperialistic division 
of Africa had brought the continent to the eave of World 
War I .  
The First World War and Its Effect on the 
Character of Western Society 
The forces of economic imperialism and nationalism 
were growing throughout Europe. As a result of the social-
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Darwinist thouqht ( althouqh th• intellectuals were the only 
ones who Q:>uld have given a name to their orientation )  ideol­
ogy and the forces of nationalism, the continent erupted into 
war. 
With Germany' s  attack on France , the United States 
saw the threat to the so-called democratic system of govern­
ment , but followed the policy of neutrality until German 
U-boats began to sink American shippi ng .  Then the United 
States entered the war , sending an expeditionary force to 
France under General "Blackj ac:k" Pershing. (His nickname 111 
interesting in relation to the subject matter of thia atudy, 
because it was a resul.t of his use of black troops under 
white command. Although black aoldiers had fought bravely in 
the Revolutionary Wu and the Ci.vil War , it was a myth among 
the white officers that they were inferior and cowardly­
their use was at first criticized for thia reason--the n ,  when 
they had proved themselves in the field of battle and the 
French be9an to decorate them--jealousy took over and this 
practice was challenged. ) 
The alo;arus that united the many ethnic groups of the 
United States against the "exterior enemy" eXhibited the 
burning nationaliam which characterized the aod.ety through 
the twentieth century until the time of the Korean War. 
Examples were , "to keep the world safe for democracy , n and 
the "war to end all wars . u 
World war I was a s l aughter tc boggle the imaginations 
of people who had never before experienced mass warfare. It 
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inaugurated the use of mas' armies f ac:inq ea<:h other aeross a 
lifeless apace , ea.ch dedicated to the destruction of the 
other . Masa fire was utilized in the form of the machine 
gunt and the tank wu used strategically and tactically for 
the first time. This war also s aw the introduction of •otor-
ized transport and the development and the tactical use of 
airpl anea . An idea. of the length of the front is given when 
it was described as 'barbed wire stretching from the Danl:lbe to 
the Baltic. 
The First World War also heralded the end of the use 
of war as an extension of diplomacy. The idea now became not 
just one of threat and coercion but of total destruction. 
The national1at1C sptrit on bOth sides made the conflict the 
bloodiest war to d-te ( both sides were eonvi nced that God was 
on their side ) .  The end of the war saw widespread deatruc•· 
tion on the continent and the Ger11&n in ruins . 
The �irst World War did little �o change the struc-
ture of the American society , but its character was altered 
significantly by the techn0loqy deYeloped during the war. 
The fledgling automobile industry was given a shot in the arm 
and thoughts turned to the c:ommerd.al exploitation of th• 
airplane. Technology also was l argely respons ible for 9a.ins 
in women' s rights and employment. 1 Particularly the typewrit­
er and the telephone , combined with the war effort enabled 
1Peter F .  Drucker , Technolog� Management and 
SGaiety ·(New Yorlu Harper & Row , �ub!ishers , !nc. , 1970 ) .  
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them to make gains in the job market . In 1919 they were 
recognized as citizens and given the right to vote. With 
this action , one of the oldest of the scapegoat groups i n  the 
history of the Western world , symbo l i cally at leas t ,  made 
great social gains toward equality and acceptance by the dom­
inant group. 
The period of the ' 20s was one of soci al unrest in 
the United States and the ftlllest development of the pro­
ducer eco,nomy with such stratagems as the holding companies 
plus stock manipulations that ultimately ended in the market 
crash of 1929. 
The depression began on the contine nt of Europe and 
spread westward to the United s tates . 
As the year 1932 ended , a p�ssimistic loss ot faith 
hovered over the country. The need for social reform was 
evident to all .  The new administration and its program named 
the "New Deal" solved some problems and alleviated the crisis 
to some extent , but it did not bring recovery. The Depression 
continued for six more years after 1933 wi thout substantial 
change. 
The relief roles and the lengthening breadlines , 
shook the American faith in the future. It appeared that the 
"l and of opportunity" had run out of opportunity . Perhaps 
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this had happened with the close of the frontier e �rlier i n  
the century , or perhaps with some unnoted ehange in the 
struct�re of capitalism. 
The figure on the following page indicates , by use 
of the thermodynamic analogy , the pressures and forces at 
work in American society during the Great Depression and 
shows what groups were affected and how they were affected. 
The Crash and the depression that followed it brought 
many of the social problems that had been lying below the 
surf ace of American society out i n  stark relief. 
The loss of jobs due to the cutbacks in production 
hit first at the first generation immigrant. What had been a 
land of opportunity was now worse than conditions at home. 
In the new country they were not only forced to stand in 
breadlines but were also subjected to discriminatory treat-
ment even to the point of being given derogatory names 
designed to point up supposed racial or ethnic inferiority. 
Things  did go a little better for the second and 
third generation immigrants because this was the time of the 
expansion o f  the or•Janized labor movement in Ameri ca. Never-
theless , the conflict and insecurity of the social situation 
created differential treatment for practically all ethnic 
minorities. 1 
1As has been pointed out . the period o f  the 1 9 20 ' s  
and 1930 ' s  was one of extreme social unrest , particularly 
regarding lc1bor unions and immigrants from southern and 
eastern Europe. For instance , the Palmer raids of the 
1920 ' s  by Attorney General Palmer agai nst Communists , Anar­
chists , and other radicals had as their victims foreign 
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This was a period, too , o f  religious discrimination 
which had begun earlier in the century and affected the Jews 
and the Catho l i c s .  Howeve r ,  as the depression wore on the 
discrimination shifted from religious grounds to political 
grounds . The Jews faced three different kinds of discrirnina-
tion in the first part of the twentieth century. They had 
suffered religious discrimi nation in the 1890 ' s  and up to the 
First World War. After the war , they furnished the stereo­
type for the international f inanceer , who capitalized over-
seas on funds wrested from the American working man. Then, 
as Hitler was doing in Europe , the American politic i an used 
the Jew as a political "scapegoat0 in the elections of the 
1 ate thirties . 
Of course , at the very bottom of the social pyramid 
in the North and i n  a separate caste in the South was the 
American Negro. 
born , e s pecially those from southern Europe . Peoples i n­
cluded were the dark Europe&ns , peoples who were not 
Teutonic types , Jews , and Trade Unionist s .  On the west 
coast the S acco-Vanzetti case was the preci pitating event. 
Howeve r ,  the public had to settle for two white Anglo-
Saxon Protestants , both Unioni s t s .  The real target was the 
trade union movement. This is another case o f  guil t  by 
as soci ation .  Tom Mooney and Warren Bi l l i ng s  were condemned 
to die , but eventually they were pardoned. Another such 
event was the Haymarket riots. During this period , Attorney 
General Palmer reported thousands of persons who were con­
sidered as a threat. Al s o ,  as a co nsequence of hysteri a ,  
immigration quotas were set up that discriminated against 
southern Europeans , Africans , Asians and other undesirab l e s .  
For proof and further reference one only h a s  to check the 
rhetoric in the Congressional Records of the period. If the 
reader wishes to pursue this l i ne of investigation further, 
a complete account is t� be found in Oscar Handl i n ,  The Amer­
ican Peoele i n  the Twentieth Century ( Boston: Beacon Press , 
1963). 
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During the years of tha First World war the Negro had 
made some economic gains due to a manpower s hortage , but he 
promptly lost them i n  the twenties through the fear of eompe­
ti tion held by white labor. This was expressed by unions 
which excluded and discriminated against Negroe s .  In �he 
South, the "Jim Crow l aws" continued the i r spiral of oppres­
s ion. 
To return to the discrimination against ethnic groups 
during the depression, it is particularly import ant with rela­
tion to the subject of this investigatio n to note that both a 
new subject for sociological rese arch and a new approach for 
conducting thnt research was i naugurated by men such as Robert 
Park and George Herbert Mead at the University of Chicago. 
These men began to study the ecology of human beings. 
In other words , they made local s tudies of sectio ns of the 
city of Chicago by quantit ative methods with the purpose of 
attacking soci al problems at the microlevel . This was how 
the subdiscipline of urban sociology originated . This sub­
discipline was further subdivided to arrive at the level of 
investigation that is the base level of this paper--inter­
group relations or the problem of mi nority groups . 
George Herbert Mead and other men who were dis cus sed 
in the theory section of this study originated the symbolic 
interact1on1st approach which , with its various partial 
theorie s ,  is the theoretical substantiation for the construct 
of master status-determination traits which makes up the 
instrument of analys i s in use in this investigation. 
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These minority ethnic qroups were the victimp of what 
Oscar Handlin refers to as "the Ameri can ideology, ,.l which i s  
simply another way of describing that combination of the 
Protestant ethic and the biological principles o f  Darwin that 
has been referred to in this s tudy as soci al-Darwinism. 
Handlin pointed out that the intergroup superiority­
inferiority rel ationships had had the sanction of the scien­
t�fic community for many years. Al though fall acies of 
nineteenth-century science should not be permitted to hide 
its authentic achievements , neither should one discount the 
human frailties of the scientists as ordinary human beings 
subject to the same prejudices and emotions of others i n  
their communities. 
The victims of the�e prejudices were Negroes and 
Indians , as well as white men such as S l avs , Italians , and 
Jews--anyone who could be designated as "the other. " These 
victims were chosen ,  not because of their distinctive differ-
ences but because of the needs fel t by the oppressors of the 
dominant 9roup. 
Handlin defines "the American Ideology" in the fol-
lowing way: 
The American ideology , held by many ri9ht up to the 
present time , strangely enoug h ,  had much to do with the 
advancement o f  prejudice against the minorities i n  
American society. The Ameri can ideology , general to 
the nation despite the diversity of its people ,  is not 
s imply a common heritage in the narrow sense; the bulk 
of Americans today do not have a common heritage. The 
1oscar Handl in, Race and NationalitT in American Life ( New York : Doubleday & Company , I nc. , 1957 , p .  72 . 
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antecedents o f  that ideology lie back in the eigh­
teenth century , but the process by which it reached 
the mass of the population was s low ,  and extended 
through the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries . 
In the course of diffusion it encountered great resis­
tance , with the outcome often uncertain • • • •  
• • • The elements o f  that ideology were an im­
plicit acceptance of the idea of progress and of man ' s  
perfectability , a firm faith in the power of reason to 
transform the world , and the conf idence that evil was 
the product of defective human institutions that 
could be rectified by human effort. 
The external expressions of this ideology took 
form in the years that followed and p l ayed a signif­
icant part in the life of the nation. On one level 
they included the certainty that the individual , by 
his strivi ng ,  could assure himself of his proper goal , 
mundane success ; on another they included the convic­
tion that society could be reformed by organized move­
ments to e liminate its imperfections .  Thee• ideas and 
the overt forms i n  which they were embodied were in­
vol ved in all the crucial issues of the next hundred 
years . l 
This ideology is of interest ,  apart from its origin 
in the Protestant ethic and Darwinian biological theory, for 
the narrow interpre tation that various extremist groups of 
the "lunatic fringes n  of reactionism have given to it in 
practice . 
One example i s  an organization that came about in the 
bitter years after the Civil War: the Ku Klux Klan. The Klan 
had a long and colorful history which cannot be covered in de-
tail here. This discussion will be restricted to its reason 
for existence and the kind of people that it attracts to its 
rank s .  
Althouqh the Klan i s  popularly known for its violent 
anti-Negro aampaigns , it is also against Catholics , Jews and 
1 Ibid. , PP • 92-100. 
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any other minority or ethnic groups or i ndividuals which are 
not white Anglo-S axon protestant in origin. 
In a parallel to the German experience with the 
literal i nterpretation of soci al-Darwinism and its ul timate 
application ,  the Klan represents the s ame interpretation and 
application of the American version of the soci al-Darwi nist 
ideology. 
There have been three separate Klans. 1 It has been 
active for over a hundred years on and off. It has had 
influence on the political scene in the past in several 
states and is well-known for violence and terror. 
A highly romantic legend grew up around the Klan of 
the early years , but this was unearned. In actual fact , i t  
was anything but romantic. For in.s tance , i n  Louisiana in 
the period of the 1868 elections it murdered 2 ,000 people and 
hundreds of other murders were perpetrated throughout the 
South.
2 
The forms o f  punishment were both brutal and unique. 
Often men were whipped with rawhide until their bones would 
be exposed. Other men were hung from trees until they stran-
gled whi l e  yet others were quartered. On one particular 
occasion a Negro s uspected of murder was caught and killed. 
'l'hen he was put into a sugar boiler and his body boiled until 
1
George Thaye r ,  The Farther Shores 
American ¥olitical Fringe Today (New York : 
Inc . , 1968) ,  pp. 81-106. 
2 Ibid. , p. 8 2 .  
o f  �olitics : The 
Simon & Schuster , 
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the flesh could be removed from the bones . After this was 
accomplished the skeleton was wired together and hung from a 
"tall pine tre·e "  as a warning to others. 1 
It is interesting to look at the description of an 
average kl ansman. He is usually a day laborer and has a 
fifth grade education. As a mechanic or . industri al worker ,  
he has l i ttle job security and the competition of the Negro 
is real and immediate. He probably lives in the city but 
his point of origin was the country and he still dreams of 
that lifestyle. He knows himself to be a poor white and 
feels unwel come in the ci ty . However , he is wel l aware that, 
because of economic reasons , he cannot go back to the country 
life that is his preference. 
In effect, he finds himself astraddle of two soci­
eties , selling cars , sell ing l ightning rods or quick lunches 
or operating a gas station. These are the kinds of businesses 
tbat are found clustered along the border between the city and 
th• farm , an area which is brightly lit with neon and known 1n 
most cities as "the strip. " His education hurts him more than 
it hel ps him because it gives him just knowledge enough to be 
aware of his predicament but �t enough to make enough eco­
nomic gains to better himsel f. He finds himself completely 
outside the white power structure , and because of this he 
finds himself subject to the s ame frustrations as the Jew ,  
1willia.m Pierce Randel , The Ku Klux Kl an, A Centurf 
of Infamy (Philadelphia: Chiltin Publishing Company, 1965 , 
P• 1 3 3 .  
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Catholic or Negro , who general ly feel themselves to be "power-
less people. " To the Klansman , the only escape from the trap 
he feels himsel f  to be i n  is to lash out at the white power 
structure that oppresses him , or the Negro , who i s  below him. 
In the pr�sent day , the Klan is an urban, not a rural ,  
movement althouqh it is general ly thought of as a rural phe-
nomeno n .  The membership ranks of the Klan are filled with 
"wool hats" or "rednecks" who have only l ately become urban 
dwellers. The Klan is truly a sociological phenomenon that 
represen�s a reaction to the changes in l i fe ,  particularly 
in the South where change has been most radical. 
According to Stewart Alsop , the I<lansanan is an escap­
ist who swaggers around with shot9uns and pistols , bragging 
about his invincibility anQ importance and believing himself 
to be on the side of the angels. Alsop maintains that the 
Klan is similar to the secret clubs that youfl9 boys are 
always organizing with a sense of belonging--no girls , oaths ,  
rituals , cos tumes , and an enemy . There is one fundame ntal 
l difference , however, tne Klan i s  "playing for keeps . " 
All the hopes o f  a self-contained United States that 
could steer a 3ecure course through a disordered world ended 
with the onset of the Great Depression that followed the 
Crash. The panic produced an industri al decline in the next 
three years and resulted in a complete economic stagnation of 
the economy from which there was no relief tor the span of a 
1
stewart Alsop , "The Loaded Pistol , 11 S aturday Ey_ening 
Pos t ,  23 April ,  1 966 , p .  2 2 .  
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de�ade . The Gr.at Depression was a world.-wide phenomenon 
that found elC'tenaive social r·eforms made for its al leviation 
in the name of the powerless workers and for the public good, 
such as the institution of social security and the Securities 
Exchange Comm.ission to stamp out sharp practices in the trad­
ing of securities. 
in terms of the economy , holding companies were out­
l awed and entrepreneur$ changed their orientation from the 
producer economy, which needed a market in breadth , to the 
development of a consumer economy , which could create a mar-
ket in depth. For the firat time , the producers looked upon 
their workers aa potential consumer of the products they pro­
duced. This waa an entirely new concept which was l argely 
responsible for the phenomenal expansion o f  the mainstay of 
the American economy in peacetime , the automobile. 
But , t:he Ameri.can consumer economy was not left to 
develop in peaceful eonditiona fer long , for the German soci-
ety had not only changed in character but in structure . From 
the democratic weimar republic, it had changed into a dic­
tatorship run by the leader of the National Socialist Party, 
Adolph Hitler. 
The Nazi state: The Literal Aaplication 
of the soc!al-Dai'Win\§t I�eo\ogx 
As such , Germany became a monolithic rigidly struc­
tured economy dedicated to the ful l development of social­
Darwinist philosophy in its purest form. It carried the ide­
ology to its logical extreme. The background assumptions of 
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Nazism were developed fully by Lothrop Stoddard ( 1883-1950) 
in his proposals for rae.-building, 0multipl1cat1on o f  supe­
riors , "  and "elimination of inferlon" or "race cleansi ng .  01 
These processes were termed "poa1tive0 and "negative" eugenics. 
The starting point is in race cleansing and consiats 
of the seqregation of the insane and feebleminded in public 
institutions , awakening society to the greVity of the situa­
tion, and tracing the relation between the "degenerate 
classes•• and others "all the way from the unemployable • cas­
ual l aborer' right up to the • tainted genJ.us . • n2 The eugenic 
ideal is that of "an ever-perfecting super-race. "  This was 
not the "superman" of Nietzache • s  vision of the master ca1Jte 
but a super race , cleanairg �taelf �h£0!19hout by the cultiva­
tion o� its "qualities . "3 
The neo- aristocracy eo created will need a new phi­
losophy more adequate than deR\Ocracy. t•Now I belie-ve , for 
the time beipg at any rate , the new philosophy should be 
called •Neo-aristocracy• ; because it involves first of all , 
the disestablishment of the democratic cult and the rehabili­
tation of the discredited aristocratic ide a . "4 
The further full development and practical applica­
tion of the kind o f program indicated by Stoddard occurred i n  
1Martindale ,  Sociological Theory, p. 1 72. 
2Lothrop S toddard , The Revolt Against Civilization 
(New York l Charles Scribnara and Sons , Publishers , 1922) , 
PP• 220-62. 
3 'Ibid. '  p. 262. 
4 Ibid. , P• 266. 
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Germany. The beginnings a.re even before the date of his 
book ( 1 9 22 ) .  Hitler outlined future German pol icy i n  Mein 
Kampf. N ational policy was to be based on racist theories .  
Implementing these theories , the Jews were hald 
responsible for the German defeat in World War I and Jewish 
capitalists were held responaibl� for the depres sion that 
raged in Germany following the War. I n  the Nazi program of 
1920 , citizenship and public office were pr�pGsed only for 
those of "German blood , '' and everyone of alien blood was to 
be deported or e liminated. Upon Hitler' s assumption of power 
in 1 9 3 3 ,  laws began to be passed to these various ends , and 
a.nti-Semitic persecutions began. 
In 1935 , with the Nuremberg Laws , . full-scale action 
began in earnest. All Jews were deprived of the right of 
citizenship, and marriages and extramarital rel ations between 
Jews and German non-Jews were prohibited. Al l Jewish chil­
dren were removed from elementary school s .  I n  1936 , the 
expropriation with recompense of Jewish property and banking 
accounts began and continued through 1 9 3 7--this measure aimed 
at eliminating Jews from trade and commerce. In 1938 , out­
bursts against Jews became general , and mass arrest occurred 
in Berlin. Pogroms took pl ace throu9hout Germany. By an 
edict , the Jews were assessed for all damage done during such 
outbreaks , plua a fine of a billion marks. 
In 1939 , the Jewish community in Berlin received 
orders from the police to produce daily the names of one hun­
dred Jews who would receive two week ' s  notice to l eave the 
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country. No provisions were made to finance the emigration. 
At the same time , racism in the Third Reich was be­
ginning to spread to other areas. Al fred Resenberg , editor­
in-chief of offici al news papers , pronounced the Christian 
Church to be a menaoe to true Nordics , and discovered antip­
athy of the Nordtea in the decadent words of the Sermon on 
the Mount. This al l reached fruition in the mass murders , 
the qas chambers , and the death factories of the concentra­
tion camps . 
So it: was that the 3ews 0nce agai n took their place 
in history as a scapegoat group who were s acrificed to pre­
serve the solidarity of the social structure and the State. 
Germany under Adolph Hitler was being rebuilt on a 
war footing . In order to build his war machi ne ,  he needed a 
unifying mechanism because the economy was in ruins , the 
people were suffering , and there existed no external enemy as 
yet to hind them together. 
Hitler decided to remake the character of the German 
society. S i nce Germany had no go ld , he took it off the gold 
and silver bullion stanaard thab the rest o� the world was 
usi ng t:.o measure wealth and decl ared that tha real wealth o f  
the nation lay in its popul ation , its physical plant ( in 
terms o f  public buildings , roads , utilities , etc. ) and i n  its 
production base. For this he was l ater hailed by economists 
as a great financial genius but ,  at the time , it was a rad­
ical move ( the United States clung stubbornly to the out­
moded system of basing the economy on stored gold until the 
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late 1 9 60 • s ) . 1 He then employed the people in building the 
material for a war machine and i n constructing a physical 
pl ant and production base for the country. 
Such s acrifice required a strong force to bi nd the 
people together. Hitler turned to the unrestrained use of 
the soci al-Darwinist ideology with its arguments that fos-
tered the s uperi ori ty of achievement and the immanence 
progr�ss ,  and through this superi ority it fostered the idea 
of racism. 
The Jews had banded together in certain are as of the 
cities referred to as "Ghettos " and so were very socially 
"visible "  to the populace . This clannishneas of the Jews and 
their religious customs plus the faot that they cultivated 
the use of a second "inferiorn l angua.ge2 gave them sufficient 
11difference " from the rest o f  the population that they could 
be fitted to the constel l atio n of master s tatus-determining 
traits herein designated as Deviant type-W. Added to this 
was the factor of historical precedent that they had been 
bl amed in the past for the ills of society, and during the 
Kiddle h9es had been as soci ated with the classical stereo-
ty,)e and had worn -the label of social heretic . 
1Although Hitler
� 
takes the credit for the idea that 
the real wealth is the p�0ple , he is in fact paraphrasing 
Karl Marx as i s  discus sed in Das Kapi t al i n  that the sources 
of capital are in human productivity. 
2The idea of "inferior " referJ;"ing to lan9ua9• came 
from the fact that Yi ddish was based on an older German and 
also the situation was made more serious by th• fact that the 
Jews prayed in a third "infe rior " l anguage ,  Hebrew. 
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The sanction of the government and its policy of a 
"Jewish solution , " objectified the problem and gave the prin-
clples that control collective behavior both impetus and di-
rection at a real target .  Then ,  after the war pl ans were 
initiated , the interior enemies at the very breast o f  the 
nation served to divert the public attention from reverses i n  
the field, while o n  the positive side , the campaign against 
the enemies of the state at home allowed the civilians to 
contribute to the col lect! ve "mission" adding to the unifica-
tion o f  the effort. 
In conformance with tl1e pseudo-scientific (biological ) 
basis of the social-Darwi nist philosophy and the organismic 
view of society described earl ier , the problem was put into 
the medical terms normally assi9ned to contagious diseases. 
( Of cours e , the fact that the Stat� . was engendering a kind of 
"psychic epidemic "  was convenientl y  neglected. )  Social 
pathology was equated wi t.'1 pathology as the term related to 
health of the human body. 
The ills o f  society were caused by the Jews ( and 
other seditious �roups ) and therefore they were a source of 
pathological o::> ntagion that had to be rooted out. The health 
of the State would be good again once these measures of polit­
ical hygiene were practiced. For exampl e , Heinrich Himmler , 
chief of the Nazi S . S . , expl aine d that: "Antisemitism is ex­
actly the s ame as delousing. Getting rid of lice is not a 
question of ideology. It is a matter of cleanliness . 111 
1s zasz, Manyfacture of Madness , P •  216. 
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Similarl y ,  Paul Otto Schmidt , press chief of the Nazi Foreign 
Office . declared that "the Jewish question is no question of 
humanity , and it is no question of religion ; it is solely a 
1 question of Political hygiene . " 
Szasz himself states that "the medical rhetoric of 
Nazism was , moreover, not just a ruse for the murder o f  Jews 
( any more than the medical rhetoric of Institutional Psychi­
atry is just a ruse for the coercive control of helpless and 
troublesome individuals ) . "2 On the contrary , the scientistic 
soci•ty of the Nazis regarded it as an integral part of the 
general policy of he alth conaciouaness .  
In line with what has al ready been said with respect 
to the generali zation of devi anc:e , or the collection of var­
ious ki nds of deviant individuals under a general stereotype , 
the Germana began to search for other "threatening " groups in 
their society. 3 They quickly settled on the Gypsies and 
1Ibid. 
2Ib1d. 
3rt is important to note here that the first groups 
regarded as a threat by the Nazis were not the Jews or the 
Gypsies but the Communists . Nazism was not only anti-Jewish 
but also anti-Communistic .  This later focus was the major 
appeal both in Germany and especially in Italy tG attract the 
middle class to its support . In Arner·ica this stratagem was 
used by Father Coughl i n ,  who was both anti-Semitic and anti­
Communistic. Many anti-Communist or�anizations in America 
connected the Jews and the Communists together. There was 
some good and real reason to do so bec ause 1 .  Marx was of 
Jewish extraction , and 2 .  Jews as an oppressed people nave a 
history of j oining radical organizations to seek a solution 
to their predicament. For a more detai led discussion of this 
concept, see Oscar Handl i n ,  The American Peo�le +n the 
Twentieth Centurx ( Doston: Beacon Press , 19 3) and John 
Pritchard• Reichstag;:f'ire : Ashes of Democracy ( New York : 
Ball antine Books , Inc. , 1972). 
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so-called "political criminals . 11 Gypsies had been fitted %or 
the l abel of the cl assical stereotype before in most of the 
countries of Europe. They were general ly considered to be 
born thieves and also to possess certain powers to foresee 
the future that ordinary mortals did not have. Political 
criminal s and undesirables came to mean anyone who did not 
agree wholly with the "party line" of the State and who 
g ained social visibility by whatever Means . ( This coincides 
with the more recent definition o f  all crime as--pol itical 
expression. ) 
In line with the general ization of deviance , Szasz 
quotes Hanna Arendt as saying "they ( the Nazis ) intended to 
extend their extermination politics into the ranks of 
' raci all y  unfit • Germans • • • •  Hitler contemplated during 
the war the introduction of a National Health Bil l . "1 
Szasz further states that , 
As ! have stressed throughout this book , the 
demoralization and de-politicalization of social 
problems , and their transformation into problems of 
medicine and treatment, is a characteri stic modern 
totalitarian states ( both National Socialist and 
Communist) share with modern bureaucratic states. 
However, although the degree and the directness of 
the destructiveneas which such therai>eutic ' rhetoric 
justifies may vary from one political system to 
another, its essential aim is always the s ame ;  to 
identify , stigmatize , and control particular segments 
of the population. 2 
While the Nazis were going to the extreme in terms 
of s ocial -Darwinist ideological thought , the American state , 
1Il:>id. 
2Ib1d. , P • 21 5. 
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for a somewhat di f�erent reason and to a ieseer degree , was 
following the s ame policies against many of the s ame people. 
During this time , in the years of the depressio n ,  
there was a search for some one cause or group who could 
objeetify the bl ame and thus direct the social unrest away 
from the idea of changing the capitalistic system. 
Many of the immigrant groups which had furnished 
scapegoats for the lower class and thus functioned as a 
safety valve for the social structure and l aissez faire cap­
italism had been absorbed into the organized labor movement ; 
this left only the most radically ,.differentu mi nority ele­
ments in society as tar<;Jets for aggressio n. The Negro , whose 
difference rested i n  his color , and his ( supposed) racial 
inferiority , the newest immigrants ,  the P uerto Ricans , and 
the Jews ( many of whom were immigrants also , arri ving from 
fleeing persecution i n  Germany ) who had served the world 
many times as a classical stereotype of the social heretic 
were the groups that the politicians settled on as the tar­
gets o f  the political campaigns of the l ate thirties. 
Deviance was made a political tool in that the Jew , 
i n  America as he h ad been i n  Germany , was pictured in the 
stereotype of the international financier who was milking the 
country of its wealth and taking it abroad for i nvestment .  
All the immigrant groups were selected as targets because , 
since the depressio n ,  there were not enough jobs to go around 
and they repres ented a further inferior and undesirabl e ele­
ment in an already overpopul ated country . 
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World war II in Terms of its Siinificance 
for the Deviant Minorit es 
With the outbreak of World War II and the creation of 
an "exterior enemy" in the form of Germany , who was seen as a 
threa:1: to the whole worl d ,  aga.in the dissenting groups of the 
United S t ates were unified in a giant effort to once again 
save the \«>rld f¢r democracy and rescue it from totalitarianism. 
On the following page, the thermodynamic analogy is 
again . used to illustrate the structure and charaoter of the 
American society du ring World l·:ar II , the groups i n  American 
society and the pres sures and forces operating on them. 
Differences of the d�viant minorities were forgotten 
as all available manpower was needed to man the machinery of 
production. Even the Jews and the Negroes benefited from the 
need for manpower and from the popul arization of the demo-
cratic ideal. For instance , it was hardly fashionable to per-
secute the Jews at home when one of the policies that made 
iiitler so hated in the world was his so-called "Jewish 
solution. " 
Another factor that influenced ·this new 11tolerance o f  
differences " was the differences o f  the peoples of the world 
who were all bound together i n  a common effort to stop the 
combined German and Japanese war machines all across the face 
of the world. 
The suacessful conclusion of the war for the United 
States resulted in a period of comparative prosperity as the 
productive machinery was converted to supply the consumer de­
demand which had been pent-up durirXJ the war years. The auto-
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mobile industry became the mainstay of the economy as every 
return1ng service man had the dream of owning a new car. 
However , a new enemy appeared .on the horizon. Russi a ,  
who had been an ally during the war i n  stopping the German 
war machine i n  the East, now represented a threat to Democ-
racy because of the alien aoa1o-pol1t1cal ·ideology th at co n­
trolled its development and the strange character und struc­
ture of its society . 
The "Cold �.Jar" of I<leologies and the Cre ation 
of a Twentieth centu�y witch-Hunt 
Communism had furnished Germany with one of its mos t  
useful external ( and internal ) enemies during the formation 
of the Nazi State. Now it became the enemy of all of the 
so-call�d deBloc:ratic nations of the world , and particularly 
the United States. 
Of c:ourae , the real reasons for the enmity were not 
wholly ideological , although thia was the motivating force. 
The �o ncrete problem that existed , however , was one of a 
balance of power and the intersection of "spheres of influ-
ence . "  Of course , this was wnade more crucial because both 
ideologies were imperialistic and expansionist so , natural ly , 
they were bound to clash. 
Although , at the outset, communis t  Rus s i a  had decl ared 
the internation�l "missionM of communism , it had represented 
no real threat until the eountry• s potential for heavy pro­
duction and the construction of a war machine had been devel-
oped during World War II and in the period immediately 
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following the war. Once the industrial potential o f  this 
huge country became apparent , the fact of the exis tence of a 
truly threateni1'l9 ideology on the other side of the world 
struck home to the power structure o f  the Uni ted S�ates. 
As s tated before , both the social-Darwinist ideol$gy 
of the United States and the Marxist-socialism ideology of 
the u. s . s . R. are expans ioni st and imperialistic in regard to 
external policy . Thia resulted in a world•wide "cold war" of 
propaganda and subversion for the minds of the uncommi�ted 
nations of th• world. Each tried to extend its s phere o� 
influe nce at the expense of the other. 
This policy gave an excuse for the continued diversion 
of productive capacity into heavy industry and the construc­
tion o f  newer and more sophisticated weaponry. I n  the United 
States , particularly, where employment had always been a prob­
lem and where the specter of depression sti l l  haunte d ,  the 
waste connected with the continual production-obsolescanc• 
cycle o f  weaponry promised to keep th e popul ation pl acated. 
The threat of so-called "doomsday" weapons and total annihila­
tion o f  populations ( promoted through the use of mass media) 
kept the popul ations of both countries i n  a state of anxiety 
( the fear of the unknown--since neither population real ly 
understood the full import of a nucl e ar holocaust ) . 
This allowed the power structure of the United States 
to "harden" its position and become even more monolithic. 
At the top , as Mills described i t ,  was a "power elite" com­
posed of the economic ,  political and mil itary institutions 
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that kept the c.apitalistic eeonomy functioni ng by mil it ary 
production for obsolescence . 1 
The figure on the fol lowing page denotes the struc-
ture and character of the American society ( again making use 
of the thermodynamic analogy) during the conflict o f  ideol­
ogies and illustrates the pressures and forces le ading to 
social conflict. 
To keep the population of the United states solidly 
in ·s upport of the social structure , communism was pl ayed up 
cpntinuously as a 0b09ey man° by the mass media with govern-
ment sanction. The comnn1nist was an external enemy to soci-
ety but , the government insisted, he also represented an 
i nternal e nemy of the worst kind since al l of the physical 
ways of identifying him ( as represented by the status-
determining trait constel l ation of the construct Deviant 
type-i"1 ) would not w:::>rk. The go vernment maintained that the 
communist policy was to infiltrate American soci ety and to 
destroy it from the inside so that all the Russian forces 
would have to do was to mop up pockets o f  res.istance . In 
fact , members of the "cel l s "  had to appear as much like nor-
mal citizens as possible to carry out their mission. There-
fore , their next door neighbor could be one of "them. " Since 
the average citizen k new nothing about the actual ideology of 
communism , he vJas at the mercy <i>f the combination o f  the mass 
media and his emotions . 
________ ._..,..._ ....... 
1c. Wriq :� ·;,. Mil l s ,  The Power Elite ( New York: Oxford 
Universit_.' Pres s ,  1 956 ) . 
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As has already been pointed out i n  the theory section 
the conditions were now ripe for the principles o f  collective 
behavior to be put into practice. All that was needed was 
visibi l i ty and l abeling by some "authority , "  to provide the 
"precipitating incident" that would kick off the process of 
hysteria and conta9ion. 
Since the general s anction by the government already 
existed , the appearance of an entrepreneur representing the 
authority of the state was not surprising. 1 The entrepreneur 
who set this process i n  motion came i n  the person of Senator 
Joseph McCarthy. 2 
As Cardozo points out , 
McCarthyism was possible because of this fear and 
ignorance of Communism. However, Jo McCarthy' s  ini­
tial reason for seeking out the ''Communists in govern­
ment" waa hardly as patriotic as i t  sounded. Actual l y •  
h i s  own poli tical ambition& prompted hi s  first accusa­
tions. "Communists in goYernaent "  wouiid. make a good 
campaign i ssue for the 1952 election. 3 
1 eecke�, outs1�rs. 
2An interesting function of scapegoating that is 
brought out by a s tudy cf McCarthyi8m is that persons who 
become ·scapegoats are "bl ackbal led. n I n  other words , they 
are unable to find work l1y having their names pl aced on lieta 
of undesirables. Although thousands were bl ackballed the 
simple fear of being blackballed frightened millionz from 
participating i n  any l iberal organization ( guilt by associa­
tion ) . This is l ike Japanese thought-contro l .  The object 
was social and political conformity. Al so , McCarthy suc­
ceeded i n  using another stratagem--one also used by Hitler 
and the inquisition--of getting neighbors and fellow workers 
to report one another. 
3A. Rebecca Cardozo, "A Modern American Witch-Craze , 0  
Original M . s .  in Witchcraft and sox;c•r5 , ed·. by Max Marwick 
( Baltimorez �enguin Books , Ltd. ,) 197 , p. 373. 
Cardozo quoting R .  Revere � Senator Jo McCarthy ( New 
York i H arcourt , SJ:'ace and Company, .1§59), p .  119. 
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The importanc·e of the- entrepreneur , a s  poi nted out 
l by Beeker , is shown by Cardo zo when she comments , 
That McCarthy was a Senator made a di fference . As 
a Senator , he had access to i nformation he mig ht not 
have otherwise had. The Americ an people therefore took 
heed o f  his accusations . Most important i n  relation to 
his advantage as a Senator is the fact that Senators 
spe aking i n  Congress are immune from libel suits. Un­
doubtedly this immunity gave McCarthy a certain amount 
of courage in making such serious accus ations . 2 
This rash 0f accus ations carried out by a represent-
ative of the established authority throuqh the mass medi a ,  
and the myth that it perpetrated of Communists i n  governments 
created suspicion and fear that swept through the country. 
Cardozo continues by way of explan&tion , 
"In �cCarthy� demonology the Democratic le ad­
ers , the liberal intelligentsia , and a supposedly 
decadent Eastern aristoeracy pl ayed the accomplice 
role that Hitler as signed to the Jews . u 3  
The accusations continued , becoming more personal 
and ugly. McCarthy said once , for example , "The 
Democratic label is more the property of men and women 
who have • • • bent to the whispered pleas from the 
lips o� traitors • • •  men and wo�n who wear the 
political label stitched with the idiocy of a Truman , 
rotted by the deoe1t of an Acheson, corrupted by the 
red slime of a U!Oarry Dexter \ l·fui te . 114 
The similarity of the McCarthy witch-hunt for commu­
nists and the actual witch-hunt of the 1 5th and 16th centuries 
is sel f-evident. M.cCarthy fitted the description of the 
1Becker ,  Outsiders . 
2cardo zo , "Witch-Craze , tt i n  Witchcraft and Sorcery ,  
e d .  by Iv'iarwick , P • 3 7 3 .  
3cardozo , nwitch-Craze , 11 in Witchcraft and Sorcery , 
ed. by Marwick , p .  373. 
Cardozo quoting Revere , S enator Jo McCarthy, p .  1 9 .  
4
Ibid. , r<arwick , P • 3 74 ; Revere , P •  l l .  
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,.witch-pricker" who devoted hiLraaelf to the s earch for indi-
viduals with "the Devil ' s mark" perfectly. He simply trans-
ferred the scene of action f roro the religious setting into 
the political setting. 
As Cardozo expl ains in har introduction, 
Soci al , political , economic and religious upheaval 
makes a socie ty especi ally vulnerable to a craze. In 
an atmosphere of confusion and uncertainty , people be­
come intolerant toward change ; and it is primaril y  
soci al ,  political and religious i ntolsrance that pro­
vides the initial impetus for a craze. Influential 
metnbers of s ociety single out and identify an "enemy 
cf the people , 11 e . g .  the witch , th e hereti c ,  the Com­
muni s t ,  the Jew. This infamous "enemy" i s  then bl amed 
for all evil and uncertainty. 
• • •  As a craze develops , 
sus picion permeates throughout 
consequences of the widespread 
is the madness of "the hunt . '' 
are false accus ations , torture 
ruined reputations and de ath. i 
a cl imate of fear and 
the society ; and the 
fear and intolerance 
Accompanying the "hunt" 
forced confes sions , 
Cardozo then goes on to point out that cra.zes do not 
die overnight bu t ,  rathe r ,  may pe rsist for hundreds .of years. 
She maintains that the hysteria and psychic contagion that 
comes to be associated with a craze can be promoted i n a 
number of ways. The main qual ification is that the myth be 
disseminated throughout the soci ety and pas sed on over t ime. 
McCarthy achieved this through the mass media. 
The facts of the case show tha.t McCarthy was a good 
student of conflict theory and the theory of collective behav-
ior becaus e  as the earlier quote with the use of the term 
"labe l n  shows , he knew the power of identification and l abel­
ing theory in th� process of achieving the association of an 
1
cardozo , "\li tch-Craze , " in Wi tc;:hc.r;aft and Sorcery , 
ed. by rv:arwick , ;:: . 369. 
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individual with a heretical group. He was aware , too , that 
in the setting of the modern bureaucratic state as opposed to 
the Theocratic State ,  it was no longer necess ary to actually 
torture , maim or kill his adversary. I t  was j ust as effec­
tive to destroy his reputation thrcugh the mas s media. He 
was just as dead politically as i f  a real bullet had been used. 
Gradually the tide turned on McCarthy when Senators 
such as Hubert Humphrey took a stand against his scare tactics 
and invoked the due process of l aw to effect his censure. 
With this censure , the power of McCarthy was destroyed 
and the era of McCarthyism ended , and the nstion turned its 
a�tention to ·events that were changing the world in the Far 
l!:ast. 
The Effect of the Korean War on the Character 
of American Society: 
During the McCarthy era , the United States waa al­
ready involved in a real phys ical conflict with Communism in 
Korea. Although as far as the common citizen was concerned , 
this conflict was a. war , the government ins1$ted in calli ng  
- . 
it a "police _ ac_tj.on . "  The Korean �jar became the first war in 
American history �hat l ac�ed popular support. The very term 
"police action" raised negative feel ings in the American pub-
lie because they had no desire to be \-Jorld policemen. 
Nevertheless , two new concepts developed during the 
Korean War that continue to be effective until the present 
day in the Vietnam Conflict. These . principles were the con-
cept of "limited war" and th� concept of "s�nctuary . "  These 
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two terms had not been in the military vocabulary until this 
time and the officers were slow to accept them. The North 
Koreans were supplied from sources safe behind the sanctuary 
of the Yalu River. Then the i ntroduction of the Chinese 
"volunteers" provided another shock to the officers of tne 
army and to the civili ans at home . The effect was mind­
boggling for the conservative s tudents of warfare among the 
officer corps , but even mo.re so far the people at home. They 
knew that the United States still possessed atomic superior­
ity C for after all , since World War II , the big scare had 
been us� to gain public support o� the military-industrial 
complex) and therefore could not understand why it was not 
used. They did not understand the fact that it needed QOn­
centrations of population and produetive capacity as proper 
targets .  Koirea did not offer such targets , and besides , the 
rugged terrain would tend to diasipate the bl ast ineffectu­
ally , and moreover, th.e fallout could do iuore damage in Japan 
than in Korea ( especial ly &iring the winter months ) .  China 
did not of fer the targets that would assure a complete neu­
tralization eJ.thei;-, and besides , because of eommunicationa 
facilities , the world would know of thi s strike immediately 
and the United States would be c;lassed a.s a new barbarian 
force of destruction. 
I t  was at this time with the protraated period of 
fieroe fighting with no concrete gains that the spirit of 
nationalism that had supported the establishment in two world 
wars died. The young saw the l ack of concrete objectives in 
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the conflict and did not want to sacrifice their lives use­
l e s s l y .  Minority groups , es peci al l y ,  suffering differential 
treatment and discrimination at home , could not see any reason 
for s acrificing their lives in a meaningless conflict. 
'VJith the armistice and the drawing o f  the l i ne at the 
38th parallel , the political institution lost even more pub­
lic support. Three years of war had resulted in the United 
S t ates endin9 up right back where it had begun without decid­
ing anythi ng ,  and the Communists were even more o f  a force to 
be reckoned w1th than ever before . I n  the pas t ,  America had 
always fought until victory was achieved ; the public could 
not understand the tactics o f  attrition. 
The concrete evidence of the loss of national feeling 
of patriotism is the statis tical evidence offered of the num­
ber o f  men who either went ,\. W.O.L.  or , i f  cal)tured , suc­
cumbed to the brain-ch anging techniques being experimented 
with by the communist force s .  The sol diers in combat had no 
clear conception of what they were fighting for , and there­
fore , some of them were not . socialized. sufficiently i n  the 
value system of the United Statea to ha� 1nternalized it to 
an extent that they· aould wi tha�and the as sault on their 
physical body and their psyche that the Com�uniat prison camp 
"brain-changing" techniquea represented. 
No sooner had the Ko.t."ean •11imited war" been settled 
with a stalemate than the problem of the French in Indochina 
became real to the United States. The French were fighting 
to preserve their empire i n  1\S i a .  The people o f  Indochina 
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were fighting under the s trong wi ll provided by the spirit of 
nationalism ( fostered in a backhanded manner by the old Japa-
nese Southeast Asia Co-prosperity idea) and a nmission° pro-
vided by an ideology. The French were losing--their modern 
machines and dry l and tactics did not function in the j ungl e  
and the local revolutionaries were using guerri l l a  tech ni quee 
under the leadership of General Giap in North Vietnam. 
Final ly the French were forced to capitulate. At 
Dienbienphu the French lost an empire and the Americans inher-
ited the problem of the French when they intervened to help 
the South Vietnamese junta in its conflict with the northern 
peopl e ' s  republic. 
This brings the discussion of the historical evolu­
tion of the character and structure o f  American society up to 
contemporary times because this conflict i s  still going on 
and the entry into the conflict in Vietnam by the United 
States largely coi ncides with an0ther rovolutionary era i n  
world history; the e r a  of the Cybernetic Revolution. 
SumRlUY of tbe §tneral S:J:gffi..f.icance of the 
Eighteenth, Nineteenth, and Twe nt!eth 
fo:t:l'lturies . on. tb9. Hla WEls� 
Development of the Career 
of tne social Heretic 
This historical period is especially important in the 
evolution of the career 0£ Deviant type�w as a result 0£ tbe 
change in the structure of society in Europe , the creation of 
a new society i n  the United States , the changes that occurred 
in political • eco nomic , religious , and social thought with 
their influence on the character o f  society, and the insti-
tutionalization of technology of society through industrial-
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ization and urbanization. 
As was point-ed out in the discussion , society after 
the French Revolution in Europe and Engl and became largely 
Utilitarian in outlook due to the shift from the nobility as 
ma�ters o f  the soeial system t:o the bourgeoisie , the founda­
tion of the middle-class society that pe�sists to this day. 
This society became committed to the Protestant ethic 
and social Darwinism during the balance of the century , and 
followed a policy of capitalism, material gain and industrial­
ization at home and expansion and imperi alism abroad .. 
The soci al-Darwinist ideology as it developed as an 
offshoot of the work going on in the natural sciences in 
combination with the trends of soci al thought contrit.uted 
also the policy of nationalism that spurred the progre.ss of 
imperi alism abroad and the pursui t of war as an instrUJR41nt 
of policy. 
I t  was soci al-Darwinis m ,  too, that contributed to the 
concept of racial purity and white sup�emacy tha� had such 
unfortunate consequences for the peoples of Africa and Asi a , 
leading to the raeial con£11�t that continues to the present 
time . 
The Utili�e.rianism of European sociological and 
political thought was transported to America and transformed 
in the p�cess to pragmatism, the philosophy of the middle­
class American . The primary prop<!>nent of pragmatism in 
America was John Dewey. 
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Now it is necess ary to put the social , pol itical and 
economic history of this period into pers pective as to the 
way i t  effected the problem of using the classical stereo­
type of the social heretic as a "scapegoat " or flsafety valve" 
to increase cohesion in rigid social structures .  As pointed 
out l:>efore , America furnishes the best opportunity to observe 
this phenomena in ac.tion due to its unique position as a 
"l aboratory cul ture " of the Protestant ethic. 
The social thought that was current in Europe was 
simply transplanted onto American soil. This included the 
Protestant ethic (with its variant English "Yankeeism") , 
induatrialism, and social Darwinist ide<>logy. It must be 
remembered that the ordinary citizen did not spend his time 
philoaopnizing on the type of orientation he had--he was 
bombarded with propa9anda from the pulpi t , the government 
and his employei;. He had 01nterna.lized" this frame of ref­
erence and •cted in the way he did without conscious 
direction. 
Ideologies , then, were not compared intellectually by 
the common man. He simply internal i zed emotional ly those 
portions which most closely a;f fecte.d him and his economic 
situation aa they were expl�ned to him by those who had the 
most influence on his socialization. The Civil �ar stepped 
up the speed of • process whi�� transformed American society 
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in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 1 
Between the Civil �ar and World War I ,  the United 
States became the chief industrial nation of the world. Not 
only did it manage to produce more goods and services than 
any other country , but it also consumed a large perc�ntage of 
its output--a unique phenomenon in the history of commerce 
and business. The high birth rate and the flood of immi­
grants ( this will be mentioned more fully later) sustained 
a growing aggregate demand that converted the economy from an 
a9ricultura.l society into an industrial and urban society. 
By 1890 ,  the national wealth had reached $63 billion and the 
value of manuf acturaa was over S9 billion--three times that 
of agricul tural products . 2  All thi s industrialization of the 
economy and the accompanying urbanization, coupled with the 
influx of 1nunigrants from Europe changed the character of the 
society from a homoganeoua one to a heterogeneous type. 
For a breakdown of what the move to industrialization 
mea.ru; to a. rural society, Moore synthesizes many of the pre-
viou� works in his discussion of the conditions , consequences 
and dynamics o f  modernization. His conclusions of the 
effects on the social structure can be summari zed as fol lows : 
th• ninete.enth and the early twentieth centuries had the 
effect ot introducing the therapeutic reaction to the treat-
1August c. Bolino , The Development of the American 
Economy ( Columbus , Ohio : Charles E. Merrill Books , fne. ,  
1961) ,  p .  2 13. 
2 Ibid . , p .  214. 
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ment of social heretics in the individual sense , and the 
creation of two new , easily identifiable groups of social 
heretics by the importation of the Negro and the establish-
ment of the sl ave s ys tem in the South , and the importation of 
immigrants for industry in the period immediately after the 
Civil War in the North. All of these things were to have 
repercussions for society in the twentieth century. 1 
The next period of history , from the end of the first 
\vorld War to the present , was to be a period of social con­
flict on many levels reaching from th� conflict of ideologies 
on the world scene to the intergenerational conflict of the 
children with their parents within the institution of the 
family. 
In summari zing the significance of the 20th century 
for nonconforming groups and individuals in American society 
in _particular , and Western society in general , a historical 
recapitul ation Of some significant ideas , trends and even�s 
is neces sary. The opening of the twentieth century saw a 
continuance and increase in the oppression of the Blacks in 
both the de facto and de jure spheres of the society. In 
the north , de facto segregation and discrimination was prac­
ticed while in the South the de facto practices of the North 
were observed. However , in additi�n , this type of treatment 
was given official sanction and enforced by the coercive 
l Wilbert E .  Moo.re , Social Change { Englewood Cliffs , 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall , I nc . , 1963 ) , Ch. s .  
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powers of the State by means of the Jim Crow legislation dis-
cussed previously. 
Immigrant groups that had been sought out so eagerly 
by the capitalists of the l atter part of the nineteenth 
century were exposed to more and more ill-feeling from the 
descendants of earlier immigrants in the lower socio-economic 
class.  The lower class laborer looked upon new arrivals as 
a threat to his source of livelihood. This proved to be an 
unfounded fear as each new group actually served as a wedge 
driven in at the bottom of the social structure and raised 
the eariier arrivals occupying the lower rungs of the eco-
nomic ladder a step up. These facts were not known to the , 
people of the time , however , and an increasing feeling 
against the importation of new populations from overseas 
caused new restrictions on immigration and the immigration 
quota that was rigidly applied until after World War II and 
the Cold War ( the first immigrants to be actually received 
with open arms were the refugees from the Hungarian revolu­
tion against Communism) , and the quota system remains in 
effect today with little change. 
Only one other group of non-nationals has been 
involved in immi9ration to the United States in r•cent years 
and this is the dispossessed middle-class population of Cuba 
fleeing from Castro ' s  revolution. Other immigration move-
ments in the span of recent years have involved United S tates 
nationals from Puerto Rico coming to the big cities of the 
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Northeast manuf acturinq re9ion and the movement of poo� 
southern whites and Na�roes to the big cities of the North 
seeking economic gain. 
The coming of the Great Depresaion resulted in a 
le&sening of the co nfli�t created by immigration due to the 
com1ROn problem of surVival . Thi,s common problem of a sick 
economy serveo to overri�e regional and sectional differences 
and the social reforms instituted by the alphabetic agencies 
of the New Deal served to bring more unity to the a:>untry. 
It was a matter at this time of the l a.Dorin9 forces banding 
together to gain power in their deal ings with bi9 corpora­
tions . The Great Depreasion, in �ddition to spurring the 
labor union movement , was cl so the most favorable period fo.r 
COmmuniat ideology in the United States and in Western 5<.?ci­
ety i n  general . This was the period of greatest dissatisfac­
tion with the ideology of Scx:ial Darviniam. 
The two periods of World War t9J1lporarily offered. 
opportunities for the immigrant populations and the Sl acks to 
work in war production and so there was , during these times , 
less discrimination in terms of economic advancement. How­
ever , after World War II the conflict of ideologies which 
came to be called the "Cold War" resulted in the hysteria of 
McCarthyism that led to the communis t "witch hunts " that 
have been co�pared to the witch hysteria of Europe of the 
16th and 17th centuriea. Thia hysteria was due to American 
society searchio;J for renegades and heretics within the 
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system to furnish objects of conflict to uni te the country 
against the outside enemy of an alien ideology.
1 
This same 
use of the s tigma o f Communism had been used earlier by 
Adolph Hitler in his takeover of the German state4 In fact , 
the precipitating incident by which he was able to seize 
powe r ,  the Reichstag Fire , was bl amed by his followers on 
the Communists when it was , in fact , s taged by the Nazis 1n 
a deliberate move to topple the government. 
With the Korean War and the ignominious defeat of the 
French forces in Indochina ,  a diaillusionment and apathy 
gripped both the American and the French citizenry which had 
a crippling effect on the Nationalism that had reached its 
crest with the two World Wars . This was due to a number of 
new factors which the general public of the Western world 
was unable to understand. 
One o f  these concepts was "limited" war. "Limi ted" 
war here was not l imited in the sense that wars had been 
heretofore limited in the West by geographic space or polit­
ical objective s ,  but limited in the sense that no military 
victory was possible. The concept of "s anctuary" ;  and the 
strategic use of what had once been only a tactical weapon-­
guerrilla warf are--were other concepts the Western world was 
unable to understand. Thus , Western forces found themselves , 
together with their magnificent mechanized equipment , 
immobilized by peasants with crude weapons--this had never 
1Marwick , Witchcraft and Sorce�y, PP• 319 , 369-77. 
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happened before. 
These new concepts were coupled with the overwhelming 
threat to hwnan survival of opposing ideological camps armed 
with nuclear "dooms day ,. weapons , the full power of which the 
average person could not even imagine. The psychological 
effect of all of these factors can only be guessed; the 
staggering changes in orientation of thought are evident. 
In terms of group heresy , the foregoing discussion 
shows the situation as it ia today. Before closing the 
analysis of the hiatorical background , however, it is neces­
s ary  to discuss the changes that have taken pl ace in regard 
to the various individual nonconformists for which society 
has developed negati•• stereotypea . Such individuals a.re 
those to whom the labels of mental illness , aexual promis­
cuity, homosexuality, immorality, or criminality can .be 
af tixed. 
All these individuals have benefited to some degree 
from what Thoma. Szasz has referred to aa the Therapeutic 
State. 1 Thi a ,  at lea&t 1 ahowa a ahift away from the puni­
tive orientatio n ,  to the therapeutic orientat ion and pos­
sibly a trend toward a preventative orientation in the 
ideology of the entrepreneuri al enforcement agenciea of 
social control in the society . All of these orientations , 
however ,  neglect th e  consideration that society itself may 
be the source of a portion of the problem of individual 
1 Szas z ,  Manufacture of Madne s s .  
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nonconformity. The Therapeutic Orientation ( al though it does 
represent a step forward from the punitive ) makes a basic 
as sumption that behavior that doe6 not conform to that gen­
erally accepted by the dominant group in the society repre­
sents some kind of pathology or sicknes s .  This stems first 
from the development o f  the germ and disease theories of 
medicine , and l ater from the ideas of the social patholo­
gists C a  group of soci al scientists from rural backgrounds ,  
thoroughly steeped in the tenets of the Protes tant--middle­
class--ethic as the single criterion for normalcy) .  The 
concept involves the idea that dysfunction to the Protestant 
ethic is pathological fo r society. 
The development of the science of psychology , and its 
subsequent specialization, psychiatry , led to the firm 
entrenchment o f  the therapeutic orientatio n .  The aberrant 
indi�idual i s  unhealthy and mus t be cured ( the cure i s  to 
make him functional i n  the social environment--whether it is 
rational or not ) .  The psychiatris t ' s  viewpoint is partic­
ularistic while the sociologist transferred this idea to the 
social situation and made it general. 
As was pointed out earlier, this did represent a step 
forward , at least i n  theory , from the punitive orientation. 
Theoretical ly , the psychiatrists and sociologists were inter­
ested in making the individuals and groups functional as par­
ticipating members i n  the society as an end result rather 
than locking them away forever as a protection for society 
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from a threat. Nevertheless , they are still considered a 
threat and are committed to "protect " society. These screen­
ing processes and commitment procedures are open to question 
as to their Objectivity and scientific validity. Role theory 
and the theory of mental disorder as i t  is put forward by 
Scheff opens up some other areas to consideration. 
Scheff sees mental disorder as learned behavior used 
in trying to overcome stress and anxiety. Finally,  the indi­
vidual escapes from real ity by building what Cameron has 
called tta protective shell of incapacity . .. The individual 
then receives a new role orientation--he now plays the role 
of his learned stereotype of the mentally disordered indi­
vidual and has arrived at a part in which he can succeed &nd 
receive a reward from society even if in a backhanded way. 
Thus , mental disorder is a dynamic pt�cess Of interaction 
that ends in the 1.ndi Vi.dual playing deficiently the roles 
expected of him by the larger collectivity. This deficiency 
in behavior expectations results in his becoming visible and 
identified as a threat to the normal conduct of the life­
style as it is seen by the dominant groups . 
Again it must be pointed out when discus sing the 
whole range of representative marginal social groups that can 
be fitted to the construct Deviant type-W , that the generali­
zation of all of their characteristics under the label of 
"witch" or "heretic , "  s topped with the witch hysteria and 
individual deviants were no longer tortured and destroyed as 
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"enemies " of society aa a generalized qroup. (An exception , 
of couree, ia the German case during the Third Reich When the 
trend tow.a.rd general ization o f  deviance under one stereotype 
for con.,,.nience i n  dealinq with t:hetn had begun to develop 
once again. ) 
General ly speaking , however , the secularization of 
thought during the Renaiaaance and the Enlighteranent brought 
about a change in attitude tha� resulted i n  the separation 
and particularization in cl aasifying deviants in society. 
Thia did not destroy the classical stereotype repre­
sented by Deviant type-W but simply spread it throughout 
aoaiety under a variety of labels once again .  This actually 
allowed it to be called to service under more varied circum­
stances than in the Theoctratic state. 
Neither did the paiticularization and individualiza­
tion of deviance result in a reduction of the "stigma" of 
being 1 a.baled as "diffarant. " · For whether one was a "crim­
inal , "  "crazy , "  "mentally 111 • "  "Jew , 0  "Gypsy , "  "nigger , "  or 
a "painted hussy" h•t or she , represented an "enemy" of soci­
ety and af�er being given aoei.al visibility by an in-terested 
entrepreneur stigmatization took place. 
Aft:er the Theocratic Sttate came what Szasz has 
re£erred to as the Therapeutic State (with capital letters > 1 
2 or the therapeutic state of Kittrie (with lower case lettera ) .  
1Ibid. 
�Kittrie , Right to Be Different. 
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The difference is , of course , that Kiktr�e feel• that the 
therap•utic orientation is one function of the modern s tate 
while Szaa3 is of the opinion that the therapeutic orienta­
tion ( from the rtotive force of the value aystem of the 
Protestant ethic and the social-Darwiniat ideology) ia the 
primary motive force of une state. 
Once aqaJ..n to summarize the therapeutic orientation 
in terma of its social effect is based on the rniddle-elass 
interpretatign Of what ia nnormal" and "good" for societyjll 
There is evidence now to indicate that possibly the 
�rotestant ethic ia no longer relevant. If this evidence is 
considered , it might alao eaat doubt on the validity of the 
present conceptions of "normal " and "good. " Posaibly there 
should be a reinterpretation of what behavior is al:>normal in 
a aoaiety that ha• 1ncreasi119 leia\tre , a mature technology• 
and a post-industrial .economy. 
Finally, it has been mentioned that in tha Theocratic 
State , the Church exerted both sacred and temporal power. 
However , after the French Revolution the structure of society 
was chanqed, and a new kind of inatitutional partnership waa 
formed. This time , the dominant partner was the economic 
institution �nder the cont�ol ot the bour�eoia entrepreneur , 
with the political institution aupportin9 the economic insti­
tution that waa the aeurce of it.a funda , and the reli9iou& 
institution supporting the •tat• and the economic institution 
\vith the value system of the Protestant ethic. 
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As far as the social structure is concerned , this is 
sti l l  the partnership that exists i n  the world • s  representa­
tive democracies today ( which includes the United States ) .  
However , as will be shown later , the United S tates h a s  per­
petuated the control of the economic institution i n  the hands 
of a hereditary upper clas s . who als�, in turn , themselves or 
through their proteges control the political and military 
institutions. '.rhe Church , of course , still praVides its 
function of supporting the "status quo , "  by propounding the 
traditional values of the Protestant ethic. 
Although the structure of the American society i s  
still the s ame (a structure designed for a simpler more rural 
society of vertical integration) , the character of the Amer­
ican society has changed markedly. Instead of being a homog-
enous , rural society as it was when the structure was formed , 
it i s  now a compl e x ,  urbani zed , heterogeneous ( plural i stic ) 
society of horizontal integration. ( By vertical integration 
is meant integration through likenesses--as i n  family l i neage-­
and by horizontal integration i s  meant integration through 
differences and secondary overl apping relationships--secondary 
groupings . > 1 
It has alre ady been mentioned that rationalism and 
technology have been ins titutional i zed in western society, and 
their values , efficiency and expediency have been incorporated 
into the organizational s tructure of all the social institutions . 
1 eoser, Functions of Social Conflict. 
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I n fact , the technological side of American society 
has grown to such an extent now that men such as Daniel Bell 
and Herman Kahn refer to it as a post-industrial society. 
Daniel Bell ori91nated the term and uses it to describe a 
situation in society that had its beginning in 1956 when 
white collar workers outnumbered blue collar workers for the 
first time. 1 Thus , the American society h ad ,  in the period 
between 1850 and 1950 , passed completely from rural to 
urban society. 
1nouglas , Technological Threat. 
VII . THE DIRECTION OF THE DEVIANT CAREER 
.. OF THE SOCIAL HERETIC IN CONTEMPORARY 
POST-INDUSTRIAL SOCI ETY 
In less complex societ1e$ , men play roles that are 
le$s se9regated. In simple ,  p�1mitive societies , for example 
the functions of artistic creatio n ,  medical technology, edu­
cational functions , and priestly duties may be combined and 
pl ayed by one individua l. One role incumbent in undiffer­
entiated role situations may serve in several capacities. In 
the l ater stages of social evolution ,  roles become gradually 
differentiated and separate roles become the duties of cer­
tain specialists . The result is considerable division of 
labor. 
This process of differentiation of structure and the 
specialization of function in modern post-industrial society 
has resulted i n  co �1derable ten$ 1on and strains. The indi­
vidual may still ba called upon to fill many functions but 
they a.re no longer integrated into one al l-encompassing role 
orientation but are divided into many secondary relationships . 
The Com,Elex Character of Post-Industrial Sosiety 
Present-day American society is a pluralistic one in 
actuality that encompasses conflict of values at the same 
time , diverse, ambiguous , enigmatic , paradoxical , and at 
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times contradictory. The his torical precedent of tradition 
holds in effect many of the ideal values on which the country 
was founded ,  the very real presence of the Protestant work­
success ethic ( i n  the face of a growing problem of construe-
tive recreational use of leisure time ) , while the day-to-day 
existence requires the adherence to another set of real-life 
values dedicated to efficiency and expsdiency. Naturally 
such a situation leads to a condition in the i ndividual per­
sonal ity �f progressive al ienation , fractionalization of 
sel f ,  losa of identity ,  and anomie. Anomie has been deacribed 
as a condition of normlessnesa. This leaves tha individual 
in a state of frustration and anxiety without any real anchor 
points to serve as guidel ines by which to live. 
Chri stopher Lasch describe• the character of the post­
industrial society as : 
Post-industrial society may be s aid to con� into 
being when capital accumula�on has reached the point 
where scarcity is no longer a major social problem-­
that is , when the induat.ria� system has developed the 
capacity to satisfy all the bas ic human needs. Only 
capitalism has .chi•V&d thi• level of productivity-­
notably in the Unit�d $tates and Jn the more advanced 
states of Western Europa , like Swoden. The term 
"post-industrial , "  therefore, des19nates a. particul ar 
stage in the historical d•v•loJ>f'ene of capital ism 
which is distinguishable from earlier stages in 
important respecta but is still capitalist in its 
essential feature s .  Post-industrial society is still 
capital ist in the sense that the industrial system 
produaes commodities rather than objects for use and 
that the important decisions concerning production 
remain in  "fri vate" hands rather than be inc;;; soci al ly 
determined. 
1chr1stopher Lasch quoted in M. Donal d  Handcock and 
Gideon S j oberg , eds . ,  Politics in the Post-Wel fare State : 
Responses to the New Individualism (New York : Columbia Uni­
versity Press , 1972 ) , p .  36. 
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Lasch continues ; 
Poverty is no longer a general and pervasive con­
dition. in industrial society masses of people lived 
in poverty, and p0verty was aggravated by periodic 
business depressions with wides pread unemployment .  
The consciousness of poverty was therefore as general­
ized aa poverty itself. In pest-industrial soeiety, 
poverty is found isol ated in "pockets tt or "islanda11 
and tends to become "inYisible. " • • • 
The changing character of poverty is closely 
related to the ¢hanging class structure of the post­
industrial society. The i ndustrial working class i s  
no longer t h•  largest class. As industry nationalizes 
itself , the demand for white-collar workers outruns 
the demand f0r unskilled and semi ski lled workers. 
People without skills consequently find themselves not 
only excluded from industry altogether but also ex­
cluded for a variety of reasons from the educational 
opportunities that would enable them to acquire skill s 
necess ary to enter the industrial working force ( even 
though their children are forca.d to spend many years 
in school ) .  Pos t-industrial society gives riae to a 
sizeable claas of new poor who live, as noted , on the 
margin of the industrial system , wi th access only to 
the most menial jobs. The new poor are not a proletar­
iat in the strict sense because they are not engaged 
in industrial production ; instead they constit�t• a 
new kind of lumpenproletariat , alienated and resent­
ful. l 
Laac:h goes on to del ineate cl asa system of the post­
industrial society as opposed ·to the industrial society: 
Wheres..$ the class structure of indus tri al society 
tended to be polarized between bourgeois and prole­
tarians , post-industr1a1 sec!ety consists of five 
distinct classes , of which the first is steadily 
diminishing in . size and importance. 
( l )  tl'le traditional •iddle class , declining i n  
status and inc:reasi119ly attracted , i n  its insecurity 
and despair , to racist veraions of its old laissez 
faire ideology. 
( 2 )  the traditio·nal worki ng cl ass , now somewhat 
diminished in size , unionized, rel atively affluent , 
and integrated into the industrial system. 
( 3) the new lumP!nproletari at , swollen by recent 
migrants from rural area.a where mechanization haa 
l Ig!d. , P• 37.  
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eliminated the need for unskilled l abor , who collect in 
the ghettos of decaying citiea. 
( 4 )  the "new middle clas s "  or white-coll ar prole­
tariat; and finall y ,  
( 5 )  the rul ing class , an amalgam o f  the haute 
bourgeoisie and the new manageri al el ite , that con­
trols the great corporations , most of the l and , and 
the higher reaches of government ( es pecial ly the mil-
1 tary ) . In both its functions and ideology the rul­
ing class is predominately managerial . The term 
"rul ing class" is misleading , however , if it suggests 
too sharp a distinctdon between those who control the 
g i ant corporations and those who own them. The theory 
of the managerial revolution notwithstanding , owner­
ship even today--as c.  Wright Mills pointed out in 
The �ower Elite--is by no means wholly divorced from 
control. Nor has the managerial cl as s developed an 
antibourgeois ideology , as so many writers over the 
years have predicted it would . On the contrary , it 
has developed a vari ant of bourgeois ideology a vari­
ant of liberal ism but described as corporate liberal­
ism and exempl ified in progressivism , The New De al , 
The Fair Deal , the New Frontier , and the Great Society. 
Corporate liberal ism, sometimes confused with socialism 
by those who do not know any better ( and even by those 
who should like William F .  Buckley) , differs from tra­
ditional liberalism in the acceptance of a managed 
economy, the recognition of Labor unions as legitimate 
bar9ainin9 agents , its commitment to the welfare state , 
and its devotion to a Liberalized imperialism abroad. 
It shares with traditional liberal ism a fundamental 
comm1 tment. te> the "free enterprise economy"-that is , 
to the system of commodity production for " pri vate " 
profit known as c apital i sm. l 
Smith describes the pos�-industrial state as techno-
structured democraiey. Ke stateas 
In combination all employees make up what Galbraith 
has referred to as �he teGhno.structure . Because of the 
development of advanced technology and the co ncomitant 
ruse of the technostructure , the distinctions between 
employee and employer are obsaured. Power passes Q)wn 
into the organization effectively making it a democratic 
organi zation even though formal chains of command might 
be established . • • • 
The techno9tructure bri�s additional Liberal 
blessings. Since the unstable market has been eliminated 
1 Ibid. , p p .  38-39. 
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by the management of taate , th0 tutori ng of responses , 
careful condi tioning , and foraed savings and forced 
investments , there is a rel i able flow of earning s 
which makes the maximization of profits "no longer 
necess ary. " Moreover, the dispersion of power and 
intelligence into the technostructure prohibits the 
personal profit-making , proscribes the pri vaey that 
malfeasance and mis feasance requires , and makes it 
difficult to deploy financial resources for pol itical 
purposes 
• • • •  
Presumably the only reason the technoetructure 
endeavors to make any profit at al l is for its own 
survival . I� i t  fails to make a profi t ,  stockholders 
and other "outs iders " will come in and cause all kinds 
of problems .  An additional blessing of new liberal ism 
i s  t!1at its technostructure only tries to secure a 
"minimum of profits . 11 New liberalism, consequently , 
is a much better world to live in than the old l iberal­
ism. But it i s  still not the best of all pos s ible 
worlds . ! 
Smith then shifts to a description of what he term• 
as democratic domi nation which he sees as a charac teristic of 
the post-industrial technostructured society. 
Streamlined domination of Liberal technocracy is 
still domination but one which i s  more aesthetically 
pleasi ng .  S ince the power of the capitalists has 
been removed--since the United States is no longer 
a capital ist society but rather a s ociety with a 
wide dispers ion of power--to protest agai nst one ' s  
domination is to protest against democracy. Liberal 
democracy. Democratic domination will obviously be 
a better form of l iberalism than any which has 
existed i n  the paat . After the prese nt phase when 
protesting minorities are beaten and consumed into 
submis sion , subsequent attempts to castigate liberal­
ism will become more and more quaint , and more and 
more meani ngless .  The bureaucratized structure of 
l iberal ism will contain and pervert the humanistic 
tradition with greater and more stre aml ined ease • • • •  
The technostructure , based upon a complex technology 
and heavy capital investment in the production of 
waste , is a manifestation of Liberal rationality. 
Liberal rationality is depend@nt on and consistent 
with the production of goods which continually wear 
1Handcock and .S j oberg , Politics i n  the Post-\•Jelfare 
State , pp. 76- 7 7 .  
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out. The l argest expendi ture of wasteful production 
would be the space
1
program. Liberal reason is waste­
ful irrationality. 
Smith sees Liberalism as s 
now anchored to a military and industri al organization 
that imposes its definitions of reality through ideol­
ogy, diplomacy, brute force , and threats both at home 
and a.broad. However ,  it also incorporates certain 
elements from the humanistic tradition and uses them 
as ideological devices • • • •  The contradictions be­
tween the humanistic theory and nonhumanistic practi�• 
of Liberal ism is qu!te perplexing to the practicing 
liberal. I nternal and external pressures from those 
who question liberalism , changes in the technological 
and economic realms , and ch anges in the world situa­
tion force Liberal spokesmen to suggest accommodation 
that must be made to reduce the obvious contradictions 
of theory and practice . 2 
Many view the varied and diverse facets of the char­
acter of Amerieen Society and its value system as contribut­
ing to a state of 1rtstab111ty. Lasch describes tM. s insta­
bil ity �uccinctlyz 
Post-industrial society contains many mechanislfta 
that inh�bit the political expression of underlying 
soci al confli�t--that i s ,  prevent those conflicts 
from assuming a political form. The tendency of 
political grievances to present themsel ves as personal 
grievances , the tendency for repressive authority to 
assume the guise of benevolence , the substitution of 
psychology for politi cs , and the pervasiveness of the 
mc.nagerial mode of thought help prevent conflicts from 
coming to the surf ace and contribute to the illusion 
that ideology has exhausted i tself . But , in spite of 
all these factors ,  post-industrial society--ln the 
United States as well as in Western Europe--is torn by 
political conflict .  It is the nature of that society, 
as we h ave seen, that creates new cl asses of marginal 
and technologically superfluous people , not ably the 
ethnic minorities who make up the "new poor•• and the 
students , who are removed from the �rking force and 
1 Ib1d . , P • 78 . 
2
rbid. , p .  81 . 
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pl aced in educational custody where they are exposed 
to a combination of bureaucratic repression and dan­
�erous ideas. These groups whom pos t-industrial soci­
ety has been unable to absorb make up an increasingly 
alienated and subversive force within it. 
Nor is discontent co nfined to the marginal classes • 
• • • The same corporate institutions that sustain the 
celebrated American standard of l i ving require for 
their continuing growth, policies that are making the 
cities uninhabitable , polluting the air and water, 
impoverishing cul tural life , creating an apparently 
endl ess series of international emergencies , and 
breedin9 riot and rebellion at home. In order to make 
these anxieties tolerabl e ,  the post-industrial order 
offers to the workin9 c l asses the pleasures of con­
sumption on an unprecedented scale , but it is not 
always success ful in conceal 1ng 1 the emptiness of those pleasures or their social cost. 
In summary , it i s  a r-ost-industrial society with a 
new Liberalism and a new form of capitalism i n  which the 
giant corporation has become institutionalized and is more 
interested in perpetuating itself and in growth than it is in 
the accumulation of profit for its stockholders. In the 
process it overcomes objections of the individual by increas­
ing democratization (but only on levels--as will be furthar 
explained under the discussion of the power structure ) ,  and 
offering a level of consumption never before possible. This 
policy of accommodation and absorption of dissenters insures 
the maintenance of the corporate s tructures and the central 
power system. The creation of military waste , obsolescence 
of consumer goods , and the maintenance of a preparedness 
economy allows for fu rther expansion. However , the plural-
istic quality of the urban society and the resulting plethora 
of values , many of which are divergent or ambiguous , or even 
1 Ibid . , �P· 46-4 7. 
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contradictory , lead to a state of frustration and anxiety in 
the individual . The impersonality of the interaction between 
man and the rest of society resu lts in al ienation and "anomie. " 
If these conditions are true of the adu l t  i ndividu al ,  they 
are intensified in the young person who , not yet fully social­
ized in the materialism of the post-industri al society, sees 
value conflicts and social inequalities in sharper contrast. 
The rise o f  capital ism demanded even gre ater technological 
development. Therefore , change i n  this area came to be not 
only encouraged but sought after as expediency and efficiency 
came to be the principal means toward the end of maximization 
of profit. 
The problem of administering control of the complex-
1 ty of society brought about the· phenomenon of bureaucratiza­
tion in government. This soon spread to i ndustry and fos­
te�ed the growth of giant corporations. 
In the meantime , the increasing urbanism and growift9 
industrtelization created further social problems. The 
character of society changed. Reading and writing became 
necessary and finally universal as skills became necess ary 
for the operation of the complex economy created by the 
technol09y. The whole life style of society changed with the 
switch from a production economy to a consumption economy 
that took place in the ' 30 ' s  during the period of social 
reform following the Great Depr1tssion. 
The demands of technology produced further and 
further dinsion Of l abor and specialization, thereby increas­
ing the problems of alienation and anomie for the individual 
personality. The bureaucratic phenomenon began to produce a 
new type o f  i ndividual pathologic al condition that c ame to be 
called the "bureaucratic per2'onality. " This was heightened 
by the fact that the population, with their new Skills i n  
reading and writing began to feel the value diversities , 
ambiguities and contradictions th at affected their l i ve s .  
The result was value conflict� that developed a condition of 
frustration and a general or "bl anket "  e.nxiety. The contagious 
spread of democratization ( not Democracy) that accompanied 
the greater dissemination Of information also caused unrest 
and heightened aetivtsm by groups of dis senters in the soci­
ety--particularly the young ( partly as a result of prose­
lyting for the Democratic ftideal " and being utged to think 
for themsel�s in the school s ) . 
The conditions ; n6wever ,  did not alter the fact that 
the society is .controlled by monolithic power structure 
directed by an elite composed of corporate financiers and 
their proteges .  Xn order to continue i n  control in the face 
of more and more dissent , they were forced to change the 
character of the economy , from the liberal i zed c0nmumption 
economy that had repl aced the laissez faire production econ­
omy in the thirties to a super consumption economy tha� came 
to he known by appell ations like "service State" and the 
"welfare state . "  In this super-consumption economy needs 
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were created by the mass media and the use of "pl anned obao­
leacence '' made sure o f  a fut:ura market through the stra.tagea 
of calcul ated waste which in turn became a major factor in 
the growth of big9er and more efficient production f acil-
i ties . The ul timate answer was hit upon by the "power elite" 
as c. 't�right Milla has termed the combination of the polit­
ical • economic and military institutions. S ince the key waa 
production for relatively quick obsoleacence before wear-out 
and then conversion to scrap or was te , what better answer 
than a military preparedness aconoMy? Thia answer has two 
advantages , it increased the total amount of wast• ( thereby 
in&uring a 9reatar market and inauring the expansion of 
production facilities ) and also helped keep full employment 
in industry and the military. The whole at;heme had a further 
advantage i n  that the calc;ru.lated war hyateria that aasured 
support of the citi zenry took their minds off other pressing 
social problems like povaJ:'ty that could not be solved ao 
readily by the capitalist game plan. Meanwhile ,  the produc­
tion of commodities lulled them ( the cona\lJllers } into a senae 
o:f compla.cency by giving plentiful conveniences and creature 
comfoJ:'ts .  Thua a policy o.f accommodation and containment 
accomplished a task that coula have been much more coatly 
without the new Liberal capitali�t strategy. 
While all this wa$ going on, most of the academic 
social scientists aligned themaelvea aa apologis ts for the 
establishment. In so doing they prostituted their seience to 
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win 'the support and re�oqait:ion of the power structur• by not 
only keeping the Conservative Tradition ( chiefly composed o� 
t� Protestant ethic and the social-Darw�nist ideology ) alive 
in the face of damning evidence of irrelevancy but actually 
pushing it to the fore and making it a part of the socializa­
t·ion proces s of :tuture wo.rker-eonsumers. •rrainad , p.ropa-
9a.ndized , and i ndoctrinated , the labor force. to be uti lized 
in the production process . acta as the consumers for the 
eeonomic enterprises in their favored position i n  society. 
'l'hi• is where things staad in .l\merican aociety today. 
It is a pluralistic conaunrpUon-oriented society dedicated 1:0 
the concept of rationalism and th• furtherance of techno­
logical change , while the nonmaterial side of the culture is 
stil l crontrolled �y a C-0nservative Tradition dedicated to the 
work-success ethic in direct contrast to the greater and 
greater increase of leisure and en1orced idlenesa. X\ is a 
society of growing democratization as contrasted to decreas­
ing d-™>cracy. The complexity of the structure is produc:ing 
a more and more i ntricate bureaucrati zation dedicat.ed to more 
ef fi�iency and expediency and control led by an inereasingly 
powerful oligarchieal elite. 
A new concept of Liberal capitalism has emerged from 
this elite. It is no lo nger dedicated to the maximization 
of profit ( in fact , no profit at all would be perfectly 
satisfactory if the small stockholders could be appeased) .  
What it i s  interes ted i n  is "plow back , .. the survival and 
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growth of the corporate entity to gi ant size and engaged in 
the production of commodities of calculated obsolescence. 
The consumer public can then be controlled and manipul ated 
through the mass media by the creation of new needs. The 
public is caught up in this way in the syst81a and are con­
tained and accommodated and , in a sens e ,  themselves consumed 
by the system. Dissenters and actiVi sts are absorbed by the 
system because of the factor of horizontal democratization 
of the bureaucratic structure. Once th�y are a part of the 
system and committed to it , deviation appears not only to be 
irratio nal but downright disloyal to their fellow workers at 
whatever level they find themselves. 
One has only to look a� the changes that capitalism 
has made to survive , from ita inception as a laissez faire 
mercant111stie systttm of productionJ through its s tage of 
monopolistic contrafttion and a policy or caveat emptor; on 
through the stages of the holding companies to circumvent t� 
anti-trust legisl ation and the securities market regulations 1 
throuqh the switch to the concept of a consumer economy in 
order to survive in the period of social reform that followed 
the Great Depression; to the idea of the welfare state , on 
to the concept for the laying aside of the concept of maxi­
mization of profits for the purpoae o f  furthering the exis­
tence of power and the expansion of the gi ant corporationa 
and conglomerates of the present. It has become a super­
consumption economy based on the co ncept of calcul -'ited 
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obsolescence and production of waste. Under their system the 
consumer is subverted , his desires manipulated and needs cre­
ated and dissenters are accommodated and contained. A mili­
tary pre�aredness economy insures that the worker-consumer ' s  
attention will be diverted away from pressing social problems , 
and outlets for the production facilities wi l l  be created 
through producing weapons with a high potential of obsoles­
cence for the military i ns ti tution. A concomitant benefit 
for the capitalistic economic institution is that large 
amounts of manpower are diverted into the military service 
( young ) and so the problem of marginal youthful troublemakers 
in society i s  partially abated. 
From the foregoing discussion of the character of the 
contemporary American society , one can see that there have 
been some changes in the social structure since i ts inception 
but these changes are superficial when one considers that the 
hierarchy of social institutions still exhibits the character­
istics o f  the partnership described in the summary of the 
last section. 
Especially noteworthy is the f act that the power 
s tructure which lies at the center of this institutional 
hierarchy has only changed in one way. It has increased the 
only size and the efficiency of its bureaucratic organization 
by way of which power i s  alloted in terms of direction and 
degree of intensity. 
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Social Control and the Flow of Power 
in American Society 
The power s tructure of Ameri can society seems to be 
vertical and unilinear, operating from the top down. At the 
top , there is an elite of Power wielders who delegate this 
power in a downward direction through the middle level to the 
masses. 
The understanding of the working of this societal 
power structure is necessary if one is to pl ace the educa-
tional insti tution in its proper perspective in the societal 
context. 
Of American scholars who have studied the concept of 
power and social control , c .  Wright Mills has perhaps come 
closest to painting the clearest picture of the mechanics o f  
the consolidation and exercise of power in this society. 
Lasswell concurs in this assessment to some extent when he 
speaks of delineation of social class in America: 
As conceptual development , theory, and empirical 
resea�ch stand today , it is not possible to set down 
a coherent theory of social class based on power dif­
ferentiation. Probably Mills has done the best pos­
sible job in The Power Elite and White Collar. It 
seema an improvement over the earlier Marxian theory 
as far as the United States is concernect. l 
I n  the following section, the present author will 
attempt to set down the basics of Mil l s '  conception of the 
power structure in American society and to illustrate i t  
1Thomas E. Lasswell ,  Class and Stratum : An Introduc­
tion to Conoepta and Resea.roh__,(�Bo--a_t_o_n_:..___Ho_u_g_h_t_o_n�Mi---f�f�l�i�n��-
Comp any , 1965), P •  187. 
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diagrammatically. 
Mills looked upon the etudy of power as a beginning 
of sociological knowledge and understanding , ane he felt that 
the basis of that understanding lay in recognition of the fact 
that power i s  a hu�an product. Men delimit power , and, there-
fore , the proper areas of study were the human use• of power. 
Men struggle for power and struggle to keep power 
once they have at tai ned i t :  therefore power tends to insti-
tutionalize itself. It was on this idea of the institution-
alization of power that Mills based his major work s .  I n  
The t·ower il ita he states , " \-J i  thin American society, major 
national power now resides in the economic , the pol itical and 
military domains . "1 He justified this concept by pointing 
out that the economy , once a sc&ttered pattern of small pro-
duction units in the balance of autonomy has come to be eon-
trolled by two or three hundred huge corporations that are 
pol i tical ly and administratively interrel ated , and they 
manipulate the economic decisions . Further , the political 
order which was in the beginnin9 decentralized with much 
power residing in the state governments has become highly 
centralized and functions as an executive establishment which 
has connections into every part o f  the social structure . 
Finally , the military order , which was once made up chiefly 
1Mills , Power Elite , P• 6. 
2This does not constitute a rejection of the plural­
ist model which will be discussed beginning on page 366. 
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o f  a conglomeration o f  state militia forees has become a uni­
fied federal force of three bra.no.hes and a hu9e bureaucratic 
structure that is connected to the economic and political 
domains . Centralization and congol idation hu incraaaed the 
amount of power reaidi� in tho institutional areas mentioned 
and their interrelationship i n  terms of both function and 
personnel ha• reaul te<.i in a magni£Lcation and inte9Eation of 
this power . For instance , deciaiona of the military have 
effects on the economic and pol itical institutions and vice 
vers a. 
Mills asae·rts t 
Aa a result , the political directorate , the corporate 
rich , and the ascendant military h�ve come together as 
the power eli te , and the expanded and centralized 
hierarchies which they head have encroached upon the 
old balance• and have now relegated them to the middle 
level of power. l 
Mills states that the American system of power is not , 
as it is usually interpreted to be ,  "a moving bal ance of many 
competing interests . "  He states further , 
The balance and the compromise in American society-­
the "countervailing powera0 and the numerous associa­
tions , the "�t.o group s "  and. the "ves ted ,interests0-
must now be seen as having _!nainly to do with the mid­
dle levi!ls of power. • • • The new middle class of 
white-collar employees is certainly not the political 
pivot of any balanc�ng society . It is in no way 
politically united. 
1Ibid. , P •  296.  
2c. Wright Mil l s , The Causes of !:.Jorld War II . (New 
York : S imon & Schuster , l 58 , p. 14. 
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In The Causes of World \'iar III1 Mills shows how the 
character of the American society is experiencing more and 
more integration o f the democratic forces , potenti al and 
real , into the burgeoning superstructure o f  the state. He 
points to the "governmentalization of the lobby" and the 
replacement of electoral policies by the functions of a 
bureaucratic admi nistration. He demonstrates how the poli­
tlci ans at the federal level are being relegated to the mid­
dle levels of power while the executive power is increasingly 
being exercised by "corporation men " at the uppe.t l•v•la. 
t IL t \... 
Thus , the middle level of power i n  .AmerJ.ca, in Mil l s '  view, 
is more a semiorg ani zed s talemate than a moving bal an�. 
Mills s aw the growth of the power elite and the occu­
pation of the middle range of power by the d�ocrab1C machin­
ery as being paralleled by the growth of a �aas society in 
America. He saw the American population not as a "publ ic" or 
a group of "publics " but as a "mass society. " 
As he comments ,  
The issues that now shape man ' s  fate are neither 
raised nor decided by any public at l arge. The idea 
o f  a society run by publics is not a matter of faat, 
it is the procl amation of an ideal and , as well , fl• 
assertion of a legitimation Masquerading as fact. 
(For a diagrammatic view of the structure as outlined by 
Mil l s  see the illustration on the following page. }  
l 
2 
Ibid . , P •  29.  
Ibid . , pp. 3 2 - 3 3 .  
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Mills felt that the reason that the elites of the 
mill tary, politic al and economic orders are at the focal 
point• of society and are responsible for the deciaiona is 
due to the powerlessnes s ,  the apathy and the insensibil i ty 
of the publics and the mas�ea. 
In his summary o f  the power s tructures incorporated 
in iunerican society Mills states in The Power Elite that: 
The top of modarn American society is increasingly 
unified , a nd often seems willfully coordinated ; at the 
top there has emerged an elite of powe.r. The middle 
levels are a drifting set of stalemated bal ancing 
force s :  the middle does not link the bottom to th4t 
top. The bottom of this society is politically frag­
mented, and even as a passive fact , increasingly 
powerless: at the bottom there is emerging a mass 
society . l 
G. William Domhoff offers corroborating evidence for 
Mill s '  conception of American society. On page one in his 
introduction Domhoff s tates his purpose for investigating 
American society in his book Who Rulea America1 when he 
comments a 
This book i s  in.spired by the ideas of four very 
different men--E. Diglf>y Ilaltzell ,  c. Wriqnt Mill s ,  
Paul M. Sweezy , and Robert A. Dahl. Ma.ny other 
schol ars contributed dc>cumentation and minor theo­
retical points , and a considerable amount of data 
was gathered by myself and my students , but the 
basic ideas which guided thia study were developed 
in an attempt to ground Kill s '  "poW'er elite" in Balt­
zell • s "American businesi al'ietouacy " ( Sweezy ' &  "rul­
ing class " ) , and to show that Dahl ' s  finding of "plural-
ism" on the local level is not incompatil:>le with the 2 idea of a national upper class that is · a governing class. 
1Mills , The Power Elite , P• 324. 
2G. William Domhoff, Who Rulia Americ;1 (£nglewood 
Cliffs , New Jerseyi Pren�ice-Hall, Inc. , i§6 J, P •  l .  
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Examining the makeup of America ' s  most important 
institutions , associations , foundations , and government 
ageneies , Domhoff garners evidence that conclusively shows 
the existence i n  America of a ruling elite upper class which 
has in its power the bulk 9f Arne�ica ' s  corporate wealth and 
is able to pl ace its members in disproportionate numbers i n  
the strategic decision-making positions throughout the 
nation. He shows the extent of their control of the judicial 
and executive branches of the Federal Government and how they 
use i nfluence in state and local governments to achieve their 
economic and political ends. Their control is so vast that 
they even shape American foreign policy. 
Listed on the outside j acket of his book in the 
paperback edition are five quotes which make both his and 
Mil l s '  case quite succinctly: 
The American upper class controls the £x�cut1,,. 
branch. of the goYerT'l'ftent through its financing of 
presidential no�inees for both major political 
parties • • • •  
Of the thirteen men who have been Secretary of Defense 
or secretary of war since 193 2 ,  eight have been l i sted 
in the Social Register. • • • 
By controlling every major opinion-molding insti tution 
in the country, members of the upper class play a pre­
dominant role in determining the framework within 
which decisions on important issues are reached. • • • 
CIA ties to the upp�r �lass are • • •  manifested 
through business firms , minor charitable foundations , 
certain universities , and c�rtain university institu­
tions • • • • 
The moat important of corporatiorus , foundations , 
universities , mass media, and private aasoeia:tions 
are part ot a power elite that serves the interests 
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of an American upper class of rich busi ness men 
and their descendent s .  • • • 
The existence of power cannot ful ly be utilized 
unless it can make itself felt in terms of direction and 
intensity in whatever sector it wishes . The way that this i s  
done in complex societies i s  through Organi zation. This 
organization has become so extensive and pervasive that it 
has become known by a special term and h45 been the subject 
of political and sociological studies . This term is Bureau-
cratization. 
As Crozier comments in speaking of the complexity of 
the modern urban and post-industrial society , "the growing 
utilization of complex organizations is a means of action 
indispensable to modern man. 01 
As society in the Western world has increasingly 
become urbanized and industrialized the phenomenon of bureau­
cracy has spread from the political institution ( from which 
it got its name original ly) to the economic institution ( even 
to individual entrepreneurial enterprises ) and then on to the 
other institutions in society at all levels , natio nal , state 
and local . 
One has only to look at the breakdown of the diVision 
of labor in a schematic of the exe.cuti ve branch of government 
or at th� plan of o.r9ani.z1rtion for the operation of a business 
corporation t.o see the phenolnenon of bureaucracy in action. 
1Michel Crozier � The BureaucrQtic Phenomenon ( Chicag o :  
University o f  Chicago Press ,  1 963) , p .  1 .  
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As growth in an organization or institution occurs , the divi­
sion of labor becomes increasingly narrower and more special-
ized in an attempt to increase efficiency. 
This is a natural function for the bureaucratic prin-
ciples of organi zation because the American society ( and the 
post-industrial countries of Western Europe as wel l )  has 
institutionalized technology and rationalism. Two of the 
greatest factors in the speeding of development and change in 
the technological institution are efficiency and expediency. 
Webe r ' s  concept of technology as a rational system to achieve 
efficiency then aervea the technological side of the culture 
wel l .  The bureaucratic prin�i pl es employ the philosophy of 
institutionalized rationalism ( philosophy of pra9matism and 
Dewey• a instrumentalism} to cre ate organizational networks 
that function to create more division of labor ( apeci�liza­
tion ) and efficiency to expedite whatever process to which i t  
may be �pplied. 
This is the theory of the positive functions of 
bureaucracy i n  society. Accordin� to Merton and others , it 
also has some dysfunctions . First of all ,  a& Blau points 
out , 
Bureaucracies in a democratic aociety pose a para­
dox. In a mass society democracy depends on bureau­
cratic institutions , but the concentration of power in 
the hands of a few men in buaines3 and government 
threatens democrat;ic insU tutions . If this is a par­
ado x ,  it is alao a challenge. our democratic institu­
tions , which originated at a time when bureaucracies 
were in a rudiinent;ary stage . ar� not designed to cope 
with their control . • • • To extend our ins ti tutiona 
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by developing democratic methods for governing burea�­
cracies is , perhaps , the crucial problem of our age. 
{ Blau is not talking here of business corporations and 
the like , however. ) 
Another characteristic of bureaucracies that might be 
called a dysfunction on a society-wide scale i s  the secrecy 
with which the bureaucracy operates , the esprit de corps it 
generates on the various horizontal levels , and the cloak of 
anonymity that protects the bureaucrat from public scrutiny 
and al lows him to "pass the buck . "  
Concerning the factor o f  s.ecrecy, Merton comments : 
Bureaucracy is administration which almost compl etely 
avoids public discussion of its techniques , although 
there may occur public Qiscussion of its policies. This 
secrecy is confined neither to public nor to private 
bureaucracies. It is held to be necess ary to keep val­
uable infornlation from private economic competitors or 
from foreign and potentially hostile political groups. 
And though it is not often so called , espionage among 
competitors is perhaps as common , i f  not as intricately 
organized in systems of private economic enterprise as 
it is in systems of national states . Cost figures , 
lista of clients , new technical processes , plans for 
production-all of t.heae are typically regarded as 
essential ••cr•t• ef priva�• economic bureaucracies 
which might be revealed i f  tme bases of a�l decision 
and pol icies had to ht! publiely defended. 
Another dysfunction is indicated by Merton , and 
results in what he terms as "the bureaucratic personality. " 
He states that the formalism ,  maybe even ritual ism, which 
tends to characterize the behavior th�t bureaucracy requires 
lPeter M. Blau , "The Dynamics of Bureaucracy , "  in 
American social Patterns , ed. by William Peterson ( Garden 
City, New York: OoUbleday and Company , I nc . , 1956 ) , P •  257 . 
2Robert K. Merton i n  Politi�� and Society; ed. by 
Nordlinger , P •  61 . 
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of its worke�s ( especially at the lower levels) tenda to 
alienate them and produce a ste.te of "anomie. " 
This very brief description of the general character­
istics of bureaucracy in  society with some note of its func­
tions and dysfunctions will have to serve for the purpoaes of 
this study. It waa necessary to point out how prevalent the 
phenomenon is in  American society. All the institutions of 
American societies today fit the definition of bureaucratic 
organization, and they are therefore necessarily committed 
to i ts philosophy of rationalism and its goala o f  increasing 
efficiency and expediency. Of course ,  the most important 
function of the bureaucratic structure for soci al contEol , 
whether i t  conc;:erns governments or corporations • was aaen-
tioned at the very be9inning of thi5 section , and that is the 
delegation of power in terms o f  direc:tion and intensi ty. 
Conflict 
Groups 
The therapeuti� orientation of contemporary society , 
its pluralism with the concomitant myriad secondary rel ation­
ships , and aonflicting vested interests in the social struc­
ture have resulted in the particularization of deviance just 
as the complexity of society has resulted in finer and finer 
division of l abor. 
In the secti.on of the s tudy that follows , the careers 
of the chosen representative groups will be developed and 
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their pes!.tion within the range Qf "tolerance of eceentric­
ity" o:f contemporary society will .be plotted. 
In addition, mention will be made of two "new" 
groups : the "poor " and "youth, "  ( as a scapegoat group ) .  The 
first group is the unique creation Qf the social effect• of 
th4 tr•ditional val ue orientation of the combination of the 
Proteatant ethic and the soci al-Duwiniat ideology. The same 
combination o f  values haa given rise to the "drift" of the 
''youth " frctn a marginal group status of differential treat­
ment i nto a conflict posture with the lac-ger society. 
A.a far as the groups of social heretics that are 
easil y  identified• sueh as the Negroes and the Jews , are con­
c•rne d ,  both have pl ay•d s1gnific&l'lt parts in social change 
and conflict in the twenti.eth centuries. The Jew has p l ayed 
his part as Hitler ' s  scapegoat for the World War I economic 
catas trophe in Germany and in the final establishment of a 
Jewish state in the Middle-east. This haa resulted in a 
conflict that persiats to this day. The Neg.ro has played his 
part in the quest for civil rights in America. 
The Negro and the Civil Rights Movement in America 
The exis tence of racial discrimination and injustice 
has been the most potent ammuni tion that is avail able to dis­
credit American democr acy and capitali sm in the eyes Of the 
rest of the world. The establishment of the United Nations 
opened a window on the race practices of Americ a  to the rest 
of the world. Men in the government became i ncreasingly 
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aware that , whatever their personal opinions might be ,  some­
thing had to be done to correct the loss of prestige of the 
nation in the �rld press . 
The federal government led the attack on the old 
order of racial practice& , first under Franklin o. Roosevelt 
and then under Harry s .  Truman. Franklin Roosevelt estab­
lished the f ai� employment practices committee i n  1941, and 
in 1946 Harry Truman :br�e. through the old bipartisan con­
sensus on raci al policy when he created a Commis sion on 
Higher Education and appoi nted a C01Umittee on Civil Rights . 
These agencies brought out a report that called for the 
"elimination of segregation, based on race , color , creed , or 
national origin from American life. " A big step forward was 
made by Truman in the s ame  year , 1946 , when he is sued an 
executive order cal ling for the end o f  discrimination in the 
armed services and the federal government. 
This marks a period of lUnerican History thut taight 
properly be called the Second Reconstruction. This Second 
Reconstruction was held back for some years due to President 
Eisenhower ' s  peraonal phJ.,losophy. "I don ' t  believe , "  he said , 
"you can ehan9a the hearts of men with l aws or decisions . "  
In addition, he prefe�rad state over federal action in these 
areas , and naturally, the states that were most guilty of 
these transgressions were not going to act againat themselve s .  
Thus , after 1954 ( &parked by a "precipitating incident"-the 
Rosa Parks incident d•picted in Figure 3 on page 07--in 
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Montgomery, Alabama and resulting in a l arge-scale bus boy­
cott> 1 the rise of militant Southern resistance , gains in 
civil rights and voter regis tration actually decl ined for a 
time. 
Meanwhile , however , the Supreme Court decision of 1 7  
May of 1954 was the most momentous o f  the century in civil 
rights. School segregation l aws were toppled in Florida, 
Arkansas , Texas and Tennessee as a result of Federal Court 
action. Negroes now began to realize that they had the law 
and the courts on their siqe at l ast. Now they were no 
longer the submissive docile creatures the Southerners 
thought them to be. They were not the personalities the 
South thought they knew so well by stereotype. They began to 
' . 
assert their rights with much more force than they had for 
three generations . 
During the last half of the fifties , however , Presi­
dent Eisenhower refrai ned from expressing any approval of the 
decisions of the Supreme Court and failed to speak out to 
demand compliance . Therefore , during 1 9 5 7 , 1 9 58 , and 1959 , 
rebellion spread over the South. Censorship reigned , pro-
fessors and teachers were harassed and persecuted , and men 
became afraid to speak out. · The year 1960 , however, proved 
1i:toaa Park s , a Negro l ady , returning from work at 
the end of a trying day, was asked to give up he.r seat t.o 
a white m&P--ahe �ef'us-•d , and. her refusal brought $0 tn�h 
supp<>rt from the Negro community that a full-sc:ale boycott 
<:>f the cit.y buses took place , thereby sparking similar: 
actions throughout the South. 
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to become a turning point , b�cause the nemesis of Jim Crow • 
the "sit-i n , "  was born. The fortitude and sel f-disci pline 
of the youths who boce abuse and inault silently brought 
grudging reapect in the South. Non-violent direct action 
spread throughout the South--Negroes themselves were in 
charge of their movement now, and the youth were in the 
vanguard. 
The year 1961 brought another non-violent means of 
protest- "the freedom ride . "  Freedom rides were joined by 
mass marches by both Blacks and whitea 1 the Civil Rights 
campaign was truly underway and Jim Crow was dead. The new 
President, John F. Kennedy , drove the nails into Jim Crow• s 
coffin when he said in his inauqural address tnat the court ' s  
decision was "both legally and morally right , "  and he devoted 
the facilities of the federal government to school dese9rega­
tion. Violence in Mississippi and Alabama followed but , with 
the country behind tn• Cour� decision , the s tates had to back 
down from their unreasonable stand. 
By 1964 the central i ssue before the country was 
civil rights and it ceased to be a problem which was confined 
solely to the South. Citiea in the North , East , and West 
flamed in protest and the whole country became tense over 
civil rights issues. Crisea were to be found in all geo­
graphic areas. 
The first of the summer riots exploded in Harlem in 
July of 1964 as a reault of ominous talk of urevolution" and 
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"revolt" due to de facto segregation in the North. This was 
opposed to what had been de Jure segregation in the South. 
Not only segregation in the schools , but residential segrega­
tion of the Negroes i n  so-called ghetto s ,  appeared to be 
growing instead of decl�ning. The res ult was exploitation, 
urban decay, and increased delinquency and crime. The 
Negro ' s  relative poaition had been continually slippi ng below 
the whites in employment and income. He was making gaina 
economically ,  but they were in no way commensurate with those 
being made by the members of the white society. 
The taste of power gained by the Negro resulted in a 
more militant position being t aken , p articul arly by the 
younger people . Violence began to become more prevalent. 
The Voting Rights Act , signed by the President on August 6 ,  
1965 climaxed the greates t  s ingle legislative achievement for 
civil eights . Woodward state s that , "in absolute terms Negro 
American5 scored more gains in the last two decades than i n  
any period since emancipation . "  
Howeve r ,  more recent unrest i s  evidence that advan­
tages l imited to a rel atively small urban middle class of 
Negroes is not enough . The great gap between the races in 
education , employment , and opportunity must be filled for the 
great majority because , even with full possession of civil 
and political right$ , they continue to face family deteriora­
tion through entrapment in ghettos , unemployment , urban decay, 
and de facto segregation in school ing and housing. These 
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problems call for more drastic and broader remedies because 
they lie beyond the j urisdiction of civil rights laws . Thus . 
although Jim Crow as a legal entity is in the pas t ,  his ghost 
still haunts the United States in the situation of a society 
closed to a troubled people. 
Louis £. Lomax begins hia book , The Negro Revo l t ,  by 
stating that "the American Negro ia a ma.n--not a God--made 
race . .. 1 The Negro of America today was born here for genera-
tions back. Many are the deacendants of alliances between 
the female sl aves and the sl ave �aster& . As � result of thi s , 
the American Ne�ro does not have a culture in the cla.saic and 
precise sense o f  the word. He waa a product of the new worl d ,  
i n  mind, body and spirit. Tnus , th� N�ro does not share a 
positive sense of identity in American aociety �s 9ther 
"minorities " do and must reach beyond hi& group for absolute 
identification. As a resul t ,  tha Negro must think of him&elf 
first , l as t ,  and always . 
The "Poor" as "Traitors" to the Capitalistic 
Way of Life 
As an adjunct of th• Civil Rights struggle o f  the 
Negro , and before 9oi n9 on to the other major pre�ent day 
highly "visible" internal threats to the social structure , a 
word must be said abo ut a group usually not thought o f  as 
"social heretics . "  This group is the poor. 
1Louis E .  Lomax , The Negro ijevol t ( New York: Harper 
& Row ,  Publ ishers , �nc. , 1971). 
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The Poor in America number about 2 5  million. These 
Americans exist in conditions of want or near want. While 
they make up about 20 percent of the populati o n ,  they l ive i n  
wh at has been called an "invi sible land . "
1 
While poverty is 
rural as well as urban in nature, the cities of America have 
beco111e "the frontiers of the poor. "2 
As the studies of the 9hett�s have shown, poYerty 
robs the individual of his di�nity. He loses &elf-concept 
and soon develops a negative identity. He is cauqht in the 
s ituation of poverty and there is no escape because the con-
ditions that cauaed his poverty cannot be changed quickly. 
It doe&n' t matter if they are envirol'lftlental or personal , 
they are tha kinds of conditions that take titae and initia-
tive to solve , and , more than that , money. The poor indi­
vidual has time , but he doesn ' t have money , and the eni'orc:ed 
poverty has coupied with this lack of money and opportunity 
to kill his initiative. 
Soon a subculture o f  the poverty-stricken develops 
and they gravitate to an area of the city where they can live 
on the leaat amount of money. 'l'his becomes what the average 
citizen refers to as "the slum . "  This state of bei ng poor 
feeds upon itself and drags the poor furth.er down, and along 
1
Michael narrington, The Other American (New York : 
Penguin Books , 1964) , p. 9 e.nd Gerald Leinwand , Poverty and 
the Poor ( New York : �ashington Square Press , I nc . , 1 968 ) , 
P •  l3. 
2charles Abrams , 'Rich Count� , Poor Ci ties , " The New 
York Times Book Review , July 1 6 ,  1967 , p .  2 .  
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with them , their children-and even thei r children' s children. 
Every lllagazine and TV advertisement . with its 
beautiful wom�n and sl eek cars and new washing ma­
chine s ,  ahout at them that they are failure • ,  for 
they do not s�are in your picture of what American 
life is like,. 
'l'h& poor are • "threat" to the American way of life 
because they are a negation of th.e ef ficaey of the Protestant 
ethic ancl the myth of the "Ameri�an Dream" th4't ha.a been dis-
cussed previously. 
In the p�t { nineteenth and early twentieth centur­
i•s) when the popul ace was less educated and more propagaa-
di�ed by the tenets of the Prote•tant •thic and were full� 
fledged mellbera of th• "cult of success ; " it was felt that 
the poor deserved their fate. 8� bein9 poo� they were paying 
a fair price for their sina. These sins were belieyed to be 
l aziness , l ack of ambition, indifference , wasteful habits ef 
living , idleneas , and ex�ravagance. 
While this att.itud• was t,rue of EurQpe as well as 
America, it waa in America that the myth of th• sel f-made man 
waa born. In general , the idea prevailed that those who were 
poor had simply been unable to survtve the battle in the nat­
ural s truggle among men for �ealth 1 power , and position ( the 
teachillfJs of social Darwinism) . That the strong should sur­
vive and prQaper and that the weak should remain poor was 
1Lee Dirks , "Poverty Is a Simple I s sue , "  The National 
Observer, III , No. 4 ( January 27,  1964 ) , 1 .  
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As to the assistance of the poor . we find that that 
attitude of the poor as failures in the competition for the 
ful fillment of life made itself felt in the assjstance pro­
grams right up to the present. Stil l ,  today , there are peo­
ple who begrudge payment of public aid funds to poor families 
on the basla that they do·n• t want to work and that giving 
them of money will only encourage them to remain idle. 
( What these people neglect to consider in their assessment is 
the enormous amount·s of money that flows into the mid.dle­
class as a result of the poverty programs--the money tor food 
and clothing-the salaries t>f the social workers--it is plain 
to see th�t the middle•class has a "stake in poverty , "  some 
factions even being dependent upon it for th•ir employment. ) 
The factor that was just mentioned , that the poor 
should not be made too comfortable in th•ir poi/arty, is stil l  
one of the most eommon opinions expressed by the uninformed , 
and , indeed , even some politicians who should know bei:ter but 
who intend to please their cons tituents . There i s  popular 
feeling that any generosi ty or kindness shown the poor would 
merely encourage poverty and the poor would find the condi­
tion enjoyable . Thus , aid has been i n  the past and i s  
frequently in the prea.ent given grudgingly. 
At this point , it might be wel l to oompare what ha� 
been called the "new immigrants" or the refugees from the 
silent revolution, with the immigrants that have l!!l.ready 
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been diac�•ed who served as an apparent threat to the lower 
class employment picture in the pre- and post-World War I 
pe riods . Today the immigrants are native Americans , refugees 
from rural poverty , moving to the cl ty for the purpose of 
finding better conditions . These may be the American Indians 
trying to escape the bitter ccnditiona on the reservation.s ; 
they may be the Negroes of the South trying to escape perse­
cution and poverty; or they may be the poor whites from the 
Ozarks or the Appalachian regions trying to find somewhere 
where they can eke out an existence. 
The Europe an i�grant came to the city at a good 
time , a time of expansion. The modern rural iaunigrant COIRea 
to the city at a bad time. The Negro , of course , has it 
worst of al l because he suffers not only from the deprived 
conditions , but from the additional fore•• of diacrimination 
and repression because of his race as well .  The other two , 
the poor white and th� Indian, can perhaps es�ape back to 
where they came fro�, but the Negro has nowhere el•• to go. 
He has reached the end of the line. 
tven the trans.it1on fr9m ��al p�:,.�re�ty_ t� urban pov­
erty is f::ust•ating. There is an entirely new l!fe-atyle in 
the city and al l the regul atio ns and the paper-work of being 
poor is often too much for the rural individual that may not . . 
even know how to read or write. Often he may hi�e this fact 
-to his own detriment as far as survival is c:onc:erned­
because his pride will not allow him to admit i n  front o f  his 
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children and the eocd.al worker that he can' t read. He can 
9et away with th1a aham because usually the people in jobs at 
lower levels in the city and state 90vernment simply assume 
that all native..-born Americans can read and write or fol low 
directions in the d. ty • Th.la is not a valid assumption be- . 
cause the culture that the poor• rural individual grew up in 
is considerably less ecmplex and he is completely out of his 
element. 
This la not to imply that theae poor are in any way 
inferior. However , it is · to say · tbat their aphera of experi­
ence ha• no.t equipped them for survival in the city environ­
ment. Naturally; the average individual steeped in the tra­
dition of the Protestant ethic and his own version of the 
"myth" of success assumes that. he la dealing with an "infer­
ior" individual who 1 a  somehow a "traitor" to the whole 
American way of life. Thia 1ndiv1dual eould be better if h8 
ju.•t tried hard enough. However , eventually th• average 
.AJRerican muat ask hi•se lf, "Why are there •o �any individuals 
who a.re living in poverty? " to which he may well reply ,  "They 
can' t all be just lazy and shiftleaa l "  If he comes 1'o this 
conelusion ; he muat then doubt the e1ficacy of the Protestant 
ethic and the American Dream. 
As a resu l t ,  many people cannot stand the frustration 
of trying to adjust their ideological outlook , so they find 
it simpler to regard the poor as 0aocial heretica 0 who are 
trying to lower the s tandards of aociet:y. 
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The Negro , an easily identifiable threat to the white 
middle-class society , and the "poor" the "traitor" to the 
industrious A!lerican Way of life today share the distinction 
of the title "social heretic " with yet another group. Thi s 
group is one that fifteen years ago would have ... med the 
lea.st likely of all to be "•ti;matized" as an enemy of soci­
ety. The group is American youth , and they would seem the 
least likely to be stigmatized .because one of the moat impor­
tant reasons for striving �o achieve the golden promise of 
the American Dream was the possibility of being able to give 
the childEen a Ma�erially betta� s�art in life than their 
parents had. 
American Youth: From Marginal Man 
to Social Scapegoa� 
Somewhere in the course of recent years there was a 
change in the ideological orientation of the young . It is a 
change that has brought soci al mani�estations in social 
actions that the ad\ll t soc.iety ia incapable of c.oping with. 
In their frustration at the various manifestations of dis-
sent t they haYe labeled various groups among the young as 
"kooks , ... "hippie1 , "  "delinquente , u  and "eommuniats . " The 
strange thing , though , is that the split is often in the same 
family. It ia an intet"9enerational achiam creating two 
polarities. 
The re•ult ef this intergenerational polari zation 
process is th• development of a youth subculture in the 
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United States ( and in other industrial nations as well--but 
to a lesser degree) and t still further, a division i nto 
various delinquent youth subcul tures of the main subcul ture. 
As was pointed out by Lasch • in the �xcerpts from his 
contribution to the Handcock and Sjoberg book entitled 
Politics in the Past-Wel fare St!te , the young people believe 
themaelvea to be "outsiders " in an "insiders" game. They 
feel alienated and marginal to the main society in that they 
are welcomed as consumers but are allowed only minillal par­
ticipation in production and decision-making . 
The same anxieties , frustrations and fears that the 
adult experiences are felt by the young but in greater degree 
because they haw not been fully socialized, have been 
exposed to dangerous ideas ( ideal ) • and do not have the 
"stake in conformity" that stays the hand O f  the adult that 
has internalized the idea of conformity. 
The result of all this has been the growth of a youth 
subculture ( the so-called ''generation 9ap" in the popul arized 
j argon of the Dla$ll media) . The definition o f  a subculture is 
a portion of society which has value orientations sufficiently 
different from the rest of society that it subseqUently devel­
ops its own ideology. This is a mode of thinking or a 
rational framework by which thia group gains coheaion and 
�rpetuates itself. These ideologies frequently overl ap in 
certain areas between aubcultwral groups and with the ideol­
ogy of the "larger society. 
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In order for a subculture to develop there must be 
conflict in some form ( physical , confrontation , competition, 
or , more desirabl e ,  dialogue ) which creates a difference or 
confusion of value orientation of the subcultural group i n  
relation to the orientation of the l arger group. 
Characteristics of deviant subcultures have been 
discussed, analyz�d , and empirical data collected to support 
them by Cohen, Lerman, Cohen and Short , .Miller , Matza and 
Sykes , and Cloward and Ohlin1 to such an extent that the 
existence of youth subcultures and deviants cannot be doubted 
as to validity. The points of disagreement between these 
sources vary only as to characteristics within these groups , 
not in the fact that they exist. 
To understand the withdrawal from the l arger society 
that the various youth subcultures exhibit in differing 
degrees , i t  is necessary to pick out specific areas of eon­
flict that result E'!lther i n  value rejection or confusion as 
to the value orientation and the behavioral roles that the 
orientation requi res . 
1 Albert K. Cohen , Deli�gµent Boys (New YQrki Free 
Press , 1955 )  and D!vianc;e and ontrol {Englewood Cli ffs , 
New Jeraeya Prentice-Hall , Inc. , 1966) ; Paul Lerman in 
Juvenile Delin9J.iency , ed. by Tee l e ;  Albert K .  Cohen and 
James F. Short, Jr . ,  "Research in Delinquent Subcultures , "  
Jqurnal ot SGeial Issues , XIV ( Summer, 1958) , 20-3 7 ;  
Walter a. Miller , "Lower Class Culture as a Generating 
Milieu of Gang Delinquency , "  Journal of Social I ssues , XIV 
( Summeri 1958) , 5-19; David Matza arid Gresham M. Sykea , 
"Juven1 e Delinqueney and Subterranean Values , "  879'ican 
Sociological Review , XXVI ( October . 1961 ) , 712-2� 
Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd s. Ohlin, Drlingysncy and 
Opportunity (New York : Free Press , 1960 • 
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The young in American society , particul arly the 
adolescent ( who finds himsel f  i n  a purely "artificial" stage 
between childhood and adulthood) is society ' s  "marginal man. " 
'rhe young person , the 'tmarginal man," i s  isol ated in a soci al 
"no man • a  land" between two giroupa and he has no true sense 
of belonging to either one of them. He is too old to be a 
child and he is too young to join the privileged ranks o� 
adulthood. 1 
Although the fact of being young is idealized i n  
American society ( as the most favorable condi tion) , the young 
person is not permitted full participa�ion in the adult world 
in constructive ways . He is torced to accep� passively what 
is offered him without contributing in a creative way to the 
ongoing aocial process or being permitted to ·accept th• full 
responsibility that would give him the sense of "belonging . "  
In this way, the young are alienated from the l arger society , 
because they feel like strangers or an "occupied people "  who 
must accept the rule• of others , but who have no part i n  the 
process other than o:>nform.ity and obedience to authority. 
Ancther very real problem to the young is that things 
are very often not what they seem to be. There is so much 
1Herbert A. Block and .hrthur Neiderhoffer , The Gansii 
A Study in Adoleacent Behavior (New York : Philosophical 
Library , Inc . , 1958) ,  PP• 7-lg. 
In thei r explanation of gangs , Block and Neiur­
hoffer expre s s  the concept of intergenerational tension in 
the transitio nal stage between childhood and adulthoOd. With­
holding material and social symbols of adul thood creates pres­
sures and keeps the young person in a condi tion Of dependency 
in an urban society that fails to provide "rites o f  passage . " 
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hypocrisy in the expression of attitudes and corresponding 
differences i n  behavior by adul ts that the young have diffi­
cul ty in pe�ceiving what reality should be. The gap between 
the "ideal" and the "real " in society i s  apparent to the 
young person as he compares the teachings o f  the institutions 
of aducation and religion with the situation "as it i s "  in 
everyday life. The Church attempta to instill in him teach­
ings that arouse feelings o f  guilt that he does not compre­
hend and compel s  him to aubmit to lists of things that are 
forbidden to him purely on the basis of an authoritarian 
ethic ( which becomes what Erich Fromm calls the "authoritar­
ian conscience" once i t  has bee,n internalized through the 
process of soci alization by the adul t ) .  This authoritarian 
ethic, as �he young person interprets i t ,  apparently has no 
relevancy with the present-day s i tuation in the post-industrial 
society but .- ppears to be rooted in some mythological past. 
The school presents a model of an "ideal" culture and incul­
cates a total feeling of "inferiority. " What the youth sees 
in the behavior of his parents , his neighbors , businessmen 
and his teachers does not agree with the "idealized'" values 
that they have been attempting to teach him. The school 
seems to exist as a center for the worship of the "ideal 11 as 
the textbook authors of t•censored" and "canned history" pre­
sent i t .  Meanwhil e ,  the institution attempts to insulate h1m 
from l i fe as it i s  really lived. I� youth should queation 
his indoctrinators , or their ene-aided arguments , ne i s  given 
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the label of troublemakar and his record as a deviant begins 
its growth. 
By the time that his 9rammar school career is behind 
him, th� young individual is already familiar with the opera-
tion of the " doubl e s tandard" of behavior. Cl aude Brown 
effectively describes the effect of this "double s tandard" 
in his articl e ,  "'I'he E£fecti ve Society" :  
Thia situation presents a ludicrous illlage of the 
older generation to the youtn. i\lhen persons insist 
upon what is obviously hypocri Uc al ponti ficating , 
observers cannot avoid drawing one of two conclusions : 
the proponents of the lies must :be �xtremely naive or 
thoroughly dishonest. And I am quite cert ai n that 
most of today ' s  youth forms one o f  these conclusions 
about the older generation at an early age. Therefore , 
in lieu of tel ling our youth that it is wrong to steal 
--when we know that they will eventually discover that 
the d<x:tor steal s ,  the ministex; ste�l s ,  the auto 
mechanic steal s ,  and everybody in society steals from 
50meone--it is l ikely we woul d  elicit more respect 
from the younger generation if we were to admit that 
we live in a corrupt society that accepts certain 
methods of stealing but not others . l 
The double st andard , as i t  is presented in the quote 
from Brown , incre ases the frustration that the young person 
feels in terms of the contradictions that he feels as he 
observes the society around him. He is faced with internal­
izing a set of values in his process of s ocialization that 
appear to be diametrically opposed. This frustration and 
confusion as to value orientation adds to the isolation and 
alienation he alre ady feei s due to his "marginal"' or 
1c1 aude Brown , "The E£fective .Soc:ietty ,_1• ql.JQted in 
Will i am R. Ewald , .Jr. , ed. , �nviro!!!fn£rand �a.Qi!l 'l'he Next 
Fiftr Xeya ( Bloomington , I�dianzu �n�ana nivers!ty Press , 
1968 • p. 173. 
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"outs ider' s " rel ationship with the larger society. The for­
ces of personality fractionalization and dehumani zation are 
compounded by his l ack of participation and feeling of ''pover­
lesaness " to direct his own future development:. This could 
result in one of t:wo outcomes :  1 t  could bring about a state 
of normleaaness or "anomie " as visualized by Durkheim and 
Merton with a correapondirg attempt to retreat or escape this 
hopeless state, or , on the other hand , it could bring about 
behavior patterns which pl ay off one. value of society against 
another to strive to justify any behavior pattern he might 
choose a.8 bei ng the right one. 1 
Another source of frustration to the youn<J is the 
American fascination with the Protestant ethic and the so-
called "American Dream" or the "Horatio Alger " t�le of sue-
cess. The American society act ively supports thia concept 
of wealth and the princi ple of hard work as being equated 
w1 th virtue , al though 1 t ha.i> been shown to be a inyth. Pov­
erty and idleness are associated with. evil . The eatabliahed 
church and the educational 1natitut1on have actively sup­
ported this myth to the extent that the average middle class 
American cannot take a day off without gu�lt- if he cannot 
make some kind of rational excuse for his idlenese. The 
young person has only to look around him to see the 
1Matza and Sykes , "J'uvenile Delinquency , "  refer to 
"technique• of neutralization" • • • • Definitiona favorable 
to the violation of the neutralization when the offender is 
not isolated from the world of conformity. 
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ridieulousneas of this view. First, continual ly less time 
is needed for the productive process ,  so Americans are faced 
with the problem of what to do with more and more leisure 
time. sacond, he sees people who are poor and idl e ,  not &.& a 
matter of choice but because ther� is oo way out of their 
predicainen� provided by the society. 
The Church , state and the educational institutiona 
actively support another ideal va.lue called the "democratic 
process . "  The young person can see that this has little 
place in the power structure of the establishment. (However , 
he has been instilled with the democratic ideal and cannot 
. sea why a democracy o f  participation will not work--there­
fore , there is increas ing drive for a return to participa­
tory democracy among a youth that is l:>ecoming increa&i?\i 
activist. ) The inflexibility of the power structure has been 
realistically pointed out to hiM recently , for, althou9h the 
18-year-old• have nominally been given the right to vote , 
many communitiea have promoted a policy of hat'aasment to keep 
this se9ment of the population fro• r99i&tering . 
The puritan espousal of the "authoritarian e.thic:" 
with ita atreas on the blind acceptance of authority without 
reason and the aanctity of property has been brought into 
queGtion a$ the youlli people of Aaeriaa s trive to d•v•lop a 
new type of athic:a more in CQnfo.liTllanc.e with what Erich F.ro­
terma "th• humaniatic ethic. "
1 
This would be an ethical 
1Fromm , Man for Himael # ,  pp. 147-76. 
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system that would emphasi ze human values over property values . 
As man gains knowledge through his widening of his 
scope of experience , both physically and vicariously ,, he 
tends to use this new-found knowledge to question old values 
and ways . Thus it is that knowledge brings a eonflict in 
values and techniques. This conflict ultimately resu l ts i n  
social change o f  some kind i f  the new knowledge leads to a 
better way to accomplish what the old system sought to accom­
pli sh . American society has bean 1n th@ . .position in the past 
( and at present ) of encouraging techn1dal change following 
the philosophy of pra9matism--the most practical way to 
accompl ish that which needed to be done . This fitted well 
with the Puritan ideas. Howe�e r ,  on thQ othe·r s ide , so<?ial 
institutions tend to resist change , because change can be a 
i l threat to the r very existence . These social institutions , 
in their pursuit of eelf-perpe·tuation tend to seek to main-
tain the "status quo. n 
This ha$ led to a contradictory situation which is 
quite evident t:o the young-they see a society in which 
change is both encouraged and discouraged according to where 
it t akes place. 'this seems incongruous to them since they 
have been ( perhaps unavoid&bly--in spite of , rather than 
because of , the educational institution } given the posses­
sion of a great deal of knowledge by this society ; they have 
learnad the appl ication of the scientific method , and they 
1c.oser, l*u.nctiOl\f Of So�!al Conflict , P •  105. 
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have been taught the value of progres s ( no  attempt will be 
made to accurately define this word--it seems to be one of 
the ephemeral values that is generally pursued by societies 
that ascribe to the tenets o f  the Protestant ethic--but it 
seems to indi cate some sort of teleological change toward a 
better and better state ) . The young person feels that , i f  
these concepts are truly universally applicable as they have 
been purported to be ,  they should be effective on all level s 
of society and not just in the area of teohnology. 
Due to the great scientific strides made since World 
War I I ,  the young have taken �dvantage of a pool of knowledge 
of a scope which has never existed in the history of mankind . 
In absolute terms , they know much more than many of their 
el ders ( that is , in exposure in number& of units of knowledge 
per unit o f  time ) . They see no reason why this knowledge and 
the resources of s.ocie-ty cannot be utilized to better the 
human eondi�ion. 1 What i s  described is the state o f  frustra-
tion resulting from knowing what needs to be done but not 
being able to do it ( powerlessness )  that has the result of 
creating what the media are fond of cal ling "the generation 
gap . "  The young have the knowle�ge of what must be done and , 
since they are "'marginal" to the oversociety, they do not yet 
have the "stake in conformity" tnat keeps the adult frona 
1For an illustration of the idea o f  a fundamental 
value conflict o f  the em&rgent values of the young , as 
opposed to the traditional val�e� hetd by the mature members 
o f  the dominant group and the greater society, see figures 
1 6 and 1 7  on the following two page s .  
, .. 
STYLIZED DIAGRAM SHOWING CCNFLICT AREAS THAT DEVELOP 
BETWEEN GROUPS IN AMERir.AN SOCJETY AS A RESULT OF T
HE 
LACK OF CONPLF.TE r.ORRESPONDENCE OF VALUE ORI£NTA TI QNS. 
(Areas of Value Conflict or Conf'usion are R
epre sented 
by the Unshaded P.nrtions of the Diagram) 
.. -
Broken line indi cates 
the maximum inte�­
penetration of value 
orientations c omnon 
to both youth and 
adults 
The broken lines represent the maximum 
internenetration of the three sphere s ,  
and therefor e ,  they shni;.r gr8Phi cally the 
frontiers of confronta tion · and conflict--
It i s  along these frontiers that deviants 
and their dev�ant acts a re made visible, 
labeling takes · nla ce , and statu� deprivation 
i's mo st keenly felt. 
TRADITIONAL VALU�S 
f.· uritan morality ( Respect­
ability , thrift , self-denial , 
sexual constraint ; a puritan 
is aomeone who can have any­
thing he wants , so long as 
I he doesn' t enjoy i t . ) 
Work-Sus:cess ethic ( Suc­
cessful people worked hard 
to be�ome ao. Anyone can 
get to the top if he tries 
hard to be there . so people 
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who are not successful are lazy, 
or stupid , or both. Peopie muat 
work desperately and con­
tinuously to convince them 
selves of their worth. ) 
EMERGENT VALUES 
Sociability ( As  described 
above. One should like 
people and get along well 
with them. Suspicion of 
solitary activities is 
characteri stic . )  
Rela,tivi_s t;c Moral Attitud! 
tt.J)solutes in rlght and 
wrong are questionable .  
Morality i s  what the group 
thinks is right. Shame , 
rather than guilt is 
appropriate. ) 
Con,sideration for others. 
f Everythfng one does should 
-------------------��-- ----�-- be done with re<Jard for 
. 
Achievement orientation. 
( S uccess is a constant goal . 
There is no resting on past 
gloriea. If one makes S9 ,000 
this year, he must make 
$10 ,000 next year. coupled 
with the work-success ethic, 
this value keeps people movi ng ,  
and tense . ) 
others and their feeling s .  
The individual has a built.­
in radar that alerts him to 
others • feeliIY;Js. Tolerance 
for the other person' s point 
of view and behaviors is 
regarded as desirable , so 
long as the harmony of the 
group is not disrupted . )  
Hedonistic. ores•nt-time 
orientati.on. (No one can 
iutll what the future will 
hold , therefore one should 
enjoy the present--hut with­
in the l imits of the well­
rounded , bal anced person-
ality and group. ) I 
Conformi tv to the arouo. 
(Implied in the other 
I emergent value s .  Everything! 
l 1& relative to the group. · Group harmony is the ulti-
i mate c;Joal. Leadership con- I l i s sts of group-machinery , I I lubrication. ) 1 --����������������--�������������--· 
Georg• D .  Spindler 
( Kerber and Bommarito, 1965 1 180-181) 
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actin<J to change the nonmaterial side of the culture in terms 
of developin<J hwnan values over property value s .  
Since these you119 peopl e  are not permitted to par­
ticipate fully in the res ponsibility for, and the productive 
process of , the greater society-, they seek out other groups 
which conform more with the value orientation they see as 
rational .  They are seeking an ideology furnished by some 
group which will enable them to org ani ze a set of values and 
form a sys tematic identity and concept-of.-self as a viable 
human being. This brin9s about what the greater s ociety 
refers to as radical associations , militant societies , gangs 
and behavior and dress fads . 
One of the most ancient categories o f  social heretic 
has been shown to be woman. Her history o f  differential 
treatment in We.s tern society is grounded in mytb , religion, 
and history. 
Women as a Minority Group in Western Society 
The physical and political domination by the male of 
the cul ture has resulted in the past in the development of a 
sharp division of l abor and a pol arity of roles. Many roles 
have come to be exclusively male or female in their social 
orientation. There results a cultural definition of the type 
of personality to be attached to the incumbent who plays the 
specific role .  S o  1 t i s  that "master trai t s "  develop that 
immediately classify a person i n  ter(ns of the most dominant 
role he or she plays. �s Scheff has pointed out in his 
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application of role theory to mental ill ness , the culture 
i nfluences most strongly the sel f-image o f  a person i n  terms 
of his ability to play the roles that society as signs to him.
1 
The ?.bility to l ive up to the rol e  expectations , or unfavor­
able views of himself as others see him results in the for­
mation of identity probl ems for both i ndividuals and group s .  
The consequences of the mythological traditions and 
the historical development of Western society has had great 
effect on the roles pl ayed by women in the society , and also 
in certain striking changes in these roles ( and in the total 
family structure ) since the Industrial Revolution and the 
advent of steam power. 
Of course ,  the mythological portion o f  the discussion 
that follows concerning the reconstruction of mythical basis 
for certain belief patterns occurred in the province of pre­
history and is , therefore , lost to either history or soci­
ology as far as verification i n  terms of empirical evidence 
is co ncerned. 
First o f  a l l , it is necessary to consider the basic 
assumption that, from the outset , Western society was male 
dominated. This is the point where the first powerful influ­
ence o f  mythology and stereotyping enter the picture. 
In terms of western mytholog y ,  two stories predom­
inate. These are the myth of Eve and the r'all and the myth 
1scheff , Being Mentally Ill . 
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1 of the Mediterranean fertility goddess , Pandora. 
Woman seems to have her good side and her bad side in 
Western mythology. The good side is portrayed by the Earth-
Mother concept. The �arth, among the primitive tribes , was 
consi dered to be the mother of all Man. Woman and the phys­
ical birth proces s was only a microcosmic manifestation of 
the greater event , the birth of mankind. This was portr ayed 
in ancient societies by symbolic rituals of rebirth. 2 
This concept of the birth of man was a strange and 
wonderful occurrence. I t  was more than wonderful ; it was 
aweful ( from this was developed the Engl ish word awful ) . It 
was so awe-inspiring that man could not begin to understand 
it ( and he still doesn ' t ) .  Woman seemed to have strange and 
awesome power in her body which allowed her to duplicate the 
forces o f  Nature. She must , then ,  be favored by Nature. 
Nature existed in the �arth and the Earth was the mother of 
Man so Woman must then be a part of that Nature. 
As the mother of Man , Woman was good , but , since she 
had powers that man could not understand, man feared her. 
vlhat man c annot understand, he has tended to fear and to give 
the value classification of being evi l .  
Man did not understand the forces of nature . Nature 
created life. �Joman , too , could create life , therefore her 
1Kate Millett , Sexual Politics (New York : Doubleday 
& Company , I nc . , 1970 ) .  
2�U.rcea El i ade , The Sacred and the Profane (New York: 
Harper & Row , Publishers , Inc . , 1957). 
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body must also be possessed wi th a pcwer that man could not 
understand (witness the term Mother- nature today--represen� 
tati ve of two basic themes , motherhood and natural forces ) . 
Man stood outside all this . He c ame out of woman• s  
body. Re came from nature , but he seemed to have no connec­
tion to i t .  H e  could live i n  i t  but h e  could not create life 
or dupl icate any part of the forces of nature. This gave him 
feelings of inferiority which he compens ated for by setting 
himself above Nature and even cre ating a God i n  his own image 
(the paternalistic Hebrew god Yahweh--later adapted to the 
Christian faith ) . He felt that woman ' s  pow�r over him would 
destroy his sel f-concept unless he could justify his superi­
ority on some other grounds. 
He found that he could dominate woman physical l y ,  
but , al though he used her body she drew something from him in 
the process C he felt that this process tn.ust in some way 
detract from his physical ability because one could easily 
see that when something is ta.ken away and nothing else added , 
something less of the organism remains ) .  His lack of under­
standing ,  awe , and not a little fear, led him to suspect that 
he was weakened by this physical ac:t .  No physical changes 
could be observed i n the woman but the effects of sexual 
intercourse on him were painfully obvious to him. 1 
It was then that he hit upon his new idea ( perhaps 
not through con$cious design) �-that there was something evil 
1Hays ; 1'angerous Sex. 
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about woman ' s  seeming power over nature and the ability to 
create life from nothing. 1Nhat he could not understand could 
not be good--thus was born the fi rst value j udgment that was 
to lead ultimately to the degradation, oppression, and some­
times even the destruction of woman in Western sooiety. 1 
These misogynic feelings about woman led to the myths 
of the Fall and Pandora ' s  box. 
Eve was a kind of fertility goddess who tempted man 
into copulating with her--thus he gained k nowledge ( sex) 
which his paternalistic god had forbidden to him on pain of 
death. (He did not die, however ,  so he had again to justify 
Woman ' s  power by putting her in league with the devil--the 
other half of the dichotomy--who had almost aa much power for 
evil as the paternalistic god had for good. So was engaged 
the struggle between good and evil that has lasted down 
through the centuries to the present day i n  the Christian 
theology. > 2 
Pandora, too , was a fertility goddess of the Mediter­
ranean area whose memory has been corrupted by men crediting 
her with unleashing all the "evi l e "  upon the world when her 
box was "opened. 11 Much of this was added to the original 
myth in which Pandora did not have a box at all . The sexual 
3 symbolism of this story , too , is obvious . 
1Ibid. 
2Millett , Sexual Politicts. 
3Ibid. , P•  52 . 
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(The original model for Pa.ndora of Europe was a 
Middleeastern goddess of fertility , who , like other E astern 
magical figures ,  traveled westward and bec ame a figure in 
Western mythology as wel l . )  
The two foregoing myths were the beginning of the 
degraded and oppressed s tate of woman in Western society. 
These images stayed with her down through history and 
affected the growth of her attitudes and her self-image. 
Therefore , from earl iest times , one can see the pro-
cess of myth-buil ding and stereotyping at work to give man 
power over woman. Such a being as woman, who had such a 
potential for power over man, must never get the upper hand. 
Man must use his physical strength combined with the help of 
the supernatural to keep her subjugated to the point where 
she could not harm him. 
Since she was physically different from him, and 
since he had to be superior ( justified by the fact that she 
originally came from a useless part o f  his body--s anctioned 
by religion ) , she must obviously be some sort of inferior 
creature. She must be kept i n  her pl ace and allowed to do 
only the one thing ( that only she could do )  that was neces­
sary, and that man could not do for himsel f ,  produce life and 
preserve his s�ecies. Other than that, exposure to woman 
should be severely limited to avoid the contagion of evil and 
the detrimental ef£ects on him spiritually and physical ly.
1 
1 Ibid . , P •  53. 
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Now it is time to take l e ave of the misty area.11 of 
prehistory and myth and come to the section of the historical 
dimension in which the deviant career of i>Joman can be traced 
more accurately from witnessed historical record. 
During the Classical Period of Rome and Greece , the 
status of Woman had not improved very much from her position 
1 as shown in the myths. 
The position of woman in the Theocratic Stat• has 
already been covered in the discussion of womanhood in rela­
tion to �itchcraft and demonolo9y. Also , note has been made 
of the open hostility of the leaders of the Church toward the 
fem ale s·ex as "threats., to the. celibacy of the clergy. 
With the decline of the witch hysteria in 1600 , th41re 
appeared to be a drastic change in the treatment of women as 
a reaction ag ainst the extremes committed in the name of 
religion by the clergy. 
At this time the angel , which had been so thoroughly 
2 masculine for centuries • was transformed into a woman. 
Woman, who in the past had been criticized for the 
magnitude of her curnal appetites , now became the symbol of 
purity--that is , chastity--and this went so far that she was 
denied the appreciation of sexual pleasures and the capacity 
for sexual desire. 
1szasz , Manufacture of Madness , • » .  9 1 .  
2Masters , Eros and Evil , p .  1 71 .  
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However, this was not the complete revers al that it 
seemed to be. The reversal was only superficial. There was 
but a single purpose served by each of these extreme views : 
to make excuses for the sexual inadequacy of the male ( as 
males have seen i t ) . 1 
When the woman was looked upon aa a creature of 
insatiable appetite• of the flesh , it was ridiculous to 
expect that any man could satisfy her ; then when the view 
changed and she became a creature of extlieme virtue , no man 
need be obli�ed to make th• attempt to give her s atisfaction. 
Thus she had been reduced from sexual superiority to moral 
superiority, and th is is less threatening to the male self-
1mage . 2 
Despite the two-century aberration of the witchcraft 
persecution, Renaissance woman did gain some in stature , as 
seen by men , but the reasons were not of a very high order. 
Hays lists quotations from Lord Chesterfield that 
exemplify how ma.n regarded women at this time : 
"Women, then are only children of l arger growth ; 
they have an entertaining rattle and sometimes wi ti  
but not solid reasoning , or good sense , I never knew 
in my life one that had it or one who reasoned or 
acted consequently for four and twenty hours to­
gether. • • • " 
"A man of sense only trifles with them , plays 
with them ,, hwnors , and flatters the m ,  aa he do�s a 
sprightly forward child; but he neither consults 
them , n.Qr truata them with serious mat.teraf thou9h 
he often makes them believe that he does , which is 
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the thing in the world that they are most proud 
o f .  • • •  ''
"Wom·en are much more like each other tha:n mens 
they have in truth but two passions , vanity and love ; 
these are their universal characteristics . 111 
Hays continues in his own words : 
• • •  as Gordon Allport has pointed out , (}hes� 
contain familiar expressions of prejudice which are 
habitually used against all out-groups. Just as 
some Europeans used to say that all Chinese looked 
alike , so the eighteenth-century gall ant general­
izes about wome n ,  insisting that they all think 
alike. His condescending description i s  similar 
to the image which the die-hard segregationist 
a�plies to the Negro or the white-man ' s  burden 
imperialist to a colonial pf!topl e .  vie are reminded 
of the Bushman and Pueblo myths in which men and 
women are treated as belonging to separate tribes . 2 
Hays goes on to observe further that if the gall ants 
painted a picture of woman as a disgusting , frightening , but 
beautiful animal o n  which to place the visions created by 
their nightmares , and if 1 t  was their own decadent and devi­
ant personalities that resulted in the imagery used in the 
description, nevertheless their contribut�on i n  the construc­
tion of the femme fatale stereotype was in some measure 
related to the at ti tu des that prev·ailed and were promoted 1'y 
3 the nineteenth century philQ$ophers and novelists. 
Hays further observes that as western ei vilization 
grew more and more complex man' s doubt concerning his own 
masculinity seems to have become more and more troublesome 
to him. Even though the women were considered 1.n the position 
1ttays , Dangerous Sex, P• 1 78 .  
2Ibid. 
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of being private property, or ideal i zed beyond rea.l.i.ty , or 
as status symbols ,  he kept on proj scting his dissatisfaction 
with himself upon them. He felt that what was wrong of the 
society and world was , in major part , the blame of the 
dangerous sex. 1 
The Victorian period became one of extreme denial to 
women. NJ Hays stated: 
The Victorian woman had no legs : they were 
repl aced by "l imbs .. and , eventuall y ,  covered with 
many petticoats and crinolines , they disappeared 
entirely. The bell-shaped creature which resulted 
wore padded upper qarments which effectually con­
cealed the mammary glands. Since underg arments 
1 Ibid. , p .  2 0 5 .  
In the foregoing section concerning the relation of 
woman to the oversociety the present author drew heavily 
from two sources i 
Hoffman R .  Hays , well-known nove l i s t  and anthro­
pologi� t ,  is also the author o� the widely acclaimed non­
fiction works From Apt to Angel and the Putman Award-Winning 
In the Be inni ·s i Ea.rl Man and His Gods . In The Dangerous 
Sex: The Myth of Fem ne E , Hays draws upon original 
sources to make a systematic Inquiry into misogy.ny. 
R. E. L .  Masters is the author of the books 
Forbic;lden Sexual Behavior an Morali t ( a  study of perverse 
sex pract ces n di f ferent cu tures ; The Homosexua]. Revolu­
tion ( a  study of homophile cults and organizat!ons , past and 
present ) ;  and , with Allen Edwardes , of The Cradle of Erotica 
( a survey of African and Middle and Far Eastern sexual 
behavior) . He is also the author of books on the subjects of 
incest and prostitution. §fos and £vil ( the volume used as a 
source for this study) i s  a systematic study in the origins 
and development o f  Western aeX\lal (or anti-sexual ) a.orals. 
This book is a significant contribution to psychological lit­
erature. The volume i s  made still more valuable by the 
inclusion o f  the complete text of Sin1strari ' s  Demonialitl, 
one o f  the great cl assics of demonology. He draws llbera ly 
from The Mal leus Maleficarium of Heinrich Kramer and James 
Sprenger and other equally impressive original sources fo� 
the analysis of the witchcraft phe�ena in terms of a com­
parison of the witch hysteria with present-day medical and 
psychological knowledge. 
were always hi dden away and consi dered unmention�•ble ,  
al l trace of the dangerous organ with which men had 
never succeeded in coming to terms was banished from 
the publ ic consciousne s s .  It was Captain Marryat 
who , when he vi sited America, recorded the fact that 
even the legs of pi anos were in some cases covered 
with crinoline pantalets . l 
Along with the denial of the visual characteristics 
that identified women as female there was an intel lectual 
and emotional desexualiza.tion that was almost unbelievable 
as to its scope. 
It is to be remembered that this period is the per­
iod of the maturation of the capitalist ic ( l aissez faire) 
capital ist system. So in order to have a stable working 
class with a family system that could be controlled to insure 
workers that could be depended upon to man the machines , a 
naw repressive sexual censorship was initiated that has not 
yet completely disappaared �rom the American scene. 
Cosar •tates : 
It ia interesting to note that each society SUP­
presses those activities that it judges to be pecu­
liarly damaging to its dominant i nterest and concerns . 
This observation is true in the sphere of politics and 
religion, but i t  applies especially to sexual matters . 
'tJhat is considered obscene or lascivious vari es a 
great deal with time and pl ace , and such evaluation 
must be understood in terms of domi nant preoccupation 
and dominant interesta . 2 
Up until the Victorian age , £n;Jlish literature had 
been as free and outs poken as any other. It was only durinq 
1 Ibid. , p. 224. 
2Lewis ,\. Cos er , Men of Ideqs :  A Sociologist ' s  View 
(New York : Free Press , 1970), P• 89 . 
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the final years o f  the Eighteenth-century until the present 
that the United States and England have made a practice of 
suppressing of l iterary materials that are condemned as 
obscene. The censorship of "obscenity " only assumed major 
proportions in the two countries in the l atter half of the 
nineteenth century . 
Once the lower classes were released from the tra­
ditional and religious restraints of Puritanism , their man­
agement became a key problem. � pointed out earlier, they 
furnished the l aboring alass for the advancement of the 
Industrial Revolution , and their social control was necessary 
for the progress of cap! talism. 
The new industrial society demanded that its workers 
accept the "Puritan ethos0 and its a.cc:oinpanying morality of 
postponed gratification. Disciplined and methoc11.cal work 
habits were a necessity for the growth and efficiency of the 
induatria.l sector. Unsupervised sexual relations . threatened 
the family in that , if they were allowe d ,  9ratification could 
be sought outside the home. Thus a relationship pattern and 
personality change might take pl ace that would be incompat­
ible with the diecipline demanded of the lower classes. 
Social control must be maintained to keep down s pontaneity 
l and hold the lower classes in a position of docdle compliance. 
This censorship, a.a had other ideas of social control 
in the past , hit hardest at the woman in society. Her life 
1Ibid. , PP• 90-9 1 .  
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was restricted to the home and the bosom of the family. A 
woman in public life was the subject of considerable gossip. 
Women writers of the period even went so far as to adopt 
men ' s  pseudonyms . 
However , the industrial revolution had other effects. 
In the building of an urban society , with its diverse groupa 
and the accompanyinq mobility, the character �f the family 
changed and social control ha·d to relax i n  some t'lleaswre. 'l'he 
scope of this s tudy does not permit an extensive study of the 
consequences of the industrial revolution, capitalism, im� 
rialism and the urban movement caused in the whole aociety, 
the form and function of the �amily and for women in par­
ticul ar. 
During the 19th century, the women o f  the Alfterican 
society did make some progress i n  the direction of emancipa­
tio n ,  braving j est and ridicule and great resistance in 
achievi ng it. Their �omplalnts of oppression, prejudice , 
discrimination and segregation seemed funny to the male por­
tion of the population. '?'he society was male-oriented and it 
was not about to allow women to usurp a?Y part of the privi­
leged male status or to gain control of any part o f  th• power 
structure which would give a legitimacy to their claims. 
As Drucker observes , however , " . . ..  the days of 
complete subjugation of woaen were numbered--not because of a 
change of attitudes on the part of the male-but because of 
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technology and the world situation. "l 
Drucker goes on to state that the telephone , the 
typewriter and later, the automobile { Ogburn points this out , 
too) did much more for the social position of women than did 
the nineteenth-century feminists , such as Susan a. Anthony. 
If a "help wanted" advertisement had appeared in 1880 • every-
one would have been aware that a man was needed even if the 
job was for a secretary. However by 191 9 ,  if an ad appeared 
in the paper calling for a secretary , then everyone knew tha� 
it was a woman that waa called for. The wo�an' s role conste1-
lation was beginning to grow with the addition of new duties 
and functions outside the home. 
The invention of typewrite.rs and switchboards 
required greater and greater amounts of l abor that could be 
supplied by women. This forced the State to supply public 
secondary education for girls , which Drucker considers to be 
the greatest sing le step toward equality for women. 2 The 
demand for girls to work in offices , and the requirements of 
better education , resulted in changes in old l aws that had 
forbade women from enteril'Xj into contracts , had excluded them 
from the control of their own property and earnings , and 
ultimately, by 1920 ,  caused men to grant them the �te in 
almost every advanced indus trial Western nation. 
It seems that women• s J:'oles , and their need fOE 
1orucker ,  Technology, Management and Society, p. 78. 
2Ibid. 
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orgasmic experience has changed in accordance with the ma.le 
concept of what they should be , which is reflected in the 
male-dominated culture ' s  expectat'ions • · · Ho"Wever ,  the duty of 
men is to carry on the race. If they are incapable or erec­
tion and discharg e ,  they are riot fulfilling their duty , and 
so , are actually less than a man. rt seems that man has been 
worried about his potency since the beginnin9 of history. 
This was carried so far in some primitive societies that the 
male s aw woman as a castration threat. 
The highly technical industrial society increases the 
male problem with his self-image . He finds not only other 
men competing with him, but women as well . Since i n  this 
co$pl icated social context his work and achievement have �en 
equated with manliness ( and ,  therefore , potency) being out­
distanced by a woman in the success-oriented business world 
is equivalent to sexual impotence. His ego is damaged and 
all of his fears and ambivalence toward the sexual act itself 
add to his dist.t"ess. So it 1$ that he is suffering what one 
might term "creative castration" at the hands of the compet-
ing woman worker. 
Hays point� out that: 
Just as the die-hard southern $•greqationist , now 
that Negroes are actively demanding first-class cit­
izenship , begins to wail that they are out to deprive 
him o f  political suprema�y and dis franchise him , so 
the insecure male announces that women have made the 
United States into a matriarchy. At worst he retreats 
into homosexuality. I 
1Hays , The Dangerous Sex. 
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This is why that the male is much more vehement i n  
his denunciation of the feminist movement today , whereaa in 
the nineteenth century his attitude had been one of ridicule 
and jes t. It ia because that today in American society just 
what the norm of masculinity is is more ambiguous and poorly 
defined than it has been i n  any other time period. In accor­
dance with the work ethos and the 9oal s of auc:ces s ,  man has 
striven for these ends . Now, he finds himself in competi­
tion with women in these areas . The result is confusion and 
frustration--he has been taught that the man is superior , but 
all around him he sees evidence of the falseness o f  this 
assumption. He begins to doubt him$elf on the individual 
leve l , since the traditional cul tural values cannot � w�onq. 
Then, he takes thia out in hostility to women or retreats 
into the world of homo5exuality for support. 
A.s Hays suggests : 
Today the male is supposed to be a "auecess , 11 
but increasingly women are also out to obtain suc­
cess. Similarly, in family relationahipa , more 
formalized cultures set up a network of privileges 
and respon$ib1 11ties. In general , Chrough the 
Western history until the feminist movement , women 
were suppo$ed to obey. Now the most masculine 
figure in daily life i s  someone who rides a desk 
instead Qf a white charC)er , who operate• a computer 
instead of engagi ng in battle , and who , as a father 
is a bumblinq Dagwood Bumstead type. Such types as 
these are not congruent with the ( traditional and 
historic) ideal mascul ine image . l 
Also i n  Hays is a quote from Brigid Brophy ,  who , writ-
ing i n  the Saturday Evening Post shows that women had not 
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made much real progress toward equality. Even with the com­
ing of the telephone , the typewriter, the motor ear , and the 
intervention of hio worl d  wars with their increased demands 
for labor th�t increased her tunction in the productive base , 
woman was stil l denied equality in fact due to men ' s atti­
tudes. (It is a condition that paral lels the de facto and 
de lure segregation questions in the civil rights arena . )  
Miss Brophy commented, 
• • •  that women a.re still imprisoned in a zoo with­
out bars. All the zoo architect needs to do is run 
a zone of hot or cold air, whichever the animal con­
cerned cannot tolerate , around the cage where the 
bars used to be .l  
The barrier aqainst women i r.  society is social pres­
sur@. The nonverbalized misogynistic attitudes of men impede 
women at every turn. 
Since the influx of the industrial revolution with 
the development of an urbanized society , the structure of the 
family had been changing. With the change i n  the family 
structure from the semi-extended family to the nuclear family 
C a  process which is still goin<J on) , the role of the woman in 
the home changed also. Children changed from assets to lia­
bilities , so consequently ,  there was less emphas1$ on child­
bearing and child-rearing as a central function of the woman. 
With the development of electrical facilities and utensils 
and appliances , her function as a l aborer in the home was 
1arlgid Brophy ,  satu�ay lwnino Poat, quoted in 
Hays , The Dangerous Sex, p . 4. 
1 
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diminished. 
In the past the woman entered into the marriage state 
as a contract for her services ( for instance , breach of prom­
ise was a serious offense ) .  Now the marriage contract did 
not seem to be so sacred. Also more and more women. as man-
tioned before began to play roles outside the family in the 
industrial world. They be9an to 9a1.n a share of independence. 
But , as noted earlier, theae changes in independence did not 
work a similar change in the attitudes of the males who domi-
nated the society. 
As O * Neill Obaerves i 
After all ,  women already had all the rights men 
did , and the privileges they didn ' t ,  it was thought. 
In fact the relative pQsition of women had been dete­
riorating ever since the old 19th century feminist 
movement died out. Though more women went to college 
than in 1920 , th•y made up a smaller percentage. The 
proportion of women earning a graduate degree was 
smaller than in 1930. More women worked , but still 
mostly at the worst jobs. White women earned lesa 
on the average than bl ack men, black women least of 
all .  Despite Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 which prohibited certain discriminatory prac­
tices , women continued to earn less than men with 
the same training and experience . Yet until the l ate 
sixties women did not protest. This helped persuade 
everyone , themselves included , that women really were 
as well-off as people hoped.l 
Then a change began to take place in the attitude of 
women. With the publication of Betty Friedan• s book , !h! 
Feminine Mxftigu�, the discrepancies between what people 
thought was the condition of women in society and what it 
1w1111ara O ' Neill , ed. , Com.int Apart: An ln%ormal 
History of A.m!rica 1a the 1960'1 (Ch cago: Quadrangle Sooks , 
Inc. , 191 }, p. 195. 
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really was came to light. Society claimed much more i n  the 
way of privileges for women than they really enj oyed. She 
showed that thinking that domesticity plus sex plus con­
sumption did not really equate with happiness . 1 
In the late sixties , ��th the successes of the civil 
rights movements for the Negro , several spin-off movements 
originated ·and groups of deviant types of individuals began 
to organi ze and agitate for their rights also. The climate 
was now right for social change. 
The Civil Rights Movement and its S ignificance 
for Women i n  American Society 
The civil rights movement had started for the Negro 
with a precipitating incident in Montgomery , Al abama. A 
black woman by the name of Rosa Parks , after a busy day at 
her tiresome job, was adamant in refusing to give up her seat 
on a bus t� a white man . The result was the boycott that 
shook the American society. 
After this incident followed parades , marches , ait­
ins , freedom rides a.nd many other techniques of gainirg atten­
tion for Negro rights. This rllOvement grew until it reached 
its height i:tl 1966. 
The gains of the civil rights movement for the Negro 
caused other minorities and other social devi ants t.o begin 
thinking that possibly there might be a chance to ameliorate 
1aetty Friedan , The Feminine Mys tique (New York : 
w. W. Norton a Company , Inc. , l947). 
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their conditions as well .  Suddenl y ,  women too , gained a 
"minority consciousness " and began to demand equali ty in ;fact 
as well as in l aw. 
As was mentioned previousl y ,  the climate for chan9e 
was better than it had ever been. Condi tions were such that 
to be against minorities was almost un-American. Howeve r ,  
sympathy for the women ' s  movement was l ess wel l- accepted than 
had the other movements been. 
O ' Neil l ,  in discussing the characteri$tics of the 
modern feminist moveme nt , stated : 
The violent abuse that feminists encountered 
everywhere was all out of proportion to what they 
did. One of the peculiarities of modern history i s  
that feminism i s  always thought ridiculous . The old 
feminist moveme nt ,  while a mighty social expression 
that l asted nearly a century ·and i nvolved millions 
of wome n at its peak, struggled against ridicule at 
the end. The new feminism encountered i t  at the 
beginning . Liberal men like David Suskind invited 
them on television programs for the sole purpose 
of insulting them , so it .s eemed . Everyone with. the 
slightest experience in these matters was struck by 
how much sheer bigotry men ( and brainwashed wome n ,  
too ) were wil l ing to expre s s . 
In fact , among ordinary middle-class people , 
antifeminism seemed the only remaining respectable 
prejudice. It was on�� soci.ally acceptable to hate 
Jews , Negroes , immigrants ' a nd the like. That was 
no longer possible. Even anti-Catholicis m ,  the 
"anti-Semitism of the intel lectuals , 0  as it used 
to be calle d ,  had become contamptible. Onl y th• 
hatred of women ( and homosexual s )  remained. l  
O ' Neill goes on to sum up the significance o f  the 
feminist cause and why i t meets more resis tance than any 
other current movement for the recognition of the rights of 
the indivi dual : 
1o • Neil l , Coming Apart , p .  198. 
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The reason feminism was always taken lightly was 
that to take i t serious ly opened up dreadful possi­
bil ities . What if f4tminine equality was incompatible 
with marri age and the family? Nobody could be sure 
it wasn't. That was why even moderate feminists had 
• • •  to confront the woman question squarely , meant 
taking risks. Feminists were viewed as homewreckers . 
Feminism might well be the mos t trul y radical propo­
s ition of them al l , one that threatened to reach into 
secret and intimate places which politics had scarcely 
touched beor e .  Hence , along with all the problema 
women had to confront , liberated women had to deal 
with thLs widespread, if seldom admitted ,  anxiety. 
And they had to resist the other pathologies to which 
radical movements were prone in the sixties .  They 
all succumbed to sectari anism , fissioning , rhetorical 
extravagance , posturing and obsessiveness. l 
The fate of the women• s l iberation movement is still 
in the balance. The emphaai s on Civil Rights has been 
recedi ?VJ s i nce its high point in 1968 . It remains to be 
seen if the lid of the predominately male-oriented WASP 
society, with its adherence to the Protestant ethic , will be 
cl amped down on the women• a movement. Gaining ground , with­
out securing it , may resul t in renewed and more vigorous 
oppression in reaction. 
In the �oregoing discussion it has been demonstrated 
that women , although they outn\111\ber men physical l y ,  occupy 
the position of a minority group in American society ( and 
indeed , in Western society aa a whole ) . It haa been further 
pointed out that the powe� atructure has been and still 
remains in the handa of men. This ai tu a ti.on has in the past 
been supported by the political insti tution i n  terms of 
legisl ation concerning ri9hts of ownership and inheritance 
1Ibid . , P• 199 .  
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and by the sanctions of organized rel igion. 
The persecution of women 1n the past has been shown 
to rival that of the Negro i n  American society. Even today 
some states retain laws concerni ng abortion that , in effect, 
sentence certain women to death. In terms of conf'lict theory , 
women have often suffered as scapegoats for their male count­
erpart in Western society. First of all , in terms of mythol­
ogy ,  they were stigmati zed with immorality and e•i l .  Organ­
ized religion picked up this conception i n  the 15th, 16th , 
and 1 7th centuries and burned women as witches and heretics. 
Then , in reaction to the excesses of this period , the male 
conception of women was given a new twist to conform to the 
image immortal ized by the romanticists. This image of the 
woman as an angel , instead of the betrayer , gave women only 
moral superiority which was easier to accept than the phys­
ical and supernatural superiority with which she had been 
earlier credited. Finally , with the success of capitalism 
in the l ate nineteenth and early twentieth century , the per­
secution shifted to ridicule with the growing attempts at 
equality. 
In the l ate nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
the invention of the telephone switchboard , the typewriter 
and the automobile gave women an advantage that they never 
had before in terms o f  acquiring employment outside the home 
in a capacity other than as a domestic or governess. 
This introduced a new phase in the conflict relat�on-
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ship between the male-dominant oversociety o.nd the women ' s  
minority. The new phase was that of eompeti ti on. With the 
advantage that technology had given them, and the advantages 
g ained as the result of two World Wars with increased demands 
for labor, the competitive advantage of women grew to the 
extent that some men began to worry about female competition 
in previously al l-male areas. Stil l ,  tradition and the 
social ins titutions cooperated to continue the favored posi-
tion of the male. 
The ambiguous situations that this state of competi-
tion did, however, create some problems in identity struc-
ture for both men and women. There had been a c:ontinuinQ 
problem for the identity structure of the woman due to the 
patriarchial system of m�le-dominance and the complete ful­
fil lment a.a a person that waa still denied her. In addition , 
there waa the new state of anxiety that her new coRpetiti9fl! 
posture aroused in man. 
Srik Erikeon clearly aees problems in identity as 
influencing l;>Qth men and· women. He states : 
This b-rings us back to the crux of the identity 
problem. I feel that our sense of identity is coM­
posed �f both positive and neQative elements. Thera 
are aome things whi.c:h we want to become , and we know 
we are suppoaed to be , and wbicb--9iven good socio­
historical aituations--we can fulfil l .  Then there 
are things which we know we are not supposed to be . l  
Continuing with this theme �rikson comments & 
1£rik Erikson quoted in Richard I .  Evana , Dialogue 
with §Fil£ �rikaon ( New Yorkt Harper & Row , Publishers , Inc . , 
1967) , P •  32. 
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My feeling is that Freud' & general judgment of the 
identity of women was probably the weakest part of his 
theory. Exactly wha� is to blame for that I don' t 
know , except that he was a Victorian man, a patri­
archal. man. He may have missed the whole substratum 
of matriarchy in man. Also , he was a docto r ,  and he 
obviously s aw in nia Wom4ln patients what you first get 
in free as sociation of any patients , namely , the story 
of deprivation and resen'bment . And finally , i t  prob­
ably took a certain development o f  the field, including 
the participation of women doators , to help men empa­
thize with women--a dangerous undertaki ng for a man if 
your public role, your preferred method , and your 
masculine identity all depend on each other. The point 
is not to de ny what Freud & aw  and generali zed. For 
there can be no doubt that women in many ways envy 
masculinity deeply. Any little girl growing up at that 
time , for that matter , throughout the patri archal era 
of mankind , could see that a boy, just because of hi s 
anatomical appendage , w0s considered more important. 
That behind man ' s  i naistence on male superiority there 
is an age-old envy of women who are sure of their 
motherhood while man can be sure o f  his fatherhood only 
by restricting the female, that is another matter. At 
any rate , psychoanalytic literature tends to describe 
woman as an essentially passive and amsochistic crea­
ture , who not only accept• the roles or "identity" 
ass igned to her submissively, but needs all the maso­
chism she can muster to appreciate the phallic male. 
But I woul d think that passive and masochistic are 
rel ative terms. Basicall y ,  the female anatomy suggests 
different modes of activity ,  within which a woman can 
be very active indeed • or very passive. Freud ' s  per­
ception might also have been o:::> lored by the sexual 
mores of his time, which could not admit at first that 
an upper-class woman could have passionate and active 
sexual wishea and yet be refined and intelligent. She 
had to act a bit as if something terrible was happening 
to her. �ou may remember that it was the anemic woman 
who was supposed to be the most "feminine . "  At the same 
time , the evaluation of childbearing in the cul ture of 
Freud ' s  era was slanted toward considering it a more 
animalistic activity, one that needed less brai na , and 
could be leas easily . sublimated into "higher0 strivings. 
All of this most women had , in fact , accepted. So you 
are right: women could not help harboring that inner 
rage which comes from having to identify with your 
exploiter ' s  negative image of you. And , as usual , the 
exploiter offered some COfl\plex compensation in hia awn 
terms , offering ( to high and low) the ideal or the 
lady, or the keeper of the house , or the courtesan. 
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Given different roles th• question is always wha� 
single role or what combination of several roles can 
lead to a aense o f  being fulfilled as a peraon. l 
The wartiae shortage of labor and the employment eon­
di �ona a.fter the World War• threw women into direct competi­
tion with rnen i n  certain areu that had before .been strictly 
male provincea. The new ambiguity which became attached to 
the role o�ientations i n  the production and c:onunereial aec­
tora then resulted in identity structure problems for both 
men and women. The woman felt that aha must make herself 
over into th• femi nine equivalent of the male image that t� 
.role required , and the man who occupied the position now 
encroached by women wcrkers felt that his manhood suffered to 
some extent and so ,  his identity structure suffered ae wel l .  
With the outbreak of the civil right• movement , the 
time seemed to be right to a9ain change the phase of conflict. 
with the civil rights legislation of 1964 that guaranteed 
equality for women under the law, the c:on£lict posture entered 
a new phase--that of nevotiation. The civil rights successes 
of the Negro American had g iven women a minority consciousness 
and a militancy that demanded that the male society deal with 
them as equals . 
This brings the discussion to the questions asked in 
the introduction: "What have women got to complain about? "  
and , "�>Jhy are women so militant in their demands? "  The 
answer is that their new feeling of solidarity as an organ-
l Ibid. , P •  43. 
, . 
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ized and oppressed minority ( due to the Civil Rights Move­
ment) had imbued them with the drive to achieve the personal 
rights that had been denied them ( possibly not as particular 
individu als hut as a group) for so long. 
This is where the situation stands at the present. 
The female minority has won the right to neQotiate as equal s .  
This has not lessened the conflict involved in inteL1jroup 
relations , though , for there is the tradition of superiority 
that i s  still held by many men and which holds the promise of 
renewed oppression unless the women can secure the g ains that 
they have made since the height of the cl vil rights movement 
in 1966. 
The present trend , however , is in the direction of 
more and more equality , and if the psychological concept that 
enforced behavior patterns eventually change attitudes holds 
true , there are very good possi.bilities that male attitudes 
may be changed to such an extent that equality will become 
the desired state by both sexes. 
Sexual Nonconformity in Contemporary Society 
Another classification o f  individuals that represent 
members of the negative stereotype are those accused of immo­
rality , sexual deviance o r  sexual promiscuity. This kind of 
classification would include those individuals who believe in 
free love , those who think o f  marriage in a way that is not 
condoned by the greater society ( for instance , "sw•pping , "  
communal marriages , etc . ) ,  homosexuals of both types , and 
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even "liberated" women if they qo beyond the t.ole.J;"ance of the 
values of the dominant group. 
In  this general classification ,  there i s  sometimes an 
el ement as of how to categorize them. In a Therapeutic State , 
there is a thin line in this cla&sification between "il l ness " 
and "criminality. " Sexual aberration, until recently , was 
considered a crime . but in line with the general therapeutic 
orientation, there h.a.s been a general shift toward the "111-
ness " concept. The central function of the concept of "moral­
ity" in the Protestant. ethic .results in very strong feelings 
of society being threatened by any individual that appears to 
be "immoral . " There is a fear here of a wave of contagio n  
th�t will cause a breakdown in the whole system. This was 
the basi� exemplified ay the capitalista U$ing cen.so�ship to 
establ ish the Victorian moral code and thu.a exercise social 
control over the nEiw lower-clasa readi119 public. Their mor­
al s were protected and , at the same time , their situation as 
a dependable �rk force was inaured. Homosexuality Qoes even 
deeper in that i t  threatens the very reproduction and poster­
ity of the culture itself. 
Since 1919 with the ri�ht to vote , women have con­
tinuously increased their autonomy in the society an4 the 
work force. Some of this was due to chance , some of it to 
active design. The greatest advance was the use of .-omen in 
industry in Worl d War I and ev9n to a greater extent in Wor,lid 
War II . This was a chance happening that resulted in their 
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permanent acceptance as a legitimate part of the labor force . 
This threatened the patriarchal family and resulted in the 
development of the democratic family . 
The more recent movement for complete equality of the 
sexes has represented even more o f  a threat even to the very 
idea �f masculinity itself. The superiority of man to woman 
has been a part of culture since the adoption of the Hebrew 
concept o f  the "father" God , Yahweh. Such an orientation 
resul�s i n  males , whether �hey realize it consciously or not , 
sufteril\9 an id�ntity crisis if they must treat women as 
exact equal s .  
There i s  much more to be said in this area but i t  
would b e  impossible to give adequste consideration to all 
facets of this problem in a stu dy of limited scope ( for 
instance , the feeling that some people support , some of them 
with empirical evidence , that the physical and cultural dis­
tinctions between the sexes is breaking down to such an 
extent that what might be cal led a "unisextt may be the 
resul t ) . 
It is also interesting to note that the categories or 
deviants that used to be cons idered purely as individual s are 
growing , becoming organized and generalized into deviant 
groups , or subcultural coll ectives . This is clearly evident 
in terms of the organization of homosexuals ( the "Gay World " 
etc. ) ,  the Women' s Liberation movement and organizations such 
as " Swingers International " catering to "swappers 0 and other 
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with bizarre Cin terms of the culture ) sexual tastes. These 
have been rel atively recent developments--most of them dating 
since the height of the civil rights movement in 1966. 
Nevertheles s ,  s ince the greater society ( p articularly 
the older generations) is rather firmly grounded in the Prot­
estant ethic , the thin line between illness and criminality 
in terms o f  sexual behavior is easily crossed. Even the 
label of "illness " as 1 t applies to sex has the most nega­
tive connotation of all . Therefo re , some of the sexual non­
conformists are found i n  the next category of individual 
heretics , the criminal element of society, depending upon the 
identity and function of the social entrepreneur that origin­
ally gave them visibility by calling the attention of society 
to them. 
· criminality is the most difficult l abel to deal with 
because it is the most tenuous and deals with the widest selec­
tion of individual heretics�· Society tends to define crime 
i n  many ways . Also by enacting legislation to protect it­
sel f ,  the qualifications for becoming criminal become broader 
and broader. Due to the concept of the "symbolic assailant'' 
as it was developed by Skolnick , the agencies o f  enforcement 
tend to l abel as "criminal,. any individual that possesses 
physical characteristics that conform to what they imagine to 
be a "threatening " appearance. 
In addition to this there is the concept of selective 
enforcement , end the legal and social definitions of crime. 
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The l abel of "criminality" is generally reserved for indi­
viduals who challenge soc�ety directly by breaking a visible 
legal rule , by committing crimes against the private property 
of middle-class citi zens , or by physical assault. Those 
people who engage in "white collar" crime and the profes­
sional criminal element o f  "organized" crime usually escape 
the consequences of their acts. 
A further category of individual nonconformists that 
must be considered in this section i s  the category of th• 
individual pract1�1ioners of the occul t , witchcraft , and the 
other so-called pseudosciences deal ing with the s upernatural. 
As far as formal homosexual groups are concerne d ,  
they too , like wome-n • s  groups , have enjoyed a ne w  statu.s 
since the advent o f  the Civil Rights Movement. They , too , 
might be considered a spin-off of this movement. The social 
conditions conducive to the formation of any organization 
must be operative for a specific movement. At the same time 
soc:i ety must not offer rewards { in the form, for exampl•9 of 
protection or freedom from punishment) for those who refrain 
from forming such organizations. 
Thus , several factors inhibited earlier organization 
among homosexual s ;  they were interactive , not independent• 
forces at work in society-at-large. Before the Second World 
War, an unfriendly attitude prevailed toward social change i n  
the area of sex. Added to thi s was anonymity , or the eue o.f 
concealment , which protected the homosexual and encouraged 
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him not to organi ze. Nor was there any established structure 
which could serve as the basis for an interchange of the 
undercurrent of ideas , concepts , viewpoints , and goals , 
which , in turn , would give rise to an organization. 
Furthermore , as Sagarin points out, the leadership of 
any social movement , particularly if the constituents are 
themselves a dis advantaged minority, often comes from a few 
intellectually tolerant members of the majority. The ano­
nymity so pe4vasively surrounding the homosexual , together 
with society ' s  extremely negative attitude toward him , made 
suspect anyone who might come to his defense in a court of 
law or before a tribunal of public opinion. 1 
Final ly, as Sagarin f�rther asserts , minorities who 
live in an atmosphere of contempt and hostility, who con­
stantly feel the hatred of the majority directed upon them , 
turn much of this hatred inwarct. 2 This was often the case 
with homosexuals .  They accepted society ' s  verdict, and felt 
themselves vulnerable and unworthy--too vulnerable to expose 
themseives by organization, and , in their view , unworthy of 
the social acceptance for which any such organization would 
strive • 
. Despite all the foregoing , by the late 1960 ' s scores 
of homophile organ.izations , a few national but for the most 
I.n : Societies of Deviants 
in books , Inc. , 19 9 , p. l .  
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part local , were functioning openly. Many had formed more or 
less simultaneousl y ,  independently o f  each other , i n  various 
parts of the country. Newspapers and magazines , published 
all over the United States and Canad a ,  constituted a homo­
phile press within the homophile movement. At present there 
may be a few thousand people who belong to different homo­
phile groups , people who can be counted as members , and per­
haps an equal or slightly greater number who have been 
affiliated at one time or another over the years . 1 In addi­
tion, there are thousands of re9ular readers or subscribers 
to the magazines . 
One reason that this came about i s  that the social 
climate changed during and directly after the Second World 
War. The war served as a catalyst for the reevalu ation of 
sexual mores among the youth of America. 2 Sexual behavior 
could be , and was , discussed wi th increasing frequency and 
ever-greater candor. The newly liberal or permiss i ve atti­
tude toward the discussion of pregnancy , illegitimacy , vene­
real diseas e ,  and sexuality in general laid the foundations 
for homophile organization in essentially two ways : ( l }  it 
led to discussion of the "most unmentionable " of seorual 
activiti es ,  thereby bri nging homosexual ity into the open ; and 
( 2 )  it exposed to a few homosexuals the possibi l ity of a lib-
eral "pro-sexual " society, one whose tolerance might be 
1 
2 
Ibid. ,  P •  81 . 
Ibid . ,  P •  8 2 .  
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extended even to tnemselves. 
In addition to the new sexual freedom , the Second 
World War also increased geo9raphic mobility. People trav­
eled more frequently during the war , both in service and to 
find new and better work i n  wartime industrie s .  Homosexual s ,  
like others , found themselves suddenly removed from their 
families--in their specific c as e ,  freed from possible family 
dis approval by distance alone . The increased urbanization 
brought about by the war also provided the homosexual with 
an atmosphere conve niently anonymous to his life and 
functions. 
I n  1948 the Kinsey report showed that literally mil­
lions O f  lunerican males were exclusively homosexual through­
out their l ives and that other mil l ions were more homosexual 
than heterosexual , though not exclusively deviant , either 
throughout their lives or for a considerable period after the 
onset of adolescence. The country was quite amazed. 
So was the homosexual himself. For the first time in 
his life he could feel his strength in numbers . I f  millions 
of men were homosexual , then would there not be a handful , a 
score , or a hundred who would be equipped to lead a social 
movement: Would such a movement not gain wide support among 
these l e aderless peopl e ,  and would it not be a difficult one 
to suppres�? 
With the help of �he Civil Rights Movement , which put 
emphasis on the i ndividual right to choose , by 1969 there 
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were approximately 150 known formal and structured voluntary 
associ ations of homosexuals .  These homophile organizations 
have general ly been ignored by the public , catered to by the 
mass media ,  tolerated by the police, largely approved of 
( but unsupported morally or financially) by moat homosexual s , 
and appl aud9d by th-e few social sc:ientiats who have taken 
note of their existence . 
Erving Goffman waa not s pecifically writing of homo­
sexuals--but to no other category are his remarks so pointedly 
directed--when he mentioned persons with a particular stigma 
who s ponsor a publications 
which gives voice to shared feelings , consolidating 
and stabilizing for the reader his sense of the 
realness of "hi s "  group and his attachment to it. 
Here the ideology of the members is formulated-- 1 
their compl aints , their aspirations , their politics . �  
Howard Becker speaks approvingly of deviants , specifically o f  
homosexuals , as being more organized, 
more willing to fight with conventional society than 
eve4 before • • • prouder of what th�y are and less 
wi.lling to be treated as others want to trea� them 
without having some voice in the matter. 2 
Edwin Schur , writing of the homophile organizations , notes 
that 
these groups appear to function for some homosexuals 
as a symbol of hope and reassurance of the worthi­
ness of their cause , and to provide some sol ace to 
1Goffman , Stigma. 
2 Howard s. Beaker, The Other Side s Perspectives o n  
Deviance ( New York : Free Press , 1 964). 
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those isolated homosexuals who may have felt left 
out of homosexual life as well as heterosexual 
society. l 
Sagarin, after quoting the three social scientists 
nbove , goes on to comment himself 
While all these comments may be considered "correct , "  
they give only a partial picture of the organizations 
of sex deviants--and usually a favorable one. Under­
lying these socioloqists ' views i s  a sense of injustice 
and moral outrage , a sense of righteous indignat ion at 
the cruel social he·stility directed against the socially 
harrr�es s--and hence support for �ny measures that would 
make for retal iation and sel f-�fense. Many sociol­
ogists seem to be ideological predisposed to see use­
fulness and good in such organizations . I n  some 
instances , the predispositions may result from the 
fact that these organizations are a challenge to the 
world of respectability; in others , beca�se they 
embrace the aspirations of the underdog. 
Sagarin goes on to delimit nonconformity and deviance 
in American society, 
While there is pres sure to conform in America, 
the country takes pride in both its tolerance of non­
conformi sts and the contributions which they make to 
society. Provided that he operates within certain 
socially stipulated limits , the nonconformist i s  
almost glorified; however, when he goes outside these 
limits , he is pillor,ied. And these limits may lie 
precisely at the point where nonconformity coalesces 
with deviance : in fact , this s tatement become> tauto­
logical if one �efines deviants as socially dis approved 
nonconformists . 
Any society which tolerates and , at time s ,  even glori-
fies nonconformity cannot fail to arouse in its deviant 
members the hope that they, too ,  may one day enter its main-
1Edw1n M. Schur , Crimes Without Vi ctims : 
Behavior and Public PolicT {sngiewood �llffs , New Prentice-Hall , Inc . , i96s . 
2 
3 
Sagarin •  Odd Man I n .  p .  88. 
Ibid . , p .  240. 
Deviant 
Jersey: 
l• .. ..... � :.,.· 
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stream , if not by be ing conformi sts them.selves , then by forc­
ing a redefi nition of their deviant charact�ristics as 
acceptable nonconformity. While the s pecial status that 
marks such people as different from others would remain 
( that i s ,  they would continue to be defined as a homos exual , 
ex-convict , or dwarf ) ,  the social dis approval attendant on 
that status woul d  be lifted. Once the status had ceased to 
be a stigma, the person would no longer be· a devi ant , except 
in the statistical sense of that �rd. 
This appears to be a period in American and probably 
world history when everyone is fighting for rights--his and 
everyone ' s .  Due to the Civil Rights movement , there i s  
almost a complete turn o f  the t able : those who would deny 
rights and dignity to the deviant must admit to being preju­
diced , and conceal their ill iberal views as they might a 
discreditable s t igma. Certainly it has become improper to 
stigmatize , �nd to the extent that this development i s  the 
result of the existence of organizations of deviants ( rather 
than the result of conditions making possible such existence ) ,  
to that extent this movement has made a remarkable contribu-
tion to intergroup tolerance and liberalism in Americ a .  
Sagarin sums up the feelings o f  deviant groups i n  
American society: 
In the e nd ,  what seems most to be under attack 
by societies of deviants! albeit frequently without 
their realization ,  is st gma itse l f .  That many of 
these organizations , certai nly their members , have 
internalized the stigmatization process and express 
it toward others--even toward themselves--should 
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surprise no one. They are the products of a society 
that has rejected them; thua they are no less its 
products either when they accept sor�.e of that soci­
ety • s jud9�nts or when they turn around and reject 
those who have rejected them. Furthermore , people 
reinforce their own righteousness and normality, 
even their own humanity, when they differentiate 
themselves from others who have been despised and 
cast out. Thus , those who have been cast out by 
society may have a stronq need to rejoin humanity { in 
their own mind) by separating themselves from other 
stigmatized persons . l 
Not all scapegoat oir sate-ty-valva nonconformists are 
yet able to organize. For those individual deviants who fit 
the classical stereotype of the aod.41.l heretic which has been 
designated for the purposes of thia atudy as Deviant type-w ,  
a more stern and intract.able fate awaits. These are the 
deviant individuals stigmatized with labels denoting "mental 
illnes s "  and "criminality. " 
The momentum of the cl vil r19hta movement for the 
Blacks in the United States has had unforaeen beneficial 
effects for other minorities aa wel l as has been demonstrated 
in the foregoing discu&sion. 
Women and homosexuals have used the social inertia 
created by the civil rights move�ent to organize and win 
concessions for their groups u well .  True , total victory 
for either group is still net in aight but there can be no 
denying that great strides have been made in the direction 
of social acceptance of these groups in equal terma . The 
results have not been so spectacular for the youth sub-
1 Ibid. , p .  24 7 .  
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culture , the poor and the aged but public interest in their 
plight has been aroused and i f  sufficient political pres­
sure can be applied, there should be benefits for these 
groups as well in the near future. 
The social inertia created by the civil rights 
movement with its development of a social climate in which 
prejudice i s  unfashionable has produced the conditions 
that are favorable to the functioning o f  the paradigm which 
is illustrated on the following page. The central mov�­
ment by its very growth and inertia of movement creates 
offshoot movements among other disadvantaged groups as well 
nS a "spin-off" of the major movement much as eddies are 
created by obstructions i n  running water. 
If these groups could be enticed i nto forming a 
coalition to bring political power to bear o n  their 
p l ight , their chances of pressing their advantage would 
be greatly enhanced. The problem is that it is very dif­
ficult to bring such diverse groups into a state of coop­
eration over common problems . In fac t ,  the only other 
historical opportunity that existed was during the 
Reconstruction period in the South when the opportunity 
existed for the poor whites and the Negroes to form a 
coalition and dispo � _ e s s  the upper c l a s s  was subverted. 
,Jhether the present opportunity will materialize 
is highly doubtful as wel l .  Nevertheles s ,  the "spin-off" 
rn-..,. . ..::ucaca::&.a:;:.;a.��.�t'lda\lh'· ... "� ...... ----------
� .. I11u s tr;; t:L on z rr spin-o.f:" 11 • n<=ir;.:idir;n for the Generation of Associotcd Socinl Chonu0 a s  an Off shoot of . a Centrnl Movement 
. .  
Liberation · 
1 liberation 
'Paradig-.111 illustre ting the " snin-off" nrincinle, 
of social movement s .  Youth di s s en� dev0loned 
along with the Negro struggle for cfvll rights 
nnd furthe:r.- 11 sp:tn-offs11 o:f the stru�:;le for civil 
rights were "Che · a ctivi st, ·oreanizecl movements 
for women t s  liberation and 1'gay11 li bercition. 
For the first tine there i s  formal oret1nization 
�nd atter:ipts  to develop an 11Icieoloey" for 
both those 11 �:::-oin-off11 movement s .  ·women 1 s rights 
carap�ie;ns were c onducted in the past but 'there 
was no formDlized i'deology · or organization on the 
scale that it exi sts today. 
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benefits from the main civil rights movement to other 
groups are evident as shown by the foregoing discus sion. 
The future will determine if these gains will be retained 
by forceful action or i f ,  because of insufficient political 
strength , the dominant groups will again be abl e to clamp 
down the lid of oppression. 
The I ndi vi.dual Nonconformis t i  Mental 
Disorder and Crime 
In considering another member of the master stereotype 
of the social heretic , the mentally disordered , it is neces-
s ary first to make a brief excursion into the past. According 
to Rosen ,  "the historical study o f  the mental ly ill must be 
carried on with a constant awareness of the emotional and 
intellectual climates prevailing i n  different periods , of the 
social , politi ca l ,  and ideological factors that have influ­
enced psychiatric theory and practice , and the degree to which 
crucial probl ems , such as defining insanity and separating it 
from the s ane mi nd ,  have been formulated in contexts 
organized along moral , theological , legislative and social 
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dimensions , rather than i n  medical terms . "1 
The society has , at various times i n  its history , 
formalized its way of relating to this type o f  individual 
deviant. At certain periods in the history of Greece, 
deranged individuals were chosen as ritual scapegoats by 
reason of their supposed selection by the gods and were 
offered in sacrifice. 2 It i s  clear from various sources 
that the madme n ,  even when reg arded as i n  some way touched 
by the divine , were persons to be shunned . Contact with 
holiness , like contact with its opposite uncleanness , was 
perilous and to be avoided. 
In fifth century Greece , madness wa8 widely con­
s idered the consequence of a divine curse , and an insane 
person was therefore polluted and a thing of evil o�n. 
Meeti ng a madman exposed one to the damaging power dwelling 
in such an individu al .  The Yemenite Jews believe , for exam-
ple , that mental patients may exert an evil influence on 
others and even make them sick. 'ro ward off such evil or 
contagion , rituals o f  aversion or riddance were performed. 
Spitting , an act of this type , was often practised 
in antiquity and is still widely prevale nt . As a character­
istic o f  the superstitious man, Theophrastus mentions that 
when he catches sight of a madman or an epileptic , he shud­
ders and spits in his bosom to avert evi l .  ( This conforms 
1 Rosen , Madness in Society, p. 1 5 0 .  
2 Ibid . , P •  86. 
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with the oriental idea that the bosom is the "seat of the 
soul " and thus the center of the power of the body . ) This 
practice was also common among the Romans ; Pliny ,  for example , 
comments that in cases of epilepsy , spitting repel s  contagion. 
By the fifth century B . c . , al though religious fear 
and awe still infl uenced attitudes towards the mentally dis-
turbed , other views had become evident. The situation is 
clearly indicated by Socrates with nis comment that "madness 
was accounted no shame nor disgrace by the men of ol d , "  
implying that in his day people did consider it shameful and 
discreditable . 1 
BehaVior towards the mentally dis�rdered has always 
reflected the general attitudes of the publ ic. In the 
ancient classical worl d ,  no effort was made to conceal madmen 
or mental defectives from public view. Thus , they were a 
visible part o f everyday experience. By and l arge , community 
attitudes toward these individuals were compounded of fear 
and contempt , mingled to a lesser extent with an element of 
compassion. 
Rosen makes the observation that: 
Deprived in large measure of a socially accept­
able position defined in religious or supernatural 
terms , the mentally disordered required a role and 
a position \vhich enabl ed the cocial gro'l<P to toler­
ate them. To what extent and what form a society can 
accept conspicuously abnormal persons is a perennial 
problem which has .been solved in various ways. In 
antiqui ty ,  the mental ly disordered became objects 
1 Ibid. , P •  8 7 .  
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of ridicule , scorn or abuse , and rymained public butts 
for the amusement of the populace . 
Evidence for such behavior is to be £ound scattered 
throughout Greek and Latin literature from the fifth century 
B . C .  to the decline of the Roman worl d .  
During the medieval period , public authoritiea took 
only limited responsibility for the mental ly deranged. Men-
tal ly or emotionally disturbed members of a community were 
left at liberty as long as they caused no public disturbance. 
Custody of the men�ally 111 generally rested with their rela-
tives and frienda ; only those considered too dangerous to 
keep at home , who had no one to care for them ,  or who were 
socially disturbing , were dealt with by communal authorities. 
During the s ixteenth century there appeared , accord­
ing to Rosen, a slowly growing tendency to place the mentally 
deranged in special institutions.1 To a co nsiderable degree 
this tendency was influenced by the social policies of the 
Protestant reformer• and the rise of abaolutiat goverrunent. 
It must be remembered , however , that the recognition of men­
tal illness at thi• time C the wi tch-c:raze was still going on) 
was a problem. Szasz makes a parallel between the criteria 
of witchcraft and mental illness which he summari zes as 
follows: 
In the Age of Witchcraft, illness was considered 
either natural or demonic. Since the existence of 
l Ibid. , P• 89 . 
2 Ibid . , p. 1 4 2 .  
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witchea as the analogues of saints could not be 
doubted ( s ave at the risk o f  incurring the charge 
of h•rttSy) , the existence of diseases due to the 
malefaction of witches could also not be doubted. 
Physicians were thus drawn into the affairs of the 
Inquisition as experts in the differential diag nosis 
of these two types of illnesses. 
The medieval diagnostician had to distinguish 
persona afflicted with natural diseases from those 
afflicted with demonic di$eases. The contemporary 
physieian must distinguish persons afflicted with 
bodily diseases from those afflicted with mental 
dise ases . l 
Szasz goes on to point out that 
My thesis regarding the rel ations between organic 
and mental illness thus both resembles and differs 
from 14eyer' s in so far as he maintains that merely 
because physicians cannot cure a disease , they should 
not infer from tbis that i:he disease is due to witch­
craft. I t  differs from his in so far as he procl aims 
his belief in witchcraft as a cause of il lness and 
protests only that his c.o l leagues make this di ag nosis 
more often thafi they should. I hold that , like witch­
craft , mental illness is a misconception which can 
"cause" neither bodily illness nor crime • • • •  
In so far as the concept of mental illness func­
tions as a cl ae�ificatory lal'.>el justi�ying the psy­
chiatric denigratiGn o f  nonconformists , it is log­
ically faulty, not because it fails to identify a 
soci al ly definable characteristi c ,  but because it mis­
labels it as a diaease J and it is morally faulty , not 
because the physicians and psychologists who use it 
are badly in\entioned , but because it fosters social 
control of . personal conduct without proce dural pro­
tections o£ individual liberty . For detailed dis­
cussion �ee Thomas s .  Szas z , The Myth o f  Mental 
Illness. 
The point th at· has to be kept in mind is that i n  the 
days of the Malleus , if the physician could find no evidAlnce 
of natural illness , he was expected to find evidence of 
1s z a.s z ,  Kanufacture of Madness , pp. 20-22. 
2J:bid. 
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witchcraft. Today , 1! he cannot diagnpse organic illness , he 
is expected to d1aonose mental illness . 
Social attitudes towarda t:he mentally and emotionally 
disturbed have clearly not been uniform at all ti�ea but have 
axhibited modulations and nuancea . 1 During the medieval per-
iod and the Renaissance , fornut of unreason were considered 
fundamental element• in the fabric of the universe and of 
man. Medieval men believed that there were compelling forces 
making for righteouaneas and perfection , not only within the 
individual , bUt in nature aa well. To violate these forcea 
and natural norma waa vice. The l ater Middle Ages , partic­
ularly from the thiNteenth century onwards , placed madneaa in 
the hierarchy of the vices. Another vi&w of mental derange­
ment was the implication that only madmen and angels can speak 
the truth. This related to uhe idea of holy madness , in that 
it was believed th• ultimate of Christian truth is revealed 
to Christ' s  foola ,, i.e. to those who throw themselves utterly 
on God. Actually this view is very old and is based on the 
New Testament. 
For t:he preaching of the cross is to the� that 
perish foolishness ; but unto us which are s aved it 
is the power of God. 2 
Durin<.J the wafdng Middle Ages a feeling of mel ancholy 
and peasimism marked the period. A sense of impending doom 
hung over men and women, intensified by a belief that the end 
1Rosen , Madness in Society,  pp. 154- 5 5 .  
2r Cor. 1 : 1 8 .  
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of time was approaching and that the last days were at hand. 
Nor was this apocalyptic sense of anxiety and ur9eney unjust­
ified. A world was indeed disin�eg�ating , and i n  its midst 
a new order , the shape of which could be seen only diml y ,  
was agoni�ing towards birth. The· feudal order was yielding 
to absolute monarchy and the early nation state. 
The all-embracing Christian commonwealth , fashioned 
and guided by the Church of Rome , was wracked by dissension, 
hatred, and violence. The prevalence and spread of heresy, 
popular mysticism and personal piety in the l ater fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries �re hardly an accident . HistQry ( in 
their view) was moving towards renewal . and divine fulfillment , 
and men looked for s igns and interpretations that warned 
sinners and encouraged the just. 
Within this context madness ,  through its linkage with 
the revelation of religious truth , became a means of achiev­
ing knowledge .  Madness was a primitive force o f  revelation, 
revealing the deaths of menace , de$truction, and evil that 
lurked beneath ·the illusory surface of reality. 
Irrationality personified in the figure of Polly 
loomed l arge i n  the Renaissance , but there was little dis­
crimination between species of .folly . Erasmus speaks of 
foolish persons and of the insane without clearly differ­
entiating between them. In large measure this identifica­
tion of stupidity with irrationality reflecils an attitudi.na.l 
shift from the idoa of madness aa a cosmic phenomenon to the 
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view that madness is born in the hearts of men. 
In th• sixteenth century , from the humanistic, as 
well as from the Christian viewpoint , irrational ity i• not 
regarded as having any absolute existence in th• world. 
Folly exists only in rela.t-ion to aorne form of reason, 
whether it be that of God or of man. Indeed , folly it•elf 
becomes a forrn of reason , even though distorted . 
Montaigne wrotea 
Raason has taught me that to firmly condemn 
somethi ng as false and impossible is to as sume that 
one knows the bounda and l imits of God' s will and 
of the power of our Mother Nature ; and that there 
is no ftlOre notable folly than to reduce these things 
to the measure of our capacity, and sel f-concei t . l 
The li terature of this time is consumed with tne question.s 
of what is Man and what is wrong with him? 
For the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries , mental 
i l l ness was to be exiled from the social scene in both 
thought and practice . The shift in social attitudes towards 
mental illness which took pl ace in Europe at this time can 
be analyzed and expl ained in terms of socio-economic ,  philo­
sophical , and moral factors . Furthermore , this atti tudinal 
change is closely linked with the character of the institu­
tions developed and used during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries for the mentally and emotionally deranged. These 
institutions must be seen first in relation to the evolution 
of the hospital . 
1Rosen, Madness in Society, p .  1 5 7 .  
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The medieval hospital in all its varied forma was 
essentially an ecclesiastical institution, not primarily con­
cerned with medical care. This type was eventually replaced 
in the sixteenth century by apo�her kind of hospital whose 
goals were not religious bUt primarily social. That is , the 
hospital from the s ixteenth to the nineteenth century was 
intended chiefly to help maintain social order while provid­
ing for the sick and the needy. To achieve this aim the 
medieval hospital was to a l arge extent secularized , placed 
under governmental control , and its actiVities were accepted 
as a community responsibility. 
However in the course of time , the general hospital 
combined the aharaoteristics of a penal institution, an 
asylum , a workshop and a hospital . An iMportant purpose was 
to deal with immorality and antisocial behavior. All indi-
vi.duals who were defined as asocial or socially deviant were 
segregated by interrvnent. This procedure is analogous to 
the manner in which the leper was treated in the medieval 
period. By separating such individuals from society, by 
exiling them to the Hospital General , they were cons iqned to 
a social and peychological situation of which the dominant 
character is alienation. A separa�e so�io-psychological 
lifespace was created for those who removed themselves fJOm 
or �ransgressed the moral order considered appropriate to 
their social position ; occupation, or family relationabip. 1 
1 Ibiq. , P• 163. 
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Rosen further states that for the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries , the touchstone was reason and its right 
use. 1 Reason provided the norm; any divergence from the norm 
was irrational . Montaigne had still been able to accept and 
to discuss reason and unreason as related, interwoven facets 
of human behavior. By the fourth decade of the seventeenth 
century, however , a sharp line of separation was being drawn 
between reason and unreason. Descartes , for example ,  recog-
nized that reason and irrationality are encountered together, 
that dreams and errors of various kinds are associ ated with 
madness , but he decided to rely upon reason and to avoid the 
irrational . Thus , unreason and madness were exiled i n  
thought on the basis of a conscious decision. 
From this viewpoint , irrationality took on a new 
aspect ; it could be regarded as a matter of choice , aa a 
matter of volition. Unreason ,  and with i t  insanity , ware 
related primarily to the quality of vo lition and not to the 
integrity of the rational mind. Endowed with reason ,  man 
was expected to behave rationall y ,  that i s , according to 
accepted social standards . Rational choice was his to make 
by virtue of his nature. Eccentric or irrational behavior ,  
actions which diverged from accepted norms , were considered 
as rooted in error or as derangements of the will and there­
fore subject to correction. 
Two questions appear over and over i n  the writings 
1 Ibid . , p .  164. 
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on the subject of mental illness of the period. One is ttis 
the number of insane increasing?" And an answer to thia 
question is at the same time also an answer to the question, 
"Does civilization cause more mental illness than s impler 
stages of cultural development? u These questions imply a 
causal theory , namely , that social relationships and develop­
nlents are deeply and significantly involved in the causal 
nexus which produces mental diseaae. Examination of thia 
theory in historical perspective may therefore illUJainate the 
current situation by enabling us to see its sources and how 
these may have determined our approach to the problem of 
mental illness and its causation. 
The Enlightenment and the French Revolution dominate 
the thought of the aiqhteenth c•ntury on the connection• 
between social relationships , social change , and mental 
disQrOer. In the intellectual climate of the Enlightenment , 
Desi9n, Nature , Natural Law, Reason , and H appiness were key 
ideas. It was accepted as a basic premise that the world 
had been established by the Creator according to a definite 
plan, within which there were ordered ways of behaving. 
These ordered ways were the laws of nature , which redounded 
to the glory of the Creator and the greater good of man. 
Indeed, the Creator had so designed the human body that it 
would flourish when it lived in harmony with its political 
and social environment , and conversely He had so framed the 
political order that human health was fo•tered by good social 
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institutions .• 
In short , proper political s timuli , and a stable and 
ordered society were required for health. Mental health 
implied a society which would provide the proper stimuli and 
neces s ary conditions for well-being ,  and this was to be found 
in an agricultural economy such as ex�sted in the young 
American Republic. 
Broadly speaking , mental illness emerged as a proper 
subject for obj ective medical investigation in the eighteenth 
century. As asylums were crctated and data collected on the 
patients in them , the question was raised : Is ins anity on 
the i ncrease? The problem derived from a number of sources . 
For one, there was the nature cult of the eighteenth century 
which viewed the present as a deigenerate retro9res$ic:>n from 
a golden age of natural virtue . Any further development of 
civilization was found to i narease manifestation of degen­
eracy. Then, this was also the period of the early Indus­
trial RevolU.tion with its attend.ant evidences of social mal­
adjustment . The al leged increase in the incidence of insan-
1 ty was viewed as another as pect of the situation ,  and 
physicians , philosophers , and others s peculated on the ques­
tion of whethe,r man would be able to ad.apt successfully to 
the increasing complexitie.$ of society. Current viewers with 
alarm and prophets of impending doom are simply the most 
recent i n  a long line . 
Therefore , from the eighteenth century to the present , 
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there has existed the concept that ·social stress is in some 
way rel ated to the causation Of mental i l l ne s s .  Within this 
social context there has gradually emerged a more sharply 
focused approach based on the ability to distinguish and 
define apparently relevant variables. For example , it is 
certainly true that in broad outline cultures vary widely in 
their responses to such stres sful conditions as epidemics , 
wars , technological and economic upheaval s ,  and psycholog­
ical deprivations. Whatever ways men use to defend them­
selves against stress will in general reflect the answers 
favored by their culture to certain human problems . 
In the past , among the mentally 111 , the psychotics , 
rather than the neurotics or the psychosomatics , come to the 
attention of the community , inasmuch as these individuals 
were considered to represent a threat to society. Therefore , 
at firs t ,  they were relegated to institutio ns whose primary 
function was to isol ate them from the community. Howeve r ,  
over a period of time , this concept o f  exclusion gave way to 
a variety of approaches ; moral treatment ; early institution­
alization, based on the "cult of curabi l i ty , "  and then , once 
agai n ,  tre atment methods which were based on a pessimistic 
prognosis for mental illnes s .  The mental hospital reflected 
each of these trends in turn. 
At this point in time the mental hygiene movement was 
born. Both in Europe and in Americ a ,  the early publ ic health 
movement was permeated by a spirit of social reform , and was 
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broadly conceptualized. Without question , the major task of 
public health was the prevention and control of communicable 
diseases. However, there was a lack of agreement and causes 
of these conditions. Most early s anitary reformers accepted 
the miasmatic theory of disease. Indeed , it is noteworthy 
that their prograa was effective , de$pite the fact that it 
was based • to a considerable extent, on an erroneous theory; 
that · is , · they hit upon th• right solutiant l>\lt mos�ly for the 
wrong reasons. 
With th• growth ef microbiological knowled9e, by the 
first decade of the twentieth �ntury , a solid baaia had been 
e1tablished for the control of a nulllber of infectioua 
d1aea1ea. Public health t now . had moved away from ita 
"police" activities , which , of eourae . were essential to the 
control of the pestilential diaeaaes and to the protection 
of the vulner&ble members of the ee>mmunity. Aa a reault , the 
psychological dimension in community health work has become 
increasingly promine nt and significant. 
In discus sing the field of mental ill ness , Ros.en 
defines mental illness as :  
In every society there are individuals whose 
feelings , thoughts , j udgement , and behavior differ 
markedly from accepted nocu. I n  most cultures , 
the criterion of severe mental disturbance or psy­
chosis is the individuel • s  inability to apprehend 
reality , as conceptualized by that society. l 
i�s c.lready pointed out , al though physicians attempted to 
1 Ibid. , P •  274. 
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understand mental illness in naturalistic terms , explanations 
in terms of evil spirits , demonic pos session, or magical 
in£1 uence also prevai led throughout antiquity as well as the 
medieval and earl y modern periods. 
Mental treatment took a lQng step forward first with 
the advent of what Szasz has referred to as the "Therapeutic 
Age " and the birth 0£ modern institutional psychiatric medi­
cine. 1 Throughout a l arge part o f  the nineteenth century , 
psychiatric theory had been a tangle of confusion. During 
the l ater part of this period , as somatic trends grew 
stronger , it was felt that an organic basis could be found 
for mental diseases . Slowly, during the later decades , med-
ical thought was being prepared for a reorientation toward 
greater emphasis on the patient • s  personality. In the United 
States and pe·rhaps also in other countrie$ • the turning point 
in this reorientation came during and after the First World 
war. 
The greatest impetus for the present mental hygiene 
was the development of Psychiatry. The study of psychiatry 
had much significance for the differentiation between 
"criminality" and "mental illnetss" that took place i n  the 
last part of the nineteenth century and the first half o f  
the twentieth centu�y. Psychiatry is diverse in the range 
of its appl.ications artd in the variety of its theories. 
Psychiatrist• have delved into history, religion, philosophy . 
1szasz , Manufacture of Madness .  
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and cultural anthropology. Some have entered criminology 
with a conviction not always warranted. Disagreement exists 
even among those continuing the approach of Sigmund F'reud 
( 18 56-1939 ) .  
Any discussion of psychi atry must be highly general­
ized because psychiatric views on crime and mental illness 
are eclectic in nature. Howeve r ,  any discussion of psychi-
atrists and their views must always take two factors into 
account: psychiatrists and social pathologists start from 
the value orientations of the Protestant ethic and most of 
them are (or were ) from middle-class rural extraction. 
Naturally, these two biases would cloud their relationship 
with individual clients. 
The recognition of and institutionalization o f  the 
s tudy o f  psychiatry by the state caused what Szasz refers 
l to as the "Therapeutic State" to develop. Thus , what devel-
oped was not a reduction in "stigma" for the classical ste-
reotype , it simply resulted in the redefinition of kinds of 
"stigmatization. " 
As Szasz states: 
Today , Americans live under two sets of laws = 
one applicable to the $ane , the other to the insane. 
The legal regulations binding on the former--with 
respect to hospitalization for illnes s , marriage or 
divorce , standing trial for crime , or the privileges 
of driving a car or practicing a profession--do not 
1 Szasz, ManMfacture of Madness . 
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aj.)ply to the latter. In short , individuals cate­
gorized as mentally ill l abor under the handicap o f  
a stigma imposed upon them by the State through 
Institutional Psychiatry. l 
Changing from a homogeneous simple rural society to a 
heterogeneous , complex , ur�an, industrial society has some 
general consequences for the visibility and l abeling of the 
"social heretic. 0 As has been mentioned before, there is a 
higher "tolerance of eccentricity" in the complex urban 
society. 2 
In Becker ' s  evaluation of the people in whose inter­
ests the viol ation of the rules i s  made visible , as being i n  
two classes , creators and enforcers , there is a need t o  iden­
tify these two groups in terms of the social heretic. 3 The 
rule creators are those people and institutions through which 
the force of public pressure i• made known. In the American 
society , the public pressure is caused by the middle-class in 
terms of the P rotestant ethic--whate'fttr other behaviour there 
is outside the tenets of the Protestant ethic is abnormal 
and , as such , is subject to s anction. 
There are , under institutionalized Psychi atry , two 
classes of specialized enforcers in American society: the 
police and the psychiatrists . There only remains for them to 
split up the s phere of deviance between their two groups and 
1Ibid. , P• 201. 
2Lemert , Social Pathology, p. 406. 
3 Becker ,  outsiders . P• 147. 
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stabilize the areas of responsibility in terms of legisla-
tion. In terms o f  the individual soci al heretic , then, his 
indiscretions in terms Of behaviour will be made known as a 
result of the actions of either the police or the Ps ychi atric 
Institution. Regardless of which group of enforcers brings 
his behaviour to public attention , the deviant will be "stig­
matized" by being associated with a l abel . He is either 
labeled as "criminal " or "mental ly 111 . "  
Goffman observes : 
The term stigma refer ( s )  to an attribute that 
is deeply discrediting • • • Being considered or 
labeled mentally disordered--abnormal , crazy , mad, 
psychotic , sick , it matters not what variant is 
used--is the most profoundly discrediting classi.fi­
cation that can be imposed on a person t¢day • • • • 
By defi ni tion , of course ,  we believe , that the 
person is not �uite human. On this as sumption we 
exercise varieties of discrimination , through which 
we effectivel y, oft@n unthinkingly , reduce his life 
chances. We construct a sti�ma-theory, an ideology 
to expl ain his inferiority and account for the 
danger he represents , sometimes rational izing an 
animosity ba�ed on other differences , such as those 
of social class . l 
Szasz believes that the wi tch-hunter mentioned 
earlier i n  the study was a duly authorized agent of the Theo­
logical State; his client being the Church and its agencies , 
and he compares that case with the situation of the institu­
tional psychi atrist as a duly authori zed agent of the Thera­
peutic State ; with his client being the State and its agency 
2 institutional psychi atry. 
1Goffman , Stigma , pp. 3-5. 
2szas z ,  Manufacture of Madness , P• 2 3 9 .  
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The case of witches , criminals ,  and mental patients 
involves what Szasz refers to as ''covert s igns " or "hidden 
stigmata" of witchcraft , social aberration and mental disease . 1  
These supposed signs are not evident to ordi n ary persons and 
must be sought out by those speci ally qualified and author­
ized to find them. Thi� is what justifies the employment of 
"experts . '' 
On the other hand as Szasz further observes , " •  • •  
al though , as scapegoats and victi ms , ( italics added) witches 
and madmen resemble Jews and Negroes , there are al so some 
di fferences between them • • •  • " Szs.sz then goes on to point 
out tha.t "the Negro • s  • stigma signs • are bodily , the Jew • s  
behavioral. "2 
As far as the present study is concerned , these vari­
ations make no difference , one is an easi ly identifiable group 
sign and the other is obtained by "fitting" the individual to 
one or more Of the certain "traits of identification" of the 
classic stereotype as del imited in Deviant type-W at the 
beginning of this study. In all eases , the individual 
( whether alone or as a member of a heretical 9ro11p) is 
decl ared to be " abnormal " and e.s a social heretic , he repre­
sents a "danger0 to the re�t of 8oc1ety. As a danger, he 
must be either eliminated or "neutrali zed . "  With the de-ntlop­
ment of institutional psychiatry and the idea of "rehahili-
1Ibid. 
2 Ibid. , P •  238. 
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tation" in criminal l aw proceedings , he can be neutralized by 
being locked away for treatment .  This ls the replacement of 
the punitive orientation in society with the therapeutic 
orientation. 
In the therapeutic reacticn 9en•ral l y ,  the criminal 
or mental patient i s  considered to be "sick" in the sense of 
being a victim of social or r,>hysiological forces and of 
defective conditioning o� his personality. The idea ia to 
bring changes to the indtvidual which wi l l  improv. the likeli­
hood of ft'lore socially approwd and les s "threatening" conduct 
in the immediate future. The therapeutic react.ion i� o:>rusis­
tent with the Protestant ethic ·and the general humanitarian­
ism brought about as a result of the rise of the middle 
classes in the nineteenth century. In this one sees the per­
fection of man' s nature in accordance with the inculcation of 
Protestanb morality as a means of reatoring stability, sobri­
ety, and s afety in soc.1ety. 'l'he mental health movt1ment 
si:emmed from the publ ication of Cl if ford Beer• ' courageous 
autobiography in 1908 and the organization of the National 
Committee �or Mental Hygiene in 1909 by Beers , Adolf Meyer , 
and Wil li am James , artlOng other • • 1. 
The fol lowing years saw an increasing expansion in 
the variety of activities and facilities loosely ranged under 
the overarching rubric, mental· hygiene. '.f'h•· term "mental 
health movement'' has replaced "menbl hygien. , "  and interest 
1Rosen , Madness i n  Society, P• 286. 
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and attention have ahi fted from the care of the mental ly i l l  
to the prevention of mental illness and the promotion of 
mental health. 
During this time , 9ociologiats also became interested 
i n  the mental health movement. With the organic conception 
of society , social i llnes s  for society was aeen aa a parallel 
of illness for the individual. Thia gave rise to the concept 
of soci al patholoqy. Sod.al pathology combined with the 
structural functional ist approach led to the study of mental 
health in the framework o f  function and dysfunction. 
Since the social pat:.hologists were 0f l argely rural , 
middle class background , steeped i n  the tradition of the 
Protestant ethic, they saw mental disorder i n  terms of behav­
ior patterns not in conformance with the Protestant ethic. 
Thia view is still largely •ffective today , even though the 
terminology ha.& changed. Mental disorder tends to be behav­
ior which is in gla.ri� contrast tc the dominant norma and 
which is called to the attention of some agency of so ci al 
control. 
Scasz ewas up the •i�uat1on in this way a 
The succesa of the patient in exhibiting the 
type of behavior necess ary to achieve the standards 
indicated abow determined whether he wu mentally 
heal thy or not. The impossibi l ity of a scientific 
objective definition of the conditions in theae terms 
for universal ap plication is easily discerned • • • •  
We ere plagued by aolNI of the aame kinda of 
social problems which pl agued people during the 
declining Middle Ages , and we try to aol va  them by 
simil ar methods . We use the same leg al and moral 
cate9oriea r l awbreakers and l aw-abiding citizens , 
guilt and innocence ; and we , too , use an intermediate 
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category--the madman or mental patient--whorn we try 
to fit into one class or t:he other. Formerly the 
question was: In whieh cl ass do witches belong? Now 
i t  is , In which cl ass do mental patients belong? 
Institutional psychiatrist$ and men of enlightened 
popular opinion hold that because they are "dangerous 
to thernsel ves and others , " madmen belong in the cl ass 
of quasi-criminal.s ; this justifies their involuntary 
incarceration and ge neral mis treatment � 
Moreover , to support their ideology and to justify 
their powers and privileges , institutional psychi a­
trists combine the notions o f  mental il lness and 
criminality ·and resist e�forts to separate them. They 
do this by cl aiming that mental illness and crime are 
one and the s ame thing and that mentally il l persona 
are dangerous i n  ways that mental ly healthy persons 
are not. l 
The orientation toward the treatment o f  criminals 
changed , also , through the years . At present , the orienta-
tion, like that used with the raen�al patient , is chiefly 
therapeutic .  A9ain like the mental approach , there is much 
talk of prevention , bu t  there is as l ittle progress in pre­
venting crime as there is in prevention of mental illness. 
Both seem to be increasing with the in�re asing complexity, 
ambigui ty . and diversity pattern• of social interaction and 
value orientations . 
Stripped of value judqmenta , crime problems become 
the problems of mi nority groups i n  society. There are some 
crimes which even a society of criminals ( as th• overaociety 
defines them) would ha� �o punish or deal with i n  some way. 
Other crimes are of a still more diai ntegrating effect. 
It i s  clear th< .t certain crimes enable society to 
simplify or avoid social problems by making the blaJning of an 
1 Szasz , Manufacture of Madness , p .  1 7 .  
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individual possible instead of dealing with the more intrac-
table , social problem. Moreove r ,  i f  society were to acknowl­
edge that their social control systems were inadequate • 
society would be accepting collectively some measure of 
guilt , whereas by invoking extra-social factors i n  criminal 
acts , society divests itself of g uilt by l aying it on "the 
offende r . rt If crime i s  thought of in this way the word does 
not have any fixed meaning and the criminal is simply the 
one who the society s ays i s  under certain conditions at 
certain time s .  Therefore , although he is always identified 
with the classical stereotype as a soci al deviant • at dif­
ferent times and in different places , the criminal may wear 
a varie ty of labels. 
Practitioners of the "Occult Science s n  in a 
Pluralistic Society 
It is the soci al situation of uncertainty and diversi­
ty and ambiguity of values that has brought about a redefini­
tion of the particular stereotype of Deviant type-w , the same 
social situation that this study introduced in Biblical times , 
in cl as sical Greece , and i n  Rome. There is a new emphasis on 
the occult in American society :  this include• the areas or 
witchcraf t ,  sorcery , astrology , psychic power and other 
pseudo-science s .  There has been a proliferation o f  occult 
book clubs , magazines , book, , and the popularity of this for• 
of entertainment in television programming i s  sel f-evident. 
It appears that the occult has made a full circle in Western 
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society. It has progressed from thf.t condemnation of the 
Scriptures to tacit acceptance in Classical Greece , to al ter-
nate times of repression and encouragement under the Romana , 
�a the extermination practices under the wi tc:h crazes of the 
1 6th and 1 7th centuries in Europe and America , to treatment 
as mental illness , back again to tacit acceptance by the 
public in the present day. To be sure, local laws exist 
against the practices of the pseudo-sciences in various 
cities , but such widespread acceptance by the public at 
present has resulted in the news stands being flooded with 
material for sale and the open practice of the occult gen-
erally without fear of repression by the police. 
The extent of the popularity of the pseudo-sciencea 
in the United Stat•• is evidenced l:>y approximately 1 , 200 of 
our i . 1so daily newspapers now having astrolooical columns. 
Many include "advice" on problems involving Mysticism. 1 
Magazines featuring occult topics have proliferated. Books 
about occult subjects have more than doubled. Courses in 
witchcraft , magic and sorcery are given in an increasing 
number of inati tutions of higher learning , among them the 
University of Alabama, the University of South Carolina, and 
New York University. Personalized computer horoscopes are 
available on more than 2 ,000 college campuses and in 350 
department stores. In Grand Central Station alone some 500 
1illi.le c. Scnurmaaher, Witchcraft in America Today 
( New York : Paperback Library , 1§76), PP• 8-9. 
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electronically compiled horoscopes daily are purchased by 
travelers and commuters . 
It wasn•t long ago when professional purveyors of the 
occult: practiced cautiously for the most part as "spiritual " 
or "psychic" advi sers. They charged no set fees for consul­
tations or eeances but accepted "donatio ns . "  Today ,  whether 
one seeks a witch , sorcerer , numerologi s t , exorciser or evil 
spirits , guru , palmist , cl airvoyant , tea lea� reader or other 
metaphysical practitioner , they are all readi ly available-­
either through recommendation or their own advertisements in 
many cl assified columns. 
Not only is the number of practicing occultists grow­
ing , but the selling of packaged witchcraft has grown to be 
a multimillion dol l ar annual businctss i n  the United Ste.tes. 
With a potential market of believers estimated at more than 
five �illion; with additional millions of bettors on horse 
races , numbers and lottery pl ayers-the s ale, of paclcaged 
witchcraft and �ccult products "  has boomed tremendously. 
The mail-order suppliers of packaged witchcraft , occult prod­
ucts and supplies word th•1r advertisement• carefully so as 
to conform to postal laws. They make no acttual promises but 
use such qualifying words and phrases as "al leged 1 ..  "pur-
l ported , "  and "is s aid to be . 0  
Marika Kriss sums up the viewpoint of the occultista: 
l Ibid. , pp. 156-161 . 
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Rationalists have seized their power contemptuously 
from nature , glorifying in their own strength and 
knowledge , attempting to force more from nature than 
she is ready to give. Contempt has made them over­
confident and tricked them into believing they �re 
greater than the forces that ehaped the universe. 
The pervasive atmosphere of contempt has poisoned 
their attitudes toward their fellow men and toward 
themselves • • • •  
It would seem that the time has come to return to 
the beliefs of those first men who struggled for sur­
vival on a savage but unspoiled planet--that nature is 
sacre4 , and that it is up to man to arranqe his affairs 
in harmony with her , for failure to do so will inevi­
tably result in di s aster • • • •  
A sense of the sac- red ia perhaps th� key difference 
between witches and rationalists • • • •  1 
One university Physics student has said , "The future starts 
here , { with children) not in the laboratory. Science demands 
that we bel ieve in  nothi ng that is not amenable to observation 
and measurement. There is more to man than that which can be 
observed and me�ured. 112 Kriss goes on to point out that 
students disgusted with the current stagnation of established 
religion have shouted·, "God is dead " ;  now more students dis-
couraged arter the f-ailure ,of the rationalists , are shouting , 
nscience is dead . "  
Kriss stat�s: 
It is true that the rebellion against rationalism 
is a movement of young peQple. It is also true that 
representatives of every age level swell ita numbers • • • •  
Hardening of ideas and attitudes is worse than 
hardening of the arteries. And both diseases can 
strike any age group • • • •  3 
1Marika Kriss , Wi tchcraft for the Milliore ( New York : 
Sherbourne Presa , :tnc. , 1110), pp. 15l:iss. 
2 Ibid. , P • 1 5 2 .  
3Ibid. 
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Martin Ebon, in his boo� , Witchcraft '?Oday ,  quoteJ> a modern 
scholar of the occult : 
A scholarl y  appraisal o f  current trends was pre­
sented to the Ohio Valley Sociological Soci ety at 
Akron on May l ,  1970. The society• s annual meeting 
heard a paper by P rofessor Marcello Trucci , Depart­
ment of Sociology , Univers ity of Michigan , Ann Arbor, 
entitled "The Occult Revival as Popul ar Cul ture : 
Some Random Observations on the Old and the Nouveau 
Witch. "  1'rucci concluded that mass interest in 
occult matters , "'in so far as they represent a pl ay­
ful and non-serious con£rontation w.1.th these super­
natural elements still presen� in our society, repre­
sent a possible cleanainq or purging of old fears and 
myths that would quite naturally precede the kind of 
naturali•tic rationaliam in line with a ftlC!>re scien­
tific view o f  the uni verse. " Speaki ng of "the major 
followers of Satanism, "  the speaker observed that 
these "do not represent a search for a new spiritual 
meaning , o�y a diaenchantment. with religious 
orthodoxy. " 
It wo � l d  appear that both the impersonal scientific 
observer and the practicing occultist tend to agree with 
Kriss '  statement , "All the signs say the l ast third of thi s 
century will be favorable to w1 tchcraft. "2 
I n  the preceding sub-secti o n ,  the popul arity of the 
occult arts and the pseudosciences was presented in some 
detail .  At this point , however , it might be well to show the 
connection between the past and the present by developing 
briefly the most ancient of these arts , astrology, in rel ation 
to the scientific orientation and bureaucratic organization 
of today. 
1Mart:in Ebon, W1tc:h.craft Today (New York : New 
American Library, Inc . , 1�?1) , P •  2. 
2Kriss , Witc;bSfatt fl� the �illion1• 
.. 
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The temple priests of the ancients pointed to the 
skies and eaid that the gods lived there. Today aciehtiata 
point to the skies and say that life may be there. All•n 
s ays that the evolution of thought about extrate�restrial 
life can be stated as aimply as that. He goes on t<> comment: 
Bftry civilization has been star-studded-the 
Egyptian pyramid builders with their structures 
oriented to the etars J the astrologically ruled 
Chinese during the millennium before Christ ; and a 
certain contemporary society whose banner is star­
spangled, whose folk heroes a.re called "stars , "  and 
whose ehildren are rewarded with gold stars. 
Since man first looked up, he has seen in thtt 
skies the phantoms of his wondering mind. If there 
is one thread that links the temples of Thebes with 
the rockets of Cape Kennedy, it is thif � Beyond the sky, man has long sensed a rendezvous. 
Star-gazers became important counsellors. Looking 
backward for explanations was soon suppl anted by a more 
productive occupations predicting aomin} events by reading 
the map of the heavens . More ast.rolog.ers than astronomers , 
these celestial guides warned kings and emperors of impend­
ing events . These aatronomer-a.strologers helped to direct 
the destinies of empires. They were not asuonomers in the 
modern sense of the term. Now they would be labeled astll'Ol­
ogers . However , they often did make accurate astronomical 
observations , many o-f which ha'ft been used by modern astron­
omers in studies of ancient coltleta and eclipses. In recoqni-
tion of their scientific: work , we can call them astronomers-
with marked a11trological tendencies .  
1Tom Allen, The Queat: A Reyort on Extraterrestrial 
Life (New York i Chilton Books , i§65 , p. 1 .  
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Unlike modern astronomers , however , the ancient 
astronomers could make mistakes with fatal consequences .  The 
astronomers of the Chinese court were put to death i n  the 
third century B.C. bec ause o f  "their negligence in calculat-
ing and observil'l'i1 the s t ars . "  However, some astronollers 
enjoyed immuni ty from punishm�nt if they erred , as they fre­
quently aid. I f  a prediction was faulty, the court astron­
omer sometimes had the audacity to bl ame his fail ure on the 
heavens--or even on his royal employer. 
The heavens were the source of ancient celestial 
religions and the highest form of religion in the Graeco-
Roman world. The celestial gospel was spread in Roman 
circles by , amon9 others , Cicero , who maintained : 
It is therefore iikely that the stars possess 
surpassing inte lligence , since they inhabit the 
ethereal region o f  the world and also are nourished 
by the moist: vapors of sea and earth. • • • The stars 
move of their own free will and because of their 
intel l igence and divinity. 
The Romans inherited an ast�onomy equated with theology 
synthesized from the ideas of Babylonian astronomer-priests , 
from the s t ar-addicted Chaldeans , and from the Persian magi , 
l ater immortalized by the "Star of Bethlehem" tradition. 
Christi anity i�self borrowed �eavily from he avenly 
allusions when , under Emperor Constantine ,  it became the state 
religio n of the Roman �pire·. ·wl;apped in a �oronation mantle 
bearing the signs o f  the zodiac ? Cons�antine began a reign 
over a strange mixture of new and old' starry myths. He 
ordered a horoscope drawn up for his new capital of 
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Constantinople. The birth of Christ waa ordain-4 to be 
December 25--the date of B.rumali a ,  or the wi nte.I" solstice , 
the birthday 0£ the sun. The birthday of Mary , the mother 
of Christ , was fixed to the movements of Spic a ,  a brilli ant 
•tar in the oonstell ation of Virgo ,  th� Virg i n ,  wi thi n which 
Astraea ,  the goddess of purity and innocen�e, long had 
dwell ed.. 
Astrology we.a stil l very much a part of Christianity 
up throu9h the third cen�ury and the belief in the tyranny of 
the stars--in direct eon£lict with the Church doctrine of 
free will--peraisted throughout the Middle Ages and wel l into 
the Renaissance. ( Although the •arly Church fathera su<:h as 
Augustine sai.d that "thoUCJh the atar5 miqht exert some influ­
ences over the world of nature , they aould not affect the 
lives of men" and that "through Christ anan had been raised 
from servant of the stars to master Qf the a te.rs . " )  
On February l 7 ,  1600 • G1od•no lkuno wu burned at 
the stake by the Inquiaition. He had previoualy looked at 
the sky and made this observation: 
Sky, universe , al l-embracing ether , and immeasurable 
space alive with movement--all these are one nature. 
In space there are countless constellations , suns , and 
pl anets ; we see only the suns because they give lignt 1 
the planets remain invis ible , for they are small and 
dark. There are el.so numerous earths circling around 
their suns , no worae and no leaa inhabited than this 
globe of ours . For no reasonable mind can assume that 
heavenly bodies which may be tar more magnificent than 
ours would not bear upon them creatures similar or 
even superior to those upon our human Earth. 
1 Ibid . , P •  5 .  
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The Church , with its supreme authority over theology 
and astronomy , passed the sentence of death upon him. How­
ever , he left a legacy. He said , ''I await your sentence with 
less fear than you pass it . The time will come when all will 
see what I see. 01 
Allen goes on to point out his opinion that , concern­
ing the Giordano Bruno (Philosopher) incident ; 
It is at this point that the history of man' s 
view of the heavens becomes especial ly pertinent to 
our age--and to the subject of this book. For , in 
the Church ' s  condemnation of unorthodox theories and 
discoveries , there is a foreshadowing of the conflict 
of our time between unorthodoxy and what we have come 
to call the Establishment. 
In our speculations about life beyond the Earth , 
we are still lookin<J up through a tangle of fact and 
myth , reason and superstition • • • •  Today , however , 
it is Science , not the Church , that cautions us to 
beware of erroneous doctrine. And the caution Qf 
Science is well founded. We are not so far away from 
our star-awed ancestors as we might suppose. �lar • s  
Official Astrolo�y Magazine , which cl aims a eireula• 
tion of F>O ,000 even exerts influence over the stock 
market . In comm@nting on the magazine ' s  celestial 
interpretation of the market , The Wall S treet Journal 
reported in 1963 that "star-gazing seems to hold con­
siderable appeal for many businessmen and investors 
puzzled by fluctuations in the economy and the stock 
market .  u2 
In The {\ge of Ague£ius this author, in speaking about 
the way decisions are arrived at in the pluralistic society, 
and concernin<J the effect of the ambiguity and lack of prece-
dence on the young assert s :  
The scene is often patheti c . The widespread 
1nter@st in witchcraft and astrology , �or example ,  is 
1 
2 
Ibid . , p .  7 .  
Ibid . ,  p. 8. 
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no doubt motivated in part (but not wholly) by youth' s  
sense of helplessness.  As one student told the soci­
ologist priest Andrew M. Gr•eley: "I ' d  sooner feel 
that my future was being shaped by the stars or by the 
turn of the cards , because these would represent powera 
that would be more concerned about me than either my 
draft board or the Pentagon. " Or tllOre to the point, 
perhaps , powers that can be influenced and controlled 
--if you know the right spell to cast. l 
In tl').e preceding subsections of the study, the con­
temporary post-induatrial Am•�ican society haa been diacussed 
with regard to its <:hanging c:ha.raoteristiea , the structure 
and flow of power for ao�ial control , and finally, how tbese 
f aetors of character and control combine to cause social con-
ditions of conflict and change which affect the social 
careers of the chosen representative qroups of deviant 
minorities. 
In other wcrds , so far in the study, the history of 
what the character and structure of aoeiety has been and i s ,  
and the repe.rcussiona of the social context for the master 
stereotype Qf the social heret1¢ have been noted and analyzed. 
Now before con.eideril'l9 the evidence in light of its support. 
of the hypotheses and the thesis statement , two more topic• 
need to be considered briefly. They a.rei the character and 
structure of what society should be ,  and the desi9n of a 
possible strategy for the future. 
It haa �n &Mply ehown that, although the character 
and composition of society ha• changed from rural to urban 
1william Braden,  The Age ot Aquarius : Technology and 
the CUltu;al R�\'O!uti9n ( Quadra,.gle Booka , Inc. , 1970) ,  P •  112. 
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and from homogeneous to heterogeneous .  the power etrueture of 
the American post-industrial society of today is basically 
the s ame as it was a hundred years ago ,  and it is very sim­
i l ar to the power structure of France after the French Revolu­
tion. It has the same partnership o f  the economic: institu­
tion ( the senior partner) , the political iristitution 
( dependent on t.he economic institution foE operating capital ) 
and the religious inatituti.on ( a  firm supporter of the 
"status quo " bec:auae of its inflexible adherence to the tra­
ditional values of the Protestant ethic ) .  
In effect , then, the present author maintains that 
the character and coJl)posi.tion of the society are plurl\listic 
and compi.ex aa befits the complexity of the soeial situation, 
but the structyre of the society is s till adapted to the con­
trol of a simple, homogeneous rural society. Such an anomaly 
cannot continue forever. 
In accordance with the theoretical baae of conflict 
used in conjunction with the symbolic interactionist approach , 
Hans Gerth and c. Wright Milla developed an "ideal " paradigm 
of a •oeiety whose stJ:ucture we.a "flexibl e "  or "plastic" 
enough to absorb conflict and to accommoda�• the resul tant 
soc:ial change without the threat of disruptive processes 
doing irreparable harm to th• social structure itself. 
The advantages of such a society , in terms of the 
careers of the maater stereotype under investigation here , 
are obvious. I! normal soei.al change does not pose a threat 
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to the social structure, then there is no need f·cr a scape­
goat group to provide a s afety valve to absorb the tensions 
and pressures o f  the conflict that accompanie s  social change. 
In the foregoing part �f the study the thermodynamic 
q.nalogy has been used to illus�ate the rigidity o f  the 
social system , the pressures and forces involved , and their 
subsequent effect on the groups comprising the construct of 
Devi ant type-w. However , the forces of pressure of the 
thermodynamic sy•tem enclosed as they must be by rigid s truc­
tures o f  strong steel tubing is not suitable to the <:onstru�­
tion of the equivalent of a fl�xible or pl astic structure. 
Therefore , in dealing with this design the author 
proposes to exchange thermodynamic action and steam pres sure 
for electromagnetic pressure and the flow of energy created 
by the alternate growth and collapse of electromagnetic 
"fields" as created by electromagnetic lines of force gener­
ated by the flow o'f electric current under the pressure of 
electromotive force. . I n  this analogy the size and shape of 
the field at any one time weuld be determined in the direc­
tion and amount of change in current flow. 
The function of this analogy will become clear as the 
section i s  developed. It has been shown that the structure 
of the society in wh ich a problem exists af facts the indi­
vidual actor. It is within this overstructure that the func­
tions of the social system are carried out. l:t is this 
s tructure which , to a l arge extent , determines the systems 
of patterned action-reaction sequences that determine much 
of human behavior . 
The Gerth-Mills "Ideal " Paradigm of a Truly 
Funcfional SoCial Structure Demonstrated 
in Terms of an �lect�omagnetic 
sxstems Model Analogy 
Gerth and Mills developed thei r ideal model of social 
structure from the concepts of interchange , interpenetration, 
and interaction. The model is based on man as the acting 
unit i n  the roles he plays . The role is the basic unit of 
conduct in their estimation and they see any change in a role 
as being reflected at all levels of the s tructure. As such 
the structural model is man-centered. Men play roles and 
other men react to them in terms o f  the roles played by them. 
Changes in behavior result from varying interpretations of 
meaning and changes in meaning . 
As Gerth and Mills state in their own words , "The 
organization of rol�s is important in building up a partic• 
ular social structure ; it also has psychological implica­
tions for the persons who act out the social structure . .. 1 
They go on to point out 
The mechanism by which persons thus internal­
ize roles and the attitudes o f  others is l anguage. 
Language is composed of gestures , normal ly verbal , 
which call forth similar responses in two individ­
ual s .  ·�vithout such gestures man could not i ncorpo­
rate the attitudes of others , and could not so 
1Gerth and Mil l s , Character and Social Structure , 
P •  14. 
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easily make these attitudes a condition of his own 
learning and enactment o f  roles of his own image of 
self . l 
To show the interchange and interaction, the authors 
continue : 
The roles al lowed and expected , the sel f-images 
which they entail and the consequences of these 
roles and images on the persons we are with are 
firmly embedded in a social context. Inner psycho­
logical changes and the inati�utional controls of a 
society are thus interlinked. 
Then the components of a socl al structure are : 
individuals , groups , roles and role cons tellations , and 
institutions. Social constructs that have specific func-
tions and require a formalization of cluster or constella-
tions of roles are called social institutiona. These role 
clusters and functions become formalized with tradition, and 
as a result of tradition the ind�viauala who, make up these 
institutions tend to ritualize their behavior. 
Gerth and Mills di. vided their model of the social 
structure into three parts ( shown on the next page.} the 
character structure ( involving persons ) , and t�& role , and 
then the social structure ( involving social institutions and 
s pheres of activity ) . 'rhe character structure was composed 
of the organism ( man) and his psychic s tructure ( acquired by 
soci alization in the environmen t ) .  The role is the c:o nnec-
tion between the person and the social institution and i s  the 
1 
2 
Ibid. , p. 1 2 .  
Ibid. , P •  1 3 .  
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channel through which they interact and through which change 
is wrought. 'rhe Soe1al Structure is compo$ed o f  what Gerth 
and Mills refer to as the institu Uonal orders and their 
interpenetration and interaction to form what the authors 
refer to as spheres of activity. 
,, • • • 
Gerth and Mills define institutional order as , 
institutions within a social structure which have sim-
il ar consequences and ends or which serve similar objective 
functions • •  
This composite general institutional order i s  made up 
of several types of specialized institutional orders , all of 
which interact to a greater or lesser extent. These insti-
tutional orders are : 
( l )  The political order. This is the institu­
tional order within which p01'i1er is acquired , wielded , 
distributed and the p atterns of authority and influ­
ence a�e set up. 
( 2 )  The CH:onornic order. Tnia order is composed 
of those establishments th�t are utilized by men to 
organize resources , technical facilities and labor 
for the purpose of producing and distr11"ting goods 
and services • . 
( 3 > The military order. Thi,s is the order in 
which violence is legitimatized and supervised. 
( 4 )  The kinship order. Kinship orders regulate , 
facilitate and legitimate p�ocreation and sexual 
intercourse and , in the process , supply ,  rear and 
sociali Ee children to keep the culture viable. 
( 5 )  The religious order. I.nstitutions make up 
this order that are utilized by men to facilitate , 
0�9anize and supervise the wo�ahip of a deity or 
deities at s peci fic pl aces and on specific occasions. 
l Ibid . , P• 25. 
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Then the authors point cut that these various insti­
tutional orders interpenetratte in and interact in the envi-
ronment of various •tapheres " o.f activity. 
The authors postulate: 
There are several aspects of social conduct which 
charaateri2e institutional o�ders , the most important 
being : technology, symbols , status ., and education. 
All orders may be characterized by technological 
implements , by the modes of speech and symbols peculiar 
to them, by the distribution of prestige enjoyed by 
their members , and· by the tranamlsa1on of skills and· 
values. We shall arbitrarily call these "spheres , "  in 
contradistinction to ·0orders , "  because they are , in our 
view, rarely or never autonomous as to the ends they 
serve and because any or them may be used wi�hin any 
one of the five orders. 
The authors then go on to define each "s phere 11 in 
more detail . It is not necessary to belabor those descrip-
tions in this context , however , because it is fairly evident 
from their titles , and an understanding of the symbolic 
interactionist approach, just what each "sphere" would con-
sist of in terms of role configurations for the individuals 
therein. 
The authors further point out that change in such a 
structure is ever-present. There are changes of t� type s :  
quantitative and qualitative . Tha quanti tative changes , of 
course ,  outnumber the qualitative aspects . The uneven growth 
of ins titutions in the same order will change the composition 
of that order. Change in one part of the structure has inter­
active consequences , thoug h ,  throughout the whole of the 
l Ibid. , P• 29. 
\ )_,.. . .... 
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structu�e through th• linkage of orders and spheres . 
Gerth and Mi.lls aum up their concept of such an 
interpenetrating , interdepeadent and i nte�actinq system as 
followa r 
When we try to answer quea t;ions alDout the trans­
formation of a total society , we must real ize that 
every social arqa is connec;ted , dit"et'Jtly or 1n41-
rectly, with every othe r ,  in !hart that insti tutions 
and roles are interdependent:. · 
Their concept of the structur.• of the society in terms of 
person, role and the combination cf t.he institutional norder·'" 
and "spheres"  of activity into one great interlinked and 
freely interacting whole is praiseworthy als<h However , this 
is , in the mind of the present write r ,  an ideal const.nict 
which does not yet exiat wholly a.a they see it in fact. It 
does not wholly bear out the one-way flow of power and the 
ChU-a¢teristiCS Of tn• !l\a.$S SOd.ety that ne QiSC"USSeS in the 
power structure. The System as it exists in reality 1& an 
artificial one imposed on the society. It is a rigid s truc-
ture •  a relic;: of an earlier rural t homogeneous soeiet.y of 
vertical inte.gration imposed upon a modern, c:omplex, urban, 
heterogeneous society with potential for horizontal int�ra­
tion by a power group with vested interest in keeping thifl9a 
aa they were i n  the pa.at. The few at the top haV'ft succeeded 
in formali�ing and keeping pow•r for themselves t>y impressing 
a structure from the .i:-elati vel'y sim�le homogeneous pa.at on a 
plural istic complex society with di ve.1tse , a.mbiguous and eon-
1 Ibid. , p. 403.  
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flicting value orientations . This hereditary acquisition of 
the reins of power by the upper class out of all proportion 
to their numbers in  relation to the rest of society i s  
achieved by the hysteria perpetrated by the military order 
and spread by the mass media of the exterior threat of 
des truction. The function of this artificial sys tem , forced 
upon the society , is illustrated on the next page in terms of 
a thermodynamic "pressure cookertt analogy. The function of 
the rigid system and how i t  is maintained to give solidarity 
is eXpl ained in terms of heat , pressure , expansion and an 
adaptation of the "safe�y valve" concept of Simmel. 
Gerth and Mills system which was illustrated by the 
diagram from their book on page 462 is the most .. natural " 
structure for a pluralistic society such as the contemporary 
pluralistic post-industrial American society. It is capable 
of instant change without threat to its s tructural integrity. 
Indeed , the very pluralistic nature of its composition gives 
a type of horizontal integr�ty as a result of a netwo•k of 
interconnected roles connecting one i ndi vidual to many diverse 
group s .  Thie diversity (but drawn together by role inter­
connections of many different individual s with many different 
aspects of personality) actually , then, leada to a more 
organic solidarity and cohesion on the horizontal level than 
the old rigid system did artificially wi-th "boundary mainte­
nance" and "safety-valve" institutions ( when no actual exter­
nal enemy exis ted ) composed of minority groups , to unite the 
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society and its institutions against a common threat and thus 
achieve social cohesion as described in Coser. 1 
Present-day 5 ociety wi th its industri al-military com­
plex haa an external enemy created by the mil itary in con­
junction with the ttpower elitett through the mass media that 
spreads the hysteri a of mass annihil ation. This arti ficially 
and temporarily gives respite to the uboundary maintenanee" 
and "safety valve" groups that would be suffering otherwise 
in the effort to maintain the rigidity of the present out-
moded social structure � 
This ia t:he jus tification that the writer feels aup• 
ports his contention that society is not structured as Ger�h 
and Mills saw it , yet .  HoweTer, it i s  the correct structure 
for a post-industri al , pluralistic society and serves as an 
ideal for future attainment. If the present inflexible nar­
row power base of the "power elite" that exerts its influence 
over the masses could be broken and the society were allowed 
to function as a kind of Structural Pluralism, then the 
Gerth-Mills model would be ful l y  applicable. 
Thi s , too , could be expl ained in terms of an illus­
tration based on pressure. However , this time the illustra­
tion should be baaed on electric energy-generat�d pressure 
instead o f  the heat generated pressure of the thermodynamic 
model illustrating the Military-Industrial Superstate. Elec­
tromagnetic lines of force ar• set up by the generation of an 
1coser , Functions of Social Conflict, p. 45. 
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electromagnetic field which builds up electrical pressure 
( o r ,  e lectromotive force) that flows through a conducting 
medium in accordance with the rel ative expansion or coll apse 
of a f'ield. 
As discussed previous! y , this system does not conform 
to the thermal model-analogy that can be used to depict the 
artificially-imposed rigidly-structured form that is main­
tained and forced upon the present pluralistic societv. This 
is because the thermal model requires 0vert1cal" integrity 
furnished by the strength and rigidity of the boundaries of a 
society made cohesive by formal mechanisms of social control 
( tradition , custom , 1 a.w , and authoritarian ethics ) enforced 
by the sanctions of the "power elite" through governmental 
and religious in�titutions . Of course , a dis advantage of the 
rigid social structure is like the dis advantage g iven to iron 
with the addition of carbon to make it hard@r. The extra 
strength i!! achieved at the expense O·f loss of malleability. 
High carbon steel is also brittle. The s ame characteristic 
is true of a society held tog@ther by art1fie1al means of 
achieving vertical integrity. Crisis s ituations create fault 
l i ne s .  \,.'hat Gerth and Mills proposed , on the other h and , was 
a social structural configuration that has "horizontal " 
integrity ( in fact , three-dimensional ) necessary to cope with 
conditions engendered in a pluralistic society. The configu­
ration i s  "plastic" in that form and can change continually 
with new interpretations of role in the social situation. 
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This is a new kind of strength that might be compared to the 
difference between bearings made of high-carbon steel and 
those made of nylon. The nylon bearings are superior because 
of their elasticity and "built in" l ack of friction. So it 
is that the horizontal integrity o f  the Gerth-Mills model 
adapts to the forces of a pluralistic society. 
The form of this configuration is a boundary not held 
together by the formal s anction9 of government and religious 
institutions as enforcers of social control , but by the i nt•�­
locking of the varied and diverse characteristics of the 
myriad roles of each individual pl ayed out in many social 
situations. The resu lt is a shiftin9 , plaseic, flexible 
boundary that gets its strength from an interlocking network 
of responsibilities that resist faulting rather than a brit-
tle , artificially-enforced s tructure. 
This type of model is illustrated on the following 
page and is theoretically based on the discussion by de Latil . 1 
In his book , Thinking by Machin,, Pierre de Latil developed 
concepts that apply analogously to the Gerth-Mills configura-
2 tion of society. 
"The degree of liberty of a system depends on the 
degree o f  independence that it can maintain against con-
tingency. " • • • 
1Pierre de Lati l ,  Thi nking Ba Machine : The Thought 
Behind the Thinking Machines {Cambri ge , Mass achusetts : 
Riverside Press , 1957) , p. 3 2 1 .  
2Ibid. , PP• 319- 3 2 .  
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This degree of liberty in the system and the ability 
to maintain its integrity against contingence rtfits " the con-
caption of Buckley that society is a confl ict-actuated , adap­
t! ve, "open system. "l 
Such a system has to prove its degree of l iberty by 
it3 reaction to internal and external circums tance s .  I t  may 
be thought of aa an autonomous engine which , while seeking to 
adjust its internal sub-systems to the optimum state , i s  con-
tinually exploring external contingencies . Thus the deter-
mined program ( induced today by the unilinear power flow) 
would be negated in the fiel d-actuated system by reference to 
a network of feedbacks .  
The mechanism o f  such a model can be envi saged by 
reference to living organisms. As de Latil s ays : 
All animal activity is retroactively organized and 
yet numerous nervous mechanisms can be dissected with­
out the least trace of a retroactive circuit .  It 
seems that the feedback is general ly developed in the 
external environment , outside �he living organism. 
Such a feedback is "external " and i t  is an essential 
part of sensory mechanisms . l 
In the Gerth-Mills model , society can be visualized 
as a super-organism made up of living units ( persons ) which 
interact with themselves and their envi ronment to produce 
feedback to effect change ( either in condition or structure ) . 
This concept of the action o f  the environment as an individ­
ual sensing unit ( in the case of society , the human being) is 
1 auckley , Modern Sys tems Research , PP• 490-98. 
2 De Lati l , Thinking By r-'lachine , p. 3 21 .  
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shown on the first illustration on the following page. 
As de Latil points out then, the "organization of a 
l i ving organism extends to its environment , or more exactly 
to what it perceive s . " He points out that a perceiving being 
hus as its only limit the number and quality of its senses ; 
whatever is perceived by i t  becomes part of its system. 
DeLatil offers the example of a fish maintaining its equi­
l ibrium i n  water by taking advantage of the varying currents . 
I f  a fish were to be considered i n  isolation it would be a 
nonexistent entity. DeLatil goes o n  to point out further 
that a living entity i s  i n  a state o f  continual flux and con­
tinual movement s i nce it has a unity with that o n  which i t  
acts· and which aets o n  it to form a complete whol e .  
DeLatil * s  dia9ram has other implications as wel l ,  
for instance the external environment is not to be considered 
as exerting a force on the organism as a purely external 
influence , rather as a pa.rt of itself ( and its own state) 
which it is able to sense and compensate for it. DeLatil 
comments , "Contingency is not imposed on the organism by the 
world i n  itsel f ,  but by the discontinuous spectrum of the 
senses that perceive it. " 
Activities of the organism are , most commonly ,  made 
up in such a manner as to negate contingencies in the organ­
ism ' s  intere s t .  Thus , there has to be a retroactive circuit. 
( This is the element that is missing in the rigidly-structured 
model o f  society . ) Actiens to be meaningful and ameliorative 
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must be linked in a retroactive circuit , and must involve the 
external and internal environment in the production of events 
that affect the relation of the organism to its environment 
( excepting those examples of instinctive origin ) .  
DeLatil goes on to explain his principle of react ion 
as shown by his Machina 11berata: 
1\s we have already pointed out , a retroaction is 
to be thought of as a closed chain of effects suc­
ceeding each other , and to no one of them should 
primacy be ascribed. We may not consider a scheme 
such as that illustrated i n  the following diagram 
{ next page) i n  which the organs of sensation ,  the 
nerve centres , the organs of activity and the 
related world , are interconnected by stimul i ,  by 
nerve impulses , by activities and perception and 
in which contingencies may �nfluence any of the 
effectors , but ·above all the nerve centres and the 
enviro nment. l 
A study of the most sophisticated cal cul ating machine 
takes the researcher back to the physiology of Cl aude Bernard: 
"Al l activities , no matter how varied , have only one aim; 
that of ensuring the constancy of vital conditions in the 
internal environment . 112 
With the concept of the pressures and currents gen-
erated by the expansion and contraction of electromagnetic 
( 3-dimensional combined with l i nearity in place of a strictly 
linear characteristic ) ,  it is possible to change a subsystem 
such as the one shown on the fo l lowing page so as to "empha-
size the ambivalence of the passive and active relations to 
1 
2 
Ibid. , P• 3 2 3 .  
Ibid. , P •  324_, 
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the environment. "  ( The obviou.s parallel between the plural-
istic society with its interpersonal and i ntragroup-intergroup 
rel ations and the resulting pressures for social change with 
the sensors and effectors of the electronic Machinq. .liber§.ti 
acting in the environment which generates electromotive 
pressures which effect c�anges in the internal electral rela• 
tions of the mechanism becomes even more apparent when the 
pluralistic post-industrial society is analyzed and its 
characteri stics are compared with the possibility of a 
structural -pluralist society as envisioned by Milton M. 
Gordon. ) 1 
In de Latil • s conception the passive organs that 
receive messages from their environment could be thermometers , 
photo-electric-ce l l s , microphones ,  etc. and each would have 
the function of transforming a particular essential qual ity 
of the environment into electrical qual ities or , from con-
dition to sensation. 
This sensation then causes reaction by the active 
organs. These active organs are varied al s o ;  they can be 
mechanical arms , turning whee l s , or motors or combinations 
thereof. All these organ s ,  according to de Latil face out­
ward from the body of the machine and make up what neurolo-
gists refer to as the peripheral system. ( Thus , in the 
Gerth-Mills model , they c:ompa�e to the individual , the insti-
1Charles F. Marden and Gl adys Meyer , Minoritie! in 
American Society ( New York : Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 
1968), P• 49. 
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tutional orders and fi nally the central construct of the 
"sphere s "  of act1 vity . ) 
Thus the Machina lll?!rati ( and the Gerth-Mil l s  model) 
appears as a complex of effector mechani sms , e ach ot which 
contributes its bit of information in the continuous seeking 
of an optimum systematic operating condition. In the Machina 
l iberat1 , this dynamic opt�mum condition ( moment-to-moment) 
is the work of four systems which are more or less complex 
( at different level s--up-down or periphery to center as in 
the Gerth-Mills model > =  
( 1 )  A mechanism OI'9anized in relation to the environ­
ment and reacting to the present situation. This is 
the essential mechani s m ,  for it i s  the only one pos­
sessing true organs of a.etivity or ; to use neurolog­
ical terminology , final common paths. 
( 2 ) A series of "programs " implicit in the construc­
tion which correspond to the innate instinct of 
animal s .  
( 3 )  A memory mechanism. 
( 4 )  A "reasoning" mechanism, which , based on the 
present and the p ast , tries to predict the fUture. l 
I n  comparing this with the Gerth-Mills model , it is 
found that the Gerth-Mills configuration has the following 
four systems which compare to those of de Lat.il i n  his 
description of the Mac:hina li�fata : 
( 1 )  The individual as the role-taking and pl aying 
unit re acting to the immediate environment and 
effecting change through the medium of contact 
\-Ji th the rest of society ( and the basic unit of 
social change ) the role. 
1oeLat11 ,  Thinking By Machine , P• 331 . 
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( 2 )  A series of "programs "  consisting of the insti­
tutional orders which have semi-permanent traditions 
and rituals built-ln--give stability ( dynamic } .  
( 3 )  A memory mechan1sm--th1s compares to the collator 
in the electronic machine--in society i t  is the func­
tion served by the intersection of his tory and biog­
raphy and is effected in the central part o f  the 
system , the "spheres1' of action , where all informa­
tion is ordered and effected . 
( 4 )  A "reasoning" mechanism--this to Mills was the 
function of the science of sociolo9y--as de Latil 
put it .. based on the present and the pas t ,  tries 
to predict the future . "  Mills sees the role of the 
science of sociology and its effectOG the sociologis t ,  
in a similar light. I t  i s  the scientific instrument 
that describes , interprets and predicts on the basis 
of a parti cul ar problem in its soci al setting ( his­
toric and biographic ) .  
From th& interrelations or these systems arise direc-
tives which descend to the lower level , or from the center to 
the periphery , where they react on the social {or physical ) 
enviDonment. 
From the lower level upwards , or from the periphery 
to the center, each organ attempts to establish its own 
optimum condition ( partial , temporary answer in sys�ems 
theory) and thus notifies the more sophisticated levels of 
the outcomes o f  its activity ( that is , its state of disparity 
from the optimum state ) ; in the more sophis ticated level s ,  
this disparity is coll ated with the other tensions i ndicated 
by instinct , memory, and reason ; and at that time, from the 
center toward the periphery ( or from the to p ,  down) the 
integrated outcome gives to the homeostatic ' dynamic stabil-
ity) mechanism of optimization, the posture at which optimum 
dynamic stabilization must be effected. This interconnection, 
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i nterpenetration, and interaction, i nsures that every unit of 
the system coll aborates in the pursuit of the common goal of 
continuous dynamic optimization. 
As de Latil states , and it appl ies also to the Gerth-
M i l l s  model of societal structure : 
The machine that has been described would have 
one inevitable defect; it \IK>Uld be sensitive to 
every stimulus , it would hunt ceaseless l y , without 
ever finding a state Gf equilibrium ; it wou ld s t art 
an activity , only to countermand it on finding that 
the course of action interfered with other equili­
brating ( optimizing ) activities. It would be a 
model of restless human behavior. Only elementary 
creatures achieve peaceful equilibriums ; the complex 
organism can never find i t . l . 
·,.;hat de Latil states about his Machina liberata is 
just as true of a complex pluralistic society. Relatively 
static conditions can only be achieved in homogeneous simple 
societies , or by artificial impositio n  by repressive forms 
of social control . 
Unlike a simple causal relationship ,  in which the 
effect can be controlled by the factors involved, the purpose­
ful systemic configuration is directed to constant optimiza-
tion by forces that are combinations and must be considered 
as "fields" of in£l uence rather than straight lines .  ( A  
s implified illustration appears o n  the following page . )  
In summary , then, the paral lel with tr� society of 
Gerth-Mil l s  and de Latil ' s  machine as i t  is described is 
apparent. The periphery of the sensor-effector is the s ystem 
(-r;-,,,v-: r o .,..·-1cn .... ', • • • J "444 ..i.. ,HU J. V 
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of institutional orders and their senses ( the i ndividuals ) 
that Mills and Gerth describe. 
The information from environment ( of which the mech­
anism is an integral part) coupled with i nternal changes i n  
role are transmitted a s  pressures ( social , rather than vapor 
or electrical ) to the collato r ,  ( a  manifold at the intersec­
tion of the "spheres" of symbol , technology, statu s ,  and edu­
cation. Pressures from the spheres are transmitted in inter­
action with the socio-cultural environmen t ,  and the reaction 
in this milieu i s  �icked by the individual probes ( human 
being s )  and retransmitted by role behavior to the institu­
tional orders ) .  The i n dividuals and the rol e  constell ations 
that make up the probes of the individual sensors react to 
the pressures o f  the environment which work to change the 
internal state of the specific institutions , which , in turn, 
generate pressures which are transmitted back once again 
through the coll ator (manifold) to the activity "sphere s "  
and thence again from the center to the periphery and into 
the environment to again change the overall state. �res sures 
and counterpressures alternate in an effort to maintain the 
"dynamic stability" o f  the whole system. These pressures and 
counterpressures that continually search for optimization of 
state might be conside!red as the "conflicts" of the conflict 
system which is the theoretical base from which Mills pos­
tulated his various concept s .  
I f ,  in some way, the unilinear power structure which 
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Mills covered in his concept of the "power elite" could be 
modified to react to feedback from the lower level s of soci-
ety , then the model of Gerth-Mills would be funct ional . As 
was stated before , it is the ideal model for the structural­
pluralist society ( which American society could be if it were 
not for the domination through inherited power of individuals 
of the upper class and their proteges of the economic ,  polit­
ical and military orders ) that would be fully functional if 
interaction could proceed on the basis of the concept of opti-
mization. 
The ideal social structure as conceived by Gerth-Mil l s  
also i s  compatible with Buckley • s  advanced concept of society 
as a conflict-actuated open-ended adaptable system. Earlier 
in the study Boulding • s conception of society as a "conflict 
system" was noted. 1 
Generally speaking , the conception of society as a 
system would not be challenged by most sociologists , past or 
present . It is the kind of system that it represents that 
is general ly the point of contention. 
Most political scientists and sociologists have con­
ceived of society as a "closed system. n Talcott Parsons took 
the idea a step further to allow the s ystem the flexibility of 
being sel f-correctin9 , but the rigidity of the structure was 
left unchallenged. 
Buckley describes first the closed system and then 
1 aoul ding , 20th Century, p. 1 0 3 .  
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the Parsonsian system in the following way: 
To summarize the ar9ument in overly simplied form; 
equilibria! systems are relatively closed and entropic. 
In going to equilibrium they typically lose s tructure 
and have a minimum of free energy ; they are affected 
only by external "disturbances "  and have no internal 
or endogenous sources of chanse ; their component ele­
ments are rel atively �imple and linked girectlY via 
energ¥ exchange Cra�her than information interchange) ; and s ince they are rel atively closed they have no 
feedback or other systematic self-regulating or adap­
tive capabilities . The homeostatic system ( for exam­
ple 1 the organism, apart from higher cortical function­
ingJ is open and negentropic , maintaining a moderate 
energy level within controlled limits. But for our 
purposes here , the system ' s  main characteristic is its 
functio ning to maintain the 9 i  ven structure of the 
system within preeatablished limits. It involves 
feedback loops with its environment , and possibl y 
information as well as pure energy interchanges ,  but 
these are geared principally to self-regulation ( struc­
ture maintenance) rather than adaption (change of sys­
tem structw::e ) .  The complex adaptive syabam& ( species , 
psychological and socio-cultural systems) are also open 
and negentropic. But they are open "internally., as 
well as externally in that the i nterchanges among their 
components may result i n  s ignificant changes in the 
nature of the comP9nenf• thamselvef with important 
consequences for th• syatem as a whole. • • • True 
feedback control loops make possible not only self­
regulation, but self-direction, or at least adaptation 
to a changing environment , such that the system may chaVie or el aborate its s tructure as a condition of 
sur val or viability. 
· .. 1e argue , then , that the sociocultural system i s  
fundamental ly o f the latter type , and requires for 
analys is a theoretical model or perspective built on 
the kinds of characteristics mentioned. l 
Buckley then gQes on to define his concept of system 
in more detail ( which is noted here to better s how how the 
forces acting in society tend to make it conform more closely 
to the Gerth-Mills concept of the ideal rather than to the 
artific ial , unilinear power structure which has historically 
1 auckley, Mo4ern Sys tems Research , PP• 490-9 7. 
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been impressed upon it) . The use of the Gerth-Mill s concep­
tion and the Buckley conception woul d ,  as logically supported 
by Buckley• s analysis , make a more real istic assessment of 
the ongoing social procesaes . Buckley continues , 
We define a system in general as a complex of 
elements or components directly or indirectly related 
in a causal network , such that at least some of the 
components are related to some others in a more or · 
less stabl� wayfilt any one ti me .  �he concept of the 
partial sol utio · Th• in\errel ations may .be mutual 
or unidirectional , linear , non-linear or intermittent , 
and varying in de9rees of causal efficacy or priority. 
The particular kinds 0£ more or less stable inter­
relationship• of co·mponenta that become established 
at any time constitute the particular structure of 
the system at that time. 
Thus , the complex, adaptive system as a contin­
uing entity i s  not. to be confused with the structure 
which the system may manifest at any time. Mak i ng 
this distinction allow• us to state a fundamenta.l 
principle of open, adaptive systems : Persistence or 
continuj.ty of an adapti'V8 system may �eguire, aa a 
necess ary condition, change in structure , the degree 
of change being a complex function of the internal 
state o f  the system , the state of its relevant 
enviro�nt . and the nature of the interchange between 
the two . 
Buckley then turns his attention to the criteri a 
against which social and cultural structures can be evaluated. 
He observes : 
Although the problem is difficu l t , something can 
be said about more ultimate adaptive criteria against 
which sociocultural structures can be assessed. Con­
sideration of the grand trends of evolution provide• 
clues to very general criteria. These trends point 
in the direction of ( l )  greater and g reater flexibil­
ity of structure , as error-controlled mechanisms 
( cybernetic processes of control ) replace more rigid , 
traditionalistic means of meeting problems and seeking 
goal s ;  ( 2 )  ever more refined , accurate and systematic 
mapping , decoding and e ncoding of the external 
1Ibid. , P• 493. 
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environment and the syatem • s own internal milieu ( via 
science > ,  along with greater independence from the 
physical environment ;  ( 3 )  and thereby a greater elab­
ora�ion of sel f-regulating substructures in �rder-­
not merely to res tore a given equilibrium or homeo­
static leve l--but to purposefully res tructure the 
system wi thout tearing up the lawn in the process . 
He concludes his argument for the ( conflict-actuated) 
adaptive , complex sys tem with the following words , 
and , as a reading of history suggests , virtual ly 
every formal structure extant .::an be traced at least 
in principal from its beginnings to its present 
apparently timeless state through just such a morpo-
9enic process--a process characteri stic of what we 
have called the complex adaptive system. l 
Buckley ' s  system conforma to the theoretical orienta­
tion presented in this s tudy. I n  considering society in con­
formance with his co nception, it represents a conflict-system 
in which the present is rend4'red as a "dynamic 0  order or 
temporary "configuration" rather than a "static'' condition. 
Interrel ationships ,  associations and correlations are 
described and analyzed in terms of partial s olutions , reason­
ably accurate at a particul ar point i n  the time dimension. 
Successive evaluations nruat be made to offer a stage by stage 
description of the adaptive process. 
A similar orientation is described by Coses in dif-
ferent terms in presenting a discussion of in-group conflict 
and group atrueture. Coser sees this process of continual 
change and restructuring of situations to be a part of modern 
2 society which he defines as "pluralistic. " 
l Ibid. , p .  SOS. 
2coser, Functions of Social Conflict , pp. 77-79. 
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A pluralis tic society has been described as 
The achievement of minority individuals has 
enhanced the "respectab1lity0 of minority descent. 
As large segments of the ethnic minorities have 
moved into middle-al&as occupations and become 
acculturated to middle-class norms , ethnicity , at 
least i n  the large urban mu).ti-group communities , 
becomes more and more a private matter or a symbolic 
appeal in some publ ic or political situations • • • •  
"Respectability" means , then , that at least in 
the secul ar sphe.rea of life , acculturation ,  at 
whatever class level , has taken place. It means , 
furthermore , that minority institutional patterns 
have modified and become more coherent with dominant 
norms. Yet within this frame of acculturation there 
persists , it is argue d ,  a preference for intimate 
associations with people whose cultural and/or 
rel igious and racial heritage is like one ' s  own. l:Je 
have called this mode of adaptation stabilized 
acculturation. More recently Milter M. Gordon has 
used the term structu�al plurali�m . 
Marden and Meyer then go on to quote Gordon ' s  defini­
tion of structural pluralism , a part of which appears below: 
• • • We have pointed to the considerable body of 
evidence which suggests that the ethnic varieties of 
Americans , excepting �he intellectuals , tend to remain 
within their own ethnic group d.fld social class for most 
of their intimate , primary group relationships , inter­
acting with other ethnic and class varieties of Amer­
icans largely in impersonal secondary group rel ation­
ships. The United States , we have argued , is a multiple 
melting pot in which acculturation for all groups 
beyond the first generation of immigrants , without 
eliminating all value conflict, has been massive and 
decisive , but in which structural separation on the 
bas is o f  race and religion--structural plural ism, as 
we have called it--emer9es as the dominant sociological 
condition. 2 
Coser sees this kind ot society to be " adaptable" to 
change in the way that Buckley suggests. Coser comments , 
1Marden and Meyer , Minorities , pp. 49-50. 
2 Ibid . , p .  49 . 
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Pluralistic societies ,  however . which are buil t  on 
multiple group affiliation tend to be "sewn together" 
by multiple and mul tiform conflicts between groups i n  
which the members • personalities are involved only 
segmentally. • • •  Loosely structured groups and open 
societies , by allowing conflicts , institute safeguards 
against the type of conflict which would endanger 
basic consensus and thereby minimize the danger of 
divergences touching core value s .  The interdependences 
of antagonistic groups and the crisscrossing within 
such societies of conflicts , which serve to "sew the 
social system together" by cancel ling each other out, 
thus prevint disintegration along one primary line of 
cleavag e .  
O n  the following page there appears a n  illustration 
of the difference between vertically integrated simple soci­
eties and horizontally i ntegrated complex societies. An 
analogy might be presented here between two kinds of wooden 
s t ructures . A stove-stick i n  which the grain runs in one 
direction is easily split into pieces , while a piece o.f ply-
wood , with crisscrossing interspersed layers with the grain 
running in alternate directio ns ,  is extremely difficult to 
bre ak .  
i .. long the s ame l ine s , the author continues , 
I f  we follow the clues provided by Simmel and 
Ross we come to see that the multiple group affili­
ations of individuals make for a mul tiplicity of 
confl icts crisscro s s i ng society. Such segmental 
participatio n ,  then, can result in a kind of bal­
ancing mechanis m ,  preventing deep c le avages alonq 
one axi s .  The interdependence of conflicting groups , 
and the multiplicity o f  noncumul ative conflicts pro­
vide one , though not , of course , the only check 
against basi·c: consensual breakdown in an open soci ety. 
Higid systems , such as contemporary totalitarian 
societies , may succeed , as has been suggested previ­
ously , in partly canaiizing hostile feelings through 
safety-valve inst itutions such as institutionalized 
1coser , Functions of Social Conflict , p. so. 
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anti-Semitism and zenophobia. However , their lack of 
mechanisms for readjustment co changed conditions per­
mits the accumulation of occasions for conflict and 
hence of hostilities which may eventually directly 
threaten consensual agreement. l 
Rigid systems • • •  by not permitting conflict , 
will impede adjustments and so maximize the daruJ•r 
of catastrophic breakdown. 2 
The present author would agree with · Buckley and Gerth-
Mills about what the ideal social structure would be like , and 
further with Marden and Meyer and Gordon that the American 
society exhibits characteristics of a pluralistic society.3  
However , when Coser4 states that the structure of American 
society is , in accordance with its pluralistic character , 
flexible and adaptable to change , he tends to exaggerate. In 
actuality , as c. Wright Mills has pointed out , and as was de-
veloped in the previous discussion of American power struc-
ture, the American society does .!!2.E. have a flexible structure. 
The power structure of American society has been shown to be 
much the same for over a century and it more closely resembles 
the totalitarian model that Coser points out in the quote 
above than it does the Gerth-Mills or the Buckley conception. 
What is really the case is that American society has 
two aspects : character and structure. The character of 
1Ibid . , PP• 78-79. 
2 Ibid. , P• 1 28.  
3aoth Buckley and Mills are indebted to Karl Marx for 
the seminal idea of what an ideal social structure is like. 
4coser , Functions of Social Conflict , PP• 76-81 . 
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ABlerican post-industrial society is that of a pluralistic 
society while the structure is adapted to the American soci­
ety of the early eighteenth century: a rural , simple homo­
geneous society devoted to the Protestant ethic. The char­
acter of the .American society has changed radically with 
emergent values challenging the long-established traditional 
values of the Protestant ethic. However, as yet , the power 
structure ( the economic ,  political and military institutions , 
supported by the "domestic" ins titutions of the church and 
school ) have supported the traditional values and have made 
only minimal changes . ( I t  has been shown in the text that 
this is the basic. reason for the unrest of American youth-­
the inconsistency between the traditional values espoused 
and en.forced by the power structure and the social situation 
in reality. ) 
However, in the next section ,. a strategy for change 
is presented which would alter the NATURE OF power structure 
( without any change in the fundamental dominance by the eco­
nomic i nstitution) so that instead of being impressed on 
( artificially) the body social , it would become incorporated 
within with an i nstitutionalized change agent to change its 
function from one of external , impressed control to one of 
internal , integrated guidance. 
It has been brought out that American society is a 
complex, heterogeneous , urban post-industrial soci•�Y that 
is still operati ng on the traditions and rituals that were 
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designed for a homogeneous , simple rural society and coupled 
with an ethic , and an ideology , des igned for the laissez 
faire capitalism of the early Industrial Revolution. As such , 
it presents a parallel with mounting the engine from a jet 
fighter on a S pad. The high-powered technology is imprisoned 
in an unstreamlined, aging and brittl e framework . What is 
needed is not rigidity o f  form , ( for compression and shear) 
at all costs , but tensile strength coupled with flexibility 
and plasticity of form. It is not rigid, compartmentalized, 
vertical integration that is needed ,  but a plastic, inter­
l aced horizontal , integration of pluralistic groups. 
The stru�ture of the present day American society 
might be likened to the exoskeleton of a crayfish or a crab 
that holds the growing organism ( the body social with 
pluralistic character and a mature technology) imprisoned 
within its limits. In such a situa�io n ,  the only way that 
change can occur is for this confining structure to b�eak 
away. What would be more desirable would be a situation 
more comparable to that of the jellyfish in which the con­
taining structure is flexible or plastic and stretches and 
changes shape with the si tuation in the organism , in the 
environment , and in the rel ation between the two . New emer­
gent values must be as sociated with technological advancement. 
Instead of only efficiency and expediency , the goals could be 
converted into a search for knowledge and understanding. I n  
this way , efficiency could still be maintained , bu t ,  at the 
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same time , man' s humanity could be enhanced rather than being 
depersonalized into a marketable commodity. 
In the area of ethics , a change is indicated from the 
rigid authoritarian ( absolute) Protestant ethic to a humani­
tarian ( rel ative } ethic ( such as that described by �ric Fromm 
in his book , Man for Himse l f ) . This change could overcome 
the dis advantage o f  trying to fit a changing , evol ving , un­
certain reality to the revealed concept of an absolute , 
unchanging , universe . 
Thia brings the discussion to the confrontation of 
the Christian religion and sc:i.ence. This dilemma could be 
resolved by converting the Christian religion of the early 
Church fathers ( who were both fanatical and intolerant) into 
a true Chris tianity based on the teac hings of Christ who 
taught both tolerance and adaptability. With the rigidity 
taken out , the negativism of guilt neutralized , and the 
emphasis on love of humanity despite its weaknesses , rather 
than an emphasis on the expiation of personal sin, Christian­
ity coul d become a truly humanitarian religion. It could 
become a vehicle for human expres sion rather than a formal 
institution for control and oppres sion . 
In the bargai n ,  optimism could he substituted for 
pess imism and , that way ,  the doubts originated by the scien­
tific community could be resol ved without threatening the 
whole structure of society. Man could once more become a 
part of Nature , living 1n harmony with it ( i n  the larger 
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sense) instead of engaging it as an enemy to be overcome. 
The above views of conditions of a viable culture o:f 
the :future .. fit" what might be termed a structural pl ural ism 
whose unity lies in interlocking diversities. This type of 
"dynamic stab1lity91 has bean bast described by Gerth and 
Mil l s '  concept of "spheres " just explained in the foregoing 
discussio n ,  and al l of the se views , to o ,  are in conj unction 
of the trend toward more tolerance of devi ance in individuals 
and groups as a result of the Civil Rights movements ,  and the 
various spin-off movements . As Salarin has pointed out, the 
United States has entered a time when it is not fashionable 
to be prejudiced. 
Also with "the hori zontal integration of true plural­
ism the need for a "scapegoat " group or a "s afety valve" 
would no longer be applicabl.e. The trend i s  moving toward 
more ambiguity and diversity within a general unity. 
I n  the eoregoing d1scuss1on ,  desirable and necessary 
changes in the social structure were noted and discussed in 
conformance with an analysis of th.e Gerth-Mills ideal para­
digm for a society that is responsive to the changes germi­
nated in interpersonal and inte.rgroup interaction in accor­
dance with the principles of the symbolic interactionist 
approach which were discussed in the theory section of this 
study . 
The author is cognizant of the fact that such changes 
in the social structure , although within the realm o f  possi-
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bility , are not probable. A power strueture that is so mono­
lithic , and so well organized, and which has endured for over 
one hundred years is not likely to be overturned in a short 
time. 
There i s , however, the possibi l ity of changing the 
way i n  which the power structu.zre functions , which would ul 1:1-
mately result i n  a society which YtOuld function much like the 
system denoted in the e lectromagnetic analogy. 
In the fo l lowing subsection , a strategy for the 
future is outlined which would have the effect o f  ameliora­
ting the social s ituation for the minorities composing the 
master stereotype , Deviant type-w. 
The assumption is  made i n  designing s ueh a strategy 
that the improvement of society • s  reaction to deviant minor­
ities would ,  in turn , indicate a lessening of the effect of 
conflict and crisis in society and that this accomplishment 
of change together with the avoidance of the effects o f  con­
flict and crisis , is more beneficial to the society as a 
whole than change spawned in the midst of "undefined social 
situations . "  
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A stra\egy for.t.!J! Achi•veme.nt, o� Soci�l Change in Post•IildUstrlai Soclety by 
Means of the Neutralization a,nd 
Diversion of ,Confl,i.�t {Crisis Avoidance) 
The fundamental concept of this strategy is that in a 
society controlled by such a monolithic power structure , 
crisis avoi dance must involve s ocial change ini tiaeed at the 
top. 
After s pendi119 so much time discus sin9 the "status 
quo " and pointi ng out repeatedly the rigidity of the social 
structure , it may seem to the reader to be at least contra-
dictory , i f  not naive , to suggest that there i s  a possibility 
that the power system itsel f  would even C'O nsider a policy of 
innovation. 
The facts indicate , though , that this i s  not the 
case. The three institutions that are most important in the 
power structure of American society, the economic ins titu­
tion , the military institui:ion• and the political ins titution , 
are already fellowing a pol icy o f  pl anned innovation. 
The system being referred to here is what is com only 
termed Research and Development , and millions of dol l ars have 
been s pent in this area to date. Dickson in his book, Think 
Tanks , observes t 
Another factor that h as always fed growth of 
R&D is the simple one that progres s  demands i t .  If 
one wants a new mi ssile , mumps vaccine or mousetrap , 
the road to it is R&D. Moreover , the theme of 
progress does not require that a specific go al be 
es tabl ished before research is funded. Basic research 
is often called " seed money" because even though it i s  
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geared to no specific result new knowledge and tech­
niques will probably germinate from it later to solve 
new problems or bring about new advances. I 
In discussing his subject , thi'nk tanks , the author 
above makes a point that i s  very applicable to the argument 
presented above. He shows that all research and development 
is not directed just at tehnological advances. Dickson 
rnaintains i 
The crucial determinant is its role. The primary 
function of a think tank as the term is used here is 
neither traditional basic research , applied research , 
or development--although all three are commonly per­
formed in think tanks-but t-o act as a bridge between 
knowledge and power and between science , technology 
and policy-making in areas of broad interest. • • • 
• • • A currently popular term for this role is 
"policy research" or research that produces ideas , 
analysis , and al tern a ti ves relevant to people who make 
policy. It contrasts to traditional science and R&D , 
which normally produee scientific knowledge for other 
scientists and researchers . 2 
It is at this area of policy research that this dis­
cussion is particularly directed. In its capacity as an 
agenc::y commissioned to find new and advantageous issues for 
policy change , the "think tank" becomes an "institutionalized 
change agent" whose raison d • etre is innovation. 
Another point that must be made here is that these 
groups of people are compoa•d of experts from many disci­
plines , including sociology. For years academic sociologists 
in America have had the ear of the power st�ucture , but they 
1 Paul Dickson, Think Tanlsa {New York : Atheneum 
Press , 1971 ) ,  p .  1 2 .  
2 Ibid. , p .  28 . 
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have customarily been employed as eJq>erts in "social engi-
neeringtt in a problem-solving capacity. In other words , a 
specific problem situation existed and the sociologist was 
charged with finding the most desirable solution to the situ­
ation from the point of view of his employer. Making a j udg­
ment on this , people such as Alvin Gouldner1 feel that such 
'•social engineering" experts who claim to be sociologists are 
prostituting their science. 
Gouldner is even more concerned with what sociolo-
gists have been doing on the policy level. At this level , 
American Academic Sociology has acted more as propagandists 
for the social-Darwinist ideology and apologists for the 
Protestant ethic. 
Nevertheless , the precedent has alre ady been set for 
the study of society , with the intent to innovate , in policy-
making are a s .  As Dickson points out , such groups have been 
formed and are operating as insitutionalized change agents at 
the policy level. Dickson comments , 
The Inter-American Social Development Institute: 
Authorized by Congress in late 1969 , this outfit will 
exist as a semiautonomous corporation of the State 
Department. It will act as a special center to 
encourage development o f  democratic institutions in 
South America. It is charged with the job of under­
taking broad research and plann1r¥J work in South 
American Affaire. 
An East-West Think Tan>c: Soviet and American 
representatives have been holding discussions on the 
establishment o f  a large , internationally staffed 
think tank to study the common problems of indus­
trialized societies . The nucleus of the group would 
1Gouldner , Coming Crisis. 
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be about 400 professionals who would concentrate on 
such universal problems as pollution, housing , edu­
cation, and mass transportation . l 
Before continuing the discussion of the strategy for 
chan9e through crisis avoida.nce, it Ls necessary to consider 
one other specific type of "think tank" situation. This con-
cerns a group of people referred to as futurists. These 
individuals are interested i n  the art of prediction. They 
use a number of techniques but there are two goals. One 
goal is to determine the "most probable future , "  and the 
other is to establish a future goal and then construct the 
most efficient scenario C a  term develop�d by Herman Kahn at 
the Rand Corporation--it signifies the construction of 
alternate scripts of future action and choosing either the 
best or the most "surprise free " ) .  The second goal stated 
also enables the initiator of the research , by knowing the 
situation thoroughly , to gain an element of control. In 
the short rang e ,  the most common way to predict the future is 
through a "surprise .fre e "  trend analysi s .  Trends are estab­
lished and then are extended into the near future Con the 
basis that sudden change is rare ) , after taking note of any 
unusual events that might happen, and pl anning future action 
on the basis o f  the trend projection. 
All of these techniques can be used by a commissioned 
change agent ( in the form of research and development or 
think tanks ) to convince his employer that it is in hia own 
1oickso n ,  Think Tanks , p. 3 3 .  
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sel f-interest to introduce social change at the policy level . 
What must be done i s  to convince the economic insti­
tution entrepreneur that , i n  the long run, changing with 
social conditions can be more contribu tive to gaining effi­
ciency in operation than seeking efficiency through main­
taining and stabiliz ing the artificial channels of the 
bureaucratic e trueture in resistance to the currents of 
change in society. 
As a mat�er of fact , an appeal ean be made to the 
hardheaded economic entrepreneur , on the basis of the fact 
that a tremendous vo lume of technological changes (with which 
the economic and political institutions do not quarrel ) are 
going to have wides pread soeial consequences in terms of 
contradictions of existing traditional values . This brings 
about confl ict , both psychological in the case of the indi­
vidual a nd societal in the cultural context . Conflict is 
detrimental to the goal o f  effici ency , therefore it woul d  be 
wise to solve such probl ems in the s ame way as other manage­
ment problems are solved , by pl anning ahead for change. In 
this way, the transition from one developmental stage to 
another can be made as smooth as possible . 
If such a program of innovation were outlined by 
the sociologist ( after clearly demons trating the economic 
advantages of s uch a social engi neering project) it could be 
sold to the influential economic entrepreneurs on the basis 
of the two concepts they hold most sacred , efficiency and 
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expediency. It would then be in their own self-interest to 
become change advocate s .  (This selling job i s  exactly the 
same as that which was required to bring such fringe benefits 
as employee insurance and profit-sharing pl ans to the workers 
in industry. ) 
The pressures contributed by those groups not assert­
ing themselves for civil rights could augment the arguments 
of the sociolo9ical ch ange agents. 
I t  has been pointed o�t that the co ncept o f  a capital­
istic system has changed in the pas t ,  all the way from the 
"market in breadth" which was furni shed by a production econ­
omy designed for exch.ange of manufactures for the raw mater­
ials of a colonial system of empiricism , to the super­
consumption 11market in depth u economy geared to mass consump­
tion and "pl anned obsolescence. "  I f  capitalism has changed 
with the conditions and events of the past in order to main­
tain the control of the soci ety i n  the hands of the economic 
institution, there is no reason to believe that , with the 
resources for research that a.re avail able today , the insti­
tution will not continue t:o change in its own self-interest. 
It can be pointed out that it is better to know 
points o f  conflict i n  the society, and direction in which th-e 
pressures for change are mounting. I f  such information is 
availabl e , the initi ati ve can be seized to direct and guide 
i n  such a manner as to realize advantage from 1 t .  I t  is 
better to direct and guide the change process to practice the 
sos 
diversion or dissipation of social conflict , in what might be 
called e. "conflict avoidance strategy" which allows "business 
as usual " in a dynamic undefined situatio n ,  than it is to 
meet social conflict head on in an inflexible posture to use 
social control to "keep the lid on. " I n  fact , this has been 
the very function of the "safety valve " institutions of the 
past; through the absorption ot displ aced aggression, these 
groups have relieved the pressure on the soc:iety , and have 
allowed the rigid inflexible social structure to survive. 
The existence of these scapegoat groups which have 
allowed the s afety valve mechanism to work in the past are an 
il logical strategy in a plurali�tic post-industrial society 
like th at of the United States today. Such a technique can 
only be detrimental to the development of the society as a 
whole. 
If the strategy for change , which involves the insti­
tutionalized change aqent at bhe policy level , will ultimately 
result in a change in the power structure. I t  would no 
longer he monolithic: and wholly unid.ire��ional but would be 
influenced by "f'eedbac:k" from the social consequences of its 
policies. The basic change would involve a ahange from rigid 
control ( which is a quantitative function) to that of direc­
tion and guidance ( which is a qualitative function) . 
Thus the final result would be a kind of "plastic" 
social order such as been deseribed in the Gerth-Milla 
paradigm. 
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In placi n9 the power structure in its new configura­
tion i n  the context o f  the Gerth-Mills paradigm as it has 
been interpreted in this stu�y tthrough the use of an elec:tro­
ma�netic pressure field sys tems analogy , the power structure 
would function as the "manifold0 or ·�collator" ( ahown in the 
center of the master diagram on page 48 1 ) --still maintaining 
the power within the economic institution. 
The present writer realizes that such changes would 
not be wrough t  in the short term due to the influence of 
hi storical precedent and misplaced fears on the part of ves­
ted interests in  the structure as it functions presently. 
Nevertheless , the change agent has been institution­
alized in the economic , political , and military institutions 
in the guise of research and development. Furthe r ,  the 
change emphasis from pure technological innovation to th at of 
policy innovation is underway. In light Of such evidence , 
there i s  some support for optimism for the future of the 
strategy for change outlined i n  the previous discussion. 
I n  this section of the study, first of all the char­
acteri stics of American post-industrial society were investi­
gated; secondly , the social s tructure of contemporary society 
was outline d ,  and its function of contro l analyzed; thirdly, 
the conditions and events that resulted from the interaction 
of character and structure were related in terms o f  their 
significance for the representative deviant minori ties under 
study; then, the social structure as it is was then compared 
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with what it should be to conform its pluralistic character 
in terms of the Gerth-M1lls paradigm and con£lict theory ; and • 
finally , a strategy for the accomplishment of change by the 
technique of "conflict avoidance. "  
In the subsection that follows , the significance of 
the period of history since the advent of the post-industrial 
society and the Era of Cybernetic Revolution ( both of which 
beqan around the year 195 5 ) • will be summarized in terms of 
its significance for the career of the master stereotype of 
the social heretic. 
The Significance of Recent Social History 
for Deviant Type-W as a Generalized 
Master Ster90type Of OeViance 
The continuation of the French problem in Indochina 
by the Americans in the late 1 9 50 ' s  further added to the dis­
illusionment and neo-isol ationist feeling as people became 
convinced that a military victory was not possible. Mean­
while , more men and equipment continued to be sacrificed in 
an undeclared war , in support of a non-democratic government . 
and carried on in an environment frequently involving the 
open hostility of the inhabitants. 
At this point in the historical recapitulation of the 
ideas , events t and trends that had meaning for the care•r of 
Deviant type-w , some mention must be made of the influence of 
the mass communications media. The use of communications 
satellites and television crews , photographers and foreign 
correspondents initiated the "Dial a wa.r" concept. It is 
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impossible to gauge the full effect that this coverage has 
had on world opinion ,  especially on that of the underdeveloped 
nations . The obvious s lanting of the material in the struggle 
of mere men a gainst monstrous machines of war is bound to 
raise sympathy for the people ' s  revolution. The open pictures 
of cruelty, hostility, g�aft , corruption and the l ack of 
appreciation for the s acrifices of the young Americans 
involved has had an inc.r:easing negative effect on the Amer­
ican public , too. Frequently military fiascos , such as the 
Tet offensive of 1969-70 , were converted into psychological 
victories for the people ' s  revolutionaries through the facil­
ities of the mass media. 
The result of all this was a continually deepening 
spiral of disillusionment of the American publi c ,  particularly 
the young sector. The older 9eneration resisted talk against 
the war as the nationalistic ideology was still strong as a 
resul t of their socialization during the period from the 
first World War to the second World War but , as time went by, 
even the older generation came to view the war as a waste of 
human and natural resources in the support o f  a policy that 
was unpopular throughout the world. The war now appeared to 
be folly of the worst sortz economically, socially and in 
terms of humanity itself. To the ordi nary man, who lives at 
the emotional level , the polioy decisions at the highest 
levels , made on the basis of game theory had little meaning. 
Meanwhile , the young people who were anti-war and 
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could see no reason to sacrifice their l ives in a country 
that did not want their presence , were joined by another 
group that felt that their s acri�ices were greatly out of 
proportion to their numbers and the rewards offered them by 
society: the Blacks. 
As the fifties wore on into the decade of the s ixties 
these Blacks who had felt the oppressive pressures of a white 
oversociety which had only been l i fted briefly during the 
World War II era ,  felt the pressure o f  the prohibitions of 
the system closing down on them again. Spontaneously , with­
out any coherent s trategic design, the movement for civil 
rights was initiated. The precipitating incident was pro­
duced i n  1954 by the refusal of a tire d ,  disgusted Bl ack 
woman, Rosa P arks , to give her seat on a bus to a white man. 
This i ncident resulted in the �s boycott in Montgomery , Ala­
bama that sparked the freedom rides , sit-ins , march�s and 
nonviolent protest that in turn resulted in the establishment 
of civil rights legislation. This led to the death of Jim 
Crow in the South , but -9!_ facto discrimination and segrega­
tion co ntinued in more subtle ways . 
The Civil Rights movement combined with the Vietnam 
War to catch the imagination of the youth of the nation. 
These young were now directly involved. In addition to these 
two groups , numbers of young churchmen of the establ ished 
religions came to the realization that if organized religion 
was to remain a viable force in American society, then they 
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would have to move for human right s .  Up until this point , 
the record of the Chris t i an religion i n  the area of civil 
rights had been negligible and , in fact , it had been used as 
an instrument o f  oppres sion by the State . in terms of the 
Negro population. The Church , as noted earlier , has always 
been a conservative supporter of the establi shment f and has a 
history of intolerance even between its own various forms. 
The i nformal ooali tion of the forces o f  youth , the 
Blacks and younger churchmen ,  became agents of social change. 
Their action s ,  of course , provoked a reaction from the con­
servative "law and ordern segment of society, but the mass 
communications media and the fact that nonviolent actions was 
countered by overreaction and unnecess ary force swung more 
support toward the civil right movements than toward the 
reactionary forces of law and order. The result was favor­
able legis l ation and court decisions for civil rights . 
Although strides were made in terms of legisl ation 
and court decision, � f aet.o segregation and di scrimination 
still persiste.d and seemed to be growing in some are as .  This 
resulted in some Bl acks and young white liberals becoming 
disenehanted with nonviolence and the formation of more rad­
ical groups , particul arly among the Bl acks . Examples of this 
are the Bl ack Panthers and the Bl ack Muslims who are separat­
ist i n  ideology and violen� in terms of policy. This led to 
violent confrontation and riots . What the State referz:ed to 
as illegal "violence'' was countered with their legal form of 
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violence which they termed "necess ary force. "  General ly , 
however, the results of these violent interludes have not 
been satisfactory either to the dominant group or the minor­
ities . However , the minorities have gained ground as they 
have forced the agencies of the S tate to adopt a posture of 
negotiation rather than oppression. This is a real gain in 
terms of equality. The minorities realize that they could 
not win in a showdown of force , and the majority group and 
its enforcement agencies realize that their victory in force 
would really be a psychological and social defeat both i n  
terms of the American Society and i n  the opinion o f  the peo­
ples of the world. 
There have been, then , significant gains made for 
civil and human rights ( i n  other words , human rights over 
property rights ) ,  but the ideas of the profit motive , the 
right to private property over all else , and the tenets of 
the Protestant ethic still remain i n  force. 
The forefront o f  t he s truggle for human rights is now 
centered on the poor. There is a new concern with these peo­
ple as a group. Any meaningful gain for them must confront 
the teachings of the P rotestant ethic which have to do with 
the myth of connected poverty and sin. Now, fOr the first 
time , in history , there appears to be a possibility of a 
viable coalition for the acquisition of power by the tradi­
tionally powerless segments of society; the Young , the Bl ack , 
and the Poor. 
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The situation in the contemporary v-.orl d ,  then, is 
contingent on many factors. The developing of a pluralistic 
urban society is increasing the tol·erance of eccentricity to 
the point where in  the secondary relationships involved , wide 
aberrations by individuals from conformity in behavioral 
terms , do not bring censure or punishment. Social conflict 
has also become � part of the pluralistic society , and it has 
been suggested that this very conflict serves as a means of 
bindin;J such a heterogeneous mass together. 
Technology has become today an autonomous pattern of 
ends , functions , authorities , and alleqianeee ; and , as such , 
it has become a social institution in itself. It is devoted 
to the rational control of man , space , and matter. 
Social institutions a.re complexes of functions , 
authorities , and values , and apart from their i nteraction 
with other ·1nstitutions--competitive and conflicting inter­
action--there is no reason to suppose that significant chafl9• 
1 in any one o f them takes place. 
Institutionalized technology creates new possibili-
ties of action and in so doing creates many possible con-
fliets with older patterns of behavior , and thereby with 
associated values. 2 Most importantly as Nisbet argues , the 
values and ideas of technology undermine other values by 
1
Robert Nisbet in Technolog!cal Threat , ed. by 
Douglas , P• 4 3 .  
2oougl as , Technological Threat , p .  38 . 
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leading the members o f  society to take an i ncreas ingly 
abstract and generalized view of evaluations . 
Now , due to the influence of youth , the pressure of 
world opinion, legislative action , and the action programs of 
the black community and its leaders , the Negro seems to be 
making real progress in his social revolution to break down 
the caste barriers and win acceptance as a full-fledged mem­
ber of American society. 
There are many indications of changes taking place in 
the thinking of American society due to the impact of knowl­
edge , technology and the drive for more humanistic value s .  
The social structure under the influence o f  the technolog­
ical institution ( as previously described) becomes more and 
more complex. This is moving in the opposite direction from 
the type of society that can utilize "scapegoats," "s afety 
valve0 groups and the displacement of conflict. The need for 
safety valves increases with rigidity of the social structure . 
In such a social s ituation ,  s afety valves provide substitute 
objects for the dlspLacement of hostility. The conflict it­
self is channeled away from the original unsatisfactory 
relationship i nto one which the actor' s goal is no longer the 
attainment of speci�ic results but the release of tension. 1 
This is not to say that conflict and tension does not 
exist in the technological post-industrial society , but the 
individual ' s  roles are so numerous and specific that conflict 
1coser , Functions of Social Conflict, p .  1 5 6 .  
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muat be directed toward successive ends that are realistic 
even if they may be temporary. Needless to s ay ,  life is not 
as easy i n  such a social situation as it is i n  a rigidly 
structured situation because , a$ has already been pointed out , 
the individual has great difficulty i n  visualizing the larger 
picture of the meaning of life and his relation to the l arger 
collective or even the understanding of the meaning Of the 
myriad numbers Of symbol s .  
Pluralistic society, as waa aeen earl ier, is an 
abstract society , detached from human experience. The indi­
vidual i n  this society has to change the social roles of 
autonomous sectors continuousl y ,  which inhibits an emotional 
identification with his institutional envi ronment. This 
society , in additio n ,  requires an impersonal bureaucratic 
attitude , which will ,  of course , cause an increase i n  the 
distance between the individual and modern societal struc-
ture s .  Man mua t learn the rules of the game , but the rules 
keep changing. 
According to Drucker i 
No wonder that the l ayman is con�us•d • bewildered 
and sullen. We hear a great deal today about the 
anti-intel l ectual public. But what else can the 
public be if i t  cannot understand? Yet to understand , 
it would need the unifying geneyal concepts whieh the 
experts themselves do not have. 
Christianity, especially in its Puritan versions , 
science, and Darwinism combined with elemental animal 
1orucker , Ltndmar!• of Tomorrow, P• 13. 
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passions to produce a civilization whose most striking ele-
ments were l arge-scale production and consumption of material 
goods , alienation from and war against nature , repression of 
the instincts for play or contemplation or their sublimation 
into competitive channels , and , above all , competition and 
war. l 
All this has resulted in the rise to the position of 
an institution in western society of technology. 'l'he techno­
logical institution has reached a stage of maturity and its 
values are production, efficiency , and expediency. Those 
students of the future in "think tanks " such as Rand assume 
that technolo9ical Ch ange will continue to play an important 
role in molding future culture-•or is already doing so. 
They make technology more a necessary , than a sufficient � 
condition for changes .  They perceive by tending to base 
their cultural prophecies on straightforward extrapolations 
of current trends . 
The institutionalization· of reason is facing a more 
difficult future than the technological institution. Reason 
has been the basis for Western society since the time of 
Descartes. However, the fragmentation and differentiation of 
modern society has led to opposing ideas o f  the institution­
alization of reason. The liberal tradition located reason in 
the individual mind , in the citizen. A variant of this 
1victor c. Ferkis s ,  Technolo�ical Man: The MXth and 
the Reality (New York: George Braz! ler, I nc: . , 1969), p .  S4. 
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doctrine pl aced it in groups of citizens , giving it a plural ­
istic liberalism. 
In either case , reason born by i ndividuals or groups 
could determine the shape of the policy as a vector of their 
negotiations . There was , in other words , no social reason. 
Conservatism envisaged conflicts as un-nagotiable ,  as irrec-
oncilable. Reason consisted , therefore, in the insight into 
the essential acationali ty of politics : �ieber '  s doctrine , in 
this res pect , has been depicted as leading to authoritarian-
! ism. Reason, briefly, could be imposed upon society--but 
never could emerge from i t .  
With the ambiguity, diversity , contra.dictions , 
dilemmas and the conflict of values that daily occur i n  the 
pluralistic Western society , reason no longer packs the force 
it once did as a method for solving problems . �.ore and more 
frequently there has been a trend to appeal to the non-
rational revealed power o f  the supernatural to solve the 
nebulous problems facing the ordinary man. 
Anyone over forty lives in a different world from 
that in which he came to manhood , lives as i f  he had emi-
grated , fully grown , to a new and s trange country. For three 
hundred years , from the middle o f  the seventeenth century o n ,  
the �-Jest lived i n  the Modern Age ; and during the last century 
this modern West became the norm of philosophy and politics , 
York s 
1Norman Birnbaun, Towvd J Cl'i\ical Sociology (New Oxford University Pre•s , ! 11), PP •  �!, 43l. 
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society , science and economy a l l  over the globe--became the 
first truly universal world order. Today it is no longer a 
livi ng reality--but the new world ,  though real , if not indeed 
obvious to us , i s not yet established. 
As Drucker says , 
We thus live i n  an age of transition, an age of over­
l ap ,  in which the old "modern" of yesterday no longer 
acts effectively but still provides means of expres­
sion , standards of expectations and tools of ordering , 
while the new, the "post-modern , "  still l acks defini­
tion, expression and tools but effectively controls 
our actions and their impact. I 
Braden puts it another way: 
Now, unfortunately we ' ve had a phase shift. And 
that ' s  our trouble. Our society no longer answers the 
questions , automatical l y ,  that need to be answered. 
And it leaves ambiguous the areas that a young person 
can most profitably. Therefore he i s  uncomfortable . 2  
The world we now live in wi th its particular q�alities 
of speed , mobi l i ty , rapidity of change and communication has 
no historical precedent as a cultural context . 3 A constream 
of moving , fleeting images o f  the world is presented for the 
indivi dual ' s  daily appra.isal . Through these means he extends 
himself physically telescoping time , moving through history, 
spanning the world through unprecedented visual and aural 
means of experience. 
George 
�ithin this process is the diverse plurality of 
1orucker, Landmarks of Tomorro w ,  p. xii. 
2sraden, 1\ge o f  Aquarius , p .  3 3 .  
3John Mc:Hal e ,  The Future of f.• Future 
Brazill e r ,  Inc . , 1969) , p .  29 . 
(New York: 
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messages , symbol s ,  products , entertair.ment , and attitudes 
conveyed typically through the network of global communica­
tions including within its scope the many physical artifacts 
designed and produced for world consumptio n ,  which comprise 
our contemporary environment. 
Such dominant views as Christi anity, orthodox Marxism 
and classical l iberalism have clearly failed to provide a 
rutionale for dealing ��th the existential revolution, and 
they may simply be replaced , not by a new philosophy , but by 
a variety of conf licting value systems determined by indi-
vidual histories , whims and tastes. In f act , the lack of a 
common value system in the dealining period of bourgeois 
civilization appears to be part of the problem. Zijderveld 
sums it up this way= 
Modern man ' s life lies between relatively auton­
omous and institutionally isol ated sectors. In addi­
tion, the bureaucratic attitude is required of him: 
he must be rational and efficient if he is going to 
keep up with the pace of modern society. His socio­
cultural envirorunent , being abstract , i s  not able to 
provide him with meani� , reality and freedom. The 
definitions of his world are not in harmony. Said 
w. I .  Thomas : "There e.re rival defi nitions of the 
situ a ti on, and none of them is binding . 111 
Zijderveld comments further about the reasons he 
feels are responsible for the conditions just discussed: 
The God of the Old Testament became the God of 
Christianity and underwent many essential changes .  
Nevertheless , throughout the history o f  the Western 
worl d ,  the one essential feature of J.ahweh has always 
tural 
Inc . , 
1
Anton c. Zijderveld , The Abs tract Society: A Cul­
AnalTsis of Our Time ( New York: Doub
leday and Company , 
1971 , P• 158. . 
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been retaine d i  God was the exterior point o f  gravity 
for man. Through his God , "estern man was enabled to 
keep his social ambiguity i n  bal ance--that i s , until 
he murdered his ...-;od .  
Nietzsche tells us the story of the madman who 
announces the death of God to an amused audience. Man 
has murdered his God , but he seems not to realize what 
the co nsequences of his deed are. The madman cries 
out that man has lost his stability and sanity after 
he killed his God. We have disconnected the earth 
from the sun ,  he says. And now we fall , fall eternall y ,  
into al l directions , backward , sideward ,  and forward. 
There i s  no above and below any more . We roam around 
as through an everlasting nothingnes s .  Empty space i s  
gazing at us . l 
So it is  that the analysis of the co ntemporary world 
in its connection to t�e historical traditions o f  the past 
comes to an end. Noted are the crisis of the human identity 
in the midst of ambiguity , diversity , and conflict of values ; 
the institutionalization o f  the power o f  reason and rules , 
and subsequent exposure to doubt ; the establishment o f  the 
economic institution of capitalism ( accompanied with the 
ideals of imperialism and the sanctity of private property) 
supported by the Protestant ethic ; the molding of the P rot­
estant ethic with the scientific method i n  adapting the bio-
logical evolutionary ideas of Darwin to a new framework of 
progress and perfectability that came to be known as , what is 
now the obsolete but still functioning ideology of social-
Darwinism ; the use of the coercive powers of the State , sup-
ported by the Protestant establishment , to persecute minor-
ities through differential treatment and outright oppression 
( i n  conformance with the ideas o f  Dahrendorf, Simmel , and 
1 Ibid. , P •  1 7 3 .  
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Coser) ( conflict theory) to shore up the antiquated rigid 
societal structure of the bureaucratic post-industrial state 
still based on the concepts of a homogeneous ( Gemeinschaft ) 
society when conflict and evolution had developed a complex, 
heterogeneous ( Gesellschaft) urban society; and finally, the 
institutionalization of a mature technology which has become 
the greatest agent of material change ( and its attendant 
consequences for social change after a lapse of time > 1 in the 
society. The society appears to have made no changes that 
could be interpreted as cyclic. Although the individual 
social heretic finds his condition ameliorated , it is the 
confusion, ambiguiey and conflict of values of the hetero-
9e�eous society that is responaiole , not any irrevocable 
cyclical trend in history. In fact, the evidence seems to 
support more an adaptable conflict-actuated evolutionary 
societal system as has been described by Buckley. 2 
The pluralistic post-industria.l society that exists 
today is unique in history--true , it is the heir to the accu­
mulated knowledge , understanding and technology of the past 
as well as its still living traditions and ritual s rooted in 
the concept of society as a homogenous , rigidly structured 
closed system--it thus creates doubt abouu the ideas of 
Sorokin and Toynbee , who see a series of cyclical stages. As 
a unique social organism, modern pluralistic society is 
1ogburn, On Cultu�e a.pd Social Change • • 
2auckley , Modern syst.ems R�search. 
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simply heir to al l the ol d ,  unsolve d  social problems that 
existed in the ri gid hornogenous society , as well as new 
prob�ems that are uniquely its own. 
One of tl1e old problems , inherited from the past and 
still functio ning to shore up the s tructural wal l s  of a rigid 
society in an attempt at vertical orientation ( see il lustra­
tion on page 489 ) is the problem of the myth-supported clas­
sicul stereotype of the social heretic referred to in this 
study as Devlant type-t-J .  This "scapego atu and nsafety 
valve " institution has persisted down to the present and 
has been regularly persecuted , oppres sed , or exterminated 
as a nsacrifice" i n  the name of "stability and reintegration" 
of the social s tructure ( conveniently ignoring the fact that 
pluralistic society is oriented to horizontal integration as 
com�ared to the vertical integration of the homogeneous 
"Gemeinschaft" society ) . 
The pluralistic society, with its ambiguity and 
diversity of val ues and its myriad number of symbol s ,  has 
created a void i n  man ' s  personality that contributes to a 
state of confusion, frustration and a sort of "blanket anx­
ietyu until post-industrial man forms a new orientation that , 
throL:gh consensus , will give him a framework to function in 
most social situatio�s . 
However , i n  a society of complex secondary relation­
ships , the problems th&t man faces cannot be logically and 
simplistically attributed to the i rcrluence of the particular 
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stereotype of a group or individual . In addition to this , 
the therapeuti� orientation that developed with the science 
of psychiatry emphasizes tt\e regaining of a functional p l ace 
i n  society for the devi ant individual instead o f  ostracis m ,  
destruction , o r  permanent incarceration. Thus , the conflict 
within the structure of society itsel f demonstrated by the 
paradoxes , enigmas , and contradictions evidenced i n  the 
preachments o f  the scienti fic ,  religious , and educational 
insti tutions has become such a threat to th e  structure of the 
society and the identity o f  the individual that the necessity 
for a "sa�ety valve" or s c apegoat group is truly secondary. 
The net result for the immigrant , the Black , the 
youth , the mental ly 1 1 1 , the homosexual , and other noncon­
formist groups and individuals fitting the negative classical 
stereotype has been a positive one. This effect occurred 
first as a s pin-off from world events , then as a s pontaneoua 
dri� for civil and human rights by the Blacks and the young. 
All nonconformist types have benefited by this moveaent for 
civil and human rights . The condition of the society itsel f ,  
and the new concessions won from the dominant group i n  terms 
of human rights has greatly increased the "toleranc::e o f  
eccentricity'' for indi Vi dual deviance with the possible 
exce�tion of the poor. 
This is the situation as American society enters �he 
last third of the twentieth century. One category o f  non­
conformi s t ,  the occultist ,  the original prototype on which 
5 2 3  
the cl as s ical s tereotype of the social heretic is based , 
has made a full circle from a position of power , fear , 
respect , and influence in the ancient 'lt'Orld when he was con­
sulted even by the most powerful , through phases of persecu­
tion, destruction, and ridicule as mental ly ill , to regain a 
position in society as advisor and confidante in the personal 
l i fe of millions of people. 
Nevertheles s ,  the foregoing historical development in 
the body of the study, and the analysis in the foregoing 
section has shown that the stereotype of the social heretic 
( or Deviant type-vJ) has had a career of deviance that consti­
tutes a chronological thread of behavior patterns , and conse­
quences of those behavior patterns that continue from 
antiquity to the present. 1 
This is the basis for the thesis st atement that was 
made at the outset. By observation of the career of this 
generalized constell ation of traits ( or impugned traits ) that 
make up the stereotype in the process of conflict and evolu­
tion of  society, i t  can be tied to pivotal points in history 
that mark the crests of social movements or areas of cultural 
emphasi s .  I n  this way , it can furnish the social scientist 
with a barometer of change process in society. 
The following section of the study wil l  present con­
clusions i n  light o f  the hypotheses stated in the i ntroduction 
to ascertain their adequacy to either support or reject the 
1 Becker , Outsiders. 
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contention that the conditions and fortunes of the deviant 
stereotype in question furnish an effective social indicator 
of the direction and intensity of change in society. 
VIII . SlJ}�1ARY , INTERPRETATION , AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study has attempted to develop a comparison of 
the historical cultural setting in its relation and inter­
action with the class ical stereotype of Deviant type-w 
( social heret i c )  over the time dimension in l"1estern society 
from Biblical times until the present and has focused on the 
United States in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The 
problem was delineated as showing the evolving reaction of 
society to this negative nonconformist stereotype i n  terms of 
the progress o f  the social change proces s .  The his torical 
data used in the description of the social si tuations over 
time should furnish sufficient evidence to test the thesis of 
this study which is that the observation of the change in the 
reaction evidenced by society to this deviant type i n  any 
particular time period should enable the social scientist to 
use the stereotype as an indicator of the type , intens ity , 
and direction of social change taking place i n  the greater 
society at that time. Change in the nonrnaterial culture 
invo l ves long time periods , and so the possibility of using 
the s tereotype as a predictor of change seems logical as 
wel l .  
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General Summary of the Extent to Which Conclu­
sions from Theoretical Principl es, the 
Findings of Empirical Studies at the 
Microlevel, and the EVidence of 
His tory Tend to Coincide at 
the Macrolevel and to Stand 
the Test of Time 
At the outset , a number of empirical studies were 
noted as to their support , at the microlevel , of the hypoth­
eses postulated. 
A number of generalizations can be deduced from the 
combination o f  the findings of these studies. These general­
ization.s may be listed briefly a s :  ( l )  Like most other forms 
of behavior , discrimination and prejudice are dependent upon 
the traditions and customs of a particular community; ( 2 ) Peo­
ple prejudiced against one group are usually guilty of extend­
ing this prejudice to others ; ( 3 )  the more homogeneous the 
society in  which the individual lives , the more intensely he 
will support his prejudicial attitudes and beliefs ; ( 4 )  One 
stereotype may be generalized to include many types of indi­
viduals so long as they evidence certain key traits ;  ( 5 )  Peo­
ple tend to hold attitudes and beliefs that are sanctioned by 
their group memberships and identi fications : ( 6 )  Opinions , 
attitudes and beliefs within a group are particularly suscep­
tible to application when supported by legitimatized author­
ity or leadershipJ ( 7 ) more complex societies have greater 
differentiation, but opinions , attitudes and beliefs origi­
nating in an e arlier period tend to persist ( the stereotype 
that goes back into the cultural inventory as an alternate ) ;  
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( 8 )  The commitment of a person to an attitude or belief i s  
itself a barrier to change and the more firmly the person 
holds his bel ief , the less likely he is to be influenced by 
an intel lectual appeal ; ( 9 )  I n  a society cities are focal 
points � f  changei ( 10 )  Secularization and tolerance tend to 
promote social change by opening more areas of life to 
decision rather than subjecting them to tradition and author­
ity; ( 1 1 )  The sustained interaction involved i n  mutual depe� 
dence--urbanization--tends to reduce conflict between people 
who are "different " ;  ( 1 2 )  During noncris1s periods , persons 
of conflicting attitudes can l i ve side by side , but in times 
of stress the dispersed pattern i s  broken up as persons o f  
like attitudes tend to congregate ; ( 1 3 )  When conflict does 
occur , it is the more poorly integrated members of the com­
munity that are (by their presence and "differenc e " )  more 
likely to aggravate the condition and precipitate a cri si s ;  
( 14 )  <!onflicts over ideology are more difficult to resolve 
than simple power struggles--also , in crisis condittons con­
flicts over ideology are more likely to degenerate into panic 
and socially uncontrolled behavi o r ;  ( 1 5 )  However , i n  the face 
of a threat from the outside , a human group subordinates its 
internal conflicts for the common good and the survival of 
the whole ,  but when the external threat i s  removed , the 
internal conflicts return to action; ( 1 6 )  As to the mechanism 
of scapegoating and the function of minorities as "s afety 
valves , "  it has been shown by the study of monarchies that 
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rigidly structured societies are more prone to this typ� of 
conflict and displacement of aggression than are complex 
urban societies. 
The findings of the empirical studies above ( all of 
which appear i n  the bibliography at the e nd of the study) are 
in turn supported by the conflict-based theoretical orienta­
tion concerning intergroup relations ( particularly dominant­
minori ty) and collective behavior which was developed in the 
text. 
In applying these theoretical principles to the prob­
lem of dominant-minority group relations in society the fol-
lowing general conclus ions as to outcome can be deduced ( and , 
i n  general , tend to be supporte� by the evidence of the find­
ings of the empirical studie$ which has just been summarized ) .  
General Conclusions Based on Theory Supported 
hy the Findings of Empirical S tudies 
of Group Behavior 
Differential treatment arises as a result of real 
and/or ima9ined differences between groups and the prejudi­
cial attitudes these differences s•em to engender. The prej-
udicial attitudes then resul t in the discriminatory behavior 
such as se9regation or ostracism. This behavior can result 
in a class or caste system such as the bl ack-white caste 
system in the South ( as il lustrated in Marden and Meyer) .1 
In the case of minority relations , differences can be 
1Marden and Meyer , Minorities . 
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real or imagined and physical C as appearance or physiognomy) , 
or cultural ( as i n  subcul tural ethnic 9Eoups ) .  Of these , two 
categories are the easiest to use for justification o f  prej­
udicial attitudes and discriminatory behvaior .  The first of 
these relates to ;;hysical difference. 'rhis has been justifi-
cation for social prejudice in many areas of the world. Phys­
iognomic differences are very visibl e ,  easy to recognize , 
and invit.e the impu9nin9 of neg ative meanin9 . 1 The second 
category, which is the easiest to establish and control for 
the assignment of deviant minority status , is the category of 
imagined differences. The$e differences can be based on real 
physiognomic differences and unique cultural traits but they 
need not be. Any eccentricity in behavior or oddity in dress 
or manner can be the basis fer the ascription of a negative 
stereotype to the individual or the group to which he or she 
belongs. All that is really needed is a s tory which is vin­
dicated by simply existing i n  the history OE traditions of a 
dominant cul ture in relation to a particular minority. The 
result is a myth • a legend , or a stereotype , or even a combi­
nation of all .  This cultivation of myth and leQend ( a  legend 
is a large portion of myth combined with small portions of 
unclear historic events to create a story that is a mixture 
of a very little truth with very large amounts of fantasy) 
goes on in all cultures at all times. Mythologizing (or 
myth-building) goes o n  i n  all cultures at all times. Some 
1Ibid. , pp . 25-28. 
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myths even appear universal ly: for example , the various 
versions of the creation. These mechanisms result in the 
production o f  deviant stereotypes within the society , and, i f  
their numbers are sufficient , a deviant minority results . 1 
A minority group that is the recipient of such treat­
ment can react i n  a number of ways . 2 There can be open com-
bat for the position of dominance ; there can be competition; 
there can be negotiation on an equal footing ; or , there can 
be di alogue and cooperation. 
The conflict orientation suggests a number of con­
ditions that , if they are borne out in terms of behavioral 
consequences , would vindicate the consideration of certain 
types of groups in society as minority targets for scape-
goating beha�ior . Some o f  these conditions are t a superior-
inferior power relationship , status deprivation, stigmatiza-
tion , compensation for i nferior fee li ngs ,  need for an 
internal enemy , and displ acement of aggression. 
The tenets of confl ict theory can be applied to the 
relation of differenti al treatment of minority groups and the 
generation of "scapegoating" mechanisms in society. 3 
As Coser points out, the existence of social institu­
tions depends upon their having a "mis sion. " Once this 
1Joseph Campbel l ,  The Masks of God: Primitive 
Mythology (New York s Viking Press , 1959). 
2Marden and Meyer , Minorities , pp. 20-52. 
3Ibid. 
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mission is accomplished or removed , their reason for existence 
ceases to exist. Therefore , much of the activity of a social 
institution is directed at achieving its own perpetuation 
through perpetuating ita mission. What goes for the individ­
ual social institutions also 9oea for the whole structure of 
rigidly-structured societie s .  Rigidly-s tructured societies 
must depend upon some kind of real or ima9ined "enemytt to 
achieve social coherence. 1 
A real "exterior enemy" is the easiest way to knit 
the society together if it is one based on a rigid vertically­
integrated structure. For inatance , the imperialism of the 
19th century European nations , and finally America at the end 
of the century , gave cohesion and s trengthened the structure 
of the society by providing exterior enemies and gave room to 
expand , creatinq a strong nationalistic feeling at the same 
time. 
CQser further stresses • in his consideration cf the 
propositions Q f  Simmel t that i f  no exterior enemy exists , the 
structure of a rigid society i s  endangered and some force is 
needed to draw tham to9ether against a common enemy. 2 One 
stratagem for achieving this is the creation of a "traitor" 
group or an "interior" enemy. In a situation such as this , 
individuals and minorities within the society who deviate 
significantly enough from the dominant value orientation so 
1coser , Functions of Social Conflict , pp. 1 0 5 - 20 . 
2Ibid. 
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as to be socially visible are nomi nated as "scapegoat" groups 
and receive displaced aggression as "enemies" of the worst 
kind ( presumably because of their traitorous or renegade 
posture o f  boring :from within to cause the downfall of every­
one ) .  The directing of aggressive action against the common 
"internal '' enemy i s  another way of shoring up the structure 
o f  a rigid society by creating unity and cohesion. (The­
process de scribed in the preceding discussion is i l lustrated 
in the figure on the following page. )  
Natural l y ,  the situation i n  which one group who holds 
legitimatized power and who uses it to treat other groups 
differentially will bring about various degrees of conflict , 
or even crisis s i tuations , even i n  a pluralistic society such 
as the contemporary American society. 
The question that still remains to be answered i s , 
Does this list o f  empirical generali z ations and theoretical 
principles still hold when it is generalized to the whole of 
society and extended over the time dimen•ion of history? 
General Summary of the Relevancy of the 
Empirical Findings and the Theoretical 
Orientation to the Historical 
Evolution of Western Society 
Historical evidence tends to support the concepts 
covered in the generalizations l i sted in the foregoing sub-
section when they are generalized and extended over time. 
It has been shown , i n  the body of the study how the 
nature of the relationship between the various minorities and 
Cirolo s :  
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the greater society has changed as the character and struc­
ture have changed with the pass age of time. 
General changes in the character ,  and to a lesser 
extent , the structure of the society have occurred. The 
power of ideals , and their social consequences , has been 
shown. For instance , the influence of the Conservative Tra­
dition i n social thought , the traditional values of the 
Protestant ethi c ,  and the philosophic orientation of Ration­
alism have all had great effect on both the evolution o� 
society and the treatment of groups within the society. 
The French Revolution marked a change in both the 
character and the structure of society. At this time , the 
secularization of thought , the industrial revolution ,  urban­
ization were all forces that caused the partnership of the 
Church and State to be destroyed and a new one formed. The 
new partnership consisted of the economic institution ( con­
trolled by the bourgeoisie ) , the political institution, and 
the religious i nstitution. The political institution and the 
religious institution became secondary to the economic:: insti­
tution and served to maintain the "status quo . .. However , the 
firm belief in the Protestant ethic and the Conservative Tra­
dition in social thought resulted in a social structure that 
was almost as rigid as it had been during the time of the 
Church-State monarchies .  The social structure was still the 
ttreal " basis of the social rel ationship and the individual 
was considered secondary. However, the idea of the "social 
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contract" made the avera.9e man into a cl tizen who , in some 
ways , could e ng age in a two-way relationship �f responsibil­
ities with the leadershi p .  Previousl y ,  the relationship had 
been only one way. The secularization of thought, and the 
increasing d1f�erentiat1on of roles and division of l abor ,  
created by the Xndustrial Revolution and the urban movement , 
caused an increasing particularization o f  deviance. 
This , coupled with the increasing advances in tech­
nology , and the social change that oecurred as a consequence , 
caused a greater and continuing change in the character of 
Western society. 
As territorial expansion took pl ace , industrializa­
tion and urbanization continued ,  and immigration caused a 
mixing of the paoples of Europe and the rest of the worl d ,  
society became more and more differentiated and the character 
of society became more and more complex and h•ter09eneous until 
finally it developed the pluralistic character o f  preaent-day 
post-industrial society. 
The development of this pluralistic character , 
coupled with further change produced by the consequences of 
technology, produced emergent values that tended to contra­
dict many of the traditional values o f  the Protestant-ethic 
that were more applicable to �he early d�ys of capitalism 
during the Industrial Revolution. 
The value conflict led to confrontations between the 
less-integrated groups and the ideology o f  the groups 
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cont�ollinq the power structure . The power s tructure had, 
unlike the character of society ,  remained virtually unchanged 
since the days of the post-French Revolution period. The 
partnership in which the political institution and the relig­
ious ins titution support the policies of the economic insti­
tution still exists. 
Therefore , there exists a situation in which the two 
aspects o f  society : st,ruotura and character do not coincide . 
The technological and pluralistic character of a modern com­
plex , heterogeneous ,  urbanized society has impressed upon it 
a system of social oont�ol designed for a more homogeneous , 
more rural , simple socLety in which capitalism is just begin­
ning . 
The Gerth-Mil l s '  conception of social organi zation 
and Buckley ' s concept of the open-ended conflict-actuated 
adaptive syestem are applicable to the processes and condi­
tions that affect the cha.racte� of the society. Meanwhile , 
though , those in control of the social structure , who hold 
the legitimatized power , conceive of society as a ttclosed 
system , "  and seek to impress old-fashioned control s deaigned 
for closed systems on this complex system. In order to 
accomplish this they have resorted to more and more organiza­
tion , with finer and finer divisions of labor, but they have 
not changed either the overall structure of the organization , 
or any of ita functions. 
In a social environment auc:h as this , with the 
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traditional values and the rigid structure still i n  effect , 
while the character has changed as to both emergent values 
and ethnic composition, not only retains all of the old con­
flict s ituations but introduces new sources and kinds of 
social conflict. Of course, a fundamental source of value 
conflict i s  in the value o f  rationality which i s  belied by 
the conflict between the traditional value orientation and 
the emergent value orientation. 
However , the complexity of the situation does keep 
the conflict from deepening around any one particular issue 
( as it did around religion during the witch hysteria in the 
15th and 16th centuries ) .  The very number of conf l icts going 
on at any one time , and the number of individuals who are 
i nvolved in a number o f  different conflicts ( due to the l arge 
number of secondary role s )  keeps any one is sue from becoming 
all encompassing. This does not preclude , though , the devel­
opment of serious troubles or crisis situations. It i s  
merely that their numbers tend t o  be less and they tend to be 
less serious in t$rms of degree. 
Before leaving the general summary of the relation 
of theory , empirical findings and historical evidence , it is 
well to mention that the formation of theory has a momentum 
of its own. In other words , it tends to create social con­
ditions that support it when its supporters hold the reins of 
legitimate authority to put it into effect. The leading 
example of course i s  the Conservative Tradition and the chief 
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evidence of its effect , the persis tence of the rigid s truc­
ture of society. 
It has been pointed out that a more logical , or 
rational organization ( from the point o f  view of systems 
theory) would be the Gerth-Mi l l s '  configuration that would 
change function of the power structure from impressed control 
to i ntegrated guidance. 
It was pointed out i n  the subsection on empirical 
findings that conflict over ideolo9y tends to be the most 
serious , and this is one factor , in combination with others , 
that holds the power structure from changing . This ideology, 
coupled with the theoretical ideas of the Conservative Tradi­
tion , and their basis i n  the Protestant ethi c ,  holds the 
structural aspect of society i n  a rigid preconceived con­
dition. 
It has been demonstrated that the historical evidence 
does generally support the conclusions as to the relations o f  
groups in society that the combination o f  theoretical princi­
ples and empirical findings suggest. 
It is nece s s ary now , howeve r ,  to apply the historical 
evidence to the individual hypotheses with the purpose of 
either supporting or refuting the thesis statement. 
In the following section of the paper , the individual 
hypotheses will be evaluated as to their applicability on the 
macrolevel and over the course o f  time . I f  they all appear to 
be applicable ,  then there will be support for the val idity o f  
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the thesis statement. 
Evidence to Support the Applicability of the 
Postulated Hypotheses to the Wider Society 
and Over the Time Dimension 
A number of hypotheses were postulated which were 
directly related, and their support or invalidation by his­
torical evidence will either build a strong case for, or 
against ,  the feasibility of the thesis stated. 
The first hYPothesis advanced the argument that 
social institutions tend to inhibit chang e , since change 
might endanger their sel f-perpetuation through invalidating 
some portion of their mission which is b�eir raison d ' etre. 
This is adequately substantiated in the evolution of the 
Christian religion and particularly by the policies o f  the 
Catholic church during the practice of the Inquisition. The 
Protestant religions , too ,  during the reformation and the 
witch-hunts of the 15th and 16th centuries , showed the use 
of the mechanism of a common enemy to unify and strengthen 
the structure of social institutions by providing both a mis-
sion and an enemy to impede its accomplishment. Of course , 
this view is in accord with conflict theory as seen by Simmel 
and Coser. 1 
The second hypothesis made an assertion to the effect 
that s i nce institutions tend to resist social change , and 
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this resistance varies with the degree that they perceive a 
threat to their existence , it determines the degree to which 
they will resist the innovator or . nonconformist and ten4 to 
label him deviant. This was adequately substantiated , too , 
duri09 the period of the Religious State. 1 The established 
church during the witch-crazes would tolerate not the 
s lightest degree of nonconformity ( even associating with a 
suspected individual could bring the label of "heretic " )  and 
during the development of a more impersonal and complex soci­
ety as a result of the I ndustrial Revolution and the urbaniza­
tion movement that accompanied i t ,  in which the ntolerance of 
eccent.ricity" tended to increase with respect to individual 
devi ance. Al so ,  when facing a true external enemy that pre• 
sented a threat to all ( as in the case of Nazism during the 
World War) the internal differences between dominant and 
minority groups tended to dis appear i n  the common struggle 
for surv1 val . This has even held between national entities 
of opposing ideological orientations such as Russia and the 
United States during the s ame time period. Howeve r ,  once the 
emergency has passed, the s ituation returns to the old con­
figuration of a dominant group using others as "safety 
valve s "  or scapegoats to protect the structural solidarity of 
the society. 
The third hypothesis asserted that an increase of 
crisis or conflict in a society increases the social 
1szas z ,  Manufacture of Madnes�. 
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visibility of nonconformists and also increases the possibil­
ity of one or the other being labeled as deviant. I n  the 
more distant past this tended to be true , as i ndicated by the 
historical evidence , but only so long as there is a solid, 
rigid social structure i nvolved. Con£lict as it existed 
durin9 the Roman Civil War period and the myriad conflict 
situations Of present day post-industrial plural ist societies 
presents so many apparently unrelated problems that it has a 
tendency to lessen the importance of individual or the deVi­
ant values o f  subcultural groups so long as they do not 
exceed certain 11m1ts . In fact , as in these two periods , 
certain deviants that were opp'ressed in other times may be 
even sought out in other times for s pecific purposes , �ather 
than censured. One group noted in the text is composed of 
the practitioners of magic and the occult sciences who were 
sought out during the time of civil strife i n  Rome ( l ater, 
with the victory of Christianity , they were persecuted and 
then a campaign was l aunched to accomplish their destruction ) .  
Then, in . the present day , they are again ga.ining popularity 
as personal advisors. 
The fourth hypothesis states that as areas of cul­
tural emphasis change , or as the governing ideology changes , 
the societal "toleranceft of eccentricity o f  deviant indi­
viduals or subcultural groups change as wel l .  This proposi­
tion 1s demonstrated to be true with the period of civil 
strife in Rome . Tolerance i ncreased until this situation was 
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settled and a strong c:entral authority teok over eoain. 
Then the fortunes of deviants changed with the personality 
of the ruler until finally the intolerant Christian a•et 
received recognition under Constantine e.a the true religion. 
The n ,  the intolerance of the Catholic rel igion took ove� all 
during the Medieval period and culminated with the Inqulsi­
tion. The Theocratic: State , wit:h the Catholic church of the 
Inquisition and the Prote•tant sects of the Reforsnation, and 
the Catholics in their counter refornl$t:ion praeticed . p•r•e.. 
cution of those they considered to be internal �enemies" o� 
their particular rigidly st.ruct:ured institution. The Prot­
es tant ethic of the period of induatrialization and capital� 
istle developme.nt created a diff·erent clU.ate for th• non­
conformis�. The so�ial heretic became soJneOne who either 
stood against the Church or who interfered with "progress . "  
Wealth and property were as&oe1ated with virtue , while pov­
erty and idleness wece equated with sin. work became a vir­
tue and men were expected to foreqo present ple.-ures for 
future rewards ( this particularly applied to the working 
class ) .  The working class wa.a indoctrinated by the Ch\U'ch as 
morality was molded to con*ora to Uh• stable and i nduauious 
family unit needed to man th• f a.ctoriea of the capi�a.lists. 
The capi�alista controlled �h• qove�nmen� end. the Church sup­
ported the "status quo . •  Thus , the Church beealfte an inst� 
ment of the commercial .. tabliahment for the sod. al cont:�l 
of the workin;J massea. Thia vas the basis of the Victori an 
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morality �hat haa pe.r:•i•ted in some dec;ree down to the pres­
ent day. 
I.p tn. Po•t-J.ndu•U-lal society, further changes .in 
the areat 0£ cul tur� emphasis again prc>duced changes 1n the 
societel ttol•ra.nc:e of eccentricity. Aa discussed in· the last 
section of tl\i• study, th• technological institution with its 
emphasia on p�uct1on, expediency and efficiency h&s pro­
duced a pluralist soei.ety ln which there are many impersonal 
relations , aec:ondary rolu, and a network of eo�lict rela­
tionshipa . This complex of relationships has created a maze 
of value-conflicts due to ambiguities and diversiti es within 
the syste·m. The resul� lo� the individual is a high uoler­
anc.a of deviance because tMre are few straight-line or rigid 
strt\atural relatJ.onsn1ps as there is in simpler societies. 
As the areu of cultural emphas is change over ti1fte 
the reaction of society can change over a broad spectrum of 
behavioral manif••tationa ranging from �ncouragement to 
acceptance , to rejection, or ev.n to extermination. This is 
exemplified with the exople of the Jews in Spain under the 
Inquis1 tion and aq ain in Germany duri rq the year• of the 
Third Reich. The policy of extermination or genocide was 
also praeti�ed by th• Russian.a with the original people of 
the autonomoua Baltic r•pwbl1c•• In contrast , the earlier 
reference to the civil strife period in Rome and other times 
during l::>oth the Greek and Roman empire• the practitioR*ra of 
the oc¢ult , auch aa oracle• , Astrologers , soothsayers , 
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witches , e�e. , were sought out for advice in personal matters .  
The s ame situation is true i n  the United States and Great 
Britain with the new growth in popularity of the occult eci­
ences. In fact , as pointed out previously , the occult sci­
ences might be considered to hav.a made a complete cir-ole from 
acceptance and respect in the ancient world of Egypt to the 
policy of exterminati0n of their practitioners during th• 
Middle Ages , to the ridicule they have received during the 
era of positivism and deism ? to their new acceptance in the 
post-i ndustrial pluralistie society of the Se�vtce State of 
today. 
In the fifth hypothesis it was asserted thau . aa 
areas of cultural emphasis Change over tim•, tn• rea�tion to 
a particular type of deviant individual result• in hi• having 
attached a different kind of label once ?Wt haa come to soci­
ety• s attention. This means that the same individUal--same 
master traits referring to the constellation of master traits 
that make up the stereotype of Deviant. type-W--might be a 
"witch" in one his torical period , a "heretic" in ar10ther . a 
"radical " in another • claaaical world .  She retai ned the s ame 
title through the Dark and Middle Ages but a new and more 
important label of "heretic" was added because of her sup­
posed association with the DeV1l and hi• demons. As the 
Industrial Revolution progreased and the society became 
urbani zed so that there was lea.s opportunity for individual 
nonconformists of this type to become visible , the witch 
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became regarded as eccentric , mental ly ill .• or criminal 
depending upon the type and degree of eccentricity of her 
behavior. Ouri.n9 this period • al though witches were ridi­
culed • people still secretly believed in them. The ehange 
from the Theocratic Society to the Therapeutic Society placed 
the emphasia on the l abel of "mentally ill tt and stressed the 
treatment for an eventual return t.o a functional role in 
Bociety. Today as has been pointed out , witches are a9aJ.n 
being sought out for advice and counsel . 
A second noncon£orntis t type that ha• worn various 
l abels is the Jew. As was shown earlier during the Inquisi-
tion a campaign of extermination was carried out against him 
but not as a Jew. He was decl ared to be a h•retic which was 
an interesting turn of events , seeing as how, if one is to 
qualify as a heretic , one has to be an ''insider" in the first 
place . Trevor-Roper explains this process of conversion 
fully. 1 
I n  il lustration of this , an overview of the career 
of the Jew as a scapegoat in Western society offers the 
classic example. Szasz comments :  
The specific danger which the Jew represents to 
the community has kept pace with the historical 
changes in what the community val ues . In the Middle 
Ages , the Jew was a traitor against Christianity: 
his ancestors , so it was believed , killed Jesus , and 
he continued to rej ect tha true Faith and the author­
ity of the Church. In the modern world, the Jew i s  a 
traitor against the Fatherland and against the domi­
nant political ideology. Dreyfus symbolizes the Jew 
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as traitor against the nation. Since the Russian Revo­
lution , the Jew has emerged as the prototypical enemy 
of Capitalism and Communism. In the West , the communist 
ideel09y is seen as Jew-inspired , with Marx and Trotsky 
as its leading symbols. In the Eas t ,  the capitalist 
ideology is seen as Jew-inspired , with the Rothschilds 
and other "Jewish bankers" as its leading symbols . 1  
Of the five propositions discussed , four appear to be 
fully supported by his torical evidence . The third proposition 
does not seem to apply in all cases as stated because conflict 
or crisis may occur in other than rigidly structured social 
situations , and when this happens , there seems to result tol-
erance of deviance rather than negative sanction so long as 
it stays within certain limits. 
Interpretation of the Significance of the Action 
of the Hypotheses Upon the Historj.cal,.fareer 
of the social Heretic 
In analyzing the action of the hypotheses that have 
just been discussed on the career of the social heretic , an 
adaptation of a concept developed by David Matz a ,  "drift , "  
seems appropriate to describe the effect on the historical 
careera of dev1ant minoritiea. Matza applies his concept to 
the area of juvenile delinquency. 2 Another Matza concept is 
that of "soft determinism . " In explaining the difference 
between nhard" and "soft" determinism ( again in the context 
of juvenile delinquency} Matza comments that , 
An alternative image of the delinquent can be 
developed by accepting the implications o f  soft 
1szasz , Manufacture o f  Madness. 
2Matza, Delinguency and Drift , PP• 27-31. 
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rather than hard determinism. One effect o f  restoring 
choi.ce to man i s to render feasible a joining of clas­
sical and positivist assumptions • • • •  Most man. in­
cluding delinquents , are neitµer wholly free nor com­
pletely constrained but fall somewhere between. The 
general conditions underlyi ng various positions along 
a continuum from freedom to constraint may be 
described. Viewed �is way determinism loses none of 
its heuristic value . 
Central to the concept of soft determinism, as Matza 
sees it , is the element of "choiceu that exists for the indi-
vidual in the social context. Some things that happen to 
him , such as labeling ,  he cannot control , but the decision as 
to a particular course of action in the context of an inter­
active situation c�n be his to make . Granted this , the indi-
vidue.l can change outcomes to a certain extent , and, there-
fore , every facet of the future is not ,figidly predetermined 
as an automatic r&sult of a particular triggering sequence as 
the hard determinists hold. 
In carrying on with this assumption to arrive at his 
derivative concept of "drift , "  Matza states that , 
The delinquent is casual ly, intermittently , and 
transiently immersed in a pattern of illegal action. 
• • • Drift stands midway between freedom and con­
trol • • • •  Drift is motion guided gently by under­
lying influences • • • •  The drift may be initiated 
or deflected by events so numerous as to defy codifi­
cation • • • •  2 
Continuing , Matza points out that drift is not a hard 
and fast rule for all delinquent career s .  Matza asserts , 
l 
2 
Ibid . ,  P • 2 7 .  
Ibid . , P• 28 . 
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In developing an alternative picture , it should be 
obvious that not all delinquents correspond to the 
drifter here depicted. By hypothesis , most delinquents , 
although perhaps not most criminal s ,  approximate the 
model). ( Here ,  the present writer presumes that Matza 
makes al lusion to "professional crimi nals " not those 
who "drift" into situations that result with them 
being labeled with "criminality" as a chance process 
of the Visibi l i ty-labeling sequence . ) 
I n  this study the construct , Deviant type-W represents 
a cluster of master status-determining traits descr1b1ng a 
type of individual ( having these traits-or to whom they can 
be ascribed) who is deviant in th e  same way that the delin­
quent described by Matza is delinquent. 
These types ,  which all the groups discussed in this 
represent , follow deviant careers through history just as the 
indi Vidual follows a deviant career through a si ngle life 
span. In an adaptation of Matza • s  theory, they "dri ft" with-
i n  the "continuum" of behavior or traits which fall within 
the society' s "tolerance o f  eccentricity. "  These groups can 
"drift" across a span of behavior or trait characteristics 
which ranges from acceptance , to tolerance , to discrimina­
tion, to aggression , to exclusion, and finally to extermina-
tion. In a social cl imate of conflict that reaches crisis 
proportions ,  a precipi�atinQ incident that gives visibility 
to the particul ar group, and subjects them to public reac­
tion, may catapult them from a "dri fting " attitude into the 
role of the social heretic ,  which results in their being 
subject to aggression, expulsion, er extermination a• 
l Ibid. , P •  29. 
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scapegoats . 
On the following page , there appears an illus tration 
which depicts this application of Matza ' s  concept of the 
"social drift of delinquent individuals and groups " to the 
historical career of the generalized master stereotype. 
A group can 11drift" along in any one of the postures 
( represented horizontally in the diagram) determined by a 
particular social environment { whether acceptance , tolerance , 
or discrimination) until a precipitating incident occurs. 
This precipitating incident marks a point that, in itsel f ,  
illustrates the interaction of what c .  Wright Mills has 
referred to as the "intersection of biography and history" 
to catapult the whole group into the role of ••social heretic. " 
The climate of the oversoaiety suddenly shifts from an atti­
tude which ( considering the differential rel ation of dominant 
minority group interaction) is usually one of discrimination 
iato the highly negative areas of the various degreea o f  
aqgression , expulsion o r  eKtermination. 
Becker' s  description o f  a community bringing deviant 
s anctions against an i.ndi vidual also applies to a group 
context. Becker a�ates : 
The community• s decision to bring deviant s anc­
tions against an individual is not a simple act of 
censure. It is a sharp rite of transition, at once 
moving him out of his normal position in society and 
transferring him into a disti nct deviant role .  The 
ceremonies which accomplish this change of status , 
ordinari ly , have three related phaaas. They provide 
a formal confrontation between tne deviant suspect 
and repr�sentatives Of his community ( as in the 
criminal trial or psychiatric ease conference } ;  
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they announce some judgment nbout the nature o f  his 
deviancy ( a  social pl acement , assigning him to a 
special role like that of prisoner or patient) which 
redefines his position in society. These ceremonies 
tend to be events of wide public interest and usu­
ally take pl ace in a dramatic , ritualized setting. l 
It does not take a great deal of imagination to 
transfer this i ndividual situation to that type of situation 
in the group context i n  which a precipitating incident 
focuses the attention of society on a whole group and causes 
a dramatic redefinition of their position i n  society. lt is 
no less dramatic than the individual situation. 
After the crisis situation of the oversociety has 
abated , and the need for a social heretic role as a sqapegoat 
for the displaced aggression generated by an undefined social 
situation has eliminated the need for a s afety valve mechan-
ism , the particular unfortunate deviant minority will find 
their social environment ameliorated to some extent and so 
will "dri ft " up into a more favorable situation until another 
crisis develops a� another precipitating incident again 
thrusts them into the role of the social heretic. 
The historical evidence clearly supports the thesis 
that the classical stereotype of the social heretic can be 
used as an indicator of the type , intensity , and direction of 
change in society. Aa such it alao qualifies logically as a 
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means of prediction. Social movements i n  the nonmaterial 
culture , as explained by Ogburn and others , do not move as 
fast as do technological changes for either acceptance or re­
jection. 1 The change of an area of cultural emphasis might 
be thought of as takiBJ the shape o f  a wave form. I t  begins 
by emerg1rl9 from the cultural inventory and gradual ly grows 
until it cres ts . then it seems to recede slowly back into the 
cultural inventory; possibly to be stimulated for form again 
at some time in the future. Few movements in the nonrnaterial 
cul ture , however , can be measured in time spans that do not 
encompass many years. Behavior patterns that are developed 
and symbols that grow to have meaning in the interactive 
environment tend to persist as traditions or as cultural 
a.lternati vea of behavior. These factors make the possibil-
ity of prediction on the basis of historical record of cul­
tural reaction ( i n  terms of behavior) toward nonconformist 
groups or individuals make the projection of a trend l i ne 
feasible. Due to the chara�teri stics of social change just 
enu11erated , the soci al scientist can be relatively sure that 
there will be no abrupt changes at least for a predictable 
span of time . By studying other characteristics of the cul­
tural areas of emphasis and the i ntensity o"f its reaction it 
should also be possible to judge the rel ative steepness o f  
slope of the imaginary wave form. 
1There is today a question as to whether the ecology 
movement is not moving faster than technological change-­
proo f i s  seen i n  the social rejection of the SST. This is 
the first time that a pragmatic innovation was set aside be­
cause of the theoretical threat it held for society. 
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The social indicator c a n  be utilized to show change 
that describes the past , shows change over time , explains the 
present , and , on the basis of trends shown by social move-
ments , which seem to be analogous to waveforms , in some 
extent to make predictions of the future . 
Social movements might be l ikened to a wave on the 
surf ace Of a body of water. The body of water represents the 
cultural inventory. 1 When it i s  disturbed by a precipitating 
incident of some kind a wave form is generated. This wave 
gaina amplitude as it passes along the horizontal base i n  its 
period of ascendancy and this stage can be compared to the 
time base of a social movement. Then as it gains maximum 
amplitude it crests at the high point o f  the movement and 
the period of most intense chang e :  then it descends as does 
a social movement when it loses inertia and finally subsides 
again back into the cultural inventory to be replaced by a 
newly generated movement that starts moving through the s ame 
kind of cycle. (Note the diagram which pictorially repre-
sents the process which appears on the fol lowing page . )  
In summarizing and interpreting the historical evi-
dence discussed , one might make the statement that i n  general 
the Therapeutic State and the secularization of thought has 
generally resulted in treatments instead of punishment , and 
particularization and individual ization of deviance. 
In ancient classical society deviance had particul ar-
l Ralph Linto n ,  The Tree of Culture ( New York : Alfred 
A. Knopf , Inc . , 1955 ) .  
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ization and individuali zation o f  deViance. 
In ancient classical society deviance had particular­
ized as well , but under the Theocratic State and its intol­
erance of nonconformity, deviance was "generalized" to the 
libels of "heretic" and "witch . 0 
I n  addition to the particularization o� deviance by 
the secularization of thought, the Protestant ethic and the 
social-Darwinist ideology have contributed to the creation 
of deviance in the eighteenth , nineteenth , and twentieth 
centurie s .  This was accomplished through their making o f  
the ethic o f  the bourgeois entrepreneur the basis o f  
"normal , 11 "heal thy" behavior patterns . It was this concept 
o f  "normal ity" which led , in conjunction with the biological 
principles of Darwi nism, to the study of "pathologies tt both 
individual and social. I n  a real sense these beliefs are 
still i n  effect i n  the areas o f  applied criminology , insti­
tutionalized psychiatry . and the mental health movement. 
This study has now shown that , first of al l ,  there 
is both theoretical and empirical evidence to j u sti�y the 
use o f  the construct Deviant type-W as a valid instrument for 
the historical description and analysis o f  the groups careers 
of deviant minorities. 
As a cluster, or constellation, of master status­
determining traits , i t  establishes the exis tence o f  the gen­
eralized classical s tereotype of the social heretic. 
Historical evidence has been presented in the body of 
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the study to support the hypotheses postulated at the outset. 
Therefore , the analytical instrument has evidenced val idity, 
and the hypotheses as a body tend to indicate that the thesis 
proposal thait the classical stereotype , which has been desig­
nated as Deviant type-W , can be used as a social indicator , 
or barometer, to reflect the direction and intensity of the 
change process in the general society as indicated by the 
social climate of conflict and crisis and its effeet on the 
deviant minorities described by the master status-determining 
trait configurat.i o n ,  Deviant type-w. 
The study has presented the evidence by takir.g the 
examples of the most common representative minorities and 
has shown how �hey "drift" along in a state of either accep­
tance , tolerance , or discrimination until a threatening 
crisis develops and a precipitating incident catapults them 
into the ro l e  of the enemy of society. 
The chosen representative groups cross the spectrum 
of characteristics that are incorporated in the cluster of 
master status-determining traits that make up the construct , 
Deviant type-W. The evidence confirms that these groups have 
been utilized by the rigid social strueture of Western soci­
ety as scapegoats to provide s afety valves in terms of 
reunifying the inflexible structure against a "threat . "  
In a sense, th&se gl!"O'Ups , because of the i r  function 
as scapegoats and as objectified targets emotions attached to 
social si tuat;lons that l ack "definiti on , "  serve to plug 
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"gaps" in the social structure. 
By fol lowing the socio-historical "careers " of these 
selected deviant minorities across the chronological dimen­
sion, the behavioral reaction of the society toward the 
groups and how their treatment varies within or outside of 
the range of the "tolerance of eccentric! ty" at pivotal or 
nodal points in the historical development of society reflect 
the social climate in which the group exists at any partic­
ular time ( what Mills refers to as the intersection of biog­
raphy and history) . 
Final l y ,  since all these deviant minorities can be 
made to fit the generalized classical s tereotype as repre­
sented by the construct Deviant type-W , the cl imate of soci­
ety at any particular time as indicated by the current 
"stateu in the drift path of the master s tereotype makes the 
career "trace" puth a "barometer " of the change process in 
society in much the s ame way that the "trace" on a baro­
graphic chart s hows the continuing change of pressures in 
the atmosphere. 
By studying the hi storical dimension of society , and 
s earching for the social heretic groups i n  s ociety , pin­
pointing them , and maki ng repeated checks of their biography 
and the history of society, trends can be developed that show 
the ebb and change over time . ( This has been amply demon­
strated through the historical evidence in the body of the 
study. ) 
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So far, then, the study has shown that the instrument 
of analysis used here can be utilized to describe the change 
in societal characteristics over time ; it can be employed to 
analyze the change process over time; and it can be used to 
trace the development of trends. 
Also , in the preceding section, the discussion o f  the 
prediction of "probable futures " through trend analysis as a 
"tool tt of research ancS development agencies i n  the economic ,  
political and military institutions was presented. 
As the precedent of the "institutionalized change 
agent" has already been established by the existence of the 
interdisciplinary "think tanks " and research and development 
agencies , and that one of the techniques they use to obtain 
the "most probable future" is trend analysis ,  there is reason 
to bel ieve that the construct Deviant type-W could be used in 
like manner as a predictor ( short term) of the "most probable 
future" for the social change process. 
Now that the cas• for the utilization of Deviant 
type-W for description , analysis , and prediction ( i n  terms of 
probability) has been outlined, there is one more qualifica­
tion that must be met if it is to be a completely versatile 
scientific instrument for the study of society--application 
to the function of control . 
This was discussed tangentially in the text of the 
study in the subsection concerning a strategy for change and 
the appeal on the basis of sel f-interest to the economic 
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institution to establish pl anned innovational studies by 
institutionalized sociological change agents to formulate 
policies for the "guidance" of society through "crisis avoid­
ance . "  (In  this manner , a check o f  the trend of the social 
change process as reflected by its reactive behavior toward 
the career o f  deviant minori ties would i ndicate where guid­
ance measures could be instituted to achieve the desired 
effect--again as reflected by the "drift" of the deviant 
minorities across the range of the acceptance-aggression 
continuum) 
I n  evaluation of the general findings of this study, 
the master stereotype construc t ,  Deviant type-W appears to 
ful fill the first two qualifications o f  a scientific instru­
ment--description and analysis--with little cause for question. 
As to the functions of prediction and control , there is some 
question because there is ( al though some grand theorists 
such as Sorokin and Toynbee maintain that there is validity 
to the concept) not sufficient evidence that society moves 
i n  cyclical paths. 
However , within the limitations of the trend analysis 
method , and in consideration of the many vari ables at work i n  
society , the construct does appear to have application for 
short term predictions of "most probable futures." 
And , final l y ,  if American society maintains its rigid 
structure ( which it has for more than a hundred years ) ,  the 
construct could be used to some extent for bc;>th prediction 
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and control ( depending on what level of society at which con­
trol was applied ) .  
In line with the foregoing evaluation of the scien­
tific validity of the social indicator as a barometer of 
change , a brief statement of what the meaning o f  the pre••nt 
might portend fQr the future seems proper as the closing 
section of this study. 
Trends and Prospect 
Trends that exist at the present indicated by the 
evolving situation o f  the Deviant type-w , as described 
earlier , show that society is presently becoming increasingly 
tolerant o f  eccentricity and individual deviance ; that indi­
vidual differences in appearance or behavior do not as often 
result in differential treatment. The pluralism of society 
and the Civil Rights movement have had the effect of raising 
the tolerance level to both individual deviants and some 
forms of group deviance. These are what have been referred 
to as "spin-off" movements .  The increased tolerance of dif­
ferences in appearances , customs , traditions and ideas would 
seem to indicate that further changes will be taking place. 
The career of the clas sical stereotype of the social 
heretic can be used in the extension of this trend into the 
future and in the process of description, explanation ,  pre­
diction or even the control of change . Current reactional 
patterns give evidence of the attitudes of the oversociety 
toward a particular type of deviance at a particular point 
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in time. 
In order to give the e lements of control discussed 
above , the combination of the evidence in terms of reactive 
consequence , viewed with the aim of planning for innovation, 
it can give the element of control sought. ln accordance 
with the conc ept of society as an adaptive system which is 
conflict actuated as viewed by Buckley1 and with innovation 
as a process as propounded by Barnett2 in his paradigm , 
innovation can be used as a control on the system to regu­
late feedback much as a governor regulates the r . p .m. of a 
reciprocating tt1\9ine. In accordance with sys terns theory , a 
number of suc:c:easive 0partia.l solutions" ( i n  terms of units 
of innovational input) can proceed in an orderly process 
toward goals that embody the direction and "purpose " of the 
over-all system of society as determine d  by the general 
values arrived a� by consensus. 
In summary the n ,  the historical career of the social 
heretic can be made to conform to the investigative orienta-
tion of the natural and tha social sciences . The concept of 
the social indicator can also be utilized to show the effect 
of methods of planned social control because , unless society 
is drastically and precipitously changed ( which has no 
precedent in the period of recorded history) , the methods of 
1
auckley, Modern Systems Research. 
2aarnett , Innovat1.Qn• 
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social control are reflected ( as shown by the historical evi­
dence in the body of the paper ) ,  afte.r a lag in changes in 
the treatment of Deviant type-W9
1 
( actuation of attitudes 
rooted in tradition) . 
In this way , effectiveness o f  planned innovation can 
be designed to create changes in either the society as a 
whole ,  or i n  its parts , which will be reflected in changes in 
the status and roles of Deviant type-w. This type of utili-
zation of a social indicator can be " fitted " to the societal 
situation and will continue to function until society has 
progressed to the point of thorough integration in the hori-
zontal orientation of a structural-pluralist aociety in 
which minority and dominant groups cease to ex1at and dif­
ferential treatment i s a thinq of the past. Even if the 
stereotype of the social heretic becomes dormant i n  the 
cultural inventory2 in the near future , which seems unl ikely 
for several years to come , it is still valid as a social 
indicator at the present time , to describe and explain pres­
ent day societal conditions and to make a one-shot prediction 
on which to base pl anning in the immediate ( rel atively speak­
ing) future. 
I n  fact , the two functions of description and expl ana-
tion alone validate it as a mechanism o f  analys i s ,  even if 
its future as a predictive instrument i s  uncertai n i n  the 
1 ogburn , On CUlture and Social Change . 
2t.1nton , Tree of Culture . 
' I 
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light of present gains for deviants in the pos t-indus trial 
society. The present author is inclined to take a more 
pessimistic view ( s upported by past evidence that social 
movements are slow at best and then must be supported by an 
ideology that is religiously pursued to keep them alive) that 
the process of the elimination of differential treatment for 
minorities and "eccentria" individuals in society will talce 
many years , even granting a favorable social climate and 
fervent agitation for change on the part o f  the affected 
individuals themselves. 
The position of these groups today ; the state o f ,  
and the structure o f ,  American and other post-industrial 
societies of the contemporary wprl d ;  does furnish a basis for 
the suggestion at least of the direction of change , if not 
the intensity of the process , in the immanent future. 
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